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Foreword
BY ISAAC ASIMOV

THERE Anr five billion people on Earth, and I should guessthat at eny
given moment one or two billion of us are speaking. And I should
further guessthat virtually nothing anyone rryr is memorable. A statement may give useful information, such as, "It's five o'clock, " or it may
be very precious to someone, ?S with, "I love you." But these are
ephemeralthings.
There atetimes, however,when someoneturns a phrasethat seemsso
clever or so apt or so enlightening or so true, thai the statement flies
from person to person and gives pleasureat eachpassage.The statement
becomesa "quotation. "
Quotations do not necessarily have extended lifetimes. Some are
appropriate only to the immediate occasion and lose their force with
time. Some are never written down and, if too much time passes,they
may be forgotten. Some are too lengthy and complex, or too weighty,
to remain long in our minds even if they are written down.
A quotation has the best chance of survivirg if it is short. For
example, in 338 B.c. Philip of Macedon, ?t the lreight of his power,
swept into southern Greece. The Greek cities submitted at orr.., all
except Sparta. Sparta had been the foremost military power in Greece
until 371B. c., but sincethen had declinedinto nearh.lpl.ssness.Philip,
annoyed by the defiance of this impotent city, sent thir message:"If I
attack Sparta, I will level it to the ground. " Back at once came t[. reply
t singleword: "lf !" Philip, admiring the spirit ofthe.ity, left without
-of
brandishing a weapon.
Another way of preserving a quotation is to presentit as poetry. It is
easierto remember a passagethat contains rhythm and rhyme than one
that does not. Consider the man whom many people deem to be the
greatestscientist in history. His greatnessmight be spoken of in peregraphs and pages and yet not be captured as well 6 Al.*ander Pop.
xru
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managed to do in two lines of verse intended as an epitaph for the great
man:
I'Jatureand Nature'slaws lay hid in night:
Cod said, "Let I'Jewtonbe" andall wa light.
William Wordsworth commented on a statue of Newton:
Tlrc marbleindex d a mind-foreuer
Voyagingthroughstrangeseasof tlnught, Alone.
That powerful last word, "alone," emphasizesthe uniquenessof the
man and makes the remark an unforgettable quotation.
But what did Newton himself say that would be suitable as a
quotation?Natur ally,the greatestscientific mind in all history cannot be
expectedto boast of it:
Tb myselfI seemto hauebem,only like a boy
playins on the seaslnre,ad diuerting
myselfin now and thm f*di"S a smoother
pebbleor a prettiersheTthan ordinary,
whilst thegreatoceanof truth lay all
beforerne.
undiscouered
That is not verse, and it is too long for the averagepersonto remembeg
but when one readsit, what a picture it presents,and how it forces the
myriads oflesser minds in the world to long to wrest one drop of truth
from that great ocean.
If we speakof scientific quotations, particularly, one has the chanceof
surviving if it expresses,most pithily, some great truth. We know for
instance, that everythittg moves. A rock may seem motionless, but
every rock and every mountain is moving with the Earth around the
planetary axis, and also about the Sun, and also about the galacticcenter.
Within the rock there are atoms and molecules that restlessly and
eternally vibrate, and very slowly shift position. On a more visible
scale,the oceanwaves,the river flows, living things z1e, die, and decay.
How best to say all this? The ancientGreek philosopher FleracleitusPut
it this way: "It is not possibleto step twice into the sameriver." Think
about it. You step into new water eachtime.
Scientistshave always tried to simplify matters. They have tried to
find very broad generalizations that explain as much as possible in as
compact t way as possible. They try to cut away the superficial and
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trivial and get down to basics. As the ancient Greek philosopher
Democritus concluded,"There is nothing but atoms and the void.'t By
atoms, he meant fundamental particles, but there arealso fields of force
(such as gravitation) that filI all space,so that a true void does not exist
without them; you can, therefore, still argue that Democritus was
correct. And the concisenessof the saying gives you an im age of the
Universe that is pregnant with many philosophical implications.
Ultim ately,what Democritus was saying was that if we could understand the Universe deeply enough, we would find it was simple. This
may be false,but in the 2,500 yearssinceDemocritus, scientificfindings
have strongly supported the notion of simplicity. The universe is made
up of two dozen fundamental particlesand four fields, and scientistsare
busily engaged in trying to reduce even these to varieties of a single
particle and a single field-and may succeed.
'Whereas
Heracleitus and Democritus are believed to be fundamentally correct in their quotations, it is possible for a great mind to be
wrong (ot appearto be wrong) and yet expressthat view in so forceful
and picturesquea manner that it lives as a quotation and, asa quotation,
nearly conquers the truth. The twentieth century has produced two
great theoriesthat rule all of physicsnow. One is the theory of relativity,
developedby Albert Einstein in 1905 and brilliantly extendedin 1,91,6.
The other is quantum theory, first advancedby Max Planck in 1900,but
first demonstratedto be useful by, again, Einstein, in 1905.
Quantum theory was reduced to a strict mathematical formalism in
the 1920'sby men such as Erwin Schrodinger and Werner Heisenberg.
This "quantum mechanics," however, introduced the principle of
uncertainty into physics. One could not, evenin principle, determine all
the properties of a particle to any desired accuracy.The size of Planck's
constant producesan ultimate "fuzzfuless"to the Universe that seemsto
vitiate causality.An electron, under the sameimpulse, might go here or
it might go there; there was no predicting.
Einstein would not accept this aspect of quantum theory. To the
end of his life, he felt that quantum theory was incomplete and that
there was a deeper,more complete theory that would r.ttot. causality
and make it quite plain where the electron would go, leaving no room
for uncertainty. In this, Einstein seemsto be wrong. Sinc. qnrtttum
mechanics has been formulated, it has successfullymet all challenges
and has successfully predicted the probabilities of evenrs with grear
accuracy.
Nevertheless, this is what Einstein said, with respect to the notion
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that events proceed accordirg to probabilities only: "I am convinced
that God does not play dice." The image is so forceful that even those
who accept quantum mechanicsare forced to do so uneasily.
All scienceis basedon two assumptions.One is that the LJniversecan
be explained by evidence obtained from the universe alone; that no
supernatural agency need be called upon. The other is that the human
mind is, in the long run, capableof understanding the Universe.
These are only assumptions, and no one can prove they are true.
However, working on these assumptions, science has accomplished
great things so that scientistsfeel increasingly confident, as the decades
pass, that these assumptionsare true. And just as Einstein makes us
uncomfortable about quantum mechanics with his quotation about
God playing dice, he comforts us about the assumption of the
understandability of the Universe with another well-known quotation
about God: "The Lord God is subtle, but malicious he is not. " In other
words, God has not made it easy to understand the Universe, but
neither has he deliberately planted false or misleading evidencemerely
to confuseus.
You see, then, the potential importance of quotations in the field of
science. They are metaphors of a reality that might otherwise be
diflicult to grasp. They are shortcuts to an inner wisdom. They inspire
students and scientistsalike. And they enlarge the worldview and help
give rise to further questions.
Does the quotation expressa lasting truth, or do time and change
make it obsolete?If it is true, what is the basictruth it encapsulates,
and
of what use is it to scienceas a whole? You may surprise yourself with
the byways of thought into which the quote might lead you, and the
subtle pleasuresyou will derive from it.
Then, too, we must be cautious with quotations. Quotations are
tricky. Occasionally they are apocryphal. We sometimes do not have
them directly from the writings of the person supposed to have said
them. They may come instead from the writings of someoneelsewho
lived decadesor even centuries later. They may be recalledincorrectly,
or they may belong to that classof quotation which the person might
not have said but which someoneelsefelt he slnuld have said.
For example, it is widely repeatedthat Galileo, after agreeing at the
order of the Inquisition no longer to teach or believe that the Earth
revolves about the Sun, or moves in any way, stamped his foot and
muttered under his breath: "Eppur si muoue"(|ust the same,it moves).It
is very doubtful that Galileo really said that, but the statement fits his
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character and is a beautiful commentary on the uselessness
of political
decisionson what ought to be believed. In other words, if Galileo did
not say it, he slnuld have.
Then, too, a quotation may be, originally, in a fbreign languageand
in need of translation before it can be included here-and the translation
may be inaccurateor distorted.
These are sins of commission, but sins of omission may be just as
'We
bad, ifnot necessarilyasnoticeable.
may haveleft out someexcellent
quotation through ignorance or carelessness.
If you have reason to believe that a quotation was never said or
written, or that it is quoted incorrectly, or translatedinadequately,please
let us know Ifyou know of any quotations that you think are delightful,
try them out on us. We hope that there will be future editions of this
book, and we have no objections to having those editions improved by
our audience,as well as by our own further efforts.
As it stands novx the book is presentedto its audienceas a way of
epitomrzing views on science, presenting wisdom in briefl inspirittg
readers with curiosity about the wonderful tJniverse, and granting
them, perhaps, an added insight into the delights of science.
NEW YORK CITY

1987

fntroduction
BY JASON A. SHULMAN

Real knowledgegoesinto natural man in tidbits.A scrap
here,a scrapthere;alwayspertinent, linked to safetyor
nutrition or pleasure.
EZRA

POUND

I HavE alwaysloved the way the world is made. From the tiny swirls of
pineconesto the swirling clouds of Jupiter, nature has a, rightness, a
sense,that always simultaneously enlightens and baffles my mind.
I grew up in love with science,asking the samequestionsall children
ask as they try to codify the world to find out what makes it work.
"'Who is the smartest person in the world?" and "'Where is the tallest
mountain in the world?" turned into questions like, "How big is the
Universe?" and "What is it that makesus alive?"
Although we all grow up, and these questions give way to more
sophisticatedones,I believethat all scienceis basedon the spirit of these
original querie.s, and that they remain with us always and live, the
foundation of all of our quests,like multicolored pebbleson the bed of a
'We
fast-flowing stream.
spend our eighty years or so feeling for the
pebbleswith our toes, trying to gather enough information to make a
coherent picture of the world.
When we are young, we think that sciencehas to do with facts, with
finding answers and solutions, and that it proceedslike an arrow from
the primitive to the sophisticated,from mystery to light. But as we ger
older, we find that, while sciencedoes have to do with facts and laws, it
has equally to do with wisdom, which is something elseentirely. The
wisdom of scienceknows no boundaries and does not proceed in an
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orderly manner from past to present, always building on existing
knowledg.. Instead, it appears throughout time, regardlessof mere
technical sophistication. It appearsin Claude Bernard's words from the
mid-l800's:
The true worth of an experimenterconsistsin his pursuingnot only what
he seeksin his experiment,but alsowhat he did not seek.
. . . and Einstein's, from almost one hundred years later:
The mere formulation of a problem is often far more essentialthan its
solution,which may be merelya matterof mathematicalor experimental
skill. To raisenew questions,new possibilities,to regardold problems
from a new anglerequirescreativeimaginationand marks real advances
in science.
We learn that while there are scientists who devote their lives to the
study of the subject, the concernsof science-far from being limited in
interest only to scientists-stretch like e web throughout our completely interrelated Universe, daily a{fecting all of our lives in profound
ways. The old notion of scienceas a description of how we live is really
linked with the profound question of why we live as well.
For ffie, the facts of science are only way stations on the path to
something else. Scienceitself is just our way of finding out what nature
already knows: we createnothing ourselves, we simply discover deeper
applications of natural laws and make use of them in the presenceor
absenceof wisdom.
Many of the major discoveries of scientific laws were made by
scientistswho took the natural world as their starting place. This was
certainly true of Newton, whose profound investigationsinto light and
gravity were basedfirst on observation. Even Einstein's SpecialTheory
of Relativity was prompted by his recognition of natural, everyday
phenomena.
In all, nature is our teacher,and sciencedoes not move a step without
her. When we commune with that level of the world, we become the
"natural" men and women the poets talk about; we become the best of
scientists.
In recognition of that reality, this book is not so much a book of
sciencefrct as a book of sciencewisdom, the placewhere humankind's
fact gathering bears fruit and resemblesnature most of all.
Quotations are the perfect way to encapsulatescience'swisdom, and
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in this book you will find over two thousand of ghsrn-quotations that
will move you, scientist or not, to seethat the world is indeedinterrelated, and that the job of scienceis to find our placein it.
These are bits of our best. Mry they be food to the child in you, the
one who has never given up askitrg, "What is it that makes us live?" and

"How big is infinity?"

BROOKLYN

1987

AboutThis Book
THts BooK is a short history of ideas.Hence the quotationsin this
book are arranged chronologically within each .rt.gory, either by the
birth date of the speakeror by the date of the quotaiion itself Because
the older material is difficult to date precisely, we have date,Cthose
quotations by the birth and death dates of the speaker,since those are
readily available.The datesof the newer quotations are much easierto
gaugeaccurately,and sincefive or ten yearscan representa greatchange
in attitude toward the particular point of view ."pr.rsed, ttt. arrangement is by the date of the quore itself
Biblical material is divided into Old Testamentand New Tesrament
entries,with the Old Testamententriesdated 725 B.c. and New Testament entries dated 325 A.D. These dates are approximate, but for our
purposes' allow us to put Genesisbefore Aristotle and the epistlesof
Paul after F{orace.
Each entry provides a brief description of the speaker.These descriptions are of necessityshort and are intended to help provide context for
the quote.

10

Acronarrtics
Surely no child, and_ft* adults,haueeuerwatched
a bird in flight without enuy.
ISAAC ASIMOV

1-1 Oh that I had wings like a dove! for then would I fly away,and be ar resr.
The Bible(circa725s.c.)
1.2 A bird is an instrument working accordirg to mathematicallaw, which
instrument it is within the capacity of man to reproduce with all its
movements, but not with a correspondingdegree of strength, though it may
thereforesaythat such an instrument constructedby man is lacking in nothirg
the life of the bird, and this life must needsbe supplied from that o?
ffi:,
Leonardo

da Vinci,

Italian

Architect/Artist/Inventor

(1452-1519)

1-3 The [mechanical] bird I have described ought to be able by the help of the
wind to rise to a great height, and this will prove to be its safety; since even
if . . . revolutions [of the winds] were to befall it, it would still irrrr. time to
regain a condition of equilibrium; provided that its various parts have a grear
power of resistance, so that they can safely withstand the fuiy and violenie of
the descent, by the aid of the defenses which I have mentioned; and its joints
should be made of strong tanned hide, and sewn with cords of strong raw silk.
-ro.ry
And let no one encumber himself with iron bands, for these rr.
soon
broken at the joints or else they become worn out, and consequently it is well
not to encumber oneself with them.
Leonardo da Vinci, Italian Architect/Artist/Inventor (1452-lllg)
t-4 If a man has a tent made of linen of which the apertures have all been
stopped tp, and it be twelve braccia across (over twenty-hr. feet) and twelve in
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depth, he will be able to throw himself down from any height without
sustainirg injury.
[Ott the invention of the parachute.]
Leonardo

da Vinci,

Italian Architect/Artist/Invent

or (143?,-15 19)

1.5 Vhat can you conceivemore silly and extravagantthan to suPposea man
racking his brains, and studying night and dty how to fly?
6ll
William Law,English Clergyman/Writer(168G17
1.6 Soon shall thy arm
tlnconquer'd steam! Afar
Drag the slow barge or drive the rapid car,
Or on wide-waving wings expandedbear
The flying chariot through the fields of air.
(1731-1802)
ErasmusDarwin, EnglishPhysician/Poet
1.7 We will build a machine that will fly.
[He invented the first air balloon, 1784.1
JosephMichaelMontgolfier,FrenchInventor/Aeronaut(1740-1810)
1.8 The late Mr. Sadler,the celebratedadronaut,ascendedon one occasionin a
balloon from Dublin, and was wafted acrossthe Irish Channel, when, on his
approachto the Welshcoast, the balloon descendednearly to the surfaceof the
sea.By this time the sun was set, and the shadesof evening began to closein.
He threw out nearly all his ballast, and suddenly sprang upwards to a great
height, and by so doing brought his horizon to dip below the sun, producing
the whole phenomenonof a western sunrise.
Sir John Flerschel,EnglishAstronomer(1792-lS71t
1.9 All at once,but with such rapidity and to such a prodigious elevationthat
we had difficulty in hearing eachother-even when shouting at the top of our
voices.I was ill and vomited; Grassettiwas bleedinget the nose. We were both
breathing short and hard, and felt oppressionon the chest.Becausethe balloon
rose so suddenly out of the water and bore us with such swiftnessto thosehigh
regions, the cold seizedus suddenly, and we found ourselvescoveredwith a
layer of ice.
Count Francesco Zarnbeccari,

Italian Aeronaut

(1804)

1.10 "'What is the news, good neighbor, I pray?"
"They say a balloon has gone up to the moon
And won't be back till a week from today."
NurseryRhyme (circa 1805)
1.11 The feeling of absolutesolitude is rarely experiencedupon earth, but in
these regions, separatedfrom all human associations,the soul might almost
fancy it had passedthe confines of the grave. Nature was noiseless,even the
wind was silent, therefore, receiving no opposition, we gently floated along,
and the lonely stillnesswas interrupted only by the progressof the car and its
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colossalball which, self-propelled,seemedlike the rockbird fluttering in the
blue ether.
[Ott flight in a hot air balloon, 1317.]
Prince FlermannLudwig Heinrich von Ptickler-Muskau,German
Prince(1785-1821)
l-12 Another contesthad been announced.Enthusiastic competitors arrived
with their streamlined "birds" [gliders] of all colours and typ.r. The slightly
thundery atmosPheregave promise of record-breaking atrempts, and in fact
heights of 26,000 feet were reached in several .ri.r. Then five daring
contestantsflew into e thundercloud. . . . We do not know all that happenel
between earth and sky during these frightful minutes, as only one man,
severelyinjured, escapedwith his life. We can only imagine rhe ordeal of the
four. At a height of thirty-five, forty-five, or evenfifty thousandfeet they musr
have been enclosedin a casingof frozen water, tor..i about like living icicles,
stabbedat by lightning, until the cloud releasedtheir four lifelessbodies.
Leo Loebsack,Germansciencewriter (circa1g1z)
1.13 The birds can fly,
An' why can't I?
John Townsend Tbowbridge,

l.t4

American

Novelist/Poe t (1827 -tgt6)

Men will never fly, becauseflying is reservedfor angels.
Bishop Milton Vright, American Episcopalian Bishop/Father of the
Wright brothers (1828-1917)

1.15

And this is aviation; I give it to the world.
Louis Mouillard, French Inventor/Aeronaut (183#llSgT)

l-16 We were on the point of abandoning our work when the book of
Mouillard fell into our hands, and we continued with the results you know.
Wilbur Wright, American Inventor/Aviator (1867-lgl2)
t-17
skill.

It is possible to fly without

motors, but nor without

knowledg.

and

wilbur wri ght, American Inventor/Aviator ( 1867- lg12)
1-18 Aeronautics must make many e long stride before they do much
practical work, either in commerce or war.
Echo,English periodical (October lg, lg70l
l-tg
Successful-four flights on Thursday morning-rook
off with motors
from level ground-average
speed thirty miles an hour-longesr
flight 59
seconds-inform press-home for Christmas-Orville.
telegram to his father, Bishop Wrighr, about the first flight in an airplane,
[Fit
Kitty Hawk, N.C., December 17, 1903.1
orville wright, American Inventor/Aviator (1871-1948)

qL
! 4eW
I S A A C A S I M O V ' S B o o ko fS _ c i e n
1.20 The wildest stretch of imagination of that time would not have
permitted us to believethat within a spaceof fifteen yearsactually thousandsof
thesemachineswould be in the air engagedin deadly combat.
Orville Wright, AmericanInventor/Aviator(1871-1948)
l.2l
In ancient days two aviatorsprocured to themselveswings. Daedalus
flew safely through the middle air and was duly honored on his landing. Icarus
soaredupwards to the sun till the wax melted which bound his wings and his
flight endedin fiasco. [n weighing their achievements,there is something to be
saidfor Icarus.The classicalauthoritiestell us that he was only "doing a stunt,"
but I prefer to think of him as the man who brought to light e serious
constructionaldefect in the flying machinesof his day.
Sir Arthur

Stanley Eddington,

English

Astronomer/Mathematician

(1882-1
e44l
1.22 I would much prefer to have Goddard interested in real scientific
development than to have him primarily interested in more spectacular
achievements[Goddard'srocket research]of lessreal value.
CharlesAugustusLindbergh,AmericanAviator (1902-1974')
\
1.23 We hope that ProfessorLangley will not put his substantialgreatnessasa
scientist in further peril by continuirg to waste his time, and the money
involved, in further airship experiments.Life is too short, and he is capableof
servicesto humanity incompaiably greaterthan can be expectedto result from
trying to fly. . . . For students and investigatorsof the Langley type there are
more useful employments.
The NeluYorkTimes(1903)
1.24 Bombardment from the air is legitimateonly when directedat a military
objective, the destruction or injury of which would constitute a distinct
military disadvantageto the belligerent.
The Second Hague Peace Conference

(1907)

1.25 There are . . . recurrent and apparently reliable reports that Pan
American in conjunction with British Imperial Airways is soon to put into
operation transatlanticand New York-Bermuda airlines.
Scientific
American(19361
1.26 lt's burst into flames! Oh my . . . it's burning, bursting into flames! . .
oh the humanity and all the passengers!
[Live broadcast of the Hindenberg disaster.]
Herbert Morrison, American Radio Journalist (1937')
In the space xge, man will be able to go around the world in two hours!.27
one hour for fying and the other to get to the airport.
Neil McElroy, Arnerican Business Executive (1958)

Aeronautics

1.28 The common denominator in achieving successful translation of
aerospacetechnology into the commercial sector is the need for a government
Program with a definite objective and an interested sponsor or customer for
their servicesor products to be produced.
RobertAnderson,AmericanIndustrialist(rg7r)
1.29 Asking an aerospaceworker if he'sever beenlaid off beforeis like asking
a mother if she'sever had a baby.
Richard

Kapusta, American

Aerospace Educator

(Ig7l')

1-30 We hear the airlines say "Wb ought to have the right of way." Thar's like
Greyhound demanding that all cars get out of its way on the higirway.
John Baker,American Aviator (1986)

2.

furictrltrrrc
Whenthepracticeofforming spreadluer the earth,
itsfrst populationexplosion,
mankindexperienced
ISAAC ASIMOV

2.1 And God said, "Let the earth put forth vegetation,plants yielding seed,
and fruit treesbearing fruit in which is their seed,eachaccordingto its kind. "
And God saw that it was good. And therewas eveningand there was morning,
a third dry.
The Bihle(circa 725n.c.l
2.2 Agriculture, for an honorable and high-minded man, is the best of all
occupationsor arts by which men procure the meansof living.
Xenophon,GreekMilitary Leader/Historian(431n.c.?-352n.c.?)

2.3 A farmer is always going to be rich next year.
n.c.?)
Philemon,RomanComic Poet(365B.c.?-265

2.4 A field becomesexhaustedby constanttilling.
Ovid (PubliusOvidiusNasso),RomanPoet(43n.c.-17l.o.?)
2.5 The earth conceivesby the sun, and through him becomesPregnantwith
annual fruits.
NicholasCopernicus,PolishAstronomer(147y1543)
2.6 The frost is God's plough which he drives through every inch of ground
in the world, opening eachclod, and pulverizing the whole.
Thomas Fuller, English Historian/Theologian (1608-1661)
2.7 The first three men in the world were a gardene! a ploughman, and e
gruier; and if any object that the second of these was a murderer, I desire him
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that as soon as he was so, he quitted our profession, and rurned
!" .co.nsider
builder.
Abraham Corrley, English poet (161&1667)
?-8 He who appropriates land to himself by his labor, does not lessen but
increasesthe common stock of mankind. For the provisions serving to the
support of human life, produced by one acre of inclosed and cultivatled hnd,
are . .. t9n times more than those which are yielded by an acre of land, of an
-.
equal richnesslying waste in common. And therefore tre that inclosesland and
has a greaterplenty ofthe conveniencesoflife from ten acresthan he could have
from a hundred left to nature, ffi?y truly be said to give ninety acres to
mankind.
John Locke, English Philosopher(1632-1704)
2-9 In another Apartment I was highly pleasedwith a Projector, who had
found e Device of plowitg the Ground with Hogs, ro savs the Charges of
Plows, Cattle, and Labour. The Method is this: In an Acre of Ground yo;bury
at six InchesDistance,and eight deep,a Quantity of Acorns, Dates, Cirestnuts,
and other Masts or Vegetableswhereof these Animals are fondest; then you
drive six Hundred or more of them into the Field, where in a few Days tirey
will root up the whole Ground in search of their Food, and make it fit fo;
sowing, at the same time manurirg it with their Dung. It is true, upon
Experiment they found the Charge and touble very grear, and rhey had little
or no Crop. However, it is not doubted that this Invention may be capableof
great Improvement.
Jonathanswift, Irish satiristlclergyman (1667-r74s,
2-10 There seemto be but three ways for a nation to acquirewealth: the first
is by war, as the Romansdid, in plundering their conqueredneighbors-this is
robbery; the second by commerce, which is generaliy cheatin[; the third by
agriculture, the only honest way, wherein man receivesa real lrr.r..re of the
seedthrown-into the
_ground,in a kind of continual miracle, wrought by the
hand of God in his favor, as a reward for his innocenr life and hii virruous
industry.
Benjamin

Franklin,

American

Inventor/ Statesman ( 1706-1 7901

2-11 Agriculture not only gives riches to a nation, but the only riches shecan
call her own.
Samuel Johnson, English Lexicographer/Poet/Critic

( 170g- l1g4)

2.12 Agriculture is the foundation of manufactures,sincethe productions of
nature are the materialsof art.
Edward Gibbon, English Historian (lrl7-1794)
2.13 Let the farmer forevermorebe honoredin his calling, for they who labor
in the earth are the chosenpeople of God.
ThomasJefferson,American President/Author(17434826)

andNatureQuotations
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2.!4 Farming . . . is commensuratewith the posturesof the femalemind; nor
is the practice of inspecting agricultural processes,incompatible with the
delicacyof their frames, if their constitution is good.
PriscillaWakefield,EnglishAuthor/Philanthropist(1751-1832)
'strhen
tillage begins, other arts follow. The farmers, therefore, are the
2.15
founders of human civilization.
Daniel Webster, American

Statesmanl Orator (1782-1852)

2.16 In a moral point of view, the life of the agriculturist is the most pure and
holy of any classof meni pure, becauseit is the most healthful, and vice can
hardly find time to contaminate it; and holy, becauseit brings the Deity
perpetually before his view giving him thereby the most exalted notions of
supremepower, and the most endearingview of the divine benignity.
Lord John Russell,English Statesman/Author(179?-1878)
2.17 Earth is so kind, that just tickle her with a hoe and she laughs with a
harvest.
DouglasWilliam Jerrold, EnglishFlumorist (180F1857)
2.18 In order to civilize a people,it is necessaryfirst to fix it, and this cannot
be done without inducirg it to cultivate the soil.
Alexis de Tocqueville,

French Political

Scientist/Historian

(1805-1859)

2.19 He that would look with contempt on the pursuits of the farmer, is not
worthy of the name of a man.
Henry Ward Beecher, American

Preacher/Author

(1813-1887)

2.20 Blessedbe agriculture! If one does not have too much of it.
Charles Dudley

Varner, American

Novelist/Essayist

(182F1900)

2.21 The farmer works the soil,
The agriculturist works the farmer.
Eugene Fitch Vare ("Ironquill"),

American

Lawyer/Verse

Writer

(1841-lerr)
2.22 The farther we get away from the land, the greaterour insecurity.
Henry Ford, American

Industrialist/Auto

Maker (186F1947)

2.23 The oranges,it is true, are not all exactly of the same srze,but careful
machinery sorts them so that automatically all those in one box are exactly
similar. They travel along with suitablethings being done to them by suitable
machinesat suitablepoints until they enter a suitablerefrigerator car in which
they travel to a suitablemarket. The machinestampsthe word "Sunkist" upon
them, but otherwise there is nothing to suggestthat naturehas any part in their
production.
(1872-1970l
BertrandRussell,English Philosopher/Mathematician

2.24 In the Soviet l-Jnionfarmers look in the barn for "their" horseseven after
they have given them to the collective.
Nikita

Sergeevich Khrushchev,

Soviet Statesman/Prime

(r$ebre7r)

Minister

2-25 The chief problem of the lower-income farmers is poverry.
NelsonAldrich Rockefeller,ArnericanPolitician/VicePresident
(1909-1979,)
2-26

[ want action, not talk, a decent price for what I raise, not a handout.
Edwin Dent, American Farmer (1971)

2-27 By 1980,two-thirds of our presentfarmers, who havebeenraisedin the
tradition of owning their equipment, will be retired. I think we have ro expect that the young, aggressive,well-educated operators, who are already
legin-nitg to assumethe managementof agriculture, will weigh very carefully
the advantagesof leasingor rentirg their equipment.
Brooks McCormick, American Agricultural Industrialist (IgTl)

2-28 Peacemeans creative giving, makirg a contribution to the betterment of
our own people and to the betterment of people throughout the world. And
who better understands that than the men and *omen of American agriculture?
Richard Milhous Nixon, American president (1971)

2-29 Food

it t weapon . . . one of the principal tools in our negoriating kit.

Earl Butz, American

secretary of Agriculture

(lg7s)

2-30 A third of all cropland is suffering soil lossestoo grear to be restrained
without a gradual,but ultimately disastrous,declinein pioducrivity.
Council

for Agricultural

Science (1976l

2,31 In a hundred and fifty years the United Stateshas losr one third of its
topsoil- And I think about two hundred fifty million acres are turning inro
desertbecauseof overgr azing and other mismanagemenr.
George Schaller, American

Zoologist/Ecologist/Educator

(1984)

2.32 We havea harmlessorganism. .Weput a geneinto it that producesa toxin
that has been used for 20 yearswithout any problems at all. WL completedrest
after test to prove it was safe. What do we need to do to convince people that
Planting one-tenth of an acre of treated corn is not going to ruin ttt. world?
[Regarding e controversy over bioengineering ,.r.-rr.n- fot breeding pesrresistantplants.]
Robert J- Kaufman,

American

Biotcchnology

Researcher (1986)

3.

katomy
But *hy
rsmaruelous.
Thehumanmechanism
not-it rstheresultof three-and-a-half
billionyearsof tinkering.
ISAAC ASIMOV

3.1 The heart is an exceedingly strong muscle. . . . It contains two separate
cavities.
Hippocrates, Greek Physician (460B.c.?-377n.c.?l
The largest of all the
3.2 The heart in all animals has cavities inside it. .
three chambers is on the right and highest up; the least is on the left; and the
medium one lies in between the other two.
Aristotle, Greek Philosopher (384B.c.-322 B.c.)

Once I
3.3 It is not impossible to obtain ^ view of human bones.. .
examined the skeleton of a robber; lying on a mountain-side a short distance
from the road. This man had been killed by some traveler whom he had
attacked,but who had been too quick for him. None of the inhabitants of the
district would bury him; but in their detestationof him they were delighted
when his body was eatenby birds of preli the latter, in fact, devouredthe flesh
in two days and left the skeleton ready, as it were, for anyone who cared to
enjoy an anatomicaldemonstration.
(130-200)
ClaudiusGalen,GreekPhysician/Scholar
3.4 The heart is the beginnirg of life; the sun of the microposm, even as the
sun in his turn might well be designatedthe heart of the world; for it is the
heart by whose virtue and pulse the blood is moved, perfected, made apt to
nourish, and is preservedfrom corruption and coagulation;it is the household
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divinity which, discharging its function, nourishes, cherishes,quickens the
whole body, and is indeed the foundation of life, the source of ali action. .
The heart, like the prince in a kingdom, in whose hands lie the chief highest
authority, rules over all; it is the original and foundation from which all piwer
is derived, on which all power dependsin the animal body.
Williarn Harvey,English Anatornist/Physician(1528-1657)
3-5 The soul seemsto be a very tenuoussubstance(and)seemsto be made of
a most subtle texture, extremely mobile or active corpuscles,not unlike those
of flame or heat; indeed, whether they are spherical,as the authors of atoms
propound, or pyramidical as Plato thought, or some other form, they seem
from their own motion and penetrationthrough bodiesto createthe heat which
is in the animal.
Pierre Gassendi,French Physicist/Philosopher/Priest (1592-1655)
3-6 The anatomy of a little child, representing all parts thereo{ is accounted a
greater rarity than the skeleton of a man in full stature.
Thomas Fuller, English Historian/Theologian (1608-1661)
3-7 In vain we shall penetrate more and more deeply the secrets of the
structure of the human body, we shall not dupe nature; we shall die as usual.
Bernard Le Bovier Sieur de Fontenelle, French Philosopher (1657-1757)
3.8

Like followirg life thro' creatures you dissect,
You lose it in the moment you detect.
Alexander Pope, English poet/satirist (16gg-l7u)

3-9 No anatomist ever discovered a system of org anrzetian calculated to
Produge pain and disease; or, in explaining the partr of the human body, ever
said, this is to irritate; this is to inflame; this duct is to convey the gravel to the
kidneys; this gland to secrete the humour which forms the gour: if 5y chance he
come at a part of which he knows not the use, the most he can ,ry ir, that it is
useless; no one ever suspects that it is put there to incommode, to annoy, or to
torment.
William Paley, English Educator/Theolo gian (lZ 4}4805)
3.10 No knowledge can be more satisfactory to a man than that of his own
frame, its parts, their functions and actions.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/Author (174ylSZ6)
3.11

A man is as old as his arteries.
Pierre Jean George Cabanis, French Physician/Author (1757-1803)

3.12 'The curious adaptation of a member to different offices and to different
conditions of the animal has led to a very extraordinary opinion in the presenr
day-that all animals consist of the same elemenrs.
Sir Charles Bell, Scottish Anatomist/Surgeon (l77glg42)
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3.13 The Chinese, who aspire to be thought an enlightenednation, to this
dty are ignorant of the circulation of the blood; and even in England the man
who made that noble discovery lost all his practice in the consequenceof his
ingenuity; and Hume informs us that no physician in the United Kingdom
who had attained the age of forty ever submitted to become a convert to
Harvey's theory, but went on preferring numpsimus
to sumpsimus
to the day of
his death.
CharlesCalebColton, EnglishClergyman/Writsr(1780?-1832)
3.14 Anatomists seeno beautiful woman in all their lives, but only a ghastly
sackof boneswith Latin namesto them, and a network of nervesand muscles
and tissuesinflamed by disease.
Mark T\+'ain(SamuelLanghorneClemens),AmericanJournalist/
Novelist(1835-1910)
3.15 You rememberyour promise?You will do my post-mortem?And look
at the intestines carefully, for I think there is something there now.
[His last words.]
Ilya Ilich Metchnikov,

Russian Zoologist

(184L1916)

3.16 We are accustomedto say that every human being displaysboth male
and femaleinstinctualimpulses,needs,and attributes,but the characteristics
of
what is male and female can only be demonstratedin anatomy, and not in
psychology.
(1856-1939)
SigmundFreud,Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst
3.17 Neither the absolute nor the relative size of the brain can be used to
measurethe degree of mental ability in animal or in man. So far as man is
concerned,the weights of the brains or the volumes of the cranial cavitiesof a
hundred celebrities of all branchesof knowledg. all over the world have been
listed. At the bottom of those lists are Gall, the famous phrenologist, Anatole
France, the French novelist, and Gambetta, the French statesman,each with
about 1,100 cc brain mass.The lists are topped by DeanJonathanSwift, the
English writer, Lord Byron, the English poet, and Turgenev, the Russian
novelist, all with about 2,000 cc . . . Now our mental test! Had Turgenevreally
twice the mental ability of Anatole France?
Franz Weidenreich, German/American
(1873-1948)
Anthropologist

Anatomist/Physical

4.

al Bdravior
n insultsomeone
we call him "bestial
,"
For deliberate
crueltyandmalice,"hutman"
might be thegreaterinsult.
ISAAC ASIMOV

4.1

Now the serpentwas more subtle than any beastof the field.
TheBible(circa725n.c.'1

4.2 When a buildirg is about to fall dowr, all the mice desertit.
Pliny the Younger (Gaius Plinius Caecilius Secundus), Roman
Naturalist/ Scholar (6?-113)

4.3 The bee is more honored than other animals,not becauseshelabors, but
becauseshelabors for others.
Saint John Chrysostom,

Greek Church

Father (34H07)

4.4 An ape is zany to e man, doing over those tricks (especiallyif they be
knavish) which he seesdone before him.
Thomas Dekkeq

English

Dramatist/Pamphletee

r (157?-1632)

4.5 Of beasts,it is confess'd,the ape
Comes nearestus in human shape;
Like man he imitates eachfashion,
And malice is his ruling passion.
Jonathan Swift,

4.6

Irish Satirist lClergyman

(1G67-1745l-

Animal enjoyments are infinitely diuersifed.
William

Paley, English Educator/Theologian

(174y1805)
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4.7 Besides love and sympathy, animals exhibit other qualities connected
with the social instincts which in us would be called moral.
CharlesRobert Darwin, EnglishNaturalistlEvolutionist(1809-1882)
4.8 Animals are such agreeablefriends; they ask no questions, pass no
criticisms.
George Eliot (Mary Ann Evans), English Novelist (1819-1880)

4.9

No human being was ever so free as a fish.
John Ruskin,EnglishArt Critic/Author (181f1900)

4.10 Cats and monkeys, monkeys and cats-all human life is there.
HenryJames,Jr., AmericanNovelist/Critic (1843,-1916)
A vast number, perhapsthe numerical majority, of animal forms cannot
4.ll
be shown unequivocally to possessmind.
Sir Charles Scott Sherrington, English Physiologist (1857-1952)
4.12 For my part,I am not so sure at bottom that man is, as he says, the king
of nature; he is far more its devastating tyrant. I believe he has many things to
learn from animal societies, older than his own and of infinite variety.
Romain Rolland, French Novelist (186f'-'l94/)
4.13 It seemed that animals always behave in a manner showing the rightness of
Throughout the
the philosophy entertained by the man who observes them
reign of Queen Victoria all apes were virtuous monogamists, but during the
dissolute twenties their morals underwent a disastrous deterioration.
Bertrand Russell, English Philosopher/Mathematician (1872-1970)
4.14

Sparrows are sociable, like a crowd of children begging from a tourist.
Robert Staughton Lynd, American Sociologist (189?-19701

4.15 Meat-eating has not, to my knowledg., been recorded from other parts
of the chimpanzee's range in Africa, although if it is assumed that human
infants are in fact taken for food, the report that five babies were carried off in
West Africa suggests that carnivorous behavior may be widespread.
Jane Goodall, American Primatologist (1934-,)
4.16 The Gombe Stream chimpanzees . . . in their ability to modify a twig or
stick to make it suitable for a definite purpose, provide the first examples of
free-ranging nonhuman primates actually making very crude tools.
Jane Goodall, American Primatologist (1934- )
4.17 It doesn't take a scientist to realize that a chimpanzee or a dog is an
intelligent animal. lnstead, it takes a bigoted human to suggest that it's not.
'l
Richard Leakey, English Paleontologist (19444.18

Anybody who says he's been et by a wolf is a liar.
John B. Theberge, Arnerican EcologistlZoologist (1971)

Animal Behauior

t7

4.19 Ants are so much like human beings as to be an embarrassment.They
farm fungi, raise aphids as livestock, launch armies into wars, use chemical
sPrays to alarm and confuse enemies, capture slaves.. . . They exchange
information ceaselessly.
They do everything but watch television.
Lewis Thomas,AmericanMedicalEducator/Writer(19741
4.20 I did sometesting a long time ago and showedthat porpoisesdistinguish
between Strauss's"Vienna Woods" waltz and all other Strausswaltzes. They
had been fed to it. When I playedother waltzes, they ignored ffi€, but when I
played "Vienna Woods," they startedjumping around the platform.
Karl Pribram,

Austrian/American

Neurophysiologist

(1984)

4.21 I suggest you don a dolphin suit and join them. It's an incredible experienceto hang out with them.
(1984)
John tillS AmericanNeurophysiologist/Spiritualist
4.22 Elephantslove bathing, and there are numerous reports of them island
hopping in the open seaoff India and Sri Lanka (their trunks make excellent
snorkels).
Paul Y. Sondaar, Dutch

Paleontologist/Educator

(1986)

4.23 The k.y [to animal communication] is what the soundsmean. If you get
two roars-one after sex and one during eating-is there anything in the
acousticsof those roars that meanssomethirg specific?
Harry Hollien, AmericanLinguist (1986)
4.24 Llamas mate sitting down. That is probably reason enough to study
them.
Gamini

Seneviratne, Science Journalist

(1986)

5.

opolory
complex,
areeuerywhere
Human societies
for liuing at peacewith lurseluesrequires
a uastmultiplicityof rules.
ISAAC ASIMOV

5.1 Aristippus, e companion of Socrates, shipwrecked and cast up on the
shore of Rhodes, noted geometrical figures drawn on the sand. "Let us be in
good hope, for indeed I see the traces of man. "
Marcus Vitruvius Pollio (Vitruvius), Roman Architect/Military
Engineer (circa 100B.c.)

5.2 The man is not of the woman; but the woman of the man. Neither was
the man created for the woman; but the woman for the man.
The Bible (circa 325 e.o.)

5.3 I have spent much time in the study of the abstract sciences; but the
paucity of persons with whom you can communicate on such subjects
disgusted me with them. When I began to study man, I saw that these abstract
sciences are not suited to him, and that in diving into them, I wandered farther
from my real object than those who knew them not, and I forgave them for not
having attended to these things. I expected then, however, that I should find
some companions in the study of man, since it was so specifically a duty. I was
in error. There are fewer students of man than of geometry.
Blaise Pascal, French Mathem atician/Philosopher/Author (162y1662)

5.4
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Man is an animal and should live in accordance with his species.
Carl Linnaeus, Swedish Botanist/Naturalist (1707-1778')

5.5 Wild man: four-footed, mute and hairy.
American man: erect, choleric, obstinate, gay, free. Lives by custom.
Europeanman: gentle, clever,inventive. Governedby rites.
Asiatic man: melancholy,rigid, severe,discriminating, greedy. Governed by
opinions.
African man: crafty, indolent, and negligent. Governed by price.
[His classificationof human species.
]
Carl Linnaeus,SwedishBotanist/Naturalist(1707-1778)
5.6 Three ways have been taken to account for it
[racial differences]:either
that !h.y are the posterity of Ham, who was cursed;or that God at first created
two kinds of men, one black and another white; or that by the heat of the sun
the skin is scorched,and so gets the sooty hue. This *rtt., has been much
canvassedamong naturalists,but has never been brought to any certain issue.
Samuel Johnson, English Lexico grapher/Poet/Criti

c (lT 0Ll7g4,

5--7 Peoplewill not look forward to posterity, who never look backward to
their ancestors.
Edmund Burke, British Statesman/Author (l7zyl7g7)
5.8

There are no inferior races; all are destined to attain freedom.
Friedrich Heinrich Alexander von Humboldt, German Naturalist/
Statesman(1769-1359)

5.9

Man is a tool-using animal.
Thomas Carlyle, Scottish Historian/Philosophe r (LT9*1SS1)

5-10 Man is the highest product of his own history. The discoverer finds
nothing so grand or tall as himselfl nothing so valuable to him. The grearest
star is at the small end of the telescope, the star that is looking, nor lookid after
nor looked at.
Theodore Parker, American Clergy manl Author (1810-1860)
5-11 In no sense can the Neanderthal bones be regarded as the remains of a
human being intermediate between men and apes.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (182ts1895)
5-12

Men make the gods; women worship them.
Sir James Geor ge Frazer, Scottish Anthropologist (1854-lg4l)

5-13 There is neither East nor West, Border nor Breed nor Birth, when two
strong men stand face to face, though they come from the end of the earth.
Rudyard Kipling, English Author/poet (1g65-1936)
5.14 But atthough these numerous traces of prehistoric man found in
America might lead us to suppose that there was the birthplace of the human
race, we are unable to support that theory.
samuel waddington, American r[riter (1900)
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people.Each of
5.15 Anthropologists are highly individual and specialrzed
them is marked by the kind of work he or she prefers and has done, which in
time becomesan aspectof that individual's personality.
Margaret

Mead, American

Anthropologist

(1901-1978)

5.16 Most peopleprefer to carry out the kinds of experimentsthat allow the
scientistto feel that he is in full control of the situationratherthan surrendering
himself to the situation, as one must in studying human beingsas they actually
live.
Margaret

Mead, American

Anthropologist

(1901-1978)

5.17 My happiness was complete when I learned that all my precious
specimenshad been saved.Large parts of my collections,many of my books,
and all of my clothes had been stolen, but Early Man survived the disaster.
[Ott the recoveryof his invaluablecollectionof fossil skulls and teeth followitg
prisonerof war camp.l
his releasefrom a Japanese
G.H.R.

von Koenigswald,

German Paleontologist

(1902- )

5.18 The evidence indicates that woman is, on the whole, biologically
superior to man.
Ashley Montagu, American Anthropologist/Biologist (1905- )
5.19 Anthropology provides no scientific basis for discrimination against any
people on the ground of racial inferiority, religious affiliation, or linguistic
heritage.
American Anthropological Association, Resolution (1938)
5.20 In the early seventies my mother [Mary Leakey] returned to Laetoli, a
site in Tanzama that my parents had discovered in the thirties. In 1,976, she
discovered footprints of ancient hominids. These three-and-a-half-millionyear-old footprints provide evidence of bipedality.
Richard Leakey, English Paleontologist (1944-')

5.21 [n man, population structurereachesits greatestcomplexity.Mankindthe human species
, Homosapiens-is the most inclusiveMendelian population,
one which inhabits nearly the whole globe.
Bruce Vallace and Theodosius Dobzhansky, American Geneticist and
Russian/American Anthropologist (1959)
5.22 A traditional anthropological description is like a book of etiquette.
V/hat you get isn't so much the deep cultural wisdom as the cultural clich6s, the
wisdom of Polonius, conventions in the trivial rather than the informing sense.
lt may tell you the official rules, but it won't tell you how life is lived.
Renato Rosaldo, American Anthropologist (1986)
5.23 Whatever their degree of statistical rigor, social scientists build their
knowledg. on the sands of interpretation.
Louis A. Sass,American Anthropologist (1986)

5.24 Given the large quantities of meat and marrow available during hominid
feeding events, it is likely that cooperative food sharing on a scale unknown
among modern nonhuman primates occurred nearly two million years ago.
Bruce Bower, American scienceJournalist (1987)

6.

fu&acolory
yearsand euenthegarbage
Wait a thousand
ciuilization
left behindby a uanished
preciousto ,ts.
becomes
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6.1 They who built with granite, who set a hall inside their pyramid, and
wrought beauty with their fine work . . . their altar stonesalso are empty as are
those of the weary ones, the ones who die upon the embankment leaving no
mourners.
AncientEgyptianText (circa 1700B.c.)
6.2

O Mother Nut! Spreadyour winds above me like the imperishablestars!
Inscription on the coffin of Tlrtankhamen,Egyptian Pharoah
(circa1350B.c.)

6.3 King Darayawaushgives notice thus:
You who in future days
Will seethis inscription by order
Writ with hammer upon the cliffl
Who will seethesehuman figures herr
Efface, destroy nothing.
Take care, so long as you have seed,
To leavethem undisturbed.
[Inscribedon the cliffs of Bagistana.]
n-c.?)
DariusI, PersianKing (558n.c-?-486
6.4 Monuments are made for victories over foreigners: domestic troubles
should be coveredwith the veil of sadness.
Julius Caesar, Roman EmperorlTactician
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(104 n.c.-44 B.c.)

6.5 Not by marble inscribed with public records is the breath and life of
goodly heroescontinued after death.
florace (QuintusHoratiusFlaccus),RomanPoet (65B.c.-8B.c.)
6.6 To build up cities, an ageis needed:but an hour destroysthem.
Lucius AnnaeusSeneca(the Younger),RomanPhilosopher/Statesman/
Dramatist(4 B.c.?-65A.D.)
6-7 Ye are like unto whited sepulchres, which indeed appear beautiful
outward, but are within full of dead men's bones,and of all ,rtt.lerttness.
TheBible(circa325e.o.)
6.8 Babylon the greatis fallen, is fallen.
The Bible(circa325a.o.)
6.9 How poor remembrancesare statues,tombs,
And other monuments that men erect
To princes, which remain closedrooms
Where but a few behold them.
1623)
John Florio, Italian/EnglishAuthor (1553?6.10 Gold once out of the earth is no more due unto it; what was unreasonably committed to the ground, is reasonably resumed from it; let
monuments and rich fabrics, not riches, adorn men's ashes.
ThomasBrowne,EnglishWriter/Antiquarian(1605-1
682,
6.tt The Egyptian mummies, which Cambysesor time hath spared,avarice
now consumeth.Mummy is becomemerchandise,Mizraim cureswounds, and
Pharaohis sold for balsams.
ThomasBrowne,EnglishWriter/Antiquarian(1605-1
682)
6.12 Papyra, throned upon the banks of Nile,
Spreadher smooth leaf, and waved her silver style.
-The storied pyramid, the laurel'd bust
The trophy'd ,rctr had crumbled into a*t;
The sacredsymbol, and the epic song
(Unknown the charecter,forgot the tongue,)
With eachunconquer'd chiefi or saintedmaid,
Sunk undistinguish'd in Oblivion's shade.
Sad o'er the scatter'druins Genius sigh'd,
And infant Arts but learn'd to lisp, and died.
Till to astonish'drealms Papyrataught
To paint in mystic colours Sound and Thought,
with wisdom's voice to print rhe page sublime,
And mark in adamanrthe srepsof Time.
ErasmusDarwin, EnglishPhysician/poet(173t-1s02)
6.13 But monuments themselvesmemorialsneed.
George Crabbe, English Poet (lTS4-l832)
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6.14 What marvel is this? We beggedyou for drinkable springs,
O earth, and what is your lap sendingforth?
Is there life in the deepsas well? A race yet unknown
Hiding under the lava?Are they who had fled returning?
Come and see,Greeks;Romans, come! Ancient Pompeii
Is found again, the city of Herculesrises!
Friedrich

von Schiller, Gerrnan Poet/Dramatist

(1759-1805)

6.15 Soldiers!Forty centuriesg ze down upon you!
[Ott seeingthe Great Pyramids et Gtza.l
Napoleon I (Napoleon

Bonaparte),

French Emperor/General

(r76vr82r)
6.16 May no rude hand defaceit,
And its forlorn "Hic jecet."
William Wordsworth,English Poet (177F1850)
6.17 While standsthe Coliseum, Rome shall stand;
When falls the Coliseum, Rome shall fall;
And when Rome falls-the world.
Lord Byron (George Gordon), English Poet/Dramatist (1738-1824)
6.18

Let not a monument give you or me hopes,
Since not a pinch of dust remains of Cheops.
Lord Byron (George Gordon), English Poet/Dramatist (1788-18241

6.19 My father, and the father of my father, pitched their tents here before
me. . . For twelve hundred years have the true believers-and, praise be to
God! all true wisdom is with them alon*been
settled in this country, and not
one of them ever heard of a palace underground. Neither did they who went
before them. But lo! here comes a Frank from many days' journey off, and he
walks up to the very place, and he takes a stick . . . and makes a line here, and
makes a line there. Flere, says he, is the palace; there, says he, is the gate; and he
shows us what has been all our lives beneath our feet, without our having
known anything about it. Wonderful! Wonderful! Is it by books, is it by magic,
is it by your prophets, that you have learnt wisdom?
[Spoken to Austin Laynd, English archaeologist who discovered and excavated
Nineveh and Nimrud, 1845-1861.]
Sheik Abd-er-Rahman, Sultan of Eez (circa 1850)
6.20

Men moralise among ruins.
Benjamin Disraeli, English Statesman/Writer (1804-1881)

6.21 Time will soon destroy the works of famous painters and sculptors, but
the Indian arrowhead will balk his efforts and Eternity will have to
come to his aid. They are not fossil bones, but, as it were, fossil thoughts,
forever remindirg me of the mind that shaped them. .
Myriads of arrowpoints lie sleeping in the skin of the revolving earth, while meteors revolve in
space. The footprint, the mind-print of the oldest men.
Henry David Thoreau, American Writer/Naturalist (1817-1862)

6.22 Who shall doubt "the secrethid
Under Egypt's pyramid"
Wasthat the contractor did
Cheopsout of severalmillions?
RudyardKipting, EnglishAuthor/Poet(1865-1936)
6.23 There's a fascinationfrantic
[n a ruin that'sromantic.
Sir WS. (Wiltiam Schwenk) Gilbert, English Comic Dramatist
(1836-1el1)
Lord Canaveron: "Can you see anything?"
Howard Carter: "Yes, wonderful things. "
[Lord Canaveron and Howard Carter's comments upon Carter's first entry to
the tomb of Tutankhamen. ]
Floward Carter and Lord Canaveron, English Archaeologist and
English Philanthropist (1922')

6.24

6.25 If we human beings want to feel humility, there is no need to look at the
starred infinity above. It suffices to turn your geze upon the world cultures that
existed thousands of years before us.
C.!U Ceram, English Author lArchaeologist (1915-19721

7.

Astronomy
Whateuerelseastronomymay or may not be
who candoubtit to be the mostbeautrfrl

of thesciences?
ISAAC ASIMOV

7.1 Canst thou bind the sweet influencesof Pleiades,or loose the bans of
Orion?
The Bible(circa725n.c.)
7.2 Strepsiades:But *hy do they look so fixedly on the ground?
Disciple of Socrates:They are seekingfor what is below the ground.
Strepsiades:And what is their rump lookin g et in the heavens?
Disciple: It is studying astronomy on its own account.
Aristophanes,
GreekComic Dramatist(449B.c.?-380
n.c.)
7.3 All of us Hellenes tell lies about those great gods, the sun and the
moon. . . We say that they, and diverseother stars,do not keep the samepath,
and we call them planetsor wanderers.On the contrary, eachof them movesin
the same path-not in many paths, but in one only, which is circular, and the
varietiesare only apparent.
Plato,GreekPhilosopher(427B.c.?-347
n.c.?)
7.4 The contemplation of celestialthings will make a man both speak and
think more sublimely and magnificently when he descendsto human affairs.
(106B.c.-43B.c.)
MarcusTbllius Cicero,RomanOrator/Statesman
7.5 H.ppy the men who made the first essay,
And to celestialregions found the way!
26
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No earthly vices clogg'd their purer souls,
That they could soar so high as touch the poles:
Sublime their thoughts and from pollution clear,
Bacchus and Venus held no revelsthere;
From vain ambition free; no love of war
Possess'dtheir minds, nor wranglings at the bar;
No glaring grandeur captivatestheir eyes,
For such seegreater glory in the skies;
Thus theseto heavenattain.
Ovid (PubliusOvidius Nasso),RomanPoet(43B.c.-17^e,.o.?)
7.6 At Lammas [1 August] of this year king Henry went oversea;and on the
following day, while he lay asleepon board, the light of day was eclipsedover
all lands, and the sun looked like a moon three nights old, and there were stars
around it at midday.
Then men were greatly astonished and terrified, and said that some
important event should follow upon this; and so it did, for in that very year the
king died in Normandy the day after St. Andrew's d^y [30 November].
Anonymous, Thc Anglo-SaxonChtonicle(1135)

7 .7 Let no one expect anything in the way of certainty from astronomy, since
astronomy can offer us nothittg certain, lest, if anyone take as true that which
has been constructed for another use, he go away from this discipline a bigger
fool than when he came to it.
Nicholas Copernicus, Polish Astronomer (147y1543)

7.8 Astronomy is the most ancient of all the
introducer of vast knowledg..
Martin Luther, GermanTheologian(148F1546)

and has been the

7.9 Now it is quite clear to me that there are no solid spheresin the heavens,
exist
and those that have been devisedby the authors to savethe appearanceso
only in the imagination, for the purposeof permitting the mind to conceivethe
motion which the heavenlybodies trace in their course.
Tlcho Brahe,DanishAstronomer(154G1601)
7.10 And teach me how
Tic name the bigger light, and how the less,
That burn by day and night.
William

Shakespeare, English Dramatist/Poet

(1564-1616)

This is the excellent foppery of the world, that when we are sick in
7.ll
fortune-often the surfeit of our own behaviour-we make guilty of our
disastersthe sun, the moon, and the stars: as if we were villains by necessity;
fools by heavenly compulsion; knaves, thieves, and treachers by spherical
predominance; drunkards, liars, and adulterers by an enforced obedience
of planetary influence.
Villiam

Shakespeare, English Dramatist/Poet

(1564-1616)
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7.12 Not from the starsdo I *y judgement pluck,
And yet methinks I have astronomy;
But not to tell of good or evil luck,
Of plagues,of dearths,or seasons'quality;
Nor can I fortune to brief minutes tell,
Pointing to eachhis thunder, rain, and wind,
Or say with princesif it shall go well
By oft predict that I in heavenfind;
But from thine eyesmy knowledg. I derive,
And, constantstars,in them I read such arr
As truth and beauty shall together thrive
If from thyself to store thou wouldst converr:
Or elseof thee this I prognosricare,
Thy end is truth's and beauty'sdoom and date.
William Shakespeare,English Dramatist/Poe t (1564-1616l
7 -13

Nature has given us astrology as an adjunct and ally to astronomy.
JohannesKepler, German Astronomer/Mathematician (1571-1630)

7 -14 I send herewith unto his Majesty the strangest piece of news (as I may
justly call it) that he hath ever yet received from ant prit of the world;'which
is
the annexed book (come abroad this very dry) of the Mathematical Professor of
Padua (the Siderius I{uncius by Galileo), who by the help of an oprical
instrument (which both enlargeth and approximarerh the object) invenrei firrt
in Flanders, and bettered by himsel{ hath discovered fout r.* planets rolling
about the sphere ofJupiter besides many other unknown fixed ,tars; likewise
the true cause of the Via Lactae . . . and lastely, that the moon is not spherical,
but endued with --tty prominences.
. So, as upon the whole subj..i h. hath
first overthrown all former astronomy-for
we must have a new ,pir... to save
appear
and next all astrology. For the first of the new planets musr vary
the judicial part, and why may there not yet be more?
Henry Vooten, Architect/Military Engineer (circa 1610)
7 -15 Against filling the heavens with fluid mediums, unless they be exceeding
rare' a great objection arises from the regular and very lasting motions of the
planets and comets in all manner of courses through the heavens.
f saacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-lTZll1
7 .16

Astronomy was the daughter of idleness.
Bernard Le Bovier Sieur de Fontenelle, French Philosopher (1657-IT5T)

7 -17 When a man spends his life among the stars and planets, or lays out a
twelvemonth on the
_sp9tsof the sun, however noble his ipeculations may be,
they are very apt to fall into burlesque.
Joseph Addison, English Essayist/Poet/Politician (1672-1719)
7 -18 Astrology was much in vogue during the middle ages, and became the
parent of modern astronomy, as alchemy did of chemistry.
Noah Webster,American A uthor/Lexi cographer/Phil ol o gi st
(17s&-1843)
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7.19 It is not for us to say whether Inspiration revealed to the Psalmist the
wonders of astronomy. But even though the mind be a perfect stranger to the
science of these enlightened times, the heavens present a great and an elevating
spectacle--an immense concave reposing on the circular boundary of the
world, and the innumerable lights which are suspended from on high, moving
with solemn regularity along its surface.
Thomas Chalmers, Scottish Theologian/Author (1780-1847)
7.20 We have something more than the mere magnitude of the planets to
allege, in favor of the idea that they are inhabited. .
though this mighty
earth, with all its myriads of people, were to sink into annihilation, there are
some worlds where an event so awful to us would be unnoticed and unkno\Mn,
and others where it would be nothing more than the disappearance of a little
star which had ceased from its twinkling.
Thomas Chalmers, Scottish Theolo gianl Author (1730-18471
7.21

In her starry shade
Of dim and solitary loveliness,
I learn the language of another world.
Lord Byron (George Gordon), English Poet/Dramatist (1788-1824)

7.22 In fields of air he writes his name,
And treadsthe chambersof the sky;
He readsthe stars,and graspsthe flame,
That quivers in the realmson high.
Charles Sprague, American Poet/Essayist/Banker (1791-1875)
7 .23

Astronomy is the science of the harmony of infinite expanse.
Lord John Russell, English Statesrnan/Author (1792-1878)

7.24 Astronomy is one of the sublimest fields of human investigation. The
mind that grasps its facts and principles receives something of the enlargement
and grandeur belonging to the science itself It is a quickener of devotion.
Florace Mann, American Educator/Politician (179G1859)
7.25

When I, sitting, heard the astronomer, where he lectured with
such applause in the lectureroom,
How soon, unaccountable, I became tired and sick;
Till rising and gliding out, I wander'd off by myself
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time,
Look'd up in perfect silence at the stars.
Valt Whitman, American Poet (1819-1892)

7.26

An undevout astronomer is mad.
Charles Augustus Young, American Astronomer (1834-1908)

7.27

Night after night, among the gabled roofs,
Climbirg and creeping through a world unknown
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Saveto the roosting stork, he learnedto find
The constellations,Cassiopeia'sthrone,
The Plough srill pointing ro the Polar Star,
The movementsof the planets,hours and hours,
And wondered at the mysrery of it all.
Alfred NoyesnEnglishPoet (1880-1958)
7.28 The oldest picture book in our possessionis the Midnight Sky.
E. WalterMaunder,English Writer (1900)
7.29 In the streetsof a modern city the night sky is invisible;in rural distri6s,
we move in cars with bright headlights. We have blotted out the heavens,and
only a few scientistsremain awareof stars and planets,meteoritesand comets.
Bertrand

Russell, English Philosopher/Mathematician

(19521

7.30 In the path of a total eclipseone has the privilege of sharing the perfect
alignment of earth, moon, and sun. For a brief interval out of time, th; three
bodies are fro zenin majestic union; then they go on their separate,complicated
courses.To participatein that moment of uncanny equilibrium is to haveone's
faith strengthened in the possibility of equilibrium and to experience the
paradox that balanceand stillness are to be found at the heart oi all change.
Andrew

weil, American

Ethnopharmacologist

(1980)

B.

ThcAtom
Circumstantial
euidence
canbe ouerwhelming.
Wehaueneuerseenan atom,but we neuertheless
know that it must exist,
ISAAC ASIMOV

8.1 In reality, nothing but atoms and the void.
Democritusof Adbera,GreekPhilosopher(460B.c.-371B.c.)
8.2 Globed from the atoms falling slow or swift
I seethe suns, I seethe systemslive
Their forms; and even the systemsand the suns
Shall go back slowly to the eternal drift.
Lucretius,RomanPoet/Philosopher(96n.c.?-55B.c.?)
8.3 If the atoms have by chanceformed so many sorts of figures, why did it
neverfall out that they made a houseor a shoe?Why at the sam. rate should we
not believe that an infinite number of Greek letters strown all over a certain
placemight possibly fall inro the contexture of the lliad?
Michel de Montaigne,FrenchEssayist(153Frsgz].
8-4 I will paint for man not only the visible universe, but all that he can
conceiveof nature'simmensity in the womb of an atom.
Blaise Pascal, French Mathematician/Philosopher/Author

(16234661l

8-5 We shall never get people whose time is money to take much interest in
atoms.
SamuelButler, EnglishNovelist(1335-1902,
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8.6 The conception of the atom stems from the concepts of subject and
substance: there has to be "something" to account for any action. The atom is
the last descendant of the concept of the soul.
Friedrich Nietzsche, German Philosopher (1844-1900)
8.7 And even your atom, my dear mechanists and physicists-how
much
error, how much rudimentary psychology is still residual in your atom!
Friedrich Nietzsche, Gerrnan Philosopher (184Ft900)
8.8 The wave phenomenon forms the real "body" of the atom. It replaces the
individual punctiform electrons, which in Bohr's model swarm around the
nucleus.
Erwin Schr<idinger,Austrian Physicist (1887-196I')
8.9

Now I know what the atom looks like!
Ernest Rutherford, British Physicist (1911)

8.10 In 1914. . . . the atomic weight of lead of radioactive origin-lead
obtained by Boltwood from a uraninite from North Carolina-was found to be
substantially smaller than that of ordinary lead-a thrilling discovery to
chemists, for never before in the history of science had the atomic weight of a
chemical element been known to vary.
Adolph Knop{, American Geologist (1941)
8.11 Today we not only have no perfect model [of the atom] but we know that
it is of no use to search for one.
Sir James Hopwood Jeans, English Mathematician/Astronomer (19421
8.12 The Atomic Ag. began at exactly 5:30 Mountain War Time on the
morning ofJuly 15, 1,945,on a stretch of semi-desertland about 50 airline miles
from Alamogordo, New Mexico. And just at that instance there rose from the
bowels of the earth a light not of this world, the light of many suns in one.
IVilliam L. Laurence, American Journalist (1888-1977)
8.13 Nature is neutral. Man has wrested from nature the power to make the
world a desert or to make the deserts bloom. There is no evil in the atom; only
in men's souls.
Adlai Ewing Stevenson,American Politician (190f1965)
8.14
The mathematically formulated laws of quantum theory show clearly
that our ordinary intuitive concepts cannot be unambiguously applied to the
smallest particles. All the words or concepts we use to describe ordinary
physical objects, such as position, velocity, color, size, and so or, become
indefinite and problematic if we try to use them of elementary particles.
Verner KarI Heisenberg, German Physicist (1958)
8.15 [W. should] abandon all attempts to construct perceptual models of
atomic processes.
Werner Karl Heisenberg, German Physicist (1958)
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8.16 In the years since man unlocked the power stored up within the atom,
the world has made progress, halting but effective, toward bringing that power
under human control. The challenge may be our salvation. As we begin to
master the destructive potentialities of modern science, we move toward . tr.*
era in rvhich science can fulfill its creative promise and help bring into existence
the happiest society the world has ever known.
John F. Kennedy, American President (1960)
8-17 An elementary particle is not an independently existing, unanalyzable
entity. It is, in essence,a set of relationships that reach outward to other things.
Henry Stapp, American Physicist (1972)

9.

Bio&cmistry
The signtficantchemicals
of liuingtissue
arericketyand unstable,which rs exactly
what is needed
_fo,life.
ISAAC ASIMOV

9.1 Research gave the unexpected result that, by combination of cyanic acid
with ammonia, urea is formed. A noteworthy fact since it furnishes an example
of the artificial production of an organic-indeed, a so-called animal-substance
from inorganic materials!
Friedrich Wtihler, German Chemist (1800-1882)
9.2 The animal frame, though destined to fulfill so many other ends, is as a
machine more perfect than the best contrived steam-engine-that is, is capable
of more work with the same expenditure of fuel.
James Prescott Joule, English Physicist (1818-1889)
9.3 It [the Euglena] is a perfect laboratory in itsel{ and it will act and react
upon the water and the matters contained therein; converting them into new
compounds resembling its own substance, and at the same time giving up
portions of its own substance which have become effete.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
g.4

If it be urged that the action of the potato is chemical and mechanical only,
and that it is due to the chemical and mechanical effbcts of light and heat, the
answer would seem to be in an inquiry whether every sensation is not chemical
and mechanical in its operation? Whether those things which we deem most
purely spiritual are anything but disturbances of equilibrium in an infinite
series of levers, beginnirg with those that are too small for microscopic
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detection, and going up to the human arm and the applicanceswhich it makes
use of? Whether there be not a molecular action of thought, whence a
dynamical theory of the passionsshall be deducible?
SarnuelButler, English Novelist(1835-lg02l
9.5 The activity of a neuron is an "all-or-none" process.
WarrenMcCullock, AmericanLogician/Neurophysiologist
(18911e69'
9.6 Like other branches of biology, biochemistry can be considered as
divisible into two main branches. There is first of all the problem of the
chemical composition of living stuf{ corresponding to the srructural,
morphological, or "static" approach which, in the end, amounts to a very
specializedkind of organic chemistry. [t is the second,the physiological and
essentially dynamic approach, that is rnost characteristic of biochemistry
today: the primary question has shifted from "what is it made of?" to "how
does it work?"
ErnestBaldwin, AmericanBiochemist(1955)
9.7 If, as a chemist, I seea flower, I know all that is involved in synthesizinga
flower's elements.And I know that even the fact that it exists is not somethittg
that is natural. It is a miracle.
Albert Hofmann, SwissChemist(1984)
9.8 The specialvital forces that distinguish living things from the nonliving
are emergent, holistic properties, not properties of their physiochemical
components.Nor can they be explainedin mechanisticterms.
Roger Wolcott

(1e84)

Sperry

American

Neurophysiologist/Psychobiologist

10.

Biolory
What canbe mlre importantthan thescience
of lrft to any intelligentbeingwho hasthe
good_fortune
to be aliue?
ISAAC ASIMOV

10.1 The Material World is only the Shell of the Universe: The World of Life
are its Inhabitants.
Joseph Addison,

English Essayist/Poet/Politician

(167Ll7

lg)

t0-2 We must ascribe to all cells an independentvitality; that is, such
combinationsof moleculesas occur in any single cell are capableof setting free
the power by which it is enabledto take up fresh molecules.
TheodorSchwann,GermanPhysiologist/Biologist
(1810-1882)
10.3 Living things have no inertia, and tend to no equilibrium.
ThomasHenry Huxley,EnglishBiologist/Evolutionist(1825-1895)
10.4 Teleology is a lady without whom no biologist can live; yet he is
ashamedto show himself in public with her.
Franklin von Bruecke,GermanBiologist (1s4s-1916)
10.5 The living being is stable.It must be so in order not to be destroyed,
dissolved, or disintegrated by the colossal forces, often adverse, which
surround it. By apparent contradiction it maintains its stability only if it is
excitable and capable of modifying itself accordirg to external stimuli and
adjusting its responseto the stimulation.
Charles Robert Richet, French Physiologist

%

(1850-1935)

10.6 Biology cannotgo far in its subjectwithout being mer by mind.
Sir Charles Scott Sherrington,

English Physiologist

(1852-1gSZ)

t0-7 Every living thing is a sort of imperialist, seekingto transform as much
as possibleof its environmentinto itself and its seed.
Bertrand

Russell, English Philosopher/Mathematician

(lg72rlg7 0)

10.8 The cause of every need of a living being is also the cause of the
satisfactionof the need.
EduardFriedrich Wilhelm Pfluger,GermanPhysiologist(circa lBTTl
10.9 For the biologist there are no classes-only individuals.
Jean Rostand, French Biologist

(1894-1977)

10.10 [Biology] is the least self-centered, the least narcissistic of the
sciences-the one that, by taking us out of ourselves,leadsus to re-establishthe
link with nature and to shakeourselvesfree from our spiritual isolation.
JeanRostand,FrenchBiologist (189b1977)
10.11 The role of biology today, like the role of every other science,is simply
to describe,and when it explainsit does not mean that it arrives at finality; it
only meansthat some descriptionsare so charged with significancerhat they
exposethe relationshipof causeand effect.
Donald

Culross Peattie, American

Botanist/Author

(1898- )

10.12 Life-cycle completion is indeed the master law governirg all the
activities of the organism, to which other laws of smaller scope, such as the law
of need-satisfaction, are subordinate .
E.S. Russell, English Scientist/Philosopher (1950)
10.13 I . . . object to dividing the study of living processes into botany,
zoology, and microbiology because by any such arrangement, the interrelations
within the biological community get lost. Corals cannot be studied without
reference to the algae that live with them; flowering plants without the insects
that pollinate them; grasslands without the grazing mammals.
Marston Bates, American Zoologist/Science Journalist ( 1960)
10.14 For as long as I can remembet, I have been fascinated by anything that
lives; one is either born a naturalist or one never becomes one.
,
Jean Delacour, British Naturalist/Writer (1966)
10.15 Society increasingly has neglected the substructure of biology, to its
own peril.
Edward O. Wilson, American Entomologist/Sociobiologist (1984)
10.16 We negd to explore the possiblity that homosexual bonding may be a
biological mechanism.
Edward O. Wilson, American Entomologist/Sociobiologist (1934)
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10.17 Learning and memory arejust as much biology as a processof DNA
replication.
Anke A. Ehrhardt,

American

Psychiatrist/Educator

(1986)

10.18 Examination of the folds and ridges of the human brain . . . revealsan
individuality unguessedat by earlierinvestigators.No two geneticprograms or
environments or life experiences are ever precisely alike or ever could be.
Provide small fluctuationsin the environment or diet . . . and that brain takesa
different turn. . . . E*perience, fate,environment, and chanceexert their effects
on the fetal brain, mold it, shapeit, and indeed sculpt it toward a pamernthar,
however many brains may be examined until dooms day,will be found in that
brain and that brain alone.
RichardM. Restak,AmericanWriter/Biologist(1986)
10.19 The division between life and nonlife is perhapsan artificial one.
Cyril

Ponnamperuma,

American

Chemist (1986)

10.20 Plasmaseemsto havethe kinds of propertiesone would like for life. It's
somewhat like liquid water-unpredictable and thus able to behave in an
enormously complex fashion. It could probably carry as much information as
DNA does. It has at leastthe potential for org anrzingitself in interesting ways.
Freeman Dyson,

American

Mathematician

(1986)
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Botany
It's humblingto think that all animals,
includinghumanbeings,areparasites
of theplant world.
ISAAC ASIMOV

11.1 Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they toil nor, neither do
they spin.
The Bible(circa325a.o.)
ll-2
Flowers often grow more beautifully on dung-hills than in gardens that
look beautifully kept.
Saint Francis of Sales,French Roman Catholic Prelate/Author
(1567-1622')
ll-3
The seed of a tree has the nature of a branch or twig or bud. While it
grows upon the tree it is a part of the tree: but if separated rnd set in the earth to
be better nourished, the embryo or young tree c-ontained in it takes root and
grows into a new tree.
IsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-1727,
A practical botanist will distinguish at the first glance the plant of the
\I:!
different quarters of the globe and yet will be et a loss to-tell by whar marks he
detects them.
Carl Linnaeus, Swedish Botanist/Naturalist (1707-1778)
11.5 Thntus amor florum.
[So great is the love of flowers. ]
Gilbert White, English Naturalist/Ecologist (lz2Ht7gll
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Plants, instead of affecting the air in the same manner as animal
ll.6
respiration, reverse the effect of breathing and tend to keep the atmosphere
sweet and wholesome.
Joseph Priestly, English Chemist (1733-1804)
The greatest service which can be rendered any country is to add an
l!.7
useful plantlo its culture; especially, a bread grain; next in value to bread is oil.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/Author (174y1826)
11.8 The archetypal plant will be the strangest growth the world has ever
seen, and nature herself shall envy me for it. With such a model, and with the
k.y to it in one's hands, one will be able to contrive an infinite variety of plants.
They will be strictly logical plants-in other words, even though they may not
actually exist, they could exist.
Johann Wolfgang rron Goethe, German Poet lDratnatist/Novelist
(r749-1832)
ll.9

Where flowers degenerate man cannot live.
Napoleon I (Napoleon Bonaparte), French Emperor/General

(r76vr821)
11.10 And all their botany is Latin names.
Ralph Valdo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(180F1882)
11.11

Weed-a plant whose virtues have not yet been discovered.
Ralph Valdo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(180F1882)

ll.tz
[The root cap of a plant], having the power of directing the movements
of the adjoining parts, acts like the brain of one of the lower animals; the brain
being seated within the anterior end of the body, receiving impressions from
the sense-organs, and directing the several movements.
Charles Robert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist (180f1882)
The little beggars are doing just what I don't want them to.
[About the plants in his garden.]
Charles Robert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist (180F1882)

11.13

11.14 When you find that flowers will not endure a certain atmosphere, it is a
very significant hint to the human creature to remove out of that neighborhood.
Henry Mayhew, English Journalist (1812-1887)
11.15

Flowers are words,
Which even a babe nr'ey understand.
Arthur Cleveland Coxe, Atnerican Clergyman (1818-1896)

11.16 History recordsthe namesof royal bastards,but it cannot tell us the
origin of wheat.
Jean Henri Fabre, French Entomologist/Naturalist

tl.l7

(182L1915)

I pull a flower from the woods,
A monster with a glass
Computes the stamensin a breath,
And has her in a class.
Emily Dickinson,Americanpoet (1$11gg6)

11.18 It is not so much that the cellsmake the plant; it is rarherthat the plant
makes the cells.
Heinrich

Anton

de Bary, Gerrnan Botanist/Physician

(1831-1838)

t1-19 There is a kind of plant that eatsorganic food wirh its flowers: when a
fly settlesupon the blossom, the petalscloseupon it and hold it fast till the plant
hasabsorbedthe insectinto its system;but they will closeon nothing but what
is good to eat; of a drop of rain or a piece of stick they will take ro ,rotice.
Curious! that so unconsciousa thing should have such a keen eye ro its own
interest.
Samuel Butler, English Novelist

(1835-1902)

11.20 Beware of old Linnaeus,
The Man of the Linden-tree,
So beautiful, bright and early
He brushed away the dews
He found the wicked wild-flowers
All courting there in twos.
Alfred Noyes,English Poet (1S80-1958)
ll-21 We once had a lily here that bore 108 flowers on one stalk: it was
photographednaturally for all the gardeningpapers.The beescamefrom miles
and miles, and there were the most disgracefulBacchanalianscenes:beeshardly
able to find their way home.
Dame Edith Sitwell, English Poet/Author

tl-22

(1887-19641

Flowers are restful to look at. They haveneither emotionsnor conflicts.
Sigmund Freud, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst (1856-1g1g)

ll-23
I once saw a botanist most tenderly replace a plant which he had
inadvertently uprooted, though we were on a bleik hillside in Tiber, where no
human being was likely ro see the flower again.
Sir Francis Edward Younghusband, English Explorer/Mystic/Author/
Soldier (186L1942)
11.24 One in ten plant species contains anticancer substances of variable
potency, but relatively few have been bioassayed.
Edward O- Wilson, American Entomologist/Sociobiologist (1985)

andI'lature otations
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As important as the techniques of molecular biology are for the study
!!.25
of plant hormotr.r, it is essential that we not lose sight of the integrated function of the plant as a whole.
Michael L. Evans, American Botanist (1986)
11.26 A very general rule of thumb is that every increment of 1,000 feet
above sea level is equivalent to 600 miles in a south-north direction. By
ascendi.g a mountain one encounters life zones in the same sequence that one
observes drivittg hundreds of miles from south to north.
Robert H. Mohlenbrock, American Botanist/Educator (1986)

12.

Chemistry
For many centuries
chemists
laboredto
changeleadintoprecious
gold, and
euentually
found thatpreciousuranium
turnedto leadwithoutany humanelfort
at all,
ISAAC ASIMOV

t2.l
The various elementshad different placesbefore they were arranged so
asto form the universe.At first, they were all without reasonand measure.But
when the world began to get into order, fire and water and earth and air had
only certain faint tracesof themselves,and were altogether such as everything
might be expectedin the absenceof God; this, I say,was their nature at that
time, and God fashionedthem by form and number.
Plato, GreekPhilosopher(427B.c.?-347
n.c.?)
12.2 I do not find that anyone has doubted that there are four elements.The
highest of theseis supposedto be fire, and henceproceedthe eyesof so many
glittering stars.The next is that spirit, which both the Greeksand ourselvescall
by the same name, air. It is by the force of this vital principle, pervading all
things and mingling with all, that the earth, together with the fourth elemenr,
water, is balancedin the middle of space.
Pliny the Elder (Gaius Plinius Secundus),Roman Naturalist/Historian
(2y7g',)
12.3 We say in general that the material of all stone is either some form of
Earth or some form of Water. For one or the other of these elements
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predominatesin stones;and evenin stonesin which someform of Vater seems
to predominate, something of Earth is also important. Evidence of this is that
nearly all kinds of stonessink in water.
Albertus

Magnus, German Clergyman/Theologian/Scholar

(1200?-1280)
12.4 The scienceof alchemy I like very well. I like it not only for the profits it
brings in melting metals, in decoctitrg, preparing, extracting, and distilling
herbs, roots; I like it also for the sakeof the allegory and secretsignification,
which is exceedinglyfine, touching the resurrectionof the dead at the last d.y.
Martin Luther, GermanTheologian(1483-1546)
12.5 On consideration and by the advice of learned men, I thought it
improper to unfold the secretsof the art (alchemy)to the vulgar, asfew persons
are capableof using its mysteriesto advantageand without detriment.
Tlcho Brahe,DanishAstronomer(154G1601)
12.6 Alchemy may be comparedto the man who told his sonsof gold buried
somewherein his vineyard, where they by digging found no gold, but by
turning up the mould about the roots of their vines, procured a plentiful
vintage. So the searchand endeavorsto make gold have brought many useful
inventions and instructive experimentsto light.
(156l-1626)
FrancisBacon,English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman
12.7 The world hath been much abusedby the opinion of making gold; the
work itself I judge to be possible;but the meanshitherto propounded are (in
the practice) full of error.
(156l-1626)
FrancisBacon,EnglishPhilosopher/Essayist/
Statesman
12.8 An Alchimist, That's all too much. Chimist you might him call And I
think it were true, and leaveout Al.
-1612l
(1561
Sir John Harington, EnglishWriter/Thanslator
12.9 I mean by elementscertainprimitive and simple, or perfectly unmingled
bodies which not being made of any other bodies
are the ingredients of
which all those called perfectly mixed bodies are immediately compounded,
and into which they are ultimately resolved.
Robert Boyle, British Physicist/Chemist(1627-169I)
12.10 [ have always looked upon alchemy in natural philosophy, to be like
over enthusiasm in divinity, and to have troubled the world much to the same
purPose.
(162&1699,
William Temple,English Satesman/Essayist
Chemistry, an art whereby sensiblebodies containedin vessels. . . are
l2.ll
so changed, by means of certain instruments, and principally fire, that their
severalpowers and virtues are thereby discovered,with a view to philosophy or
Samuel Johnson, English Lexico grapher/ Poet/Criti c ( 170F1 784)

12.12

Thou, Chemistry, do penetrate
With vision keen the bowels of earrh,
Reveal what treasure Russia hides there. .
Mikhail Vasilievich Lomonosov, Russian Chemist/Physicist/Poet

(r7rr-r76s)

12.13 Nymph.s/you disjoin, unite, condense,expand,
And give new wonders to the Chemist's hand;
On tepid clouds of rising steamaspire,
Or fix in sulphur all its solid fire;
With boundlessspring elasticairs unfold,
Or fill the fine vacuitiesof gold
With suddenflash vitrescent sparksreveal,
By fierce collision from the flinr and steel.
ErasmusDarwin, EnglishPhysician/Poet
(1731-1802)
12.14 I haveprocured air [oxygen] . . . between five and six times as good as
the best common air that I have ever met with.
JosephPriestly,EnglishChemist(173T1804)
12.15 Neither cookery nor chemistry [has] been able to make milk our of
grass.
William

Paley, English Educator/Theologian

(17 4T1805 )

12.16 The ultimate particles of all homogeneous bodies are perfectly alike in
weight, figure, & c[hemistry].
John Dalton, English Physicist/Chemist (176G1844)
12.17 Chemi cal analysis and synthesis go no farther than to the separation of
particles one from another, and to their reunion. No new creation or destruction
of matter is within the reach of chemical agency. We might as well attempt to
introduce a new planet into the solar system, or to annihilate one already in
existence, as to create or destroy a particle of hydrogen.
John Dalton, English Physicist/Chemist (176G1844)
12.18 Organic chemistry just now is enough to drive one mad. tt gives me
the impression of a primeval tropical forest full of the most remarkable things,
a monstrous and boundless thicket with no way of escape, and into which one
may well dread to enter.
Baron Jons Jakob Berzelius, Swedish Chemist (177y1848)
12.19 The ancient teachers of this science [chemistry] said he, "Promised
impossibilities and performed nothing. " The modern masters promise very
little; they know that metals cannot be transmuted and that the elixir of life is a
chimera. But these philosophends [sic] seem only made to dabble in dirt, and
their eyes to pore over the microscope or crucible, have indeed performed
miracles. They penetrate into the recessesof nature and show how she works in
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her hiding-places.They ascendinto the heavens;they have discoveredhow the
blood circulates,and the nature of the air we breathe.They can command the
thunders of heaven,mimic the earthquake,and even mock the invisible world
with its own shadows.
Mary lVollstonecraft

Shelley, English Novelis t (1797-1 851)

12.20 Chemistry is that branch of natural philosophy in which the greatest
improvements have been and may be made; it is on that account that I have
made it my peculiar study; but at the sametime, I havenot neglectedthe other
branchesof science.A man would make but a very sorry chemistif he attended
to that departmentof human knowledg. alone.If your wish is to becomereally
a man of scienceand not merely a petty experimentalist,I should adviseyou to
apply to every branch of natural philosophy,including mathematics.
-1851)
Mary WollstonecraftShelley,EnglishNovelist (1797
12.21 A chemical compound once formed would persist for ever, if no
alteration took placein the surrounding conditions.
ThomasHenry Huxley,EnglishBiologist/Evolutionist(1825-1895)
12.22 The Chemical conviction
That Nought be lost
Enablein Disaster
My fractured ThustThe Facesof the Atoms
If I shall see
How more the Finished Creatures
Departed Me!
Emily Dickinson,AmericanPoet (1830-1886)
12.23 For the first time I saw a medley of haphazard facts fall into line and
order. All the jumbles and recipesand Hotchpotch of the inorganic chemistry
of my boyhood seemedto fit themselvesinto the schemebefore my eyes-as
though one were standing beside a jungle and it suddenly transformed itself
into a Dutch garden.'But it's true,' I saidto myself 'It's very beautiful.And it's
true.

t

Baron C.P (Charles Percy) Snow, English Novelist/Physicist

(1934)

13.

Comcts and Mcteors
How brightand beautrfrla cometis as it
fiies past ourplanet- prouidedit does

fly pastit,
ISAAC ASIMOV

13.1 Why, then, xre we surprised that comets, such a rare spectaclein the
universe, are not known, when their return is at vast intervals?.. . . The time
will come when diligent researchover very long periods will bring to light
things which now lie hidden. . . . Somedaythere will be a man who will show
in what regions comets have their orbit, why they travel so remote from other
celestialbodies, how large they are and what sort they are.
Lucius AnnaeusSeneca(the Younger),RomanPhilosopher/Statcsrnanl
(4 B.c.?-65 A.D.)

Dramatist

13.2 In the city of Tours on 31Januaryin the eighth yearof the reign ofKing
Childebert [583 A.D.] this dry being Sunday,the bell hadjust rung for matins.
The peoplehad got up and were on their way to church. The sky was overcast
and it was raining. Suddenly a great ball of fire fell from the sky and moved
some considerabledistancethrough the aia shining so brightly that visibility
was as clear as at high noon. Then it disappearedonce more behind a cloud and
darknessfell again. The rivers rose much higher than usual.
Gregory

of Tours, Frankish Ecclesiastic/Historian

(538-594)

13.3 At that time, throughout all England, a portent such as men had never
seenbefore was seenin the heavens.Some declaredthat the star was a comet,
which some call "the long-haired star": it first appearedon the eve of the
festival of LetaniaMaior, that is on 24 April, and shoneevery night for a week.
Anonymous,

Thc Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (1066)
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13.4 In the first week of Lent, on the Friday, 16 February, a strange star
appeared in the evening, and for a long time afterwards was seen shining for a
while each evening. The star made its appearance in the south-west, and
seemed to be small and dark, but the light that shone from it was very bright,
and appeared like an enormous beam of light shining north-east; and one
evening it seemed as if the beam were flashing in the opposite direction towards
the star. Some said that they had seen other unknown stars about this time, but
we cannot speak about these without reservation, because we did not ourselves
see them.
Anonymous, The Angio-SaxonChronicle(1105)
13.5 A comet is sublimated fire assimilated to the nature of one of the seven
planets.
Robert Grosseteste,English Bishop/Educator (1168-1253')
13.6 No further that yeir, bot a strang meteor, quhilk was hard and sein in the
seventh d^y of December. About ane houre befoir the sone rose, the moone
schyneitg, their wes at ane instant sein gryt inflamatiounes of fyre-flauchtis in
the eisterne hemisphere, and suddentlie thaireftir wes hard a gryt crack, as of a
gryt cannoun, and sensiblie markit a gryt glob or bull at, fyrrie-cullorit, with a
mychtie quhissilling noyse, flieing from the north-eist to the south-west,
quhilk left begin a blew traine and draught in the air, most lyk ane serpent in
mony faulds and likit wimples; the heid quahairof breathing out flames and
smooke, as it wald directlie invaid the moone, and swallowit hir up; but
immediatlie the sone fyseing, faire and pleasant, abolischit all.
James Melville, Scottish Theologian (1556-1613)
13.7

Who vagrant transitory comets sees,
Wonders because they're rare; but a new star
'Whose
motion with the firmament agrees,
Is miracle; for there no new things are.
John Donne, English Poet/Essayist/Clergyman (1572-1631)

13.8

This hairy meteor did announce
The fall of sceptres and of crowns.
Samuel Butler, English Satirist (1612-1680)

13.9 Aristotle's opinion
. that comets were nothing else than sublun ary
vapors or airy meteors
prevailed so fer amongst the Greeks, that this
sublimest part of astronomy lay altogether neglected; since none could think it
worthwhile to observe , and to give an account of the wandering and uncertain
paths of vapours floating in the Ether.
Edmond Halley, English Astronomer (1656-1742)
13.10 If I were e comet, I should consider the men of our present age a
degenerate breed.
Bertrand Russell, English Philosopher/Mathematician (1872-19701

Cometsand Meteors
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13.11 About 0. 1 percent of all material which has ever fallen on earrh is
organic. By comparison, if we measurethe total weight of all organic matter
on earth againstthe massof the planetitself only 0.0000001percentis of living
origin. This meansthat meteorsare coming from somewherethat is a million
times more organic than earth itself
Lyall Watson,AmericanBiologist (1979)
13.12 It is possible that organic moleculesmay take up as much as thirty
percent of the mass of a comet-a concentrationgreater than known for any
other situation in the universe, including the surfaceof the earth.
Lyall Watson, American

Biologist

(1979)

13.13 Of the 10,000 or so meteoritesthat have been collectedand an ly:zed,
eight are particularly unusual. They are so unusual, in fact, that since 1979
someinvestigatorshavethought they might haveoriginated not in asteroids,as
most meteoritesdid, but on the surfaceof Mars.
LawrenceM. Krauss,AmericanPhysicist/Astronomer(1986)
13.14 We cannot help but wonder, as Halley's leavesour sky to begin another
of its long cycles, what kind of world it will find when it returns in three
quartersof a century. No seriouspersonputs much credencein the old belief in
comets as "evil stars." Yet no one can deny Halley's link with so many great
eventsin human history. It is as though the comet were a mirror, reminding us
of what humanity was like and was doing eachtime it returned. If the history it
mirrors in its thirty visits is all too often disturbing, that is the way human
affairsusually were! The power to changethe history is in us, not in the comet.
ThomasD. Nicholson,AmericanNaturalHistory MuseumDirector
(1e86)
13.15 A seriesof dark spots . . . have been appearingin ultraviolet images of
earth'satmospheretakenby the Dynamics Explorer 1 satellite. . . eversincethe
craft was launchedin 1981. Severalof the spots show up in virtually every one
of the more than 10,000imagesso far amassedby (Louis) Frank and colleagues
John Sigwarth andJohn Craven. . . .
The furor arises from Frank et Al,'s proffered explanation: that the spots
representreductionsin the atmosphere'sultraviolet brightness,triggered by the
water from vast numbers of small, previously unsuspectedcomets.. . . so
many that their masswould add up to the equivalent,in water, of earth'sentire
atmosphereevery 5 million years.
JonathanEberhart,American Science
Journalist(1936)
13.16 You can be absolutely sure that if you have a handful of particlesfrom
Greenlandmaterial, you've got piecesof Halley's comet, piecesof Kohoutek,
and piecesof Swift-Tuttle.
Donald

Brownlee,

American

Astronomer

(1986)
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13.17 Over very long time scales,when the perturbirg influencesof both
Jupiter and Saturn are taken into account, the seemingly regular orbits of
asteroidsthat stray into the Kirwood gaps turn chaotic.
For millions of years
such an orbit seems predictable. Then the path
grows increasingly eccentricuntil it begins to crossthe orbit of Mars and then
the Earth. Collisions or close encounterswith those planetsare inevitable.
JamesGleick, American ScienceJournalist(1987)

11.

Comprrtcr Sciertcc
Computersare betterthan we areat
arithmetic,not because
coitputersaresogood
at it, but because
we areso badat it.
ISAAC ASIMOV

l4.t It is unworthy of excellent men to lose hours like slavesin the labor of
calculation which could safely be relegated to anyone else if machines were
used.
Baron Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibnitz,
Physicist/Philosopher
(l64Hl7 16)-

German Mathemati

cianl

14.2 The whole of the developments and operations of analysis are now
capable of being executed by machinery. .
As soon as an Analytical Engine
exists, it will necessarily guide the future course of science.
Charles Babbage, English Inventor/Mathematician (1792-1871)
l4-3 We may say most aptly that the Analytical Engine weauesalgebraicpatterns
just as the Jacquard-loom weaves flowers and leaves.
[Comparing Charles Babbage's second proposed computing machine with the
automated punch-card leom ofJ.M. Jacquard. ]
Ada Augusta Lovelace, Engtish Author/Science Historian (1815-1850)
t4-4 The Analytical Engine [of Charles Babbage] has no pretensions
whatever to originate anything. It can do whatever *e-know how ti orderit to
perform. It can follow analysis; but it has no power of anticipating any analytical
relations or truths. Its province is to assist r'ri itt makin g aiailobtt what we are
already acquainted.
Ada Augusta Lovelace, English Author/Science Historian (1815-1350)
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14.5 But who can say that the vapour enginehas not a kind of consciousness?
'Where
begin, and where end?Who can draw the line?Who
does consciousness
can draw any line? Is not everythitg interwoven with everything? Is not
machinery linked with animal life in an infinite variety of ways?
SamuelButler,EnglishNovelist(1835-1902)
!4.6 It is by no meanshopelessto expect to make a machinefor really very
difficult mathematicalproblems. But you would haveto proceedstep-by-step.
I think electricity would be the best thing to rely on.
Charles Sanders Peirce, American

Philosopher/Logician

(1839-1914)

14.7 The computer is the most significant of human inventions becauseit
complements the human brain in precisely the two ways which limit the
It has added speedto the complexity of
brain-slowness and boredonr..
which would never be attemptedbecauseof the tedium involved.
Colin Pittendrigh,EnglishBiologist (191f )
14.8 I proposeto considerthe question,"Can MachinesThink?"
Alan Mathison

Turing,

British

Computer

Scientist/Mathematician

(1e36)
14.9 If Babbagehad lived seventy-fiveyearslater I would havebeen out of a
job[Aiken createdthe Mark I computer.]
Floward Aiken, American

Computer

Scientist (1940)

14.10 The original question, "Can machinesthink?," I believe too meaningless to deservediscussion.NeverthelessI believe that at the end of the
century the use of words and general educatedopinion will have altered so
much that one will be able to speakof machinesthinking without expectingto
be contradicted.
Alan MathisonTuring, British ComputerScientist/Mathematician
(1esO)
l4.ll
His [Alan Turing's] high-pitched voice already stood out above the
general murmur of well-behavedjunior executivesgroomitg themselvesfor
promotion within the Bell corporation. Then he was suddenly heard to say:
"No, I'm not interestedin developing a powerfulbrain. All I'm after is just a
mediocrebrain, somethirg like the President of the American Telephoneand
TelegraphCompany."
Andrew Hodges, English Mathematician (1949- )
14.12 It will be interesting to see if these machines play in the next decade the
part of the cyclotrons and high voltage generators of the "thirties.". . . There is
much to be said for digital computers as research projects for the time being;
they are not so expensive as cyclotrons, they are much less messy, they are even
more incomprehensible, and perhaps before very long they too will have to be
taken over by the big firms.
B.V Bowden, English Cotnputer Scientist (1953)

uter Science

14-13 All kinds of misrakes [in the computers] are turning up. you'd be
surprised to know the number of doctors who claim they are treating pregnant
men.
Anonymous, CanadianHealth InsuranceBoard Member (1921)
14-14 Microprocessors are getting into everything. we won't be able to pick
up a single piece of equipment in the near future, except maybe a broom, ihat
hasn't got a microprocessorin it.
Arthur C. Clarke,AmericanAuthor (1979)
14.15 People can still pull the computer's plug. However, we may have to
work hard to even maintain that privilege.
De JosephWeizenbaurn,Arnerican Computer Scientist/Sociologist
(ryte)
14.16 Even today I still get letters from young students here and there who
say,Why are you people trying to program intelligence?Why don't you try to
find a way to build a nervous system that will just spontaneously create it?
Finally I decided that this was either a bad idea or elseit would take thousands
or millions of neurons to make it work and I couldn't afford to trv to build a
machine like that.
Marvin Minsky, American Computcr Scientist(1982)
14.17 I think that intelligence does not emerge frorn a handful of very
beautiful principles-like physics. It emerges from perhaps a hundred
fundamentally different kinds of mechanismsthat have to interact just right.
So, even if it took only four years to understand them, it might takefour
hundredyears to unscramble the whole thing.
Marvin Minsky, American Computcr Scientist (1982)
14.18 People are just very complicated electronic mechanisms, and our
emotions of love, hate, anger, and fear are wired into our brains. . . . I'm
tinkering around inside the human computer.
CandacePert, Amedcan Neuroscientist(1984)
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15.

ftdory
Organismsaremadeup of cellsmuchas
societies
aremadeup of indiuidualbeings,

andfor muchthesameretsons,
ISAAC ASIMOV

15.1 The whole organism subsistsonly by meansof the reciprocalaction of
the single elementaryparts.
Theodor Schwann,GermanPhysiologist/Biologist
(1810-1S82)
15.2 All the varied forms in the animal tissuesare nothing but transformed
cells.. . . All my work has authorizedme to apply to animalsas to plants the
doctrine of the individuality of the cells.
Theodor Schwann, German Physiologist/Biologist (181f1882)
15.3 The cause of nutrition and growth resides not in the organism as a whole
but in the separate elementary parts-the cells.
Theodor Schwann, German Physiologist/Biologist (1810-1882)
15.4 Every animal is a sum of vital units, each of which possessesthe full
characteristics of life. The character and the unity of life cannot be found in one
definite point of a higher organization, for example, in the brain of man, but
only in the definite, constantly recurring disposition shown individually by
each single element. It follows that the composition of the major organism, the
so-called individual, must be likened to a kind of social arrangement or society,
in which a number of separate existences are dependent upon one another, in
such a way, however, that each element possessesits own peculiar activity and
carries out its own task by its own powers.
Rudolph Virchow, German Pathologist/Statesman (1821-1902)
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15.5 Tissues evolve in time. A tissue consists of a society of complex
organisms,which doesnot respondin an instantaneousmanner to the changes
of the environment. It may oppose such changes for a long time before
adapting itself through slight or deep transformations.To srudy ir ar only one
instant of its duration is almost meaningless.The temporalextensionof a tissue
is as important as its spatialexistence.
Dr. Alexis Carroll, French-AmericanSurgeon/Cytologist
(1937,
15.6 The structure of tissuesand their functions, are two aspectsof the same
thing.
Dn Alexis Carroll, French-AmericanSurgeon/Cytologist
(19371
15.7 The new cytology permits the identification of cellsand the prediction of
their conduct under given conditions. It revealsthe specific properties of each
type of cell. Thanks to this new cytology the mechanism of complex
phenomena, which takes place in normal or pathological tissues, can be
submitted to experimental analysis.Its fecundity will be necessarilygreater
than that of the classiccytology.
Dr. AlexisCarroll, French-AmericanSurgeon/Cytologist
(1937)
15.8 Structuro-functional wholenessor inte grrty, and specific structure, are
actively built up and maintained in the course of development, chiefly by the
morphogeneticand behavioralactivity of cellsor groups of cells.
(1950)
E.S.Russell,EnglishScientist/Philosopher
15.9 I traveled among cells, watched their functioning . . and reahzedthat
within myself was a grand assemblageof living organisms,all of which added
up to me.
(1984)
John Lilly, American Neurophysiologist/Spiritualist
15.10 Brain cellsdo selectivelyrespondto features,but not uniquely so. The
samecell respondsto a color, a movement in a certain direction, the velocity of
the movement, luminosity, and so on. Each cell is something like a person with
many traits. So when you abstractblueness,you must addressall the cells in
the network that detect blue.
Karl Pribram, Austrian/American Neurophysiologist (1984)
15.11 Researchers now propose that oxidation processes are one cause of
cellular aging. Put less prosaically, we may all be rusting.
Joanne Silberner, American ScienceJournalist (1986)
15.12 Needing help to spring to life, a virus is little more than a package of
genetic information that must commandeer the machinery of a host cell to
permit its own replication.
Peter Jaret, Arnerican ScienceJournalist (1986)
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15.13 A miracle of evolution, the human immune systemis not controlledby
any central organ, such as the brain. Rather it has developedto function as a
kind of biologic democracf, wherein the individual members achievetheir ends
through an information network of awesomescope.
Peter Jaret, American

Science Journalist

(1986)

16.

Dictetics
Tb manyof ut, thefirst law ofdietetics
to be:,f it tastes
good,it'sbad
seems
for you.
ISAAC ASIMOV

l6.t Every man should eat and drink and enjoy the fruit of all his labor; it is
the gift of God.
The Bible(circa725n.c.)
16.2 Once it happenedthat all the other members of a man mutinied against
the stomach, which they accusedas the single, idle, uncontributing part in the
entire body, while the rest were put to hardshipsand the expenseof much labor
to supply and minister to its appetites.Howevet the stomachmerely ridiculed
the fatuity of the members, who appearednot to be aware that the stomach
certainly does receivethe generalnourishment, but only to return it again and
distribute it amongstthe rest.
MeneniusAgripp", GreekPhilosopher(circa500n.c.)
16.3 The part of the soul which desiresmeatsand drinks and the other things
of which it has need by reason of the bodily nature, they (the gods) placed
betweenthe midriff and the boundary of the navel, contrivirg in all this region
a sort of manager for the food of the body, and that there they bound it down
like a wild animal which was chainedup with man, and must be nourishedif
man is to exist.
Plato,GreekPhilosopher(427B.c.?-347
n.c.?)
16.4 Thou shouldst eat to live; not live to eat.
Marcus Tbllius Cicero, Roman Orator/Statesman

(106 B.c.-43 B.c.)
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16.5 The chief pleasure[itt eating] does not consist in costly seasonittg,or
exquisite flavor, but in yourself
Florace (Quintus Floratius Flaccus), Roman Poet (65 n.c.-8 n.c.)

16.6 If you are surprised at the number of our maladies,count our cooks.
Lucius Annaeus Seneca (the Younger),
Dramatist (4 B.c.?{S A.D.)

Roman Philosopher/Statesrnanl

16.7 Eating should be done in silence, lest the windpipe open before the
gullet, and life be in danger.
The Thlmud (circa 400)

16.8 Well loved he garlic, onions, and eke leeks,
And for to drinken strong wine, red as blood.
Geoffrey

Chaucer, English

Poet (1340?-1400)

16.9 For its merit, I will knight it and make it sir-loin.
[Upon tasting the upper part of the loin. ]
CharlesII, EnglishKing (1630?-1635)
16.10 Bread is the staff of life.
Jonathanswift, Irish Satiristlclergyman (lG6T-174s)
t6.tl
A cucumber should be well sliced and dressedwith pepper and vinegar,
and then thrown out, as good for nothing.
Samuel Johnson, English Lexicographer

lPoetlCritic

(1709-1 784)

16.12 A light supper, a good night's sleep, and a fine morning have often
made a hero of the same man, who, by indigestion, a restlessnight, and a rainy
morning would have proved a coward.
Edmund Burke, English Statesman/Author (172y1797)
16.13 The discovery of a new dish does more for human happiness than the
discovery of a new star.
Anthelme Brillat-Savarin, French Gastronomist (1755-1826)
16.14

Animals feed; man eats; the man ofintellect alone knows how to eat.
Anthelme Brillat-Savarin, French Gastronomist (1755-18261

16.15 The longer I live, the more I am convinced that the apothecary is of
more importance than Seneca; and that half the unhappiness in the world
proceeds from little stoppages, from a duct choked up, from food pressing in
the wrong place, from a vext duodenum, or an agitated pylorus.
Sydney Smith, English EssayistlClergyman (1771-1845)
16.16

The way to a man's heart is through his stomach.
Sara Payson Parton (Fanny Fern), English Author (1S11-1872)
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16.17 Beautiful soup! Who caresfor fish
Game, or any other dish?
Who would not give all elsefor two
Pennyworth only of beautiful soup?
Lewis Carroll (Charles Lutwidge
Mathematician (1832-1898)

Dodgson), English Author/

16.18 Hail,Gastronome,Apostle of Excess,
Well skilled to overeatwithout distress!
Thy great invention, the unfatal feast,
Shows Man's superiority to Beast.
Ambrose

Bierce, American

Satirist (1842-1914?l

16.19 We are all dietetic sinners;only a small percentof what we eat nourishes
us, the balancegoes to waste and loss of energy.
Sir William

(1849-1919)

Osler, Canadian Physician/Anatomist

16.20 He sows hurry and reapsindigestion.
(1850-1894)

Robert Louis Stevenson, Scottish Poet/Novelist

16.21 Gave up spinach for Lent.
Novelist (189f1940)

American

F. Scott Fitzgerald,

16.22 The human specieswas born when one isolatedgroup of bipedal apes
got itself stuck and then speciatedto get better survival value out of eating
meat.
Richard

Leakey, English

Paleontologist

(194+- )

16.23 Food is the burning questionin animal society,and the whole structure
and activities of the community are dependentupon questionsof food-supply.
Charles Elton, English Ecologist

(1960)

16.24 The F.D.A. has so many rules that can be gotten around that the
consumer has no protection et all. You never know what you're eating. I'm
horrified when I discover the nature of ingredients in consumer products as a
result of my scientificwork.
Tina Chen, American

Dietician

(1971)

16.25 A moderate watcher of children's television programs receives over
per year,primarily advisinghim to eatsnacks,sweets,and soda
5,000messages
poP.
Robert B. Choate, American

Nutritionist

(1971)

16.26 My stomach is a laboratory.
Latzi Wittenbergr

Atnerican

Chet (1971,

16.27 Sure, canceris a long and painful illness.But if you take the nitrites out
of cured pork, you get botulism. That'll take you out fast and you'll have
nothing to worry about.
Earl Butz, American

Secretary of Agriculture

(19751
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16.28 With the continuedpressureon the Oglala to adopt mainstreamways,
the ceremoniousnessof the dog feast is likely to increase still more. The
modern white man eatsbuffalo, deer, and elk, sometimesevenhorsemeat.But
as long as the white man does not consumedog, he does not consumethose
who do.
William K. Powers and Marla N. Powers, American
and American Sociologist (1986)

Anthropologist

17.

Thc Eadr
The earthis the only homethat any of us
haue

so_faranywAy.

ISAAC ASIMOV

17 .l
For we are dwelling ir a hollow of the earth, and fancy that we are on the
surface. . . . But the fact is, that owing to our feebleness and sluggishness we
are prevented from reaching the surface of the air.
Plato, Greek Philosopher (427B.c.?-347n.c.?)
17.2
it.

It [the earth] alone remains immoveable, whilst all things revolve round
Pliny the Elder (Gaius Plinius Secundus),Roman Naturalist/Historian

(2v7el
17.3 Since nothing stands in the way of the movability of the earth, I believe
we must now investigate whether it also has several motions, so that it can be
considered one of the planets. That it is not the center of all the revolutions is
proven by the irregular motions of the planets, and their varying distances from
the earth, which cannot be explained as concentric circles with the earth at the
center.
Nicholas Copernicus, Polish Astronomer (147T1543)
17.4

The Earth obey'd and straight
Op'ning her fertile womb, teem'd at a birth
Innumerous living creatures, perfect forms,
Limb'd and full grown.
John Milton, English Poet (1608-1674)

17.5 Within a finite period of time past, the earth must have been, and within
a finite period of time to come the earth must again be, unfit for the habitation
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of man as et present constituted, unless operations have been, or are to be
performed, which are impossible under the laws to which the known
operationsgoing on at presentin the material world are subject.
Count Benjamin Thompson,EnglishPhysicist/Statesman
(175F1814)
17.6 [The great earthquakeof 1835] at once destroyedour oldest idea thar
Earth is the very emblem of solidity, for it moved beneathour feet like a rhin
crust over a fluid. One secondof time createdin the mind a strange idea of
insecurity, which hours of reflectionwould not haveproduced.
CharlesRobert Darwin, EnglishNaturalist/Evolutionist(1S0F18S2)
17.7

They say,
The solid earth whereon we rread
In tracts of fluent heat began,
And grew to seeming-randomforms,
The seemingprey of cyclic storms,
Till at the last arosethe Man. . .
Alfred, Lord Tennyson,English Poet (180ts1892\

17.8 The earth in its rapid motion round the sun possesses
a degreeof living
force so vast that, if turned into the equivalentof heat, its temperaturewould
be rendered at least one thousand times greater than that of red-hot iron.
JamesPrescottJoule,EnglishPhysicist(1818-1889)
!7 .9 The presentstateof the earth and of the organismsnow inhabitirg it, is
but the last stage of a long and uninterrupted seriesof changeswhichlt has
undergone,and consequently,that to endeavourto explain and account for its
Presentcondition without any referenceto those changes(as has frequently
been done) must lead to very imperfect and erroneousconclusions.
Alfred RusselWallace,EnglishNaturalist/Evolutionist(182f1913)
17.10 Even-i! only one in a hundred of the ten billion suitable planershas
actually got life well under way, there would be more than 100 million such
planets.No, it is presumptuousto think that we are alone.
Harlow shapley AmericanAstronomer(18s5-1972)
t7.ll
We can hardly pick up a copy of a newspaperor mag azinenowadays
without being informed exactly how many million yearsago someremarkable
event in the history of the earth occurred.
Adolph Knop{, AmericanGeologist(1941)
17.12 What beauty.I saw clouds and their light shadowson the disranr dear
earth. . . . The water looked like darkish, slightly gleaming spors.. . . 'When I
watched the horizon, I saw the abrupt, contrasting transition from the earth's
light-colored surface to the absolutely black sky. I enjoyed the rich color
spectrum of the earth. It is surrounded by r light blue aureolethat gradually
darkens,becomesturquoise, dark blue, violet, and finally coal black.
[Observationsduring the first manned orbit of the earth, April 12, 1961.]
Yuri Alekseyevich

Gagarin, Russian Astronaut

(1961)

The Earth

17.13 When the earth camealive it beganconstructing its own membrane,for
the generalpurpose of editing the sun.
Lewis Thomas,

American

Medical

Educator/Writer

(1974)

17.14 The k.y to the past lies in the record of the past, in the oral and wrirten
records,the record left in artefacts[sic], fossils,sediments,and so on. And in
all those records, one consistentfact emerges.The Earth has been subjectedto
a seriesof catastrophesresulting from the fact that it has been tilted or turned
completely upside-down. And that is the only possibleexplanarionwhich fully
accountsfor the detailsin all of the records.
PeterWarlow,British Physicist/Author lLecturer(1982)
17.15 Accorditg to the new theory [continentaldrift] about 300 million years
ego, all the landmassesof the earth were joined on one supercontinent,which
geologistsrefer to as Pangaea.About 200 million years2go, Pangaeabegan ro
break into two enormous landmasses,one in the south known as Gondwana,
and the other, named Laurasia, in the north. The Gondwana landmass was
made up of present-dayAfrica, Australia, lndia, and South America, with
what is now Antarctica forming the centerpiece.
William J. Zinmeister,American Paleontologist/Geoscientist
(1936)
17.16 The earth's rotation rate, which determines the length of day, can be
sped up or slowed down by winds blowirg on mountains. Similarly, "winds, "
or flow patterns of the garth'sliquid outer core, canchangethe rotation rate by
pushing on whatever bumps may be on the core-mantleboundary; the bigger
the buffip, the greater effect.
StefiWeisburd,American ScienceJournalist(1987)
17.17 Studiesof some accuratelydated ancient and medieval eclipserecords,
principally those in which the observersmade careful estimatesof the time of
d.y or night, revealthat the length of the d^y is gradually increasirg. Although
the rate of increase-about one-fiftieth of a secondevery thousandyears-may
seem trifling, in the million or so days that have elapsed since the earliest
reliable astronomical records (700 B.c.), the earth has lost several hours
comparedwith an ideal clock that would keep perfect time, neither gaining nor
losing.
Richard

F. Stephenson, American

Physicist/Astronomer

(1987)

18.

Ecdngy
What makesit so hardto organizethe
enuironment
sensiblyis that euerything
we touchis hookedup to euerything
else.
ISAAC ASIMOV

18.1 Nature, being inconstant and taking pleasure in creating and making
constantly new lives and forms, because she knows that her terrestrial materials
become thereby augmented, is more ready and more swift in her creating than
time in his destruction; and so she has ordained that many animals shall be food
for others. Nty, this not satisfying her desire, to the same end she frequently
sends forth certain poisonous and pestilential vapors upon the vast increase and
congregation of animals; and most of all upon men, who increase vastly
because other animals do not feed upon them.
Leonardo da Vinci, Italian Architect/Artist/Inventor (145L1519)
18.2

Land that is left wholly to nature
is called, as indeed it is, waste.
John Locke, English Philosopher (1632-17041

18.3 Nature, who is a great economist, converts the recreation of one animal
to the support of another.
Gil bert Vhi te, English Naturalist/Ecolo gist (172Wl7 93)
18.4 A few examples of local, and perhaps but one or two of absolute,
extirpation of species can as yet be proved, and these only where the
interference of man has been conspicuous.
Sir Charles Lyell, Scottish Geologist (1797-1875)

&

18.5 There is nothitg in which the birds differ more from man than the way
in which they can build and yet leavea landscapeas it was before.
Robert Staughton Lynd, American

Sociologist

(1892-19701

18.6 LInless man can make new and original adaptations to his environment
as rapidly as his science can change the environment, our culture will perish.
Carl R. Rogers, American Psychologist (lg0}-1987)
18.7 The crescendo of nois*whether
it comes from truck or jackhammeE
siren or airplane-is more than an irritating nuisance. [t intrudes on priv acf,
shatters serenity, and can inflict pain. We dare not be complacent about this ever
mountitg
volume of noise. In the years ahead, it can bring even more
discomfort-and
worse-to
the lives of people.
Lyndon Baines Johnson, American President (1908-1973,
18.8 Eventually, we'll realize that if we destroy the ecosystem, we destroy
ourselves.
Jonas Salk, American Medical Researcher/Microbiologist (1915- )
18.9 They're too close to the trees to see the forest. People in California or
New York understand that Alaska is not so big. They live in places where rhe
wilderness once seemed limitless, but they know it disappears.
Edgar Wayburn, American Environmentalist (1970)
18.10 My people are not concerned about a phony economy like the
Caucasians. We have our land and it has been good to us. The sea has been
good to us. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has given us enough education to read
about what has happened in the lower 48, what they have done to our land.
Now they want to come up here and rape our land.
Joe Upicksoun, Native American Environmental Activist (197I'1
18.11 Congress says on the one hand we must preserve our environment but
on the other hand approves projects over which citrzens express concern that
they might damage the environment.
Barrington D. Parker, American Judge (l97l)
18.12 The present fad is to talk about environment, but the clinician was
concerned about environmental disease long before the word became
something that almost everyone could pronounce.
Micchell R. Zaron, American Physician/Educator (1971)
18.13 We [in New York] intend to redesign our entire purchasing system ro
include a general preference for recycled products.
John V Lindsay, American Politician (1971)

18.14 The country is coming to understandthe global dimensions of the
environmental crisis. What is needed now is a precise pinpointing of the
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sources of environmental degradation, and tough-minded, long-term action to
enhance the quality of our lives.
Joint Statement, American Environmental Group Leaders (1971)
18.15 At the turn of the century, reduction plants processed food wastes,
dead animals, and fish for the production of glycerines, oils, fertilizers, and
animal hides. Although each of the plants was successful initially, by 1915 all
had been abandoned, not only for economic reasons, but also because of the
uncontrollable nuisances they created.
George J. Kupchik, American Environmentalist/Administrator (1971)
18.16 A stable population with stable consumption patterns would still face
increasirg environmental problems.
Barry Commoner, American Biologist/Educator (1971)
18.17 Somethittg like this ministry [Britain's ecology ministry] is going to
have to happen in America. As your crty situation deteriorates, new measures
will be accepted.
Peter Edward Walker, British Ecology Minister (1971)
18.18 Once the Africans wore animal skins, and when they were discarded
the ants disposed of them. Now the people here are starting to wear nylons,
and the ants can no longer cope.
Bert de la Bat, South African

Conservationist

(1971)

18.19 This Is Our State.We Belong Here-Rockefeller Does Not-We Need
Our Strip Mines.
Picket Sign, WestVirginian Strip Minersand Supporters(197I,
18.20 Population size x Per capita consumptionx Environmental impact per
unit of production : Level of pollution.
Dr. Paul Ehrlich,

American

Biologist/Ecologist

(1971)

18.21 It is not enough to treat chronic respiratory disease,and then send the
victim back into the smog-filled air or the fumes and dust of an unwholesome
work environment.
John J. Hanlon,

American

Assistant Surgeon General (1971)

18.22 We're going to let the public make some decisionsabout whether it's
going to be sleek, smart, expensiveautomobilesor whether it's going to be
alternative forms of transportation.
Jerome Kretchmer,

American

Environmental

Protection

Administrator

(re7r)

18.23 Three hundred trout are needed to support one man for a year. The
trout, in turn, must consume 90,000 frogs, that must consume 27 million
grasshoppersthat live off of 1,000tons of grass.
G. Tller

Mille\

h,

American

Chernist (1971)

18.24 The highway system devours land resourcesand atmospherext e rate
that is impossibleto sustain.
George W Brown,

American

Business Executive

(19721

18.25 In its broadest ecologicel context, economic development is the
development of more intensive ways of exploiting the natural environment.
Richard Vilkinson,

American

Economist/Historian

(1973)

18.26 Industry has been compelled to spend more and more of its research
dollars to comply with environmental, health, and safety regulations-and to
move away from longer term efforts aimed at major scientific advances.
Rawleigh

(re73,

\[arner, Ja, American

Industrialist/Chairman,

Mobil

Oil

18.27 We prefer economic growth to clean air.
Charles Barden, American

Environmental

Administrator

(19751

18.28 I want to turn women loose on the environmental crisis. .
knows more about pollution when detergentsback up in the sink.
Nelson Rockefeller, American

Politician

Nobody

(1925)

18.29 Wildlife management consists mainly of raising more animals for
hunters to shoot.
George Schaller, American

Zoologist/Ecologist/Educator

(1984)

18.30 For what are the whales being killed? For e, few hundred jobs and
products that arenot needed,sincethere are cheapsubstitutes.If this continues,
it will be the end of living and the beginning of survival. The world is being
totaled.
GeorgeSchaller,AmericanZoologist/Ecologist/Educator
(1984)
18.31 Destroying speciesis like tearing pagesout of an unread book, written
in a languagehumans hardly know how to read, about the place where they
live.
RolstonHolmesIII, AmericanPhilosopher(1985)
18.32 This being the only living world we are ever likely to know, let us join
to make the most of it.
Edward

O. Wilson, Arnerican

Entomologist/Sociobiologist

(1985)

18.33 Few scientists were willing to jeopar dize their research funds by
publicly criticizing EPA'sinterpretation of the scientific record.
Roy Gould, American

Ecologist

(1986)

18.34 I do wonder what the devil we are doing killirg 50,000porpoisesa year
instead of developing e technology for tuna fishing that does not slaughter
thoseanimals.We are not very impressiveasmoralists.. . . Every now and then

I
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I am reminded why the rest of the world won't listen to us when it comes to
conservation: We don't lead the world, we just talk as if we did.
Roger Caras, American Newspaper Columnist (1986)
18.35

Parasites are four times as effective as predators in controlling pests.
Peter Spinks, American ScienceJournalist (1986)

19.

Elcctricry
and Elcctronics
The dffirencebetween
electricity
and electronics
is the dfferencebetweena
toasteranda teleuision
set.
ISAAC ASIMOV

19.l Do not electric bodies by friction emit a subtile exhalationor spirit by
which they perform their attractions?
fsaac Newton,

English

Physicist/Mathematician

(1642-1727)

19.2 A turkey is to be killed for our dinner by the electricalshock and roasted
by the electricaljack, before a flr.ekindled by the electrifiedbottle; when the healths
of all the famous electricians in England, Holland, France, and Germany are to be
drank rn electrifed bumpers,under the discharge of guns from the electricalbattery.
Benj amin Franklin, American Inventor/ Statesman (170Gl1790)
19.3 I am busy just now again on electro-magnetism, and think I have got
hold of a good thing, but can't say. It may be a weed instead of a fish that, rft..
all my labor, I may at last pull up.
Michael Faraday,English Chemist/Physicist (1791-18671

19.4 It is a fact-or haveI dreamt it-that by meansof electricity the world of
matter has becomea great nerve, vibrating thousandsof miles in a breathless
point of time?
Nathaniel

Hawthorne,

American

Author

(1804-1864)
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19.5 The farthest Thunder that I heard
Wasnearerthan the Sky
And rumbles still, though torrid Noons
Have lain their missilesbyThe Lightnirg that precededit
Struck no one but myselfBut I would not exchangethe Bolt
For all the rest of LifeIndebtednessto Cxygen
The Happy may repay,
But not the obligation
To ElectricityIt founds the Homes and decks the Days
And every clamor bright
Is but the gleam concomitant
Of that waylayirg LightThe Thought is quiet as a FlakeA Crash without a Sound,
How Life's reverberation
Is Explanation foundEmily Dickinson,AmericanPoet (1330-1S36)
19.6 The experimentalinvestigationby which Ampere establishedthe law of
the mechanical action between electric currents is one of the most brilliant
achievementsin science.The whole theory and experiment, seemsas if it had
leaped, full grown and full armed, from the brain of the "Newton of
Electricity " It is perfectin form, and unassailablein accuracf, and it is summed
up in a formula from which all the phenomenamay be deduced, and which
must always remain the cardinal formula of electro-dynamics.
(1831-1879)
JamesClerk Maxwell, ScottishPhysicist/Mathematician
19.7 The electric light invadesthe dunnestdeep of Hades.
'twixt
Cries Pluto,
his snores:"O tempora! O mores!"
Ambrose Bierce, American Satirist (1842-1914?')
19.8 There is no plea which will justify the use of high-tension and
alternating currents, either in e scientific or a commercial sense.They are
employed solely to reduceinvestment in copper wire and real estate.. . . I have
always consistently opposed high-tension and alternating systems of electric
lighting, not only on account of danger, but because of their general
unreliability and unsuitability for any generalsystem of distribution.
ThomasAlva Edison, American fnventor (1847-l93ll
19.9 We have a system [alternating current] whereby the deadly electricity of
the alternating current can do no harm unless a man is fool enough to swallow
a whole dynamo.
George \9estinghouse, American Mechanical Engineer (1884)

Electrici and Electronics

19.10 Just as certain as death, Westinghousewill kill a customerwithin six
months after he puts in a falternatingcurrent] system of any size.
ThomasAlva Edison,AmericanInventor(lB4T-1931)
lg.tl
It was necessary to invent everythirg. Dynamos, regulators, meters,
switches, fuses, fixtures, underground conductors with their necessary connecting boxes, and a host of other detail parts, even down to insulating rape.
[Ott his invention of an electric distribution sysrem for electric light. ]
Thomas Alva Edison, American rnventor (1847-1931)

19.12 In fact, I've come to the conclusion that I never did know anything
about it [electricity].
Thomas Alva Edison, American

Inventor

(1847-1931)

19.13 The first World System power plant can be put into operation in nine
months. With this power planr it will be practical to attain electrical activities
up to ten million horsepowerand it is designed to serve for as many technical
achievementsas are possible without undue expense. Among these may be
mentioned:
l. Interconnectionof the existing telegraphexchangesof offices all over the
world;
2. Establishmentof a secretand noninterferablegovernmenttelegraphservice;
3. Interconnectionof all the presenttelephoneexchangesor offices all over the
Globe;
4. lJniversal distribution of general news, by telegraph or telephone, in
connectionwith the Press;
5. Establishmentof a World System of intelligencetransmissionfor exclusive
private use;
6. Interconnectionand operationof stock tickers of the world;
7. Establishmentof a World System of musical distribution, erc.;
8. LIniversal registration of time by cheap clocks indicating the time with
astronomicalprecision and requiring no attention whatever;
9. Facsimiletransmissionof typed or handwritten characters,letters, checks,
etc.;
10. Establishmentof a universalmarine serviceenablingnavigationof all ships
to steer perfectly without compass,to determine the exact location, hour, rna
speed,to prevent collisionsand disasters,etc.;
,
11. Inaugurationof a system of world printing on land and sea;
12. Reproduction anywhere in the world of photographic picures and all kinds
of drawings or records.
Nikola Tesla, American Electrical Engineer/Inventor (1856-1943)
19.14 The momentous laws of induction between currents and between
currents and magnets were dicovered by Michael Faradry in 1831-32. Faraday
was asked: "'What is the use of this discovery?" He answered: "'What is the use
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of a child-it grows to be a man." Faraday'schild has grown to be a man and is
now the basisof all the modern applicationsof electricity.
Alfred North Whitehead, English Mathem aticianlPhilosopher
(1861-1947',)
19.15 They could have done it better with an ax.
[Otr the ineffective results of the first use of the electric chair, the execution of
Villiam Kemmler, condemned murderer.]
George Westinghouse,American Mechanical Engineer (1890)
19.16 In the early days of telephone engineering, the mere sending of a
message was so much of a mracle that nobody asked how it should be sent.
Norbert Wiener, American Inventor/Mathematician (1894-1196/l')
19.17 Modern electronic communications and information processing are
marvelous extensions of man's senses and mind. But these same technologies
are producing closer, more complex interactions between different peoples, and
between people and machines, without the integrating force of common social
purPose.
Jack Morton, American Engineer (191f197D
19.18 There is nothing wrong with electricity; nothing except that modern
man is not a god who holds the thunderbolts but a savage who is struck by
lightning.
Gilbert Keith Chesterton, English Essayist/Novelist/Poet (1930)
19.19 Between 1880 and 1920, the first and second generations of men who
created and ran the modern electrical industry formed the vanguard of sciencebased industrial development in the United States. These were the people who
first successfully combined the discoveries of physical science with the mechanical know-how of the workshop to produce the much heralded electrical
revolution in power generation, lighting, transportation, and communication:
who forged the great companies which manufactured that revolution and the
countless electric utilities, electric railways, and telephone companies which
carried it across the nation.
David Noble, American Engineer/Edu cator (1977)
19.20 Sometime between 1740 and 1780, electricians were for the first time
enabled to take the foundations for their field for granted. From that point they
pushed on to more concrete and recondite problems.
Thomas Kuhn, American Engineer/Educator (1977)
19.21 Just as the Industrial Revolution enabled man to apply and control
greater physical power than his own muscle could provide, so electronics has
extended his intellectual power.
Dr. Robert Noyce, American Electronic Engineer (1977,

20.

Embrydory
Thefertilized ot)umof a mouseanda whale
look muchalike, but dffirencesquickly
showup in the courseof their deuelopment.
with
U *t couldstudytheir molecules
the nakedeyes,we wouldseethe
dtlferences
_fro* the start.
ISAAC ASIMOV

20.1 This work must begin with the conception of man, and describe the
nature of the womb and how the fetus lives in it, up to what stageit resides
there, and in what way it quickensinto life and feeds.Also its growih and what
interval there is between one stageof growth and another.What it is that forces
it out from the body of the mother, and for what reasonsit sometimes comes
out of the mother's womb before the due time.
Leonardoda Vinci, Italian Architect/Artist/Inventor (1452-ll19)

20.2 Philosot'hers have been of the opinion that our immortal part acquires
during this life certain habits of action or of sentimenr, which becom. f&.rr.,
indissoluble, continuittg after death in future state of existence. . . I would
aPPly this ingenious idea to the generation,or production of the embryo, or
new animal, which partakes so much of the form and propensities of the
Parent.
ErasmusDarwin, English Physician/poe
t (1731-1s02)
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20.3 Man has two conditions of existencein the body. Hardly two creatures
can be lessalike than an infant and a man. The whole fetal stateis a preparation
for birth. . . . The human brain, in its earlierstage,resemblesthat of a fish: asit
is developed,it resemblesmore the cerebralmassof a reptile; in its increase,it is
like that of a bird, and slowly, and only after birth, does it assumethe proper
form and consistenceof the human encephalon.
CharlesBell, ScottishAnatomist/Surgeon(1774rl842l

20.4 The embryos of mammals, of birds, lizards, and snakesare, in their
earlieststates,exceedingly like one another,both as a whole and in the mode of
developmentof their parts, indeed we can often distinguish such embryos only
by their size. I have two little embryos in spirit [alcohol] to which I have
omitted to attach the names. I am now quite unable to say to what classthey
belong.
Karl Ernst r'on Baer,GermanBiologist/Embryologist(179?-1876)

20.5 Embryology furnishes the best measureof the true affinities between
animals.
JeanLouis Agassiz,Swiss/AmericanNaturalist/Geologist(1807-1873)
20.6 Embryology will often reveal to us the structure, in some degree
obscured,of the prototype of eachgreat class.
CharlesRobert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist(180F1882)

20.7 Ontogeny recapitulatesphylogeny.
Ernst Heinrich Haeckel,GermanBiologist/Philosopher(1834-1919)

20.8 Here we have a baby. It is composedof a bald head and a pair of lungs.
EugeneField, AmericanPoet/Flumorist(1850-1895)

20.9 As the human fetus develops, its changing form seemsto retrace the
whole of human evolution from the time we were cosmic dust to the time we
were single-celled organisms in the primordial sea to the time we were fourlegged, land-dwelling reptiles and beyond, to our current status as largebrained, bipedal mammals. Thus, humans seem to be the sum total of experience since the beginning of the cosmos.
Jonas Salk, American

Medical

Researcher/Microbiologist

(1915- )

20.10 Even in the earliest stagesof embryogeny, if differentiation has not
proceededtoo far, regulatory activities will lead to the production of a normal
embryo from a half or a quarter of the segmentingegg.
(1950)
E.S. Russell,English Scientist/Philosopher

21.

Encrry
The law of conseruation
of energytells
us we cnn'tget something
for nothing,
but we refuseto belieueit.
ISAAC ASIMOV

21.! Heat is a motion; expansive,restrained,and acting in its strife upon the
smallerparticlesof bodies.But the expansionis thus modified; while it expands
all ways, it has at the sametime an inclination upward. And the struggle in the
particlesis modified also;it is not sluggish, but hurried and with violence.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman(156l-1626,
21.2 The total energy of the universe is constant and the total entropy is
continually increasittg.
[The two laws of thermodynamics. ]
IsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-1727,
21.3 About ten years ago I read
that the celebrated Amontons, using a
thermometer of his own invention, had discovered that water boils at a fixed
degree of heat. I was at once inflamed with a great desire to make for myself a
thermometer of the same sort, so that I might with my own eyes perceive this
beautiful phenomenon of nature, be convinced of the truth of the experiment. . . I gathered that a thermometer might be perhaps constructed
with mercury, which would not be so hard to construct, and by the use of
which it might be possible to carry out the experiment which I so greatly
desired to try. When a thermometer of that sort was made (perhaps impeifect in
many ways) the result answered to my prayer; and with great pleasure of mind
I observed the truth of the thing.
Gabriel Daniel Fahrenheit, German Physicist (168f11fi6,
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21.4 As the ostensible effect of the heat . . . consistsnot in warming the
surrounding bodiesbut in rendering the ice fluid, so, in the caseof boiling, the
heat absorbeddoes not warm surrounding bodies but convertsthe water into
vapor.In both cases,consideredas the causeof warmth, we do not perceiveits
presence:it is concealed,or latent, and I gaveit the name of "latent heat."
t (172Vl7 99)
JosephBlack, Scottish PhysicianI Physicist/Chemis
21.5 Heat cannot be lessenedor absorbedwithout the production of living
force, or its equivalentattraction through space.
JamesPrescottJoule,EnglishPhysicist(1818-1889)
21.6 The heat produced in maximal muscular effort, continued for twenty
minutes, would be so great that, if it were not promptly dissipated,it would
causesome of the albuminous substancesof the body to become stif{ like a
hard-boiledegg.
WalterB. Cannon,AmericanPhysiologist(1871-19451
'Whenever
21.7
there is a great deal of energy in one region and very little in a
neighboring region, energy tends to travel from the one region to the other,
until equality is established.This whole processmay be describedasa tendency
towards demo crecy.
Bertrand

Russell, English Philosopher/Mathematician

(187 2-1970)

21.8 E - mc2
[E : Energy, m : mass,c - velocity of light.]
Albert

Einstein,

German/American

Physicist (1879-1955)

21.9 A theory is more impressivethe greateris the simplicity of its premises,
the more different are the kinds of things it relates,and the more extendedits
range of applicability. Therefore, the deep impression which classical
thermodynamics made on me. It is the only physical theory of universal
content which I am convinced,that within the framework of applicability of its
basic conceptswill never be overthrown.
Albert Einstein,German/ArnericanPhysicist(187f1955)
21.10

Entropy is time's arrow.
Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington, English Astronomer/Mathematician
(1882-194l-)

2l.ll
An atomic power plant is somewhat analogous to a steam boiler-it
could blow up.
You want to put e safety valve on it and you want e good safety valve.
However, what has happened was that, even though excellent safety devices
had been proposed and were installed, the question was raised eventually, "Is
there any remaini.g risk?" Now you can always hypothesize that some little
boy sits on the valve, or that sabotage occurs, or just assume it doesn't
work. . . . The fellow who runs the reactor-he doesn't want to blow himself

up. He is going to put in the best safety devices, and the idea of assuming that
all these fail is being ridiculously cautious.
Kenneth S. Pitzer, American Director of Atomic Energy Commission

(1es2)

21.!2 Entropy is a measure of the heat energy in a substance that has been lost
and is no longer available for work. It is a measure of the deterioration of a
system.
Popular Science
Encyclopeiliaof the Sciences
(1963)
21.13 Suppose we take a quantity of heat and change ir into work. In doing
So, we haven't destroyed the heat, we have only transferred it to another place
or perhaps changed it into another energy form.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)
21.14 Conversion to exclusive dependence on solar energy would clearly
require major changes in our technology and economy in the direction of
greater frugality and decent ralizatron.
William Ophuls, American Ecologist (1977)
21.15 Solar energy can generate some net, concentrated energy in the form of
food, fiber, and electricity, but the amount per areais small becausemost of the
solar energy is consumed by the various structures that have to be maintained
and operated to collect and concentrate the energy.
Froward odum, American Environmentalist (1978)
21.16 In our very distant future we are likely to find that there is only one
energy, which has manifold
expressions, depending on the state of
consciousness that interacts with the energy. However, we presently have a
scientific foundation which has already segmented and delineated uniquely
different energy characteristics as perceived by our biological senses, rnd by
our extended instrumentation senses. Thus we must continue along the path
already laid down by our scientific forebearers, until we have reached the Lvel
of consciousnesswhere the unity can be known.
william Tiller, American science Educator (1981)

22.
Ettgfiecring
canamuseandfascinateus all,
Science
but it is engineering
that changes
the world,
ISAAC ASIMOV

22.!
[Engineers are] the direct and necessary instrument
which alone the new social order can commence.
Auguste Comte, French Philosopher (179V1857)

of coalition by

22.2 Thousands of engineers can design bridges, calculate strains and
stresses,and draw up specificationsfor machines,but the great engineeris the
man who can tell whether the bridge or the machine should be built at all,
where it should be built, and when.
EugeneG. Grace,AmericanIndustrialist(187G1960)
22.3 Scientistsstudy the world as it
has been.
Theodore

von Karman,

engineers create the world that never

Ffun gafianlAmerican

Aeronautical

Engineer

(1881-1e63)
22.4 To define it rudely, but not inaptly, engineeringis the art of doing that
well with one dollar which any bungler can do with two after a fashion.
Arthur M. Wellington, American Economist (1887)
22.5 The theory of control in engineering, whether human or animal or
mechanical, is a chapter in the theory of messages.
Norbert Weiner, Arneri can f nventor/Mathernatician O89f1964)
22.6 In the conception of a machine or a product of a machine, thereis a point
where one may leave off for parsimonious reasons, without having reached
aesthetic perfection; at this point perhaps every mechanical factor is accounted
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for, and the senseof incompletenessis due to the failure to reco gnrzethe claims
of the human agent. Aestheticscarrieswith it the implications cf alternatives
between a number of mechanicalsolutions of equal validity; and unless this
awareness
is presentat every stageof the process. . . it is not likely to come out
with any successin the final stageof design.
Lewis Mumford, American SocialPhilosopher/Writer(1895-)
22.7 One has to watch out for engineers-they begin with sewing machines
and end up with the atomic bomb.
MarcelPagnol,FrenchPlaywright/FilmCritic (1395-1974')
22.8 On one occasioncommittee memberswere askedby the chairman, who
was also in charge of the project, to agreethat a certain machine be run at a
Power which was ten percent lower than the design value. [Franz Eugen]
Simon objected, arguing that "design value" should mean what it said.
Thereupon the chairman remarked, "Professor Simon, don't you seethat we
are not talking about science,but about engineering, which is an art. " Simon
was persistent:"'V[hat would happen if the machine were run at full power?"
"It might get too hot. " "But, Mr. Chairmro, " cameSimon'srejoinder,"Can't
artists use thermometers?"
NicholasKurti, British Physicist(190f )
22.9 The ultimate object of designis form.
ChristopherAlexander,AmericanEngineer(1964)
22.10 A scientistcan discovera new star but he cannot make one. He would
have to ask an engineerto do it for him.
Gordon L. Glegg, American

Engineer (1969)

22.11 As neverbefore, the work of the engineeris basicto the kind of society
to which our best efforts are committed. Whether it be city planning, improved health care in modern facilities, safer and more efficient transportation, new techniquesof communication, or better ways to control pollution
and disposeof wastes,the role of the engineer-his initiative, creativeability,
and hard work-is at the root of social progress.
Richard Milhous

Nixon,

American

President (1971)

22.12 Nature provides her creatureswith the best possible systems; the
engineerhas to try to implement thern in devices.
Robert Zinter, American

Optical

Engineer

(1986)

23.

Entomology
Human beingscaneasilydestroyeuery
elephant0n earth,but we arehelples-t
againstthe mosquito.
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23.1 Go to the ant, thou sluggard;considerher ways, and be wise.
TheBible(circa325a.o.)
23.2 The spring before fl6321, espetiallyat the month of 1 Mry, ther was such
a quantitie of a greatsorte of flies, like (for bignes)to wasps,or bumble-bees,
which cameout of holesin the ground, and replenishedall the woods, and eate
the green-things, and made such a constanteyelling noyes, as made all the
woods ring of them, and ready to deafe the hearers.They have not by the
English been heard or seen before or since. But the Indeans told them that
sickneswould follow, and so it did in June,Jrly, August, and the cheefeheat of
somrner.
William Bradford, American Governor(1590-1657)
23.3 How doth the little busy bee
Improve each shining hour,
And gather honey all the d.y
From every opening flower.
IsaacWatts,English Hymn Writer/Theologian(167b1748)
23.4

Philosophersmore grave than wise
Hunt sciencedown in butterflies;
Or fondly poring on a spider,
Stretch human contemplation wider.
John Gay, English

80

Poet/Dramatist

(1685-1732)

23.5 In the summer, our meadowsand fields are beautifully illuminated by an
immensenumber of fire-flies, which in the calm of the eveningsweetly wander
here and there at a small distancefrom the ground. By their alternateglows of
light, they disseminatea kind of universal splendour, which, being always
contrastedwith the darknessof the night, has a most surprising effect. I have
often read by their assistance;that is, I have taken one carefully by the wings
and, carrying it along the lines of my book, I have,when thus assistedby these
living flambeaux, perused whole pages and then thankfully dismissed these
little insect-stars.
Hector St.John de Crevecoeur,
AmericanFarmer/FrenchConsulto
New York (1735-1813)
23.6 Ye ugly, creepin', blastit wonner,
Detested,shunn'd by sauntan' sinner!
How dare ye set your fit upon het
Saefine a lady?
Gae somewhereelse, and seek your dinner
On some poor body.
[T1oa louse.]
Robert Burns, Scottish Poet (175y1796)

23.7 Even bees,the little alms-men of spring bowers,
Know there is richestjuice in poison-flowers.
Joho Keats, English

Poet (l79$-llS2ll

23.8 One d^y, on tearing off some old bark [from a tree], I saw two rare
beetles,and seizedone in eachhand. Then I saw a third and new kind, which I
could not bear to lose, SOI popped the one which I held in my right hand into
my mouth. Alas! it ejectedsomeintensely acrid fluid, which burnt my tongue
so that I was forced to spit the beetleout, which was lost, as was the third one.
Charles Robert barwin,

English Naturalist/Evolutionist

(180F1882)

23.9 A noiseless,patient spidea
I mark'd, where on a little promontory, it stood, isolated;
Mark'd ho*, to explore the vacant, vast surrounding,
It launch'd forth filament, filament, filament, out of itself
Ever unreeling them-ever tirelesslyspeedingthem.
Valt Vhitman, American Poet (1319-1892')
23.10 None but a naturalist can understand the intense excitement I
experienced when at last I captured it [a hitherto unknown speciesof butterflyJ.
My heart began to beat violently, the blood rushed ro my head, and I felt much
more like fainting than I have done when in apprehension of immediate death. I
had a headache the rest of the day, so great was the excitemenr produced by
what will appear to most people a very inadequare cause.
Alfred Russel Wallace, English Naturalist/Evolutionist (1823-1913)
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23.11 For among Beesand Ants are social systemsfound
so complex and well-order'd as to invite offhand
a pleasantfable enough: that onceupon a time,
or ever a man were born to rob their honeypots,
beeswere fully endow'd with Reasonand only lost it
by ordering so their liie as to dispensewith it;
whereby it pined away and perish'd of disuse.
RobertBridges,EnglishPoet(1844-1930)
23.12 If Darwin were alive today the insect world would delight and astound
him with its impressiveverification of his theoriesof the survival of the fittest.
Under the stressof intensive chemical spraying the weaker members of the
insect populationsare being weededout. . . . Only the strong and fit remain to
d.fy our efforts to control them.
RachelCarson,AmericanMarine Biologist/Author (1907-19641
23.13 The most intensely social animals can only adapt to group behavior.
Bees and ants have no option when isolated, except to die. There is really no
such creatureas a single individual; he has no more life of his own than a casroff cell marooned from the surfaceof your skin.
Lewis Thomas,

American

Medical Educator/Vriter

(19741

23.14 305 speciesof insects,mites, and ticks [are] known to possessgenetic
strains resistantto one or more chemicalpesticides.
U.S. Council

on Environrnental

Quality,

Ninth

Annual Report (1978)

23.15 The accelerationof a flea is twenty times more powerful than that of a
moon rocket reenterirg the earth'satmosphere.
MargaretRothschild,EnglishEntomologist/Naturalist(I 984)
23.16 Harvesterand carpenterants . . . will sendout lone foragersthat recruit
their nestmatesonly after having found food. But army ants . have many
strategiesfor extremely rapid foraging. Able to communicatemessageschemically among thousands of ants, they can mobilize a sizeable and replenishablestrike force at x target within seconds.
But if the offensive capabilitiesof these predator ants are remarkable, rhe
defensesof their prey are equally impressive. Our most recent studies reveal
that target ant colonies resort to civil defense tactics, chemical warfare,
counterattack,and even a version of the "MX missile ploy" (with ant colonies
periodically moving to one of a seriesof new nesting quarters).
Floward Topoff,, American

Psychologist

(1987)

21.

Elror
A subtlethoughtthat is in errormay

yetgiuerisetofruitfrl inquirythat
canestablish
truthsofgreatualue.
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24.1 The cautious seldom err.
Confucius, Chinese Philosopher

(551 B.c.4T9 B.c.)

24.2 To stumble twice againstthe samestoneis a proverbial disgrace.
MarcusTtrlliusCicero,RomanOrator/Statesman
(106B.c.-43B.c.)
24.3 Tiuth comesout of error more readily than out of confusion.
FrancisBacon,EnglishPhilosopher/Essayist/Statesman
(156l-1626)
24.4 Errors like straws upon the surfaceflow:
He who would searchfor pearlsmust dive below.
John Dryden, EnglishPoet/Critic/Dramatist(1631-1700)
24.5 To err is human, to forgive divine.
Alexander

Pope, English Poet/satirist

(1688-1744)

24.6 When every one is in the wrong, every one is in the right.
Pierre Auguste Claude Nivelle

(r6e2-t7s4l

de la Chauss6e, French Dramatist

24.7 It is error only, and not truth, that shrinks from inquiry.
ThomasPaine,EnglishAuthor/Political Theorist 1ti3Z-igOg)
24.8 A man's errors are what make him amiable.
Johann Wolfgang
(t74%1832)

von Goethe, German

Poet lDrarnatist/Novelist
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24.9 Much as I veneratethe name of Newton, I am not thereforeobliged to
believethat he was infallible. t see. . . with regret that he was liable to err, and
that his authority has, perhaps, sometimes even retarded the progress of
science.
ThomasYoung,EnglishPhysician/Writer(177y1829)
24.10 Errors using inadequatedata are much less than those using no data
at all.
Charles Babbage, English Inventor/Mathematician

(17 92-1871 )

24.11 Ary pride I might have felt in my conclusions was perceptibly lessened
by the fact that I knew that the solution of these problems had almost always
come to me as the gradual generahzation of favorable examples, by r series of
fortunate conjectures , after many errors.
f{ermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz, German Physicist/
Physiologist (1821-1894)
24.12

The man who makes no mistakes does not usually make anything.
Edward John Phelps, American Dipl ornatlLawyer (1822-1900)

24.13

Irrationally held truths may be more harmful than reasoned errors.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)

24.14 Next to the promulgation of the truth, the best thing I can conceive that
man can do is the public recantation of an error.
Joseph Lister, English Surgeon (1827-l9l2l
24.15 What is called science today consists of a haphazard heap of
information, united by nothing, often utterly unnecessary, and not only failing
to present one unquestionable truth, but as often as not containing the grossest
errors, today put forward as truths, and tomorrow overthrown.
Leo N. Tolstoy, RussianAuthor (1828-1910)
24.16 Give me a fruitful error any time, full of seeds, bursting with its own
corrections. You can keep your sterile truth for yourself
Vilfredo Pareto, Italian Economist/Sociologist (184V1923')
24.17 There are sadistic scientists who hurry to hunt down error instead of
establishing the truth.
Marie Curie, Polish Chemist/Physicist (1867-1934')
24.18 Looking back . . . over the long and labyrinthine path which finally led
to the discovery [of the quantum theory], I am vividly reminded of Goethe's
saying that men will always be making mistakes as long as they are striving
after somethirg.
Albert Einstein, Germ anl Arnerican Physicist (187L1955)
24.19 In the field of thinking, the whole history of science from geocentrism
to the Copernican revolution, from the false absolutes of Aristotle's physics to

Enor
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the relativity of Galileo's principle of inertia and to Einstein's theory of
relativity, shows that it has taken centuries to liberate us from the systematic
errors, from the illusions causedby the immediatepoint of view as opposedto
"decentered" systemetic thinking.
JeanPiaget,SwissPsychologist(1896-1980)

25.

Evdrrtion
Thosewho rejectbiologicaleuolution
do So, usually,not out of reason,but

out of unjustffied
uanity.
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25.1 Men first appearedas fish. When they were able to help themselvesthey
took to land.
Anaximander,

Greek Philosopher

(611 B.c.-547 n.c.)

25.2 Many racesof living creaturesmust have been unable to continue their
breed:for in the caseof every speciesthat now exists,either craft, or courage,
or speed,has from the beginning of its existenceprotected and preservedit.
Empedocles,
GreekPhilosopher(490B.c.?-430
B.c.)
25.3 How like to us is that filthy beastthe ape.
Marcus Tullius Cicero, Roman Orator/Statesman

(106 n.c.-43 B.c.)

25.4 Observe constantly that all things take place by chatrge, and accustom
thyself to consider that the nature of the universe loves nothing so much as to
change the things which are, and to make new things tike them.
Marcus Aurelius, Roman Emperor/Philosoph er (l2l-180)

25.5

died as mineral and became a plant.
died as plant and rose to animal.
died as animal and I became man.

'When
Why should I fear?
was I lessby dying?
Jalaoddin Rumi,
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Persian Mystic/Theologian

(1207-1273)
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25.6 It is suitableto the magnificent harmony of the universethat the species
of creaturesshould, by gentle degrees,ascendupward from us toward His
perfection, as we seethem gradually descendfrom us downward.
John Locke, EnglishPhilosopher(1632-17041
25.7 Vast chain of being! which from God began,
Natures ethereal,human, angel, man,
Beast, bird, fish, insect, what no eye can see,
No glasscan reach;from Infinite to thee,
From thee to nothirg.-On superior pow'rs
Were we to press,inferior might on ours;
Or in the full creationleavea void,
Where, one step broken, the great scalet destroy'd;
From Nature's chain whatever link you strike,
Tenth, or ten thousandth, breaksthe chain alike.
Alexander

Pope, English Poet/Satirist

(1688-1744)

25.8 Accustom infancy to the inclemencyof the weatherand the vicissitudeof
the seasons,inured to fatigue and compelled idleness,and without arms to
defend their lives and prey against other ferocious animals, or to escapefrom
them by speedof foot, men becomerobust and so vigorous as scarcelyto be
affectedby external circumstances.The children of such parentsbring into the
world their excellentconstitution, and strengtheningit by the sameexercises,
acquirein this way all the vigor of which the human speciesis capable.
Rousseau,
Swiss/French
Philosopher/Author(17lLl77 8l
Jean-Jacques
25.9 The operationsof Nature in the production of animalsshow that there is
e primary and predominant causewhich gives to animal life the power of
Progressiveorganization,of gradually complicatingand perfectingnot only the
organism as a whole, but eachsystemof organsin particular.
Jean-Baptiste

de Monet, Chevalier de Larnarck,

French Naturalist

(r744--r82e)

'We
25.10
know that this animal, the tallestof mammals, dwells in the interior
of Africa, in placeswhere the soil, almost always arid and without herbage,
obliges it to browse on trees and to strain itself continuously to reach them.
This habit sustainedfor long, has had the result in all members of its race that
the forelegshave grown longer than the hind legs and that its neck has become
so stretched,that the giraffe, without standirg on its hind legs, lifts its headto a
height of six merers.
Jean-Baptiste

de Monet, Chevalier de Lamarck,

French Naturalist

(r74br82e)

Z5.ll [Darwinism] is a system which is so repugnant at once to history, ro
the tradition of all peoples, to exact science,to observed facts, and even to
Reasonherself, [it] would seem to needno refutation, did not alienationfrom
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25.12 But the idea that any of the lower animals have been concerned in any
way with the origin of man-is
not this degrading? Degradirg is a term,
expressive of a notion of the human mind, and the human mind is liable to
prejudices which prevent its notions from being invariably correcr. Were we
acquainted for the first time with the circumstances attending the production of
an individual of our race, we might equally think them degrading, and be eager
to deny them, and exclude them from the admitted truths of nature.
Robert Chambers, Scottish Publisher/Editor (1802-1371)
25.13 My father was a creole, his father a Negro, and his father a monkey; my
family, it seems, begins where yours left off
Alexandre Dumas (pire), French NovelistlDrarnatisr (1802-1870)
25.14 Accordittg to my derivative hypothesis, a change takes place first in the
structure of the animal, and this, when sufficiently advanced, may lead to
modifications of habits. . . . "Derivation" holds that every species changes, in
time, by virtue of inherent tendencies thereto. "Natural Selection" holds that
no such change can take place without the infuence of altered external
circumstances educing or selecting such change. . . . The hypothesis of
"natural selection" totters on the extension of a conjectural condition,
explanatory of extinction to the majority of organisms, and not known or
observed to apply to the origin of any species.
,
Richard Owen, English Paleontologist/Biologist (1804-11892),
25.15 Mankind's struggle upwards, in which millions are rrampled to death,
that thousands may mount on their bodies.
Clara Lucas Balfour, English Social Reformer (1808-1878)
25.16 Man is descended from a hairy, tailed quadruped, probably arboreal in
its habits.
Charles Robert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist (1809-1882)
25.17 We must, however, acknowledge, as it seems to me, that man with all
his noble qualities . . . still bears in his bodily frame the indelible stamp of his
lowly origin.
Charles Robert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist (1809-1882)
25.18 The expression often used by Mr. Herbert Spencer of "the Survival of
the Fittest" is more accurate, and is sometimes equally convenient.
Charles Robert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist (1809-1882)
25.19 Thus, from the war of nature, from famine and death, the most exalted
object which we are capable of conceiving, namely, the production of the
higher animals, directly follows. There is grandeur in this view of life, with its
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severalpowers, having been originally breathed by the Creator into a few
forms or into one; and that, whilst this planethas gone cycling on accordingto
the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginnirg endlessforms most
beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being evolved.
Charles Robert Darwin,

English Naturalist/Evolutionist

(1809-1882)

25.20 The main conclusion arrived at in this work, namely, that man is
descendedfrom some lowly organizedform, will, I regret to think, be highly
distasteful to many. But there can hardly be a doubt that we are descended
from barbarians.
Charles Robert Darwin,

25.21

English Naturalist/Evolutionist

(1809-1882)

If my body come from brutes, though somewhat finer than their own,
I am heir, and this my kingdom. Shall the royal voice be mute?
No, but if the rebel subject seek to drag me from the throne,
Hold the scepter, Human Soul, and rule the province of the brute.
Alfred, Lord Tennyson, English Poet (180F1892)

25.22 In due time the evolution theory will have to abate its vehemence,
cannot be allow'd to dominate everything else, and will have to take its place as
a segment of the circle, the slusgsp-x5 but one of many theories, many
thoughts, of profoundest value-and readjusting the differentiating much, yet
leaving the divine secretsjust as inexplicable and unreachable as before-maybe
Walt Whitman,

American

Poet (181f1892)

25.23 Somefilosifers think that a fakkilty's granted
The minnit it's felt to be thoroughly wanted.
That the fears of a monkey whose holt chancedto fail
Drawed the vertibry out to a prehensiletail.
James Russell Lowell,

American

Poet/Critic/Diplomat

(1819-1891)

25.24 This survival of the fittest, which I have here sought to expressin
mechanicalterms, is that which Mr. Darwin has called "natural selection,or
the preservationof favoredracesin the struggle for life. "
Herbert Spencet, English Philosopher/Psychologist

(1820-1903)

25.25 From the remotest past which Science can fathom, up to the novelties
of yesterday, that in which Progress essentially consists, is the transformation
of the homogeneous into the heterogeneous.
Herbert Spencer,English Philosopher/Psycholgist (182f1903)
25.26 The conditions that direct the order of . . . the livitrg world
are
marked by their persistence in improving the birthright of successive
generations. They determine, at much cost of individual comfort, that each
plant and animal shall, on the general average, be endowed at its birth with
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more suitablenatural facultiesthan those of its representativein the precedirg
generation.
FrancisGalton,English Geneticist/Anthropologist(1822-191
1)
25-27 Th: problem [evolution] presenteditself to me, and something led me
to think of
the positive checks describedby Malthus in his Essav oir Pop.rlation, a work I had read severalyearsbefore, and which had made a deep and
permanentimpression on my mind. These checks-war, disease,famine-,and
the like-must, it occurred to me, act on animals as well as man. Then I
thought of the enormously rapid multiplication of animals, causing these
checksto be much more effective in them than in the caseof man; rnJ while
ponderi-ngvaguely on this fact, there suddenly flashedupon me the idea of the
survival of the fittest-that the individuals removedby thesechecksmust be on
the whole inferior to those that survived. I sketchedthe draft of my paper . .
and sent it by the next post to Mr. Darwin.
Alfred RusselWallace,EnglishNaturalist/Evolutionist
(182F1913)
25-28 It is an error to. imagine that evolution signifies a constanttendencyto
increasedperfection. That processundoubtedly involvesa consrantremod.iittg
of the orglnism in adaption to new conditions;but it dependson the nature o?
those conditions whether the direction of the modificaiions effected shall be
upward or downward.
ThomasHenry Huxley,EnglishBiotogist/Evolutionist(1825-1395)
25-29 I[ tle] the question put to me, would I rather havea miserableape
it
for a grandfather,or a patt highly endowed by nature and possessirggrear
meansand influence, and yet who employs those facultiesand that influen.i fot
the mere purpose of introducing ridicule into a grave scientific discussion-I
unhesitatingly affirm my preferencefor the ape.
ThomasHenry Huxley,EnglishBiologist/Evolutionist(1825-1895)
25.30 Every individual alive today, the highest as well as the lowest, is
derived in an unbroken line from the first .nJlowest forms.
AugustFrederickLeopoldWeismann,
GermanBiologist/Geneticist
(1834-19141
25-31 The theory of evolution has often been pervertedso as to indicate that
what is merely animal and brutal must gain ttte ascendancy.The conrrary
seemsto me to be the case,for in man it is the spirit, and not the body, which i;
the deciding factor.
August FrederickLeopold Weismann,GermanBiologist/Geneticist
(1834-19r4)
25.32 Nothing is constant but change! All existenceis a perpetual flux of
"being and becoming!" That is the broad lessonof the evolutiorrof the world.
Ernst Heinrich

Haeckel, German Biologist/Philosopher

(1834-1919)
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25.33 When you were a tadpole and
I was a fish in Palaeozoictime
And side by side in the sluggishtide,
we sprawledin the ooze and slime.
Langdon Smith, American Journalist (1858-1908)
'What
shall we say of the intelligence, not to say religion, of those who
25.34
are so particular to distinguish between fishes and reptiles and birds, but put a
man with an immortal soul in the same circle with the wolfl the hyena, and the
skunk? What must be the impression made upon children by such a degradation of man?
William Jennings Bryan, American PoliticianlLawyer (1860-1925)
25.35 There is no more reason to believe that man descended from some
inferior animal than there is to believe that ^ stately mansion has descended
from a small cottage.
William Jennings Bryan, American Politician/Lawyer (1860-1925)
25.36

Children, behold the Chimpanzee;
He sits in the ancestral tree
From which we sprang in ages gone.
I'm glad we sprang: had we held on,
'We
might, for aught that I can say,
Re horrid Chimpanzees today.
Oliver Herford, American Poet/Humorist (1863-1935)

25.37 The dodo never had a chance. He seems to have been invented for the
sole purpose of becoming extinct and that was all he was good for.
William Coppy, American Critic/Humorist (1884-1949't
25.38 The majority of evolutive movements are degenerative. Progressive
cases are exceptional. Characters appear suddenly that have no meaning in the
atavistic series. Evolution in no way shows a general tendency toward
progress. .
The only thing that could be accomplished by slow
changes would be the accumulation of neutral characteristics without value for
survival. Only important and sudden mutations can furnish the material which
can be utilrzed by selection.
John Burdon SandersonFlaldane, English Geneticist (1892-1964't
25.39
If today you can take a thing like evolution and make it a crime to
teach it in the public schools, tomorrow you can make it a crime to teach it in
the private schools, and next year you can make it a crime to teach it to the
hustings or in the church. At the next session you may ban books and the
newspapers. . . . Ignorance and fanaticism are ever busy and need feeding.
Always feeding and gloating for more. Today it is the public school teachers;
tomorrow the private. The next dry the preachers and the lecturers, the
magezines, the books, the newspapers. After a while, Your Honor, it is the
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setting of man against man and creed against creed unril with flying banners
and beating drums we are marching backward to the gloriout rg-.r of the
sixteenth century when bigots lighted fagots ro burn th; men who dared to
bring uny intelligenceand enlightenmentind culrure to the human mind.
[At the Scopestial, Dayton, Ohio. ]
Clarence Darrow,

American

Lawyer

(1925)

25.40 The net effect of ClarenceDarrow's greatspeechyesterdayseemsto be
precisely the same as if he had bawled it up a rainspout in the interior of
Afghanistan.
Fr.L. Mencken, American Journalistlcritic (1925)
25-41 It shall be unlawful for any teacher in any of the universities, normals,
and all other public schools in the state, which are supported in whole or in parr
by the public school funds of the state, to teach the tirloty that denies the story
of the divine creation of man as taught in the Bible, .ttd to teach instead that
man has descended from a lower order of animals.
Act of the Legislature of Tennessee(March 21, lgzsl
25.42 If we are correct in understanding how evolution actually works, and
provided we can survive the complicationi of war, environmental degradation,
and possible contact with interstellar planetary travelers, we will look exactly
the same as we do now. We won't change at all. The species is now so widely
dispersed that it is not going ro evol.r., .*.epr by grrdudism.
Richard Leakey, English paleontorogist eg4q- )
25.43 The teaching of the Church leaves the doctrine of evolution an open
question.
Pope Pius XII (1950)
25.44 Today, the theory of evolution is an accepte,Cfact for everyone but e
fundamentalist minority,
_whose objections are based not on reasoning but on
doctrinaire adherance 1iic1 to religious principles.
James D. Watson, American Geneticist/Biophysicist (1965)
25-45 If we sink to the biochemical level, then the human being has lost a
great many synthetic abilities possessedby other species and, in pirticular, by
plants and microorganisms. Our loss of ability t; manufa.t,rr. , variety of
vitamins makes us dependent on our diet and, therefore, on the greater
synthetic versatility of other creatures. This is as much a "degenerativ." Jhrng.
as the taPeworm's abandonment of a stomach it no longer needs, but since we
are prejudiced in our own favor, we don't mention it.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (19761
25-46 This monkey mythology of Darwin is the cause of permissiveness,
prgmiscuity,
pills, prophylactics,
perversions, abortions, pornography,
pollution: poisoning, and proliferation of crimes of all types.
Judge Braswell Dean, American Judge, Atlanta, Georgia (1981)
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25.47 I believethat life can go on forever. It takesa million yearsto evolve a
new species,ten million for a new genus, one hundred million for a class, a
billion for a phylum-and that's usually as far as your imagination goes. In a
billion years, it seems,intelligent life might be as different from humans as
humans are from insects.But what would happen in another ten billion years?
It's utterly impossibleto conceiveof ourselveschanging as drasticallyas that,
over and over again. All you can say is, on that kind of time scalethe material
form that life would take is completely open. To changefrom a human being to
a cloud may seem a big order, but it's the kind of change you'd expect over
billions of years.
Freeman Dyson, American

Mathematician

(1986)

26.
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Experimentationis the leastarrogantmethod
ofgoinrngknowledge.The experimenter
humbly asksa question
of natnre,
ISAAC ASIMOV

26.1 No one tests the depth of a river with both feet.
African

Proverb

(Date unknown)

26.2 In dealing with a scientific problem, I first arrangeseveralexperiments,
since-my purpose is to determine the problem in r..ordance with &perience,
and then to show-Yhy the bodies are iompelled so to act. That is the method
which must be followed in all researchesupon the phenomenaof Nature.
Leonardoda Vinci, Italian Architect/Artist/Inventor(1452-1519)
26.3 Mr. Hobbes told me that the causeof his Lordship'r
[FrancisBacon's]
death was trying an experiment: viz., xs he was taking the air in a coachwith
Dr. Witherborne, e Scotchman, physician to the King, rowards Highgare,
snow lay on the ground, and it cameinto my Lord's thoughts, why feslim-ight
not be preservedin snow as in salt. They were resolved they would tty ih.
experiment presently. They alighted out of the coach and went into a poor
woman's houseat the bottom of Highgate Hill and bought a hen and made the
woman exenterateit, and then stuffed the body with snow, and my Lord did
help to do it himself The snow so chilled him that he immediaiely fell so
extremely ill that he could not rerurn to his lodgings.
John AubreS EnglishAuthor/Biographer(1626-1697')
26.4 It is the weight, not numbers of experimentsthat is to be regarded.
fsaac Newton,
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English Physicist/Mathematician

(1642-1727)

eriment
26.5 There is no experiment to which a man will not resort to avoid the real
labor of thinking.
Joshua Reynolds, English Portrait Painter (172bt792)
26.6 The observer listens to nature: the experimenter questions and forces her
to reveal herself
Georges Cuvier, French Zoologist/Anatomist (1769-1832)
26.7 The true worth of an experimenter consists in his pursuing not only
what he seeks in his experiment, but also what he did not seek.
Claude Bernar4 ft"ttch Physiologist (1813-1878)
26.8 We must never make experiments to confirm our ideas, but simply to
control them.
Claude Bernard, French Physiologist (1813-1878)
26.9 The first experiment a child makes is a physical experimenr: the
suction-pump is but an imitation of the first act of every new-born infant.
John Tyndall, English Physicist (1320-1893)
26.10

It is the care we bestow on apparently trifling, unattractive detail and

very troublesomeminutiae which determinesthe result.
TheobaldSmith, AmericanPathologist(1859-1934)
26.11 The mere formulation of a problem is far more often essentialthan its
solution, which may be merely a matter of mathematicalor experimentalskill.
To raisenew questions,new possibilities,to regard old problems from a new
angle requirescreativeimagination and marks real advancesin science.
Albert Einstein,German/AmericanPhysicist(1879-1955)
26.12 The experiment servestwo purposes,often independentone from the
other: it allows the observation of new facts, hitherto either unsuspected, or not yet well defined; and it determines whether e working
hypothesisfits the world of observablefacts.
Ren6J. Dubos, French/American Bacteriologist (1901-1952)
26.13 To test a perfect theory with imperfect instruments did not impress the
Greek philosophers as a valid way to gain knowledg..
rsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)
26.14 In the behavioral sciences, when people are working with live human
l"bjects, the biases and theoretical preconceptions of the experimenter cannot
help but influence, and often profoundly, the behavior of the subject being
studied.
Leon Kamin, American Psychologist/Educator (1986)
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26.15 There is a kind of arrogancein ascribing naivete to the great minds of
previous generations. Newton and his successors were well aware of
friction, turbulence, and many other subtleties which affected the exacrnessof measurements.
Mark and Maxine Bridger, American
Journalists (1986)

Mathematicians/Science

27.

Fact
It is the easiest
thing in the world to
denya fact. Peopledo it all the time.
Yetit remainsa factjust thesame.
ISAAC ASIMOV

27.1 Science is the knowledge of consequences, and dependence of one fact
upon another.,
Thomas Hobbes, English Philosopher (1538-1679')
27.2

Facts are stubborn things.
Tobias George Smollett, English Novelist (1721-1771)

27.3 Facts are to the mind the same thing as food to the body. On the due
digestion of facts depends the strength and wisdom of the one, jusr as vigor and
health depend on the other. The wisest in council, the ablest in debate, and the
most agreeable in the commerce of life is that man who has assimilated to his
understanding the greatest number of facts.
Edmund Burke, English Statesman/Author (1729-1797)
27.4 If I set out to prove something, I am no real scientist-I have to learn to
follow where the facts lead me-l have to learn to whip my prejudices.
Lazzaro SpalI anzani, I taI ian Physiol o gi st/M i cro biol o gi st (1729-1799,
27.5

Facts are things which cannot be altered or disputed.
Robert Burns, Scottish Poet (1759-1796)

27.6

I grow daily to honor facts more and more, and theory less and less.
Thomas Carlyle, Scottish Historian/Philosopher (179?1881)
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27.7 No facts are to me sacred;none are profane; I simply experiment, an
endlessseeker,with no past at my back.
Ralph lValdoEmerson,AmericanEssayist/Philosopher/Poet
(1803-1882)
27.8 I must begin with a good body of facts and not from a principle (irt
which I alwayssuspectsomefallacy) and then asmuch deductionasyou please.
Charles Robert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist (1809-1882)
27.9

Negative facts when considered alone never teach us anything.
Claude Bernard, French Physiologist (181F1878)

27.10 Blessed is the man who, having nothing to say, abstains from giving in
words evidence of the fact.
George Eliot (Mary Ann Evans), English Novelist (181f1880)
27.11 The brightest flashes in the world of thought are incomplete until they
have been proved to have their counterparts in the world of fact.
John Tlndall, English Physicist (1820-1893)
27.12

Every fact that is learned becomes a key to other facts.
Edward Livingston Youmans, American Chemist (1821-1887)

27.13

Precise facts alone are worthy of science.
Jean Henri Fabre, French Entomologist/Naturalist (182!1915)

27.14 I am afraid that there is something empirical in the French mind and
that the only way to make it admit a truth is to present this truth as an
experimental fact.
Jules Lachelier, French Philosopher (1832"-1918)
27.15 There is somethirg
fascinating about science. One gets such
wholesome returns of conjectures out of such trifling investment of fact.
Mark Tbain (Samuel Langhorne Clemens), American Journalist/
Novelist (1835-1910)
27.16

Get your facts first, then you can distort them as much as you please.
Mark Tfvain (Samuel Langhorne Clemens), AmericanJournalist/
Novelist (1835-1910)

27 .17 If all single facts, all separate phenomena, were as directly accessible to
us as we demand that knowledg. of them to be, science would never have
arisen.
Ernst Mach, Austrian Physicist (183S-1916)
27.18 The growth [of science] consists in a continual analysis of facts, of
rough and general observation into groups of facts more precise and minute.
Walter Pater, English Critic/Essayist (1839-1894)

Fact
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27.19 "Facts, facts, facts," cries the scientistif he wants to emphasizethe
necessityof a firm foundation for science.What is a fact?A fact is a thought
that is true. But the scientist will surely not recognize somerhirg which
dependson men's varying statesof mind to be the firm foundation of science.
Gottlob Frege, German Mathematici anlLogician (1348-1925)
27.20 Fed on the dty husks of facts, the human heart has a hidden want which
science cannot supply.
Sir Villiam Osler, Canadian Physician/Anatomist (1849-1919)
27.21 Facts are the air of science. Without them a man of science carl never
rise. Without them your theories are vain surmises. But while you are
studying, observing, experimenting, do not remain content with the surface of
things. Do not become a mere recorder of facts, but try to penetrate the
mystery of their origin. Seek obstinately for the laws that govern them.
fvan Petrovich Pavlov, Russian Physiologist (1849-1936)
27.22 Science is facts. Just as houses are made of stones, so is science made of
facts. But a pile of stones is not a house and a collection of facts is not necessarily
science.
Jules Henri Poincar6, French Mathematician/Astronomer (1854-1912)
27.23 The aim of scienceis to seek the simplest explanations of complex facts.
We are apt to fall into the error of thinking that the facts are simple because
simplicity is the goal of our quest. The guiding motto in the life of every
natural philosopher should be, "Seek simplicity and distrust it. "
Alfred North Whitehead, English Mathematician/Philosopher
(1861-1e47'

27.24 Sciencerobs men of wisdom and usually convertsthem into phantom
beings loaded up with facts.
Miguel

de Unamuno,

Spanish Philosopher/Author

(1864-1936)

27.25 I passwith relief from the tossing seaof Causeand Theory ro the firm
ground of Result and Fact.
Sir Winston Churchill, English Statesman/Author (1574F1965)
27.26 We are Marxists, and Marxism teaches that in our approach to a
problem we should start from objective facts, not from abstract definitions, and
that we should derive our guiding principles, policies, and measures from an
analysis of these facts.
Mao Tse Tung, chinese Political Leader (r89Frg76)
27.27 I'm not afraid of facts, I welcome facts, but a congeriesof
facts is not
equiualentto an idea. This is the essential fallacy of the so-called 'iscientific"
mind. People who mistake facts for ideas are incomplete thinkers; they are
gossips.
Cynthia Ozick, American Writer (1931-)
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27.28 Factsare the world's data. Theories are structuresof ideasthat explain
and interpret facts.
StephenJay Gould, AmericanBiologist/Author (1983)
27.29 Here are the opinions on which my facts are based.
Anonymous(1986)

28.

Forcstry
Humanity is cuttingdown itsforests,
apparentlyobliuiousto the_factthat
we may not be ableto liue withoutthem,
ISAAC ASIMOV

28.1 Even the gods dwelt in the woods.
Virgil (PubliusVergiliusMaro),RomanPoet(70n.c.-19B.c.)
28-2 To linger silently among the healthful woods, musirg on such things as
are worthy of a wise and good man.
Horace (Quintus

Horatius

Flaccus), Roman Poet (65 n.c.-8 B.c.)

28.3 The monarch oak, the patriarch of the trees,
Shootsrising up, and spreadsby slow degrees:
Three centurieshe grows, and three he stays
Supremein state;and in three more decays.
John Dryden,

English Poet/Critic/Drarnatist

(1631-1700)

28-4 Theesperspire profusely, condenselargely, and check evaporation so
much that woods are always moist: no wondei therefore,that they contribute
much to pools and streams.
Gilbert White, EnglishNaturalist/Ecologist(17zc-ll7gl)
28.5 One impulse from a vernal wood
Mry teach you more of man,
Of moral evil and of good,
Than all the sagescan.
william wordsworth,English poet (l77vls50)
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This is the forest primeval.
Henry Wadsworth Longfelloq American Poet (1807-1882)

28.7 Men have been talking now for a week at the post office about the age of
the great elm, as e matter interesting but impossible to be determined. The
very choppers and travelers have stood upon its prostrate trunk and speculated
upon its age, rS if it were a profound mystery. I stooped and read its years to
them (127 at nine and a half feet), but they heard me as the wind that once
sighed through its branches. They still surmised that it might be two hundred
years old, but they never stooped to read the inscription. Tiuly they love
darkness rather than light. One said it was probably one hundred and fifty, for
he had heard somebody say that for fifty years the elm grew, for fifty it stood
still, and for fifty it was dying. (Wonder what portion of his career he stood
still!) Tiuly all men are not men of science. They dwell within an integument of prejudice thicker than the bark of the cork-tree, but it is valuable
chiefly to stop bottles with. Tied to their buoyant prejudices, they keep
themselves afloat when honest swimmers sink.
I{enry David Thoreau, American Vriter/Naturalist (1817-1862,
28.8 If [in a rain forest] the traveler notices a particular species and wishes to
find more like it, he must often turn his eyes in vain in every direction. Tiees of
varied forms, dimensions, and colors are around him, but he rarely seesany of
them repeated. Time after time he goes towards a tree which looks like the one
he seeks, but a closer examination proves it to be distinct.
Alfred Russel Wallace,English Naturalist/Evolutionist (1823-1913)
28.9 The forests of America, however slighted by man, must have been a
great delight to God; for they were the best he ever planted.
John Muir, American Naturalist/Conservationist (1838-1914)
28.10 There is in us all the dark conscience of our murder of the primeval
forests-of somethirg in their depth which is a depth in us; of our refusal of
their value, of our disdain of the red man who was the spirit of those forests and
who is yet, beneath the layers of law and memory, the spirit of ourselves.
Waldo Frank, American Novelist/Social Critic (188fP67)
28.11

I think that I shall never see
A billboard lovely as a tree
Indeed, unless the billboards fall
I'll never see a tree at all.
l)
Ogden Nash, American l{umorist/Poet (1902-197

28.12 Every farm woodland, in addition to yielditg lumber, fuel, and posts,
should provide its owner a liberal education. This crop of wisdom never fails,
but it is not always harvested.
Aldo Leopold, German Ecologist (1949)

28-13 Like the trees [itt e rain forest] the lianas are also srruggling ro get
upward. Too weak of themselves,they need the shouldersof otlerr. bt., ot
the lookout for someobject to grip, they curl or twine themselvesaround their
victims, or shoot forth roots that cling into the bark, or hook themselvesto
objects by cSrved spines,or stretch out armlike projecrionsthat grip the sides
of stemsand trunks. In theend by somecontrivanceor anotherthey
S., up and
free themselvesinro the light.
R.SdG. Hingston,EnglishNaturalist(1950)
28.14 Many parts of Northwestern Europe had achieveda kind of saturation
with humankind by the 14th century. The great frontier boom that began
about 900 led to a replication of manors and fields acrossthe face of the land
until, at least in the most densely inhabited regions, scant forests remained.
Since woodlands were vital for fuel and as a source of building materials,
mounting shortagescreatedsevereproblems for human occupancy.
william

McNeill,

American

Historian

(1916)

28-15 It is estimated that thirty-five to fifty acresof rain forest are chopped
down every minute.
George Schaller, American

Zoalogist/Ecologist/Educator

( 19S4)

28-16 Pine is the larynx of the wind. No other trees unravel, comb, and
dispersemoving air so thoroughly. Yet they alsoseemto concentratethe winds,
wringing mosaics of sound from gale weather-voice echoes, cries, sobs,
conversations,maniacalcalls.With the help of only slight imaginarion, they are
receiving stationsto which all winds checkin, filtering our lolds of B flati and
F minors, Processingauditory debris swept from all corners of the soundbearing world.
John Eastman,AmericanAuthor (1986)

29.

Gcnctics
Ceneticsseemsto be euerythingto those
who haueconuinced
themselues
theyhaue
arisen_fro* worthy ancestors.
ISAAC ASIMOV

29.1 If we had a thorotgh knowledg. of all the parts of the seed of any animal
(e.g., man), we could from that alone, by reasons entirely mathematical and
certain, deduce the whole conformation and figure of each of its members, and,
conversely, if we knew several peculiarities of this conformation, we would
from those deduce the nature of its seed.
Ren6 Descartes,French Mathem aticianlPhilosopher (159f 1650)

29.2 The ovary of an ancestress will contain not only her daughter, but also
her granddaughter, her great-grand-daughter, and her great-great-granddaughter, and if it is once proved that an ovary can contain many generations,
there is no absurdity in saying that it contains them all.
Albrecht von Haller, Swiss Embryologist/Physician (1708-11777')

29.3 The fertilized germ of one of the higher animals . . . is perhaps the most
wonderful object in nature. . . . On the doctrine of reversion [atavisml . . . the
germ becomes x fx more marvelous object, for, besides the visible changes
which it undergoes, we must believe that it is crowded with invisible characters
. . . separated by hundreds or even thousands of generations from the present
time: and these characters, like those written on paper with invisible ink, lie
ready to be evolved whenever the organi zetion is disturbed by certain known or
unknown conditions.
Charles Robert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist (1S0F1S82)
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29.4 Breed is strongerthan pasture.
George Eliot (Mary Ann Evans), English Novelist (181F1880)

29.5 The theory is confirmed that pea hybrids form egg and pollen cells,
which, in their constitution, representin equal numbers all constant forms
which result for the combination of the charactersunited in fertihzation.
Gregor JohannMendel,Austrian Botanist/Abbot (1822-1884)
29.6 Attributes of organisms consist of distinct, separate,and independent
units.
Hugo Marie De Vries, Dutch Botanist (1848-1935)

29.7 Within the nucleus [of a cell] is a network of fibers, a sap fills the
intersticesof the network. The network resolvesitself into a definite number of
threadsat each division of the cell. These threadswe call chromosomes.Each
speciesof animalsand plants possesses
a characteristicnumber of thesethreads
which have definite size and sometimesa specificshapeand even characteristic
granulesat different levels.Beyond this point our strongestmicroscopesfail to
penetrate.
Thomas Hunt Morgan, American Geneticist (186Gt945)
29.8 The function of mutation is to maintain the stock of genetic variance at a
high level.
Ronald Aylmer Fisher, English Geneticist (189V1962)
29.9 Mutations merely furnish random raw material for evolution, and rarely,
if ever determine the course of the process.
Sewall Wright, American Biologist/Geneticist (1892-1964')
29.10

THE DNA MOLECULE

THE DNA MOLECULE
THE DNA MOLECULE
is The Nude Descending a Staircase
a circular one.
See the undersurfaces
of the spiral
treads and
the spaces
in between.
M.y Swenson, American Poet (1919- )
29.11 The way to eliminate the unfit is to keep them from being born. . . . We
should not only check degeneration-negatively-but
further evolution,
positively, by artificial insemination and work for the production of a nobler
and nobler race of beings.
I{ermann Joseph Muller, American Geneticist (1920)
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29.12 Within the last five or six years [from 1916], from a common wild
speciesof fly, the fruit fly, Drosophilaampelophila,which we have brought into
the laboratory, have arisen over a hundred and twenty-five new types whose
origin is completely known.
ThomasHunt Morgan,AmericanGeneticist(circa 1922)
29.13 Race involves the inheritance of similar physical variations by large
groups of mankind, but its psychologicaland cultural connotations,if they
exist, havenot been ascertainedby science.
American

Anthropological

Association,

Resolution

(1938)

29.14 No very radical changes in classification of the great branches of
mankind are suggestedwhen they are comparedby the gene method.
L.C. Dunn, American

Geneticist (1951)

29.15 "Random mating" obviously does not mean promiscuity; it simply
means . . . that in the choice of mates for marriage there is neither preference
for nor aversion to the union of persons similar or dissimilar with respectto a
giuen trait or gene. Not all gentlemen prefer blondes or brunettes.
Bruce Wallace and Theodosius Dobzhansky, American Geneticist and
Russian/American Anthropologist (1959)
29.16 Scientists are going to discover many subtle genetic factors in the
makeup of truman beings. Those discoveries will challenge the basic concepts
of equality on which our society is based. Once we can say that there are
differences between people that are easily demonstrable at the genetic level,
then society will have to come to grips with understanding diversity-and
we
are not prepared for that.
David Baltimore, American Microbiologist (1983)
29.17 I love female intelligences. Every single cell in your body has two X
chromosomes. Every cell in my body has one X chromosome and a crippled X
chromosome, an X chromosome with an arm missing, called a Y chromosome.
You women are so well balanced with your two X's. You can be grounded and
do the gardenittg and take care of the kids and give them nurture, but we males
have got to go out and explore the universe, banging our heads together and
shooting one another.
John Lilly, American Neurophysiologist/Spiritualist (1984)
29.18 In a purely technical sense, each species of higher organism is richer in
information than a Caravaggio painting, Bach fugue, or any other great work
of art. Consider the typical case of the house mouse , Mus musculu.s.Each of its
cells contains four strings of DNA, each of which comprises about a billion
nucleotide pairs organized into a hundred thousand structural nucleotide pairs,
organized into a hundred thousand structural genes.... The full information
therein, if translated into ordinary-sized printed letters, would just about fill all
15 editions of the EncyclopaediaBritannica published since 1768.
Edward O. Wilson, American Entomologist/Sociobiologist (1985)
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29.19 Only time and money stand betweenus and knowing rhe composition
of every genein the human genome.
FrancisCrick, British Biophysicist/Geneticist
(1986)
29.20 The dichotomies of nature versus nurture, constitutional versus
acquired, and heredity versus environment reflect a bipolarity that does not
exist. The bipolarity is a false one, since both social and biological influences
{fect behavior through the central nervous system, irrespectiveof how they
gain their entry-either internally, by way of genetics, for instance, or
externally, by way of stimuli transmitted through the senses from the
environment.
Anke A. Ehrhardt, American Psychiatrist/Educator
(1986)

30.

Gcology
The earthis a bookin which we readnot
only its history,but the historyof the
liuing thingsit hasborne,
ISAAC ASIMOV

30.1 One frequently seeson high mountainsconchesand oyster shells,sometimes embeddea i" rocks. These rocks in pristine times were earth, and the
shell fish and oysters live,Cin water. Subsequentlyeverythitg was inverted.
Things from the botrom came to the top, .trd the soft becamehard. Careful
considerationsof thesefacts will lead to far-reachingconclusions.
Chu Hsi, ChinesePhilosopher(113f1200)
g0.Z The whole terresrrial globe was taken to piecesat the Flood, and the
strara now visible settled dJwn from the promiscuous mass as any earthy
sedimentfrom a fluid.
(1665-1728')
John Woodward, Engtish Physician/Geologist

of
30.3 What clearer evidence could we have had of the different formation
we
had
formation,
their
separated
which
interval
long
the
these rocks, and of
. The mind
from the bosom of the deep?
actually seen them .*.rgirrg
time.
of
ro grow giddy by looking so far into the abyss
,..*.i
(172G1797)
James Hutton, Scottish Geologist
the trace of a
30.4 It was one thing to declare that we had not yet discovered
beginning.
a
had
ever
the
earth
that
deny
beginnirrg, and another to
john playfair, Scottish Mathematician/Geologist (174V1819)
30.5
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He plucks the pearls that stud the deep
Admirittg BeautY's laP to fill;
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He breaksthe stubborn Marble's sleep,
Rocks disappearbefore his skill:
With thoughts that swell his glowing soul
He bids the ore illume the page,
And, proudly scorning Time's control,
Commenceswith an unborn age.
Charles Sprague, American

Poet/Essayist/Banker

(1791-1875)

30.6 The gradual advance of Geology, during the last twenty years ro the
dignity of a science, has arisen from the laborious and extensive collection of
facts, and from the enlightened spirit in which the inductions founded on those
facts have been deduced and discussed. To those who are unacquainted with
this science, or indeed to any person not deeply versed in the history of this and
kindred subjects, it is impossible to convey a just impression of the nature of
that evidence by which a multitude of conclusions are supported:-evidence in
many casesso irresistible, that the records of the past ages, to which it refers,
are traced in language more imperishable that that of the historian of any
human transactions; the relics of those beings, entombed in the strata which
myriads of centuries have heaped upon their graves, giving a present evidence
of their past existence, with which no human testimony can compete.
Charles Babbage, English Inventor/Mathematician (1792-1871)
30.7 It may undoubtedly be said that strata have been always forming
somewhere, and therefore at every moment of past time Nature has added a
page to her archives.
Sir Charles Lyell, Scottish Geologist (1797-tB7S)
30.8 We are as much gainers by finding a new property in the old earth as by
acquiring a new planet.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(18011882)
30.9 One naturally asks, what was the use of this great engine set at work
ages ago to grind, furrow, and knead over, as it were, the surface of the earth?
We have our answer in the fertile soil which spreads over the temperate regions
of the globe. The glacier was Godb great plough.
Jean Louis Agassiz, Swiss/American Naturalist/Geologist (1807-1873)
30.10 We may confidently come to the conclusion that the forces that slowly
and by little start the uplift of continents, and that
pour forth volcanic
matter from open vents, are identical.
Charles Robert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist (180F1882)
30.11 Daily it is forced home on the mind of the geologist that nothing, not
even the wind that blows, is so unstable as the level of thi crusr of this Earth.
Charles Robert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist (1809-1832)
30.12

Geology gives us a k.y to the parience of God.
Josiah Gilbert Holland, American Novelist/Poet (181F1SS1)
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30.13 The facts proved by geology are briefly these: that during an immense,
but unknown period, the surface of the earth has undergone successive
changes; land has sunk beneath the ocean, while fresh land has risen up from it;
mountain chains have been elevated; islands have been formed into continents,
and continents submerged till they have become islands; and these changes have
taken place, not once merely, but perhaps hundreds, perhaps thousands of
times.
Alfred Russel Wallace,English Naturalist/Evolutionist (182f1913)
30.14 When rhe currain was then first raised that had veiled the history of the
earth, and men, looking beyond the brief span within which they had supposed
that history to have been transacted, beheld the records of a long vista of ages
stretchitrg far away into a dim illimitable past, the prospect vividly impressed
their imagination- Astronomy had made known the immeasurable fields of
space; the new science of geology seemed now to reveal boundless distances of
time.
Sir Archibald Geikie, Scottish Geologist (1835-1924')
30.15 Reality is never skin-deep. The true nature of the earth and its full
wealth of hidden treasures cannot be argued from the visible rocks, the rocks
upon which we live and out of which we make our living. The face of the
eirth, with its upstanding continents and depressed ocean-deeps, its vast
ornament of plateau and mountain-chain, is molded by structure and process in
hidden depths.
Reginald A. Daly, American Geologist/Geophysicist (1871-1957)
30.16 The interpretation of messagesfrcm the earth's interior demands all the
resources of ordirrrry physics and of extraordinary mathematics. The
geophysicist is of a noble cornpany, all of whom are reading messagesfrom the
crystals,
,rtrto,r.hable reality of things. The inwardness of things-atoms,
mountains, planets, stars, nebulas, universes-is the quarry of these hunters of
genius and Promethean boldness.
Reginald A. Daly, Arnerican Geologist/Geophysicist (1871-1957J
50.17 The discovery of the famous original [Rosetta Stone] enabled
Napoleon's experts to begin the reading of Egypt's ancient literature- In like
*rnn r the seiimologists, using the difficult but manageable Greek of modern
physics, are beginning the task of makirg earthquakes tell the nature of the
earth', interior ind rranslating into significant speech the hieroglyphics written
by the seismograph.
Reginald A. Daly, American Geologist/Geophysicist (1871-1957)

30.18 The birth of a volcanic island is an event marked by prolonged and
violent travail; the forcesof the earth striving to create,and all the forcesof the
seaopposing.
Rachel Carson, American

Marine BiologistlAuthor

(1961)

30.19 In attempting to determine the real age of the earth, it should always be
remembered, of course, that recorded history began only several thousand
years ago. Not even uranium dating is capable of experimental verification,
since no one could actually watch uranium decaying for millions of years to see
what happens.
Morris, American

Scientific Creationist/Author

(1974)

30.20 Geologists have long since abandoned the idea that the Earth formed as
a ball of liquid rock. We now know for sure that the Earth accumulated from
solids. Partial melting caused a relatively thin crust of lighter rocks to form,
segregated from the largely solid mantle that forms the outer half of the radius
of the Earth, or seven-eighths of our planet's volume. In this picture, one can no
longer rule out the possibility that volatile fluids could be "cooked out" from
this mantle and work their way up towards the surface.
Tom Gold, American Radiophysicist/Educator (1986)

3TO

ftavif
Weall know we-foll. I\ewton'sdiscouery
was
that the moln_falls,tol-and by thesame
rule that we do.
ISAAC ASIMOV

31.1 [The Elementsl are mutually bound together, the lighter being
restrained by the heavier, so that they cannot fly off; while, on the contrery,
from the lighter tending upwards, the heavier are so suspended, that they cannot fall down. Thus, by an equal tendency in an opposite direction, each of
them remains in its appropriate place, bound together by the never-ceasing
revolution of the world.
Pliny the Elder (Gaius Plinius Secundus),Roman Naturalist/Historian
(2y7e)
31.2 I think gravity is nothing else than a natural appetency, given to the parts
by the Divine Providence of the Maker of the universe, in order that they may
establish their unity and wholeness by combining in the form of a sphere. [t is
probable that this affection also belongs to the sun, moon, and the planets, in
order that they may, by its efficacy, remain in their roundness.
Nicholas Copernicus, Polish Astronomer (147T1543)
31.3 [ have not been able to discover the cause of those properties of gravity
from phenomena, and I frame no hypotheses . . . it is enough that gravity does
really exist, and act accorditrg to the laws which we have explained, and
abundantly serves to account for the motions of the celestial bodies.
IsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-1727)
That one body may act upon another at a distance through a vacuum
3!.4
without the mediation of anything else, by and through which their action and
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force may be conveyedfrom one to anothet,is to me so great an absurdity that,
I believe, no man who has in philosophic matters a competent faculty of
thinking could ever fall into it.
IsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician
(1642-17
27,
31.5 Is it not true that the doctrine of attraction and gravity has done nothirg
but astonishour imagination?
Frederickthe Great,King of Prussia(171L1786)
31.6 When Newton saw an apple fall, he found . . .
A mode of proving that the earth turn'd round
In a most natural whirl, called"gravitation";
And thus is the sole mortal who could grapple,
SinceAdam, with a fall or with an apple.
Lord Byron (GeorgeGordon),English Poet/Dramatist(1788-1524)
31.7 Simple as the law of gravity now appears,and beautifully in accordance
with all the observationsof pastand of presenttimes, considerwhat it has cost
of intellectual study. Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Euler, Lagrange,Laplace,all
the greatnameswhich haveexaltedthe characterof man, by carrying out trains
of reasoningunparalleledin every other science;these, and a host of others,
eachof whom might havebeenthe Newton of anotherfield, haveall labored to
work out, the consequenceswhich resulted from that single law which he
discovered.All that the human mind has produced-the brightest in genius,
the most perseveringin application,has been lavishedon the detailsof the law
of gravity.
(1792-1871
Charlestsabbage,English Inventor/Mathematician
)
31.8 It [spacetravel] will free man from his remaining chains, the chains of
gravity which still tie him to this planet. It will open to him the gates of
heaven.
Wernher von Braun, German/American Rocket Engineer (1912-19771
31.9 As soon as matter took over, the force of Newtonian gravity, which
represents one of the most important characteristics of "ponderable" matter,
came into play.
Verner Karl Heisenbergr Gerrnan Physicist (1948)
31.10 You give a little push and bound through the air and come down and
push off again. [t's a very pleasant feeling to go loping across the surface.
[Describing weightlessness during a moon walk. ]
Commander Edgar D. Mitchell, Jr., American Astronaut (1971)
31.11 The force of gravity-though
it is the first force with which we are
acquainted, and though it is always with us, and though it is the one with a
strength we most thoroughly appreciate-is by far the weakest known force in
nature. It is first and rearmost.
Isaac Asimov, American Biochemist/Author (1976)

32.

Hypothcsis
A hypothesis
may besimply definedasa
guess.A scientffic
hypothesis
is an
intelligentguess.
ISAAC ASIMOV

32.1 I do not profess to be able thus to account for all the [planetaryl morions
at the same time; but I shall show that each by itself is well explained by its
proper hypothesis.
Ptolemy, Egyptian Mathematician/Astronomer (circa 100e.o.)
32.2 Therefore let us permit these new hypotheses to rnake a public
appearance among old ones which are themselves no more probable, especially
since they are wonderful and easy and bring with them a vast storehouse of
learned observations.
Nicholas copernicus, Polish Astronomer (147T1543)
32.3 Hypotheses non fingo.
[I make no hypotheses. ]
IsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-1727')
32.4 Whatever things are not derived from objects themselves, whether by
the external sensesor by the sensation of internal thoughts, are to be taken as
hypotheses. .
Those things which follow from the phenomena neither by
demonstration nor by the argument of induction, I hold as hypotheses.
IsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-1727)
32.5

tI4

Human science is uncertain guess.
Matthew Prior, English Poet/Diplomat (l66ht72l)

32.6 I have the result bur I do nor yer know how ro ger ir.
Karl Friedrich Gauss,GermanMathematician(1777-1855)
32.7 When a hypothesishas come to be born in the mind, or gainedfooting
there, it leads a life so far comparablewith the life of an organism, as that ii
assimilatesmatter from the outside world only when it is like in kind with it
and beneficial; and when on the other hand, such matter is not like in kind but
hurtful, the hypothesis,equally with the organism, throws it off or, if forced
to take it, gets rid of it again enrirely.
.

Arthur

Schopenhaue6 German Philosopher

(1788-1860)

32.8 I htg steadily endeavoredto keep my mind free so as to give up any
hypothesis, however much beloved (and I cannot resist forming o". on every
subject) rt soon as the facts are shown to be opposedto it.
CharlesRobert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist(1809-1SS2)
32-9 An idea,-lik9a ghost (accorditg to the common notion of a ghost), musr
be spoken ro a little before it will explain itself
charlesDickens,English Novelist(1g1z-1s70)
32-10 We must never be too absorbedby the thought we are pursuing.
claude Bernard,

French Physiologist

(lgl}lgzg)

32-ll If an idea Presentsitself to us, we must not reject it simply becauseit
does not agreewith the logical deductionsof a reigning theory.
claude Bernard,Frenchphysiologist(lg1}1g7s)
32-12 The great tragedy of Scienc*-the slayittg of a beautiful hypothesisby
an ugly fact.
ThomasHenry Huxley,EnglishBiologist/Evolutionist(1825-1895)
32.13 A sciencecannot be played with. If an hypothesis is advancedthat
obviously brings into direct sequenceof causeand .it .t all the phenomenaof
human history, we must acceptit, and if we acceptit, we must teachit.
Henry (Brooks)Adams,AmericanAuthor/Hirtotian (1838-191g)
32.14 System, moreover,dictatesthe scientists'hypothesesthemselves:those
are most welcome which are seento conduc. -ori io simplicity in the overall
theory. Predictions,onc: they have been deducedfrom hypoth.r.r, are subject
to ,h._discipline of evidencein turn; but the hyporhes.r irrr. ?t the time of
,
hypothesis, only the considerationsof syst.*rii. simplicity to recommend
them.
Willard

van Orman

Quine, American

Philosopher

(1908- )
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32.15 In sciencethe primary duty of ideasis to be useful and interesting even
more than to be "true. "
Wilfred Thotter,EnglishPhilosopher/Scientist
(1941)
32.16 The number of rational hypotheses that can explain any given
phenomenonis infinite.
RobertPirsig, AmericanAuthor (19741

33.

Invcntion
Thegreatestinuentors
areunknownto Lts,
Someone
inuented
the wheel-but who?
ISAAC ASIMOV

33.1 Deus ex machina.
[The God from the machine.J
Lucian, GreekRhetorician(120-190)
33-2 _ I, your servant, as I have pondered on the problem of the mill, have
found, with the Lord's help, that by t deviceof art, one could construct a mill
which works without water and by the wind alone;this could be constructed
with less di4culty than a mill in ihe sea. This mill is not only easierfor the
crew to handle, but it will also work wherever it stands.
Leonardo

da Vinci, Italian Architect/Artist/Invent

or (145?-1519)

33.3 The industry of artificers maketh some small improvement of things
invented; and chance sometimes in experimenting maketh us to stumble upon somewhat which is new; but all the disputaiion of the learned
never
brought to light one effect of nature before unknown.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman(156 l-1626l
33-4

The art of invention grows young with the things invented.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-t626,

33.5

Th'invention all admir'd, and each, how he
To be th'inventor miss'd; so easy it seem'd,
Once found, which yet unfound most would have thought
Impossible.
John Milton, English poet (160g-1674)
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33.6 The greatestinventions were produced in times of ignorance;as the use
of the compass,gunpowder, and printing; and by the dullest nation, as the
Germans.
Jonathan Swift,

Irish Satirist I Clergyman

(1667-1745,

33.7 Want is the mistressof invention.
Susannah
Centilivre, EnglishDramatist/Actress(1667-1723)
33.8 Invention is nothing more than a fine deviation from, or enlargementon
a, fine model. . . . Imitation, if noble and general, insures the best hope of
originality.
EdwardBulwer-Lytton,EnglishPolitician/Author(180f1873)
33.9 Only an inventor knows how to borrow and every man is or should be
an inventor.
RalphWaldoEmerson,AmericanEssayist/Philosopher/Poet
(1803-1882)
33.10 It is frivolous to fix pedanticallythe date of particular inventions. They
have all been invented over and over fifty times. Man is the arch machine, of
which all theseshifts drawn from himself aretoy models. He helps himself on
eachemergencyby copying or duplicating his own structure,just so far as the
need is.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(1803-1882)
33.11

Invention breeds invention.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(1803-1882)

33.12 He that invents a machine augments the power of a man and the wellbeing of mankind.
Henry Vard Beecher, American Preacher/Author (1813-1887)
33.13

Galileo called doubt the father of invention; it is certainly the pioneer.
Christian Nestell Bovee, American Author (1820-1904)

33.!4 In the present state of our knowledg. it cannot be done; but I cannot say
that it will always remain impossible, nor set the man down as mad who seeks
to do it.
tTio Mme. Daguerre regarding her concern that her husband was working in
vain to invent the daguerreotype. ]
Jean-Baptiste Dumas, French Chernist/Statesman (1827)
'S7hat
hath God wrought?
message sent from the Supreme Court room in the Capitol to
telegraph
[First
Baltimore.]
Samuel Morse, American Painter/Inventor (1832)

33.15

Invention
33.16

Name the greatest of all inventors: Accident.
Mark Tlvain (Samuel Langhorne Clemens), American Journalist/
Novelist (1835-1910)

33.17

A stone arrowhead is as convincing as a steam-engine.
Henry (Brooks) Adams, American Author/Historian (1838-.191S)

TT9

33.18 Great discoveries and improvements invariably involve the cooperation
of many minds. I may be given credit for having blazed the trail buf when I
look at the subsequent developments I feel the credit is due to others rarher than
to myself
Alexander Graham Bell, Scottish/American Scientist/Inventor
(1847-re22)
33.19

Mr. Watson, please come here. I want you.
words
spoken over a telephone.l
[First
Alexander Graham Bell, Scottish/American Scientist/Inventor
(1876)

"Mary had a little lamb, whose fleece was white as snow!"
words
from the phonograph.]
[First
'fhomas
Alva Edison, American Inventor (rg77't
33.20

33-21 A minor invention every ten days, and a big one every six months or so.
[His expectations for production at his new laborJtory.]
Thomas Alva Edison, American Inventor (1847-1931)
33-22 Sty I have lost all faith in patents, judges, and everything relaring to
patents.
Thomas Alva Edison, American Inventor (1847-1931)
33.23

Tell Selden ro take his patent and go ro hell with it.
[Referring to George Baldwin Selden's patent of an internal combustion engine
modeled after George Brayton's. Ford fought Selden's monopoly in courifo.
eight years-winning
in 1911.1
Henry Ford, American Industrialist/Auto Maker (1S63-1g47)
33-24 I will build a motor car for the great multitude . . . so low in price that
no man . . . will be unable to own onrand
enjoy with his family the blessing
of pleasure in God's great open spaces.
Henry Ford, American Industrialist/Auto Maker (1S63-1g4T)
33.25 Civilization, a much abused word, stands for a high matter quite aparr
from telephones and electric lights.
Edith Hamilton, American Author (1s67-1963)
33-26 The great object is to find the theory of the mamer
[of X-rays] before
anyone else, for nearly every professor in Europe is now otr ih. warpath.
Ernest Rutherford, British physicist (1g71-lgl7l
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33.27 The utility of the typewriter is so great, its success so marked, its
applications so numerous, that no prophetic vision is required to perceive that,
ere long, it will become spread throughout the civilized world, like the clock
and the sewing machine.
ScientificAmerican (1886)

33.28 An inventor is simply a fellow who doesn't take his education too
seriously.
Charles F. Kettering, American Engineer/Inventor (1894-1971)
33.29 Besides electrical engineering theory of the transmission of messages,
there is a larger field [cybernetics] which includes not only the study of
language but the study of messages as a means of controlling machinery and
society, the development of computing machines and other such automata,
certain reflections upon psychology and the nervous system, and a tentative
new theory of scientific method.
Norbert Wiener, American Inventor/Mathematician (1894-1964)
33.30 Once you ask the question, where is the Carbon-14, and where does it
go, it's like one, two, three, you have [radiocarbonl dating.
Willard F. Libby, American Chemist (1908-1980)
'What
have you gentlemen done with my child [radio]? He was
33.31
conceived as a potent instrumentality for culture, fine music, the uplifting of
America's mass intelligence. You have debased this child, you have sent him
out in the streets . . . to collect money from all and sundry, for hubba hubba and
audio jitterbug. You have made of him a laughingstock to the intelligence, surely a stench in the nostrils of the gods of the ionosphere; you have
cut time into tiny parcels called spots (more rightly "stains") wherewith the
occasional fine program is periodically smeared with impudent insistence to
bry or try.
Some dry the program director will attain the intelligent skill of the
engineers who erected his towers and built the marvel he now so ineptly uses.
Lee De Forest, American Electrical Engineer/Inventor (1930)
33.32 Holography has seemed for years to epitomrze an invention looking for
a necessity.
ScientificAmerican (1986)

34.

Laboratory
A neatand orderlylaboratoryis unlikely.

It

oftt, all, so mucha placeoffalse
startsand multipleattempts,
ISAAC ASIMOV

34.1 rhe bottom of the seais the great laboratory.
(174&11819)
John Playfair,ScottishMathematician/Geologist
34.2 [Laboratory:] a location for carrying out chemical, pharmaceutical,and
biological experimenrs.
Maximilien-Paul-Emile

Littr6,

French Lexicographer

(1801-1881)

34-3 Put off your imagination, xs you put off your overcoat,when you enter
the laboratory. But Put it on again, as you put on your overcoat, when you
leave.
claudeBernard,FrenchPhysiologist(1811187g)
34.4 Without laboratoriesmen of scienceare soldierswithout arms.
Louis Pasteur,French Chemist/Microbiologi st (182?-1895)
34.5

Oh, the serene peace of the laboratories and the libraries.
Louis Pasteur,French Chemist/Microbiotogist (1822-1895)

34-6 When Raulin, Pasteur's chief assistant, took up his duties, the laborarory
beneath the cellar had been given back to the rats, its legitimate proprietors. A
very small building on the Rue d'ulm, built as a councerpart to th. .aretaker's
lodge, had just been put at the disposal of Pasreur. It had been well-nigh
impossible to construct an incubator, which was indispensable for studyilg
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fermentations.Pasteurhad built one in the well of the stairs, but he could only
go in on his knees. Nevertheless,I have seenhim spending many long hours
there, for it is in this tiny incubator that all tha studies on spontaneous
generation were made and where the thousandsof vesselsemployed for his
celebratedexperiments were daily examined. The movement which revolutionized the scienceof physical man, in all its aspects,started in this tiny
hovel which we would hesitatero use as a rabbit hutch.
Emile Duclaux,FrenchBiochemist(1340-1904)
34.7 You know, I am sorry for the poor fellows that haven't got labs to
work in.
ErnestRutherford,British Physicist(1871-19371
34.8 Edison'sgreatestinvention was that of the industrial researchlaboratory.
Norbert

Wiener, American

Inventor/Mathematician

(189 b1964,

34.9 Most of my professionallife these days is verbal-l no longer have a
laboratory.
B.F. Skinner, American

Psychologist

(1904- )

34.10 Is it not striking that it is the only place where people work which
derives its name from the Latin wor d laborays-fs worle?
Pierre Lecomte

du NouS French Essayist/Historian/Scientist

(1966)

34.11 The laboratory . . . I cannot write this word without emotion. For me,
as for all my colleagues,it evokes so many memories, so many events,
emotions, hopes.The laboratory is not only the setting of our material life, the
placewhere a great part of our existencehas been spent, but is above all, the
nucleusof our intellectual life and even, at times, of our sentimentallife.
Pierre Lecomte

du Nouy

French Essayist/Historian/Scientist

(1966)

35.

Li#
If we wereblindfor onedoy eachyear,
how we would enjoythe otherthreehundred
and sixty-forr.
ISAAC ASIMOV

35.1
not.

And the light shineth in the darkness; and the darkness comprehendeth it
The Bible (circa 325 e.o.)

35.2 So when light generates itself in one direction drawing matter with it, it
produces local motion; and when the light within matter is sent out and what is
outside is sent in, it produces qualitative change. From this it is clear that
corporeal motion is a multiplicative power of light, and this is a corporeal and
natural appetite.
Robert Grosseteste,English Bishop/Educator (1168-1253)

35.3

Ethereal, first of things, quintessence, pure.
John Milton, English Poet (160f1674)

35.4

One may conceive light to spread successively, by spherical waves.
Christian Huygens, Dutch Astonomer/Physicist (162y1695)

35.5 The first Man I saw was of meagre Aspect, with sooty Hands and Face,
his Hair and Beard long, ragged, and singed in several Places. His Clothes,
Shirt, and Skin were all of the same Color. He had been Eight Years upon a
Project for extracting Sun-Beams out of Cucumbers, which were to be put
into Vials hermetically sealed, and let out to warm the Air in raw inclement
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Summers. He told me, he did not doubt in Eighr Years more, that he should
be
able to supply the Governor's Gardens with Sunshine at a reasonable Rate.
Jonathan swift, Irish satirist lclergyman (1667-174s)
35'6

Is not light grander than fire? It is the same elemenr in the state of purity.
Thomas Carlyle, Scottish Historian/Philosopher (179*1881)

35-7 I am here to support the assertion that light of every kind is itself an
electrical phenomenon-the light of the sun, the light of a candle, rhe light of a
glowworm.
Heinrich Rudolf Hertz, German Physicist (1857-1394)
35.8 Light is always propagated in empty space with a definite velocity, "c,"
which is independent of the state of motion of the emitting body.
Albert Einstein, German/American Physicist (187f1955)
35.9 That he [Einstein] may sometimes have missed the rarger
2S, for
example, in his hypothesis of light quanta, cannot really be held against him.
[From his letter proposirg the young Einstein as a member of the Royal
Prussian Academy of Science.]
Max Planck, German Physicist (1858-1947,)
35.10

There was a young lady named Bright,
STho traveled much faster than light.
She started one d^y
In the relative way,
And returned on the previous night.
Anonymous (circa 1950)

36.

Lingrristics
Thereis something
particularlyhuman
aboutusingtools;thefirst andmost
importanttool beinglanguage.
ISAAC

ASIMOV

36.1 So out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field and
every bird of the air, and brought them to the man to see what he would call
them; and whatever the man called every living creature, that was its name.
The man gave names to all cattle, and to the birds of the air, and to everv beast
of the field.
The Bihle (circa 725n.c.)
36-2 Now the whole earth had one language and few words. . . . Then they
said, "Come, let us build ourselves a city, and a tower with its top in the
heavens, and let us make a name for ourselves, lest we be scattered abroad upon
the face of the whole earth. " And the Lord came down to see the city and the
tower, which the sons of men had built. And the Lord said, "Behold, they are
o1. people, and they have all one language; and this is only the beginning
of
rlzhat they will do; and nothing that they propore ro do will now be imporribl.
for them. Come, let us go down, and thire-confuse their language, thrt
they
may not understand one another's speech." So the Lord scatteied ihem abroad
from there over the face of all the earth, and they left off building
the city.
Therefore its name was called Babel, because there the Lord confused
the
language of all the earth. . .
The Bible (circa 725n.c.)
36-3

Let thy speech be short, comprehending much in few words.
The Bihle (circa 725n.c.)
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36.4 Speech is the representation of the mind, and writing
rePresentationof speech.
Aristotle, GreekPhilosopher(384B.c.-322B.c.)

is the

36.5 l.Jsage,in which lies the decision,the law, and the norm of speech.
Horace(QuintusHoratiusFlaccus),
RomanPoet(65n.c.-8 B.c.)
36.6 Becausewords passaway as soon as they strike upon the air, and last no
longer than their sound, men have by meansof letters formed signs of words.
Thus the sounds of the voice are made visible to the €ye, not of course as
sounds,but by meansof certainsigns.
SaintAugustineof Hippo, North African Theologian(354-430)
36.7 If man were by nature a solitary animal, the passionsof the soul by
which he was conformed to things so as to haveknowledg. of them would be
sufficient for him; but sincehe is by nature a political and social animal it was
necessarythat his conceptionsbe made known to others. This he does through
vocal sound. Therefore there had to be significant vocal soundsin order that
men might live together. Whence those who speakdifferent languagesfind it
difficult to live together in social unity.
Saint Thomas Aquinas, Italian Theologian/Scholar (122*127 4)
36.8 Man alone amongst the animals speaks and has gestures and expression
which we call rational, because he alone has reason in him. And if anyone
should say in contradiction that certain birds talk, as seems to be the case with
some, especially the magpie and the parrot, and that certain beasts have
expression or gestures, as the ape and some others seem to have, I answer that it
is not true that they speak, nor that they have gestures, because they have no
reason, from which these things need proceed; nor do they purpose to signify
anything by them, but they merely reproduce what they see and hear.
Dante Alighieri, Italian Poet (l26yl32l')
36.9

Ye knowe eek, that in forme of speche is chaunge
With-inne a thousand yeer, and wordes tho
That hadden prys, now wonder nyce and straunge
Us thinketh hem; and yet they spake hem so,
And spedde as wel in love as men now do.
Geoffrey Chaucer, English Poet (1340?-1400)

36.10 After a speech is fully fashioned to the common understanding, and
accepted by consent of a whole country and nation, it is called a language.
George Puttenham, English Author/Critic (1530-1590)
36.11

This is your devoted friend, sir, the manifold linguist.
William Shakespeare,English Dramatist/Poet (1564-1616)

36.12

Cassius: Did Cicero say anything?
Casca: Ay, he spoke Greek.

Cassius:To what effect?
Casca:Nry, an' I tell you that I'll ne'er look you i' the faceagain;but
those that understood him smiled at one another and shook their
heads;
but, for mine own part, it was Greek to me.
Villiam

Shakespeare, English Dramatist/Poet

(1564-1616)

36.13 Custom is the most certain mistressof language,as the public stamp
makes the current money.
BenJonson,EnglishDramatist/Poet (157b1637)
36.14 God loveth adverbs.
BishopJosephHall, EnglishClergyman(1574-1656)
36.15 Syllablesgovern the world.
John Selden,EnglishJurist (1584-1654)
36.!6 I trade both with the livirg and the dead for the enrichment of our
native language.
John Dryden, English Poet/Critic/Dramatist(1631-1700)
36.17 God having designedman for a sociablecreature,furnished him with
language,which was to be the great instrument and cementerof society.
John Locke, EnglishPhilosopher(163?-1704)
36.18 The wisdom ofnations lies in their proverbs,which are brief and pithy.
William

Penn, American

Politician

(1644-11718)

36.19 Every living language, like the perspiring bodies of living creatures, is
in perpetual motion and alteration; some words go off, and become obsolete;
others are taken in, and by degrees grow into common use; or the same word is
inverted to a new sense and notion, which in tract of time makes as observable a
change in the air and features of a language as age makes in the lines and mien
of a face.
Richard BentleS English Clergyman/Author/Critic (166?-1742)
36.20

Our sons their fathers' failing language see.
Alexander Pope, English Poet/Satirist (1688-l74y'')

36.21

The less men think, the more they talk.
Baron de la Bride et de Montesquieu, French Philosopher/Author

(168r17ss)
36.22 Write with the learned,pronouncewith the vulgar.
Benjarnin

Franklin,

American

Inventor/Statesman

(170G17901

36.23 Languageis the only instrument of science,and words are but the signs
of ideas.
Samuel Johnson, English Lexicographer/Poet/Critic

( 1709- 17 84)
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36.24 Languagesare the pedigreesof nations.
SamuelJohnson, English Lexicographer/Poet/Critic (170f fi84)
36.25 Academies have been instituted to guard the avenues of their
languages, to retain fugitives, and repulse intruders; but their vigilance and
activity have hitherto been vain; sounds are too volatile and subtile [sic] for
legal restraints; to enchain syllables, and to lash the wind, are equally the
undertakings of pride, unwillirg to measure its desires by its strength.
SamuelJohnson, English Lexicographer/Poet/Critic (170ffi84,
36.26

Accent is the soul of a language; it gives feeling and truth to it.
Jean-JacquesRousseau,Swiss/French Philosopher/Auth or (17l2-t778)

36.27

Words learned by rote a parrot may rehearse,
But talking is not always to converse;
Not more distinct from harmony divine,
The constant creaking of a country sign.
William Cowper, English Poet (1731-t800)

36.28

He who is ignorant of foreign languages knows not his own.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Gerrnan Poet lDrarnatist/Novelist
(r74e-r832)

36.29

Egad, I think the interpreter is the hardest to be understood of the two!
Richard Brinsley Sheridan, Irish Dramatist (1751-1816)

36.30 I was in a Printing-house in Hell, and saw the method in which
knowledg. is transmitted from generation to generation.
William Blake, English Poet/Painter/Engraver (1757-1827')
36.31
God.

Langu zge, as well as the faculty of speech, was the immediate gift of

[From the preface to his dictionary.]
Noah Webster,American Author/Lexicographer/Philologist
(1758-1843)
36.32 Language is the expression of ideas, and if the people of one country
cannot preserve an identity of ideas they cannot retain an identity of language.
Noah Vebster, American Author/Lexicographer/Philologist
(1758-1843)
36.33

Babylon,
Learned and wise, hath perished utterly,
Nor leaves her speech one word to aid the sigh
That would lament her.
Villiam Wordsworth, English Poet (177V1850)

36.34

Silence is one great art of conversation.
Villiam Hrazlitt, English Critic/Essayist (177*1830)

1,29

Linpuistics

36.35 Examine Language; what, if you except some few primitive elements
(of natural sound), what is it all but Metaphors, recognrzed as such, or no
longer recogntzed?
Thomas Carlyle, Scottish Historian/Philosopher (179?1881)
36.36 The Romans would never have found time to conquer the world if they
had been obliged first to learn Latin.
Heinrich Heine, German{ewish Poet/Author (1797-1856)
36.37

Debate is masculine; conversation is feminine.
Amos Bronson Alcott, American Educator/Philosopher (179%1888)

36.38 On the greatest and most useful of all human inventions, the invention
of alphabetical writing, Plato did not look with much complacency. He seems
to have thought that the use of letters had operated on the human mind as the
use of the go-cart in learning to walk, or of corks in learnirg to swim, is said to
operate on the human body. It was a support which, in his opinion, soon
became indispensable to those who used it, which made vigorous exertion first
unnecessary, and then impossible. The powers of the intellect would, he
conceived, have been more fully developed without this delusive aid. Men
would have been compelled to exercise the understanding and the memory,
and, by deep and assiduous mediation, to make truth thoroughly their own.
Now, on the contrary, much knowledge is traced on paper, but little is engraved
on the soul.
Thomas Babington Macaulay,English Historian/Author/Statesman
(1800-18se)

36.39 Languageis the archivesof history. . . . Languageis fossil poetry.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American
(1803-1882)

Essayist/Philosopher/Poet

36.40 Language is the city to the building of which every human being
brought a stone.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(18011882)
36.41 The language of the street is always strong. V/hat can describe rhe folly
and emptiness of scolding like the word jawing?
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(180F1882)
36-42 Language is the amber in which a thousand precious and subtle
thoughts have been safely imbedded and preserved.
Richard Chenevix TLench,English Poet/Philologist (1807-1S86)
36.43

The knowledg. of the ancient languages is mainly a luxury.
John Bright, English Statesman(1811-1889)
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36.44 I believethat our Great Maker is preparing the world, in His own good
time, to becomeone nation, speakingone language.
Ulysses S. Grant, American

President (1822-1885)

36.45 No man fully capableof his own languageever mastersanother.
George Bernard Shaw, Irish Dramatist/Critic (185f1950)
36.46 Words and magic were in the beginning one and the same thing, and
even today words contain much of their magical power.
Sigmund Freud, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst (1856-1939)
36.47 Broadly speaking, the short words are the best, and the old words are
the best of all.
Sir Winston Churchill, English StatesmanlAathor (1874?1965)
36.48 Sometimes I doubt whether there is divine justice; all parts of the
human body get tired eventually-except the tongue. And I feel this is unjust.
Konrad Adenauer, German Statesman (187G1967)
36.49 We shall never understand each other until we reduce the language to
seven words.
Khalil Gibran, LebaneseMystic/Poet (1883-1931)
36.50 We dissect nature along lines laid down by our native languages. The
categories and types that we isolate from the world of phenomena we do not
find there because they stare every observer in the face; on the contrary, the
world is presented in a kaleidoscopic flux of impressions which has to be
organi zed by our minds-and this means largely by the linguistic systems in
our minds.
Benjamin Whore American Linguist (1897-1941')
36.51 The notion of reality independent of language is carried over by the
scientist from his earliest impressions, but the facile reification of linguistic
features is avoided or minimized.
Willard van Orman Quine, American Philosopher (1908- )
36.52 I think that in order to achieve progress in the study of language and
human cognitive faculties in general it is necessary first to establish "psychic
distance" from the "mental facts" to which Kohler referred, and then to explore
We must recognize
the possibilities for developing explanatory theories. .
thati'o.n the most familiar phenomena require explanation and that we have no
privileged accessto the underlying mechanisms, no more so than in physiology
or physics.
Noam Chomsky, American Linguist/Philosopher (1928- )
36.53 It is quite natural to expect that e concern for language will remain
central to th; study of human nature, as it has been in the past. Anyone
concerned with the study of human nature and human capacities must

istics
somehow come to grips with the fact that all normal humans acquire
language. .
Noam Chomsky, American Linguist/Philosopher (lgzF )
36.54 Language acquires life and historically evolves precisely here, in
concrete verbal comnlunication, and not in the abstract linguistic system of
language forms, nor in the individual psyches of speakers.
M.M. Bakhtin and VN. Yoloshinov,RussianLinguists (1929)
36-55 The terms 'Aryan" and "Semitic" have no racial significancc whatsoever. They simply denote linguistic families.
American Anthropological Association, Resolution (1938)
36-56 The average working-class Philadelphian doesn'r see anything wrong
with Philadelphia speech, but in New York City the average *orklng-cl.si
person feels there's somethirg wrong with the way he talks.
william Labov, American Linguist/Educator (lgrl)
36.57 At Marine World, we're working with computers to develop a humandolphin code, analogous to the Morse code used in telegraphy. Th; project is
called JANU_S-for Joint Analog Numerical UnderstanJing Syrt.-.'Like
the
Roman god Janus, it has two "faces"
dolphin side and , h,r*an side.
John Lilly, American Neurophysiologist/Spiritualist (1984)
36.58 We do not communicate by transmitting signs or signals, but
by
creating and manipulating social situations. communication is the creation
of
community.
Jay Lemke, American

Anthropologist

(19g6)

37.

hgic
Whenyou sdy," The burnedchild dreadsthe
_firt," you meanthat he is alreadya master

of induction,
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37.1 The only hope of scienceis genuineinduction.
(156l-1626)
Statesman
FrancisBacon,EnglishPhilosopher/Essayist/
37.2 Men are rather beholden . . . generallyto chance,or anything else,than
to logic, for the invention of arts and sciences.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/

Statesman ( 156 l-1626),

37.3 Deduction, which takesus from the generalproposition to factsagainteachesus, if I may so say, to anticipate from the ticket what is inside the
bundle.
ThomasHenry HuxleS EnglishBiologist/Evolutionist(1825-1895)
37.4 Discovery should come as an adventure rather than as the result of a
logical processof thought. Sharp,prolonged thinking is necessarythat we may
keep on the chosenroad, but it does not necessarilylead to discovery.
Theobald

Smith,

American

Pathologist

(1859-1934)

37.5 The distinctive Westerncharacterbegins with the Greeks,who invented
the habit of deductive reasoningand the scienceof geometry.
(187?-1970)
Bertrand Russell,EnglishPhilosopher/Mathematician
i7.6 There is no inductive method which could lead to the fundamental
concepts of physics. Failure to understand this fact constituted the basic
philosophicalerror of so many investigatorsof the nineteenthcentury.
Albert

r32

Einstein,

German/American

Physicist (1879-1955)

37.7 Induction is the process of generalizing from our known and limited
experience, and framing wider rules for the future than we have been able to
test fully. At its simplest, then, an induction is a habit or an adaptation-the
habit of expecting tomorrow's weather to be like today's, the adaptation to the
unwritten conventions of community life.
Jacob Bronowski, Polish/British Mathematician/ ScienceWriter
(1908-1974)
37.8 It is time, therefore, to abandon the superstition that natural science
cannot be regarded as logically respectable until philosophers have solved the
problem of induction. The problem of induction is, roughly speaking, the
problem of finding a way to prove that certain empirical generelizettons which
are derived from past experience will hold good also in the future.
AJ. Ayer, British Philosopher (1910-)
37.g Among the obstacles to scientific progress a high place must certainly be
assigned to the analysis of scientific procedure, which logic has provided. . . .
F.C.S. Schiller, German Philosopher (1917-)

38.

MarincBidory
Life originated
in thesea,andabout
eightypercentof it is still there.
ISAAC ASIMOV

38.1 So God created the great sea monsters and every living creature that
moves, with which the waters swarm, according to their kinds.
The Bihle (circa 725n.c.)

38.2 The monsters of the sea moved continually hither and thither, and the
wild beastsswim among the sluggishand slowly creepingships.
Himlico of Carthage, Phoenician Navigator (circa 500 n.c.)
38.3

Third Fisherman: Master, I marvel how the fishes live in the sea.
First Fisherman: Why, as men do a-land; the great ones eat up the little
ones: I can compare our rich misers to nothing so fitly as to a whale; a'
plays and tumbles, drivirg the poor fry before him, and at last devours
them all at a mouthful: such whales have I heard on o' the land, who
never leave gaping till they've swallowed the whole parish, church,
steeple, bells, and all.
Villiam Shakespeare,English Dramatist/Poet (1564-1616)

38.4

The pleasant'st angling is to see the fish
Cut with her golden oars the silver stream,
And greedily devour the treacherous bait.
William Shakespeare,English Dramatist/Poe t (1564-1616)

38.5 Two canons have just arrived here from Marseilles in order to recount to
the Pope that in the Sea of Pre there is to be observed such a conglomeration of
dolphins that not only do they interfere with the fishing, a most valuable source
of ievenue, but also with ships sailing on the sea. A Papal Brief has been
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bestowed. . . in which it is ordered that the matter should be taken in hard by
meansof prayersin the churches,processions,and much fasting. Moreover, the
Pope anathematizesthis vermin, So that, with God's help, it may perish.
Anonymous,BusinessAgent for the FuggerBanking Family (tS8ly
38-6 And an ingenious Spaniardsays, that rivers and the inhabitants of the
watery elementwere made for wise men to contemplate,and fools to passby
withbut consideration.
Izaak Walton,EnglishVriter (159F16g3)
38-7 The Ki"g was then with no common satisfaction,expressinghis desire
in no particular to have the stellar fish engraven and printed; We wish very
much, that you could procure a particular description of the said fish viz:
whether it be common there; what is observablein it when alive; what color it
hath then; what kind of motion in water; what useit maketh of all that curious
workmanship which nature hath adornedit with?
'Winthrop,
[Letter to John
Jr., March 26, 7670, about specimenssent by
Winthrop to the Society.l
Henry OldenburgrSecretary,RoyalSocietyof London (1615-16771
18.8 Amphibious Animals link the Terrestrialand Aquatique together; Seals
live at Land and at Sea,and Porpoiseshave the warm btooJ and Entrails of a
Hog, not to mention what is confidently reported of Mermaids or Sea-men.
JosephAddison,EnglishEssayist/Poet/Politician
(1672-1IT
lg1
38.9 our plenteousstreamsa various racesupply,
The bright-eye perch with fins of Tyrian dye,
The silver eel, in shinirg volumes roll'd,
The yellow carp,in scalesbedropp'd with gold,
Swift trours, diversified with crimson staini,
And pikes, the tyrants of the tyrants of the wat'ry plains.
AlexanderPope,Englishpoet/satirist (16gg-lru)
38.10 A whale!
Down it goes, and more and more

rhnigu"htB":3fJ""';n:?t:etlpainter(r7rqr783)
38.11 The very deep did rot: O Christ!
That ever this should be!
Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs
Upon the slimy sea.
SamuelTaylorColeridge,EnglishPoet/Critic (177?-1834)
38-12 The whale that wanders round rhe pole
Is not a table fish.
You cannot bake or boil him whole
Nor servehim in a dish.
Hilaire Belloc,EnglishAuthor (1g70-19s3)
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38.13 The greatest wealth of the sea is not to be found in its mineral
resources,but in its natural productivity, in plants as well as animals.
Claude E. Zobell,

American

Marine Biologist/Bacteriologist

(l9M)

38.14 No philosopher'sor poet's fancy,no myth of a primitive peoplehasever
exaggerated the importance, the usefulness,and above all the marvelous
beneficenceof the oceanfor the community of living things.
LJ. Henderson,

American

Ecologist

(1960)

38.15 The frillshark has many anatomical features similar to those of the
ancientsharksthat lived 25 to 30 million yearsago. It has too many gills and
too few dorsalfins for a modern shark, and its teeth, like thoseof fossil sharks,
are three-prongedand briarlike. Someichthyologists regardit asa relic derived
from very ancient shark ancestorsthat have died out in the upper waters but,
through this single species
, are still carrying on their struggle for earthly
survival, in the quiet of the deep sea.
Rachel Carson, American Marine Biologist/Author (1961)
38,16 It is only at the beginning of the age of the dinosaurs that the deep sea,
hitherto bare of organisms, was finally invaded by life.
fsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)
38.17 Few organisms have been as well known to the layman but as poorly
known to science as the chambered nautilus.
S[ Bruce Saunders,American Paleontologist (1986)
38.18 They want to punish us because of the turtles. But here we don't care
about the turtles. Since man appeared on the earth he has destroyed whatever
got in his way.
Andreas Logothetis, Greek Mayor (1986)
38.19 lronically, for an organism so persistent in evolutionary time, e
horseshoe crab cannot right itself if flipped by the surf This happens to many
crabs in each tide cycle and only a few of these will be righted by wave action in
a later tide. Perhaps to compensate for this curious inability, a horseshoe crab
can withstand many days of exposure as long as its book lungs remain damp.
J.P Myers, American Zoologist/Ornithologist (1986)
38.20 The whales like to play with stones and seaweed. A male beluga dives
and emerges with a long frond of seaweed swirling about its head. Other
whales instantly rush at him, and there is a great deal of bumping and
squeaking as they tear his trophy into tatters. A whale may swim around for
hours with a plate-sized stone held firmly in its mouth. And often a whale will
The
surface with a stone balanced skillfully but precariously atop its head
moment other whales spot the stone carrier, they bump andjostle him until the
stone falls off
Fred Bruemmer, American Naturalist/Photographer (1986)

39.

Mattcr
Matter is concentrated
energy.Whena
small bit of it is conuerted
to otherforms
of energ!,the resultis an H-bomb,
ISAAC ASIMOV

39.1 Our view is that thereis a matter of the perceptiblJbodies,but that this
is not separablebut is always together with a contrariety,from which the socalled "elements"come to be.
Aristotle,GreekPhilosopher(384B.c.- 322n.c.)
39.2 It is not possible for form to do without matter becauseit is not
separable,nor can matter itself be purged of form.
Robert Grosseteste, English Bishop/Educator

(1168-1253)

39.3 We should note that prime matter, and even form, are neither generated
nor corrupted, inasmuchas every generation is from somethirg to something.
That from which generationarisesis matter; that to which it proceeds is form.
I4 therefore, matter and form were generated, there would have to be a matter
of matter and a form of form ad infinitum. Hence, properly speaking, only
composites are generated.
Saint Thomas Aquinas, Italian Theologian/Scholar (122t1274)
39.4 But if any skillful minister of nature shall apply force to matter, and by
design torture and vex it, in order to [effect] its annihilation, it, on the conrrary
being brought under this necessity, changes and transforms itself into a srrange
variety of shapes and appearances; for nothing but the power of the Creator can
annihilate, or truly destroy it.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman (156l-1626)
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39.5 The greatestinventions are those inquiries which tend to increasethe
power of man over matter.
(1706-1
790)
Benjamin Franklin, AmericanInventor/Statesman
39.6 For in the conceptof matter I do not think ["fj its permanence,but only
its presencein the spacewhich it occupies.
Immanuel

Kant, German Philosopher

(fl2f1804)

39.7 There are three distinctionsin the kinds of bodies,or three states,which
have more especiallyclaimed the attention of philosophical chemists;namely,
those which are marked by the terms elastic
fluids, liquids,and solids.
(176G1844)
JohnDalton, EnglishPhysicist/Chemist
39.8 The first step toward numerical reckoning of the propertiesof matter is
the discovery of a continuously varying action of somekind, and the meansof
measuringit in terms of some arbitrary unit or scaledivision.
William Thomson,Lord Kelvin, British Physicist(1824--19O7,
39.9 We must regard it rather as an accidentthat the Earth (and presumably
the whole solar system) contains t preponderanceof negative electrons and
positive protons. It is quite possiblethat for someof the starsit is the other way
about.
PaulA.M. Dirac, British Physicist(1902-)
39.10 Naturally, some intriguirg thoughts arise from the discovery that the
three chief particles making up matter-the proton, the neutron, and the
electron-all haveantiparticles.Wereparticlesand antiparticlescreatedin equal
numbers et the beginnirg of the universe?[f so, does the universe contain
worlds, remote from ours, which are made up of antiparticles?
IsaacAsimov,AmericanBiochemist/Author(1965)
39.11 If there were not somethirg of mind in matter, how could matter
changethe mind?
Albert Hofmann, SwissChemist(1984)
39.12 There is alreadyoverwhelming evidencethat the visible matter within
galaxiesmay account for lessthan 10 percent of the galaxies'actual mass: the
rest, not yet directly detectable by observers on the earth, is probably
distributed within and around eachgalaxy.
Lawrence M. Krauss, American

Physicist/Astronomer

(1986)

39.13 The physicalstructureof matter aswe experienceit doesnot permit the
existenceof fields like those we have found.
[Discussinga magnetic field of 700 million gaussfound in the white dwarf PG
1031+234.1
Gary D. Schmidt,

American

Astronomer

(1986)

Matter
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39.14 The real questionin everybody'smind is why the universe seems to be
made of matter when, on a cosmicscale,antimatter is just as easy to make. It's

one of the outstanding big mysteries.
Robert L. Forward, American Engineer (1987)

39.15 Even one antihelium particle would be clear proof that there are large
aggregations of antimatter out there. That gets very exciting.
Martin FI. Israel, American Astrophysicist (19g7)
39-16 In theory, whole islands of antimatter could be floaring in the universe,
cut off from matter by the empty void of space. If a large chunk of anrima6er
fell to Earth, the planet would be vaporized in a blinding flash of energy.
Villiam J. Broad, American Journalist (19g7)

40.

Mcdicre
Suchis the respect
_fo,phyticiansthat
whenoneof them
mostpeopleareastonished
falls sick-and yet theydo.
ISAAC ASIMOV

40.1 If thou examinest a man having a break in the column of his nose, his
nose being disfigured, and a [depression] being in it, while the swelling that is
on it protrudes, [and] he had discharg.d blood from both his nostrils, thou
shouldst say concerning him: "One having a break in the column of his nose.
An ailment which I will treat. "
Thou shouldst cleanse [it] for him [with] two plugs of linen. Thou shouldst
place two [other] plugs of linen saturated with grease in the inside of his two
nostrils. Thou shouldst put [him] at his mooring stakes until the swelling is
drawn out. Thou shouldst apply for him stiff rolls of linen by which his nose is
held fast. Thou shouldst treat him afterward [with] lint, every dry until he
recovers.
[From an ancient Egyptian document called "The Edwin Smith Surgical
Papyru5"-1[s earliest known document in the history of science.]
Anonymous (circa 1700B.c.)

40.2 A physician ought to have his shop provided with plenty of all necessary
things, as lint, rollers, splinters: let there be likewise in readiness at all times
another small cabinet of such things as may serve for occasions of going far
from home; let him have also all sorts of plasters, potions, and purging
medicines, so contrived that they may keep some considerable time, and
likewise such as may be had and used whilst they are fresh.
Hippocrates, Greek Physician (460n.c.?-377 n.c.?)
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40-3 I swear-by Apollo_Physician, by Asclepiades,by Health, by panacea,
and all the gogt tld goddesses,making them my witnesses,that actording to
my ability andjudgement I will carry our this oath. . .
To hold my instructor in this art equal to my own parents; to make him
partner in my livelihood; when he is in needof money toshare mine with him;
to treat his family as my own brothers, and to teachthem this art if they wanr
to learn, without chargeor indenture. .
I will give no lethal medicine to anyone if asked, nor suggest any such
counsel.. . . I will use treatment to help the sick accordirg ro my stitt and
judgement but never with a view of injury or wrongdoing. . . .
Into whatever houses I enter I will proceed for the benefit of the
sick, and will abstain from every volunt^ry act of mischief or corruption,
further, from the seduction of females and males, of freemen and slaves.. . .
'$Thateveq
in connectionwith my professionalpractice, or not in connection
with it, I seeor hear,in the life of *irr, which shbuld nor be spokenabroad, I
will not divulge, believingthat all such things shouldbe kept secret..
Hippocrates,

Greek Physician (460 B.c.?-377 n.c.?)

40.4 To do nothing is sometimesa good remedy.
Hippocrates,

Greek Physician (460 B.c.?-3TT n.c.?)

40.5 He will managethe cure best who foreseeswhat is to happen from the
presentcondition of the parient.
Hippocrates, Greek Physician (460n.c.?-377n.c.?)
40.6

Some remedies are worse than the disease.
Publius Syrus, Roman Poet (50?-100)

40.7 V/hile the Kings were quarreling with each other again and once more
making preparations for civil war, dysentery spread throughout the whole of
Gaul. Those who caught it had a high temperature, with vomiting and severe
pains in the small of the back: their heads ached and so did their necks. The
matter they vomited ,tp was yellow or even green. Many peopie maintained
that some secret poison must be the cause of this. The .o,.rtttry-fott imagined
that th.y had boils inside their bodies; and actually this is not as silly as it
sounds, for as soon as cupping-glasses were applied to their shoulders or legs,
great tumors formed, and when these burst and discharged their pus, they were
cured. Many recovered their health by drinking herbs which ari known to be
antidotes to poisons.
Gregory of Tours, Frankish Ecclesiastic/Historian (538-594)
40.8 At the same time died Austrechild, King Guntram's
Queen, and of the
same disease
As Herod had done before her, she is said to have made this
request to the King: "I should still have some hope of recovery if my death
fast
had not been made inevitable by the treatment priscribed for me bi these
wicked doctors. It is the medicines which they have given me which have
robbed me of my life and forced me thus to lose the lighiof d^y.I beseech you,
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do not let me die unavenged. Give me your solemn word, I beg you,
that you will cut their throats the moment that my eyeshave closedin death."
(538'-594)
Gregory of Tours,FrankishEcclesiastic/Historian
40.9 A citizen of Tours called Wistrimund, commonly known as Tatto, was
suffering terribly from toothache.His whole jt* was swollen. He went off to
find this saintly man. Aredius placedhis hand on the bad place,whereupon the
pain immediately stopped and never plaguedthe man again.
(53&-594)
Gregory of Tours,FrankishEcclesiastic/Historian
40.10 In fact, almost everythirg in this isle [Ireland] confers immunity to
poison, and I have seenthat {blk suffering from snake-bitehave drunk water in
which scrapingsfrom the leavesof books from Ireland had been steeped,and
that this remedy checkedthe spreadingpoison and reducedthe swelling.
Bede, English Monk/Scholar

(673?:735)

40.11 And therefore,sir, as you desireto live,
A day or two before your laxative,
Takejust three worms, nor under nor above,
Becausethe gods unequalnumbers love.
These digestivesprepareyou for your purge,
Of fumetery, centaury,and spurge;
And of ground-ivy add a leaf or two.
All which within our yard or garden grow.
Eat these,and be, my lord, of better cheer:
Your father's son was never born to fear.
GeoffreyChaucer,EnglishPoet (1340?-1400)
40.12 Strive to preserveyour health; and in this you will the better succeedin
proportion as you keep clear of the physicians, for their drugs are a kind of
alchemy concerningwhich there are no fewer books than there are medicines.
Leonardo

da Vinci,

Italian

Archite ctl Artist/Inventor

(145?-1519,

40.13 Those generallyrun through the whole courseof life assignedto them
by Heaven who do not derange their bodily organs, but keep them in their
proper state;or if they change,it is for the better, and not for the worse.
Niccol6

Machiavelli,

Italian

Statcsman/Political

Philosopher

(r6%rsz7)
40.14 The Indians of our Occidental Indies use the tobacco to take away the
weariness and to take lightsomeness of their labor, for in their dances they be so
much wearied, they remain so weary, that they can scarcely stir. And so that
they may labor the next day and return to that foolish exercise, they take at the
mouth and nose the smoke of the tobacco and they remain as dead people. And
being so, they be eased in that sort that when they be awakened of their sleep,
they remain without weariness and may return to their labor as much more,
and so they do always when they have need of it. For with that sleep they
receive their strength and be much the lustier.
Nicolas Monardes, Spanish Physician (149F1588)
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40.15 So, then, the Tincture of the Philosophersis a universal medicine, and
consumesall diseases,by whatsoevername they are called,just like an invisible
fire. The doseis very small, but its effect is most powerful. ny meansthereof I
havecured theleprosy, venerealdisease,dropsy,ttre falling sickness,colic, scab,
and similar affiictions; also lupus, cancer,-noli-metangire, fistulas, and the
whole raceof internal diseases,rnore surely than one .o,rld believe.
Paracelsus (Theophrastus
Physician (149L1541)

Bombastius),

Swiss/German

Chemist/

40-16 That physician will hardly be thought very careful of the health of
others who neglectshis own.
Frangois Rabelais, French Monk/Physician/Satirist (1494?-1553?)
40-17 Men today who have had an irreproachable training in the art are seen
to abstain from the use of the hand as from the plague, and for this very reason,
lest they should be slandered by the masters of the profession as barbers. . .
For it is indeed above all things the wide prevalence of this hateful error that
prevents us even in our ege from taking up the healing art as a whole, makes us
confine ourselves merely to the treatment of internal complaints, and, if I may
utter the blunt truth once for all, causesus, to the great detriment of mankind,
to study to be healers only in a very limited degree.
Andreas Vesalius,Belgian Physici anl Anatomist (1514-1564)
40.18

I treated him-God
cured him.
Ambroise Par6, French Surgeon (1517-1590)

4A.19 A healthy body is a guest-chamber for the soul; a sick body is a prison.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-1626)
40.20 If the just cure of a disease be full of peril, let the physician resorr to
palliation.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-1626)
40.21 But that which was most sadd & lamentable was, that in 2. or 3.
moneths time halfe of their company dyed, espetialy in
Jan: & February, being
the depth of winteq and wanting houses & other comforts; being infected with
the scurvie & other diseases, which this long vioage & their inacomodate
condition had brought upon thern; so as ther dyed some times 2. or 3. of aday,
in the foresaid time; that of 100. & odd persons, scarce 50. remained. And of
these in the time of most distres, ther was but 6. or 7 . sound persons, who, to
their great comendations be it spoken, spared no pains, night nor day, but with
abundance of toyle and hazard of their owne health, fetchel them woode, made
them fires, drest them nteat, made thair beads, washed their lothsome cloaths,
cloathed & uncloathed them; in a word, did all the homly and necessarieoffices
for them which dainty and quesie stomacks cannot endure to hear named.
[Discussing the winter of 1 62V7621.]
william Bradford, Arnerican Governor (159Gll6sr)
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40.22 To usher in again old Janus, I send you ^ parcel of lndian perfume,
which the Spaniard calls the holy herb, in regard of the various virtues it hath,
'tis
good for
but we call it tobacco. . . . If moderately and seasonably taken. . .
many things; it helps digestion taken a while after meat, it makes one void
rheum, breaks wind, and it keeps the body open. A leaf or two being steeped
o'er night in a little white wine is a vomit that never fails in its operation. . . .
The smoke of it is one of the wholesomest scents that is against all contagious
airs, for it o'ermasters all other smells. . . . It is good to fortify and preserve the
sight, the smoke being let in round about the balls of the eyes once a week, and
frees them from all rheums, driving them back by way of repercussion. Being
taken backward, it is excellent good against the colic, and taken into the
'twill
heat and clense it.
stomach,
James Howell, Welsh Author (159b1666)
40.23 You are still sending to the apothecaries and still crying out to fetch
Master Doctor to me; but our apothecary's shop is our garden and our doctor a
good clove of garlic.
Anonymous (1608)
40.24 There are affairs and diseases which remedies aggravate at certain
times; and great ability is shown by knowing when it is dangerous to make use
of them.
Frangois de la Rochefoucauld, French Writer/Moralist (1613-1680)
40.25

It is a wearisome disease to preserve health by too strict a regimen.
Frangois de la Rochefoucauld, French Writer/Moralist (1613-1680)

40.26 March 24, 1672. I saw the surgeon cut off the leg of a wounded sailor,
the stout and gallant man enduring it with incredible patience without being
bound to his chair as usual on such painful occasions. I had hardly courage
enough to be present. Not being cut off high enough, the gangrene prevailed,
and the second operation cost the poor creature his life.
John Evelyn, English Diarist (1620-1706)
40.27 How simple the beginnings of this art were, may be observed by the
story of Aesculapius going about the country with a dog and a she-goat always
following, both which he used much in his cures; the first for licking all
ulcerated wounds, and the goat's milk for diseases of the stomach and lungs.
Villiam Temple, English Statesman/Essayist(1628-1699)
40.28 Among the plants of our soil and climate, those I esteem of greatest
virtue and most friendly to health are sage, rue, saffron, alehoof, garlic, and
elder.
William Ternple, English Statesman/Essayist(1628-1699)
40.29 Our physicians have observed that, in process of time, some diseases
have abated of their virulence, and have, in a manner, worn out their malignity,
so as to be no longer mortal.
John Dryden, English Poet/Critic/Dramatist (1631-1700)
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40-30 Wereit my businessto understandphysic, would nor the safeway be to
consultnatureherselfin the history of diseases
and their cures,than espousethe
principlesof the dogmatists,methodists,or chemists?
John Locke, English Philosopher(1632-1704)
'tr/hat
40-31
Doctor is there, who while he treatsa diseaseunknown to him,
might be at ease,until he had clearlyperceivedthe natureof this diseaseand its
hidden causes?
Flermann

Boerhaave, Dutch

Physician

(166g-1739)

40.32 A wealthy doctor who can help a poor man, and will not without a fee,
has lesssenseof humanity than a poor ruffian who kills a rich man to supply
his necessities.It is somethitg monstrous to consider a man of e tiUeral
education tearing out the bowels of a poor family by taki.g for a visit what
would keep them a week.
PoetlPolitician (1672-1719)
JosephAddison,EnglishEssayist/
40.33 [ have patiently born with abundanceof Clamour and Ralary, for
beginnitg a new Practicehere (fot the Good of the Publick) which comeswell
Recommended,from Gentlemenof Figure & Learning, and which well agrees
to Reason,when try'd & duly considered,vrz. Artificially giving the Small
Pocks, by Inoculation, to One of my Children, and Two of my Slaves,in order
to prevent the hazxd of Life. . . . and they never took one grain or drop of
Medicine since,& are perfectly well.
[About the public uproar over smallpox inoculationin Boston.]
Zabdiel Boylston,

American

Physician

(l67yl7

66)

40.34 The art of causingintemperanceand healthto exist in the samebody is
as chimerical as the philosopher'sstone,judicial astrology,and the theology of
the magi.
Frangois-Marie

Arouet de Voltaire, French Author/Philosopher

(r6e4-t778)
40.35 Since the foundation of that town [Nantucket] no epidemical distemPers have appeared, which at times cause such depopulations in other
countries; many of them are extremely well acquainted with the Indian
rnethods of curing simple diseasesand practise them with success.You will
hardly find anywhere a community composed of the same number of
individualspossessirgsuch uninrerruptedhealth.
Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, American Farmer/French Consul to
New York (1735-1813)
40.36 This is much more prevailing among the women
the latter having caught the contagion, though the sherif{
first person in the island [Nantucket], who is an eminent
who I had the pleasure of being well acquainted with,
submitted to this custom [taking opium]. He takes three

than the men, few of
whom I may call the
physician beside and
has for many years
grains of it .'o.ry dry
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after breakfast,without the effectsof which, he often told me, he was not able
to transactany business.
Flector St. John de Crevecoeur, American Farmer/French Consul to
New York (173Y1813)
40.37 Even the taking of medicine serves to make time go on with less
heaviness. I have a sort of genius for physic and always had great entertainment
in observing the changes of the human body and the effects produced by diet,
labor, rest, and physical operations.
James Boswell, Scottish Lawyer/Author (174V1795')
40.38 I have sometimes experienced from nitrous oxide, sensations similar to
no others, and they have consequently been indescribable. This has been
likewise often the case with other persons. Of two paralytic patients who were
asked what they felt after breathing nitrous oxide, the first answered, "l do not
know how, but very queer. " The second said, "l felt like the sound of a harp. "
[Ott his pioneer experiments with the anesthetic nitrous oxide, or laughing
gas.l
Sir Humphrey Davy, English Chemist (177V1829)
40.39 As the heat of the weather increased, we heard of much sickness around
us. The city is full of physicians, and they were all to be seen driving about in
their cabs zt a very alarming rate. One of these gentlemen told us, that when a
medical man intended settling in a new situation, he alwryS, if he knew his
business, walked through the streets at night, before he decided. If he saw rhe
dismal twinkle of the watch-light from many windows, he might be sure rhat
disease was busy, and that the "location" might suit him well. Judging by this
criterion, Cincinnati was far from healthy.
FrancesTirollope, English Wiiter (1780-1863)
40.40 It is by no means easy to enjoy the beauties of American scenery in the
west, even when you are in a neighborhood that affords much to admire; at
least in doing so, you run considerable risk of injuring your health. Nothing is
considered more dangerous than exposure to midday heat except exposure to
evening damp; and the twilight is so short, that if you set out on an expedirion
when the fervid heat subsides, you can hardly get half a mile before "sundown, " as they call it, warns you that you must run or drive home again, as fast
as possible, for fear you should get a "chill. "
Frances Trollope, English Wri ter (1780-1863)
40.41 To Plato, the science of medicine appeared to be of very disputable
advantage. He did not indeed object to quick cures for acute disorders, or for
injuries produced by accidents. But the art which resists the slow sap of a
chronic disease, which repairs frames enervated by lust, swollen by gluttony, or
inflamed by wine, which encourages sensuality by mitigating the natural
punishment of the sensualist, and prolongs existence when the intellect has
ceased to retain its entire energy, had no share of his esteem. A life protracted
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by medical skill he pronounced to be a long death. The exercise of the
art of
medicine ought, he said, to be tolerated so f., ,, that art may serve to cure
the
occasional distempers of men whose constitutions are good. As to those
who
have bad constitutions, let them die; and the sooner th;berter.
Thomas Babington Macaulay,English Historian/Author/Statesman
(1800-18se)
40-42 Refuse to be ill. Never tell people you are ill, never own it to yourself,
r
Illness is one of those things which a man should resist on principle.
Edward Bulwer-Lytton, English Politician/Author (180}1gifl
40.43 If I were a physician I would try my patients thus. I would wheel them
to a window and let Nature feel their pulse. It will soon appear if their sensuous
existence is sound. The sounds are but the throbbing ofiome pulse in me.
Henry David Thoreau, American Writer/Naturalist (1817:1862)
40-44 Let Nature do your bottlitg and your pickling and preservirg. For all
Nature is doing her best each moment to make us well. She exists for no other
end. Do not resist her. With the least inclination to be well, we should not be
sick. Men have discovered-or think they have discovered-the salutariness of
a few wild things only, and not of all nature. ntlhy, "nature" is but another name
for health, and the seasons are but different states of health. Some men think
that they are not well in spring, or summer, or autumn, or winter; it is only
because they are not well in them.
Henry David Thoreau, Arnerican Writer/Naturalist (1817-1862)

40.45
unnecessary noise is the most cruel absence of care which can be inflicted either on sick or well.
Florence Nightingale, English Nurse/Philanthropist (1820-1910)
40-46 Disease is an experience of so-called mortal mind. It is fear made
manifest on the body.
Mary Baker Eddy, American Theologian/Christian Scientist
(1821-1e10)
40-47 It is a terrifyitg thought that life is at the mercy of the multiplication of
these minute bodies, it is a consoling hope that Science will not always remain
powerless before such enemies, since for example at the very beginnirg of the
study we find ,lt, simple exposure to air is sufficient ar times to d.rttot them.
Louis Pasteur,French Chemist/Microbiologist (1822-1895)
40.48 Care more for the individual patient than for the special features of the
disease.
Sir lVilliam Osler, Canadian Physician/Anatomist (184f 1Jt19)
40-49 When I worked on the polio vaccine, I had a theory. Experiments were
done to determine what might or might not occur. I guided each one by
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imaginirg myself in the phenomenonin which I was interested.The intuitive
realm is Constantlyactive-the realm of imagination guides my thinking.
Jonas Salk, American

Medical Researcher/Microbiologist

(1915- )

40.50 Drug use,like war, is not a medicalproblem but a social,political, and
economic one.
Dr. Henry L. Lennard, American

Physician/Author

(1971)

40.51 If more of our resourceswere invested in preventing sicknessand
accidents, fewer would have to be spent on costly cures.. . . In short, we
should build a true "health" system-and not a "sickness"systemalone.
Richard Milhous Nixon,

American

President (1971)

40.52 Their [city children's] environment is their major health problem. Rats,
vermin, lead paint. They live in crowded tenements, many have no heat all
winter. Most are on welfare and don't get the proper nutrition their little bodies
need. They have health problems other children never even dream of
Dr. Evelyn Schmidt, American Physician/Administrator (1971)
40.53 Medicine seems to be sharpening its tools to do battle with death as
though death were just one more disease.
Dr. Leon R. Kass, American Science Society Administrator (1971)

40.54 We can cure most of the chronic casesgiven up as hopelessby the
Westernmedicinemen.
Dr. S.A. Subhan, Indian Government

Hospital

Administrator

(1971)

40.55 10 Golden Rules for Good Health:
1. Have a checkup every year.
2. Be a non-smoker.
3. Drink in moderation.
4. Count eachcalorie.
5. Watch your cholesterol.
6. Learn nutritional values.
7. Find time for leisureand vacations.
8. Adjust to life's daily pressures.
9. Develop an exerciseprogram.
10. Understandyour physicalassetsand limitations.
The American Flealth Foundation (1982)
40.56 Here was a force [malpractice charges] taking away the physician's
right to make a mistake, and their right to intuition. A
humanity-their
complex system of defensive medicine was developing, further driving up
costs by high insurance premiums and because physicians would over-order
tests to protect themselves. Diseases began to have standard treatments, and
even if they weren't successful, it was better to do those than try something

Medicine
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new becausethe threat of malpractice charges brought fear. How can the
doctor give meaningful medicine if every interaction has this elementof fear?
PatchAdams,Americanphysician(19g6)
40-57 There are many similarities between tumor cells and cells of the fetalplacentalunit.
Paul volberding,

American

Researcher (19g6)

40.58 These estimateswould make radon the second-grearesrcause, after
smoking, of America's total lung cancerdeath rate.
Environmental

Prorection

Agency

(1986)

40-59 Physicians are becomitg more attuned to the necessity for individualizing drug doses. That's part of the arr of being t good physician. . . . [otherwise] they'll kill their parienrs.
Elliott

vesell, American

Pharmacogeneticist

(19s6)

40.60 As w9 begin to understandmore of the determinantsof suscepribilitywhich probably won't be reasonablycomplete for another two lifeiimes-we
may be able to develop e type of genetic printout when we're born, [to]
indicate those kinds of environmental insults to avoid becauseof our own
biochemistry.
Edward Calabrese,American Toxicologist (1986)
40.61 As medicine becomes more commercialized, what was defined as
unscrupulous behavior is redefined as normal business. Where once we took
pride in institutions that served the public and served it well, we now measure
sratus by the bottom line.
Keith Schnieder, American Journalist (1986)
40.62 What are survivors like? If there is profile we can share with
others . . . Survivors, in general, are nonconformists, "bad patients. " In one
study of the immune system . . . there was almost a 100 percenr correlation
between the head nurse's opinion of the patient and his immune-sysrem
function: a bad opinion meant a good immune system.
Bernard Siegal, American Surgeon (1986)
40.63 Each person's physical health may be affected by the health sratus of his
or her neighbor. . . . The health of others affects our psychological wellbeing. . . . Decent people-and
we are a decent people-are
offended by
unnecessary pain and suffering, that is by pain and suffering for which there is
a treatment and for which some (who are affluent) are treated.
Rashi Fein, American Medical Writer (1986)
40.64 Jenner's smallpox vaccine remains the most effective vaccine ever
produced. [t actually eradicated a virus. Smallpox is the only disease rhat has
been completely wiped off the face of the earth.
Bernard Moss, American Virologist (1986)
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40.65 Eventually the processof aging, which is unlikely to be simPle,should
be understandable.Hopefully some of its processescan be slowed down or
avoided. In fact, in the next century, we shall haveto tackle the questionof the
preferred form of death.
(1986)
FrancisCrick, British Biophysicist/Geneticist

41o

Mctcorolory
No onehasa sorrierlot than the
weatherman.
He is ignoredwhenhe is
right, but execrated
whenhe is wrong.
ISAAC ASII\4OV

4l.l While I was staying in Carignan, I twice during the night saw porrenrs
in the tky. Thesewere rays of light towards the north, shining so brightly that I
had never seenanything like them before: the clouds were blood-red on both
sides,to the eastand to the west. On a third night theserays appearedagain, at
about sevenor eight o'clock. As I gazedin wonder at them, others like them
began to shine from all four quarters of the earth, so that as I watched they
filled the entire sky. A cloud gleamedbright in the middle of the heavens,and
theserays were all focused on it, as if it were a pavilion the colored stripes of
which were broad at the bottom but becamenarrower as they rose, meeting in
a hood at the_top. In between the rays of light there were other clouds flashing
vividly asif they were being struck by lightning. This extraordinary phenomenon filled me with foreboding, for it was clear that some disasterwas about to
be sent from heaven.
Gregory of Tours, Frankish Ecclesiastic/Historian (533-594)

41.2 Thereafter there were many sailors on the sea and on inland water who
said that they had seen a great and extensive fire near the ground in the northeast which continuously increased in width as it mounted to the sky. And the
heavens_opened into four parts and fought against it as if determined to put it
out, and the fire stopped rising upwards. They saw that fire at rhe first streak of
dawrr, and it lasted until full daylight: this happened on 7 December.
Anonymous (ll2ll
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41.3 The rainbow is the repercussionor refraction of rays of the sun in a
concaveaqueouscloud.
Robert Grosseteste, English Bishop lEdacator

(1168-1253)

41.4 Prospero:Hast thou, spirit,
Performed, to point, the tempest that I bade thee?
Ariel: To every article.
I boarded the king's ship. Now on the beak,
Now in the waist, the deck, in every cabin,
I flamed amazement.SometimeI'd divide
And burn in many places;on the topmast,
The yards, and boresprit would I flame distinctly,
Then meet andjoin. Jove'slightnitrgs, the precursors
O' th' dreadful thunderclaps,more momentary
And sight-outrunning were not. The fire and cracks
Of sulfurous roaring the most mighty Neptune
Seemto besiege,and make his bold wavestremble;
Yea, his dread trident shake.
William Shakespeare,English Dramatist/Poet (1564-1616)
41.5 These days at ten o'clock at night a most alarming wonder has
manifested itself in the skies. The firmament was rent asunder and through this
gap one could distinguish chariots and armies, though to do battle against each
other. This awesome and unusual vision continued from ten at night till about
two of the mornin B, and was witnessed with alarm and dismay by many honest
and trustworthy people. The significance thereof is known but to God
Almighty, Who may graciously prevent the shedding of innocent blood.
Anonymous, BusinessAgent for the Fugger Banking Family (1589)
41.6 The frost continuing more and more severe, the Thames before London
was still planted with booths in formal streets
so that it see'd to be a
bacchanalian triumph or carnival on the water, whilst it was a severejudgement
on the land, the trees not only splitting as if lightning-struck, but men and
cattle perishing in diverse places, and the very seas so lock'd ttp with ice, that
no vessels could stir out or come in. London, by reason of the smoke, was so
filled with the fuliginous steame of the sea-coale, that hardly could one see
crosse the streets, and this filling the breast, so as one could hardly breath. Here
was no water to be had from the pipes and engines, nor could the brewers and
divers other tradesmen worke, and every moment was full of disastrous
accidents.
[Describing the Great Frost, 168]1684.1
John Evelyn, English Diarist (1620-1706)
41.7

[t is the flash which appears, the thunderbolt will follow.
Frangois-Marie Arouet de Voltaire, French Author/Philosopher
(r6eFr778)

41.8 Of all the departments of science no one seems to have been less
advanced for the last hundred years than that of meteorology.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/Author (174yI826)
41.9 Looking at the thunder machine which had been set up, I saw not the
slightest indication of the presence of electricity. However, while they were
putting the food on the table, I obtained extraordinary electric sparks from the
wire. My wife and others approached from it, for the reason that I wished to
have witnesses see the various colors of fire about which the departed Professor
Richmann used to argue with me. Suddenly it thundered most violently at the
exact time that I was holding my hand to the metal, and sparks crackled. All
fled away from me, and my wife implored that I go away. Curiosity kept me
there two or three minutes more, until they told me that the soup was getting
cold. By that time the force of electricity greatly subsided. I had sar at table
only a few minutes when the man servant of the departed Richmann suddenly
opened the door, all in tears and out of breath from fear. I thought that some
one had beaten him as he was on his way to me, but he said, with difficulty, that
the professor had been injured by thunder. .
Nonetheless, Mr. Richmann
died a splendid death, fulfilling a duty of his profession.
Mikhail Vasilievich L omonosoy, Russian Chemist/Physi ci st/Poet

(r7rr-r76s)

41.10 One sourceof deep interest to us, in this new clime, was the frequent
recurrence of thunder-storms. Those who have only listened to thunder
in England, have but a faint idea of the languagewhich the gods speakwhen
they are angry. . . . Every thing seemscolossalon this great continent; if it
rains, if it blows, if it thunders, it is all donefortissimo;but I often felt terror
yield to wonder and delight; so grand, so glorious were the scenesa storm
exhibited.
Frances Thollope, English Vriter

4l.tl

(1780-1863)

Every dew-drop and rain-drop had a whole heavenwithin it.
Henry Vadsworth

Longfellow,

American

Poet (1807-1882)

41.12 Every leaf and twig was this morning covered with a sparkling ice
armor; even the grassesin exposed fields were hung with innumerable diamond
pendants, which jingled merrily when brushed by the foot of the traveler. It
was literally the wreck ofjewels and the crash of gems.
Henry David Thoreau, American Vriter/Naturalist ( 1817-1862)
41.13

A sky without clouds is a meadow without flowers, a sea without sails.
Henry David Thoreau, American Writer/Naturalist (1817-1562)

41.14

Once t dipt into the future far as human eye could see,
And I saw the Chief Forecaster, dead as any one can beDead and damned and shut in Hades as a liar from his birth,
With a record of unreason seldom paralleled on earth.
While I looked he reared him solemnly, that incandescent youth,
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From the coalsthat he's preferred to the advantagesof truth.
He casthis eyesabout him and abovehim; then he wrote
On a slab of thin asbestoswhat I venture here to quoteFor I read it in the rose-light of the everlastingglow:
"Cloudy; variable winds, with local showers;cooler; snotff."
AmbroseBierce,AmericanSatirist(1842-1914?)
41.15 Louisville looked like a new Atlantis with from three-fourths to fourfifths of its total xreealmost eavedeepin dark brown water. Cincinnati, except
in e few high spots, seemed planted in a chocolate sea. Near Evansville,
Indiana, where the Ohio seldom broadensout more than a half mile or quarter
mile, the waters had spread from fifteen to twenty miles beyond the river
banks. The river seemedto cover a dead world, with barnroofs and treetops
and farmhousesbarely visible abovethe tide.
[A reporter's description of an aerial view of the twenty-five dry flood of
1937-the most widespreadflood that ever occurred in America.]
The NewYorkTima (1937)
41.16 The weatherman, unlike the pilot, need not guess.He has got a slide
rule; he hasgot the laws of gases,Charles'sLaw Boyle'sLaw Buys Ballot's Law
at his fingertipt. He has studied thermodynamics, and he has got a new device
that is the biggest thing in weather science since Torricelli invented the
barometer-the radio sonarwith which he can take soundingsof the upper air.
Wolfgang

(re42)

Langewiesche,

American

Science Journalist/Aeronauticist

41.17 A rainfall of fish occurred on October 23, 1947, in Marksville,
Louisiana,while I was conducting biological investigationsfor the Department
of Wild Life and Fisheries.[n the morning of that dry,between sevenand eight
o'clock, fish ranging from two to nine inchesin length fell on the streetsand in
yards, mystifyitg the citizens of that southern town. I was in the restaurant
with my wife having breakfast,when the waitressinformed us that fish were
falling from the sky.
A.D. Bajkov,AmericanBiologist (l94gl
41.18 Steadily the tornado came oD, the end gradually rising above the
ground. I could havestood there only few seconds,but so impressedwas I with
what was going on that it seemeda long time. At last the great shaggy end of
the funnel hung directly overhead.Everything was as still as death. There was
a strong gassy odor, and it seemedthat I could not breathe. There was t
screamitg, hissing sound coming directly from the end of the funnel. I looked
up and to my astonishmentI saw right up into the heart of the tornado. There
was a circular opening in the center of the funnel, about fifty or one hundred
feet in diameter,and extendirg straight upward for a distanceof at leastonehalf
mile. . . . The walls of this opening were of rotating clouds and the whole was
made brilliantly visible by constantflashesof lightning whrch zigzaggedfrom
side to side.
Will Keller,AmericanFarmer(1957)

Meteorology
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41.19 Methane is released by bogs, and some 45 million tons of the same gas,
it has been calculated, are added to the atmosphere each year by the venting of
intestinal gases by cattle and other large animals.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)
41.20 Over the next 88 years, ozone depletion could result in 40 million cases
of skin cancer in the United States, 800,000 of which would end in death.
[From a draft of a study of the potential health effects of the thinning of the
stratospheric ozone layer, by the Environmental Protection Agency. ]
Environmental Protection Agency (1986)
41.21 By the end of the next century, the "greenhouse effect" may increase
temperatures worldwide to levels that have not been reached for at least 100,000
years. And the effects on sea level and on agriculture and other human activities
are likely to be so profound that we should be planning for them now.
John Gribbin, American ScienceJournalist (1986)

12.

Microbiobry
Euerythingaboutmicroscopic
life is
terriblyupsetting.Huw canthingsso
smallbeso important?
ISAAC ASIMOV

42.t

In the year 1657I discoveredvery small living creaturesin rain water.
Antonie

van Leeuwenhoek,

D utch Scientist/Inven

tor (163?-.1723)

42.2 There is scarcea single Humour in the Body of a Man, or of anyother
Animal, in which our Glassesdo not discover fulyriads of living Crearures.
JosephAddison,English Essayist/Poet/Politi"i"tt(167Z-lTlg)
!2:3 Upon viewing the milt or semenMasculinumof a living Codfish with a
MicroscoPe
, such Numbers of Animalculeswith long Tails *.i. found therein,
that at least ten thousandof them were supposedto exist in the quantity of
a
Grain of Sand.
Henry Baker,EngtishMicrobiologistlPoet (1698-lT74l
42.4. Thejoy I felt at the prospectbefore me of being the insrrumenr destined
to take awayfrom the world one of its greatestcalamiiies
[smallpox] . . . was so
excessivethat I sometimesfound myself in a kind of reverie.
Edward Jenner, English Naturalist (1g0}llg72)
42.5 To demonstrate exPerimentally that a microscopic organism actually
is
the cause of a disease and the agent of contagion, I know ,rJother way, in the
present state of Science, than to subject the microbeto the method of cuitivation
out of the body.
Louis Pasteur,French Chemist/Microbiologist (1822-1895)
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42-6 One dty when the whole family had gone to the circus to see some
extraordinary performing apes, I remained alone with my microscope,
observitg the life in the mobile cells of a transparent starfish larva, when a new
thought suddenly flashed across my brain. It struck me that similar cells might
serve in the defense of the organism against intruders. Feeling that
there was in this something of surpassing interest, I felt so excited that ibegan
striding up and down the room and even went to the seashore to collect my
thoughts.
[Otr his discovery of phagocytes. ]
Ilya llich Metchnikov, RussianZoologist (1845-1916)
42.7 When I look back upon the past, I can only dispel the sadnesswhich falls
upon me by gazing into that hrppy future when the infection [puerperal fever]
will be banished. But if it is not vouchsafed for me to look upon that hrppy
time with my own eyes
. the conviction that such a time must inevitably
sooner or later arrive will cheer my dying hour.
[Regarding the opposition to his discovery that puerperal fever was transmitted
to women by the "cadaveric material" on the hands of physicians coming direct
from the post-mortem room to an examination. He discovered that washing
the physician's hands in a solution of chlorinated lime prevented the
transmission of this disease.His doctrine was opposed by many, and he died of
the very diseasehe sought to cure in an insane asylum in 1365.]
lgnaz Semrnelweis, Hungarian Physici an (18471
42.8 It is usually not recognized that for every injurious or parasitic microbe
there are dozens of beneficial ones. Without the latter, there would be no bread
to eat nor wine to drink, no fertile soils and no potable waters, ro clothing and
no sanitation. One can visualizeno form of higher life without the existence of
the microbes. They are the universal scavengers. They keep in constant
circulation the chemical elements which are so essential to the continuation of
plant and animal life.
Selman Abraham Waksman, American Microbiologist (1888-1973)
42.9 Microbiology is usually regarded as having no relevance to the feelings
and aspirations of the man of flesh and bone. Yet, never in my professional life
do I find myself far removed from the man of flesh and bone. It is not only
because microbes are ubiquitous in our environment, and therefore must be
studied for the sake of human welfare. More interesting, and fer more important in the long run, is the fact that microbes exhibit profound resemblances to man. They resemble him in their physical makeupr in their
properties, in their responses to various stimuli; they also display associations
with other living things which have perplexing and illuminating analogies with
human societies.
Ren6J. Dubos, French/American Bacteriologist (1901-1982)
42.10 What do you get when you cross a tobacco plant with a firefly? Not a
cigarette that lights itself, a team of scientists reported from the University of
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California, San Diego, reported last week, but an otherwise normal plant that
emits a faint but constantlight.
LauraMansnerusand KatherineRoberts,American Science
Journalists
(1e86)
42.11 Vith NMR [nuclear magnetic resonanceimaging microscope] we
don't touch the cell at all. We can follow it through time, watch its
development.
James Aguayo, American Biology Researcher(1986)
42.12 Bacteria invented fermentation, the wheel in the form of the proton
rotery motor, sulphur breathing photosynthesis, and nitrogen fixation, long
before our evolution. They are not only social beings, but behave as a sort of
worldwide decentrali zed democ racy.
Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan, American Biologist/Author and
American ScienceJournalist (1986)
o
42.13 Viral nucleic acids can become integrated into the chromosomes of
their host cells, perhaps to evolve into "genes" that sometimes help us but
sometimes cause disease. [t seems equally likely that during the course of
evolution genetic material originally belonging to cells has "escaped" to evolve
into the genomes of infectious viruses (and various subviral agents). This is the
favored explanation for the origin of most viruses, and there is good evidence to
suggest that it is continuirg to rhis d^y.
Andrew Scott, English ScienceJournalist (1986)
42.t4 As medical researchers have gained more experience with recombinant
medicines, they have learned to anticipate side effects, and not to expect
miracles. No longer do researchers expect to clone "cures. " Instead, they are
learning-one
by one-the complex ways in which individual human proteins
behave and how to use these proteins to make modest, but signific ant, inroads
against disease.
Mary Murray, American ScienceJournalist (1982)
42,15

Adam
Had'em.

[Microbes. ]
Anonymous (1987)

13.

Mincrdory
It is strange,but rocks,properlychosen
andpolished,canbe as beautrfrlasflowers,
andmuchmoredurable.
ISAAC ASIMOV

43.1 Gold is found in our own part of the world; not to mention the gold
extracted from the earth in India by the ants, and in Scythia by the griffins.
Among us it is procured in three different ways; the first of which is in the
shapeof dust, found in running streams.. . . A secondmode of obtaining gold
is by sinking shaftsor seekirg among the debris of mountains. . . . The third
method of obtaining gold surpassesthe labors of the giants even:by the aid of
galleries driven to a long distance, mountains are excavatedby the light of
torches, the duration of which forms the set times for work, the workmen
never seeingthe light of d.y for many months together.
Pliny the Elder (Gaius Plinius Secundus), Roman Naturalist/Historian

(2T7e)

43.2 We say that, in very truth the productive cause is a mineralizing power
which is active in forming stones. . . . This power, existing in the particular
material of stones, has two instruments according to different natural
conditions.
One of these is heat, which is active in drawing out moisture and digesting
the material and bringing about its solidification into the form of stone, i;
Earth that has been acted upon by unctuous moisture . .
The other instrument is in watery moist material that has been acted upon by
earthy dryness; and this [instrument] is cold, which . . . is active in expelling
moisture.
Albertus Magnus, German Clergyman/Theologian/Scholar (1200?-12S0)
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43.3 Sarcophagusis t stone that devours dead bodies.
stone monuments are called sarcophagi.

For this reason

Albertus Magnus, German Clergyman/Theologian/Scholar (1200?1280)
43.4 And this is a miracle of nature in part known, namely, that iron follows
the part of a magnet that touches it, and flies from the other part of the same
magnet. And the iron turns itself after moving to the part of the heavens
conformed to the part of the magnet which it touched.
Ro ger Bacon, English Phil o sopher/Cler gym an (122V1292)
43.5 If the Tincture of the Philosophers is to be used for transmutation, a
pound of it must be projected on a thousand pounds of melted Sol [gold].
Then, xt length, will a medicine have been prepared for transmuting the
leprous moisture of the metals. This work is a wonderful one in the light of
nature, namely, that by the Magistery, or the operation of the Spagyrist, a
metal, which formerly existed, should perish, and another be produced. This
fact has rendered that same Aristotle, with his ill-founded philosophy, fatuous.
Paracelsus(Theophrastus Bombastius), Swiss/German Chemist/
Physician (1493-1541)
43.6 There are reported to be six species of metals, namely, gold, silver, iron,
copper, tin, and lead. Actually there are more. Mercury is a metal although we
differ on this point with the chemists. Plumbum cinereum(gray lead) which we
call bisemuturn was unknown to the older Greek writers. On the other hand,
Ammonius writes correctly many metals are unknown to us, as well as many
plants and animals.
Georgius Agricola, German Physician/Politician/Mineralogist

(r4eFlsss)
43.7 Enhydros is a variety of geode. The name comes from the water it
contains. It is always round, smooth, and very white but will sway back and
forth when moved. Inside it is a liquid just as in an egg, as Pliny, our Albetus,
and others believed, and it may even drip water. Liquid bitumen, sometimes
with a pleasant odor, is found enclosed in rock just as in a vase.
Georgius Agricola, German Physician/Politician/Mineralogist
(149t-155s)
43.8 Your Grace will no doubt have learnt from the weekly reports of one
Marco Antonio Bragadini, called Mamugnano. . . . He is reported to be able to
turn base metal into gold. . . . He literally throws gold about in shovelfuls.
This is his recipe: he takes ten ounces of quicksilver, puts it into the fire, and
mixes it with a drop of liquid, which he carries in an ampulla. Thus it
promptly turns into good gold. He has no other wish but to be of good use to
his country, the Republic. The dry before yesterday he presented to the Secret
Council of Ten two ampullas with this liquid, which have been tested in his
absence. The first test was found to be successful and it is said to have resulted

in six million ducats.I doubt not but that this will appearmighty srrangero
your Grace.
Anonymous, BusinessAgent for the Fugger Banking Family (15g9)
43.9 Concerning the alchemist, Mamugnano, DO one harbors doubts any
longer about his daily experiments in changing quicksilver inro gold. It was
reahzed that his craft did not go beyond one po""d of quicksilver. .-. . Thus the
belief is now held that his allegations to produce a number of millions have
been a great fraud.
Anonymous, BusinessAgent for the Fugger Banking Family (1589)
43-10 I then
a great stone, and sitting a while upon it, I fell to weigh in
fPied
my thoughts that that stone was in a happier condition in some respe.trlhrrt
either those sensitive creatures or vegetables I saw before, in regari that that
stone, which propagates by assimilation, as the philosophers say, needed
neither grass nor hty, or any aliment for restoration of nature, nor water to
refresh its roots, or the heat of the sun to attract the moisture upwards to
increase growth as the other did.
James Howell, WelshAuthor (1594-1666)

43-ll Jtly 'l'1, 1656. Came home by Greenwich ferry, where I saw Sir
J.
\Vinter's project of charring sea-coalto burn out the sulphur and renderit sweet
[coke]. He did it by burning the coalsin suchearthenpots asthe glassmenmelr
their metal, so firing them without consuming them, using a bar of irott in each
crucible,or pot, which bar hasa hook at oneend, that so the coalsbeing melted
in a furnace with other crude sea-coalsunder them, ffixy be drawtr o.tt of the
pots sticking to the iron, whence they are beaten off in great halfiexhausted
cinders, which being rekindled make a clear pleasantchamber-firedeprived of
their sulphur and arsenic malignity. What successit may have, tlme will
discover.
John Evelyn,EnglishDiarist (1620-17061
43.12 Hencedusky lron sleepsin dark abodes,
And ferny foliage nesdesin the nodes;
Till with wide lungs the panring bellows blow
And waked by fire the glimering torrents flow;
-Q,tick whirls the wheel, the ponderoushammer falls,
Loud anvils ring amid the trembling walls,
Strokesfollow srrokes,rhe sparkling ingot shines,
Flows the red slag, the lengtheningbar refines;
cold waves,immersed, the glowing masscongeal,
And turn to adamantthe hissing Steel.
Erasmus Darwin,

English physician/poet

(l7}l-1g02)

43.13 To learn . . . the ordinary arrangement of the different strata of
minerals in the earth, to know from their habitual colocations and proximities,
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where we find one mineral; whether another,for which we are seeking, may be
expectedto be in its neighborhood,is usefulThomas Jefferson, American

President/Auth

or (17 4T1826l

43.!4 Ask why God made the GEM so small,
And why so huge the granite?
BecauseGod meant, mankind should set
That higher value on it.
Robert Burns, Scottish Poet (175y1796)

43.15 The essenceof the simplest mineral phenomenon is as completely
unknown to chemists and physicists today as is the essenceof intellectual
phenomenonto physiologists.
ClaudeBernard,FrenchPhysiologist(181F1878)
43.16 Aluminum was once a preciousmetal.
JulesVerne,FrenchAuthor (1828-1905)
43.17 Diamonds have been objects of interest to all classes,but more
especiallyto scientistsand savants,to whom, evenup to this Presentage,they_
are a mystery as to their origin or formation. Some attribute them to be of
celestialorigin, as aerolites,possessirgelectric light; others believethem of
vegetableorigin, sincesomeare found with water cavitiesand also vegetableas
well as animal matter embeddedin them. Workersin them seemto havea more
true and practicalknowledge of them, and feel convincedthat they are more of
a volcanic origin.
SciattificAmeficca(1886)
43.18 The SpaniardsplunderedPeru for its gold, which the Inca aristocracy
had collectedas we might collect stamps, with the touch of Midas. Gold for
greed, gold for splendor, gold for adornment, gold for reverence,gold for
power, sacrificial gold, life-givirg gold, gold for tenderness,barbaric gold,
voluptuous gold.
ScienceVriter
JacobBronowski,Polish/BritishMathematician/
(1908-19741
43.!9 The wonder of crystals is the network of atoms that is constantly
repeated.
Italo Calvino, Italian Author (192y1985)
43.20 Nature's operationsin laying down the world's mineral depositshave
been proceeding over a span of probably two billion years. Now comesman
digging into the storehouse.
C.C. Furnas, American

Chemical

and Aeronautical

Engineer

(1939)

43.21 What is the most common mineral on the earth'ssurface?Most people
would quickly answer,"Quartz," but this is wrong: quartz is second.Wateris a
mineral, the most abundantspecieson the surfaceof our planet.
William

B. Sanborn, American

Rock Collector/Author

(19761

Mineralo

43.22 To the noviceit seemsincredibleto dig out a hard, grayish,round rock,
li"g it with gentle taps of a rock hammer, and haveit pop open, spilling dark
black oil on your hands!
[Describing bitumen-filled geodesfound near Niota, Illinois.]
Villiam

B. Sanborn, American

Rock Collector/Author

(19761

43.23 Quartz crystalscoatedwith proteins such as antibodies,enzymes,and
other biologically active materials may be useful for detecting rraces of
pesticidesand drugs in air.
rvarsPeterson,AmericanscienceJournalist(1986)

11.

ftcMoon
gaueman hisfirst
The Moon and itsphases
with the
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of the calendar
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gods.And with all
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that theMoon is beautiful
, too.
ISAAC ASIMOV

44.1

Splendor of the moon shines down on quiet night,
And night is quiet, quenching fumes and dust.
Moonbeams flood in at the doors,
While rounded flecks come filtered, through the cracks.
On her high tower they wound the yearning wife;
ln western garden sport with men of talent;
Through curtained casement gleam from pearl-sewn threads;
Before the gate shine on the verdant moss;
But in the inmost chamber where the dawn has not yet comeThe limpid radiance-ah, how far away!
Shen Yiieh, Chinese Poet (441'512,

44.2

It is the very error of the moon;
She comes more nearer earth than she was wont,
And makes men mad.
Williarn Shakespeare,English Dramatist/Poet (1564-1616)
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44.3 The moon, the governessof floods.
William

Shakespeare, English Dramatist/Poet

(1564-IGl6)

44-4 I feel sure that the surfaceof the moon is not perfectly smooth, free from
inequalities,and exactly spherical,as a large school of phiiosophersconsiders
with regard to the moon and the other heavenly bodies, but that, on the
contrary, it is full of inequalities, uneven, full of hollows and protuberances,
just like the surface of the earth itselfl which is varied everywhere by lofty
mountains and deep valleys.
Galileo Galilei, Italian Astronomer/Physicist

(1564-1 642\

44.5 It is a most beautiful and delightful sight to behold the body of the
moon.
Galileo Galilei, Italian Astronomer/Physicist (1564-1UZ)
44.6

He made an instrument to know
If the moon shine at full or no;
That would, oS soon as e'er she shone straight,
'twere
Whether
day or night demonstrate;
Tell what her d'ameter to an inch is,
And prove that she's not made of green cheese.
Samuel Butler, English Satirist (l6t}-1680)

44.7

Clouds come from time to time
and bring to men a chance to rest
from lookin g at rhe moon.
Matsuo Bash6, JapanesePoet (164b1694,)

44.8

It is the moon, I ken her horn
That's blinkin in the lift sae hie;
She shines sae bright ro wyle us hame,
But by -y sooth she'll wait a wee!
Robert Burns, Scottish Poet (I75yI7g6')

44.9

The cold chaste Moon, the Queen of Heaven's bright isles,
Who makes all beauriful on which she smiles!
That wandering shrine of soft, yet icy flame,
Which ever is transform'd yet still the same,
And warms, but not illumines.
Percy Bysshe Shelley, English Poet (l7g}-1822)-

44-10 This shall be the test of innocenc*if
I can hear a taunt, and look out
on this friendly moon, pacing the heavens in queenlike majesty, with the
accustomed yearning.
Flenry David Thoreau, Arnerican Writer/Naturalist (1817-lS62)
44-tl
The moon, as the only natural satellite of the earth, plays an important
role in the exploration of outer space and should be used txclusivell. in the
interests of peace and for the good of all mankind.
Andrei Andreyevich Gromyko, Russian Foreign Minister (190f
)

and I'Jature
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44.12 We waited in the quiet gardensunder a full moon, and I had the chance
to ask Armstrong whether, looking up at the moon from the Earth, he could
really believethathehad trod the surfaceofthe Earth'ssatellite."It doesseema
bit unreal now," he replied.
[In Paris, during an around-the-world goodwill tour after the moon landitg.]
Max ![d Kraus, American

Foreign Services Officer (1970)

44.13 We have so many things to do on earth. Why go to the moon? It is a
great waste and the people must pay for it.
Chou En-Lai,

Chinese Politician

(1971)

44.14 [I"] preliminary conclusion,the material from all three seas-the Seaof
Thanquility, the Ocean of Storms, and the Sea of Fertility-is surprisingly
similar in its petrological, mineralogical, and chemical composition, though
certain detailsare different.
AleksandrP Vinogradov,RussianGeochemist(1971)
44.15 It [the moon] looks like it's been molded out of plasterof Paris.
[Spokenwhile aboardthe Apollo 14 spacecraftin lunar orbit.]
Commander

Edgar D. Mitchell,

Jr., American

Astronaut (1971)

44.16 Hey, you're not gonna believe this. It [the moon] looks just like the
map.
[Spokenwhile aboardthe Apollo 14 spacecraftin lunar orbit.]
Major Stuart A. Roosa, American Astronaut (1971)

44.17 The eye of the mind leaps againinto space, searching for the fabulous
dot of the lunar vehicle, So much does its incredible reality fill us once more
with emazement and admiration.
Pope Paul VI (1971)
44.18 It [a moon rock] looks like a dirty potato. I'm afratd they'll have to
clean up the moon before I go there.
Martha Mitchell, Wife ofJohn Mitchell, American Attorney General

(re7rl
44.19 The Earth has no businesspossessingsuch a Moon. [t is too hugeover a quarter Earth's diameterand about r/erofits mass.No other planetin the
Solar System has even nearly so large a satellite.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1976)
44.20 New computer calculations, based on observations from the Voyager
satellites and ground-based telescopes, show that just about every moonexcept the earth's-has experienced millions of years [sic] chaotic tumbling.
A tumbling moon falls end over end, twists sideways, speeds up, slows
down, all the time obeying Newton's completely deterministic laws of motion,
yet defy [sic] prediction in a way that scientists used to consider impossible.
James Gleick, American ScienceJournalist (1987,

45.

Nat al Law
Thereis uery little-flr*ibility in the
behauiorof the (Jniuerse.What it does
once,it doesagain.
ISAAC ASIMOV

45-t Nature produces those things which, being continually moved by ^ certain principle contained in themselves, arrive at a certain end.
Aristotle, Greek Philosopher (384B.c.-322B.c.)
45-2 For it is the nature of that which is the same and remains in the same
state always to produce the same effects, so either there will alwavs be
generation or corruption.
Aristotle, Greek Philosopher (384n.c.-322 B.c.)
45-3 For ourselves, we may take as a basic assumption, clear frclm a survey of
particular cases, that natulal things are some or ali of them subject to change.
Aristotle, Greek Philosopher (384n.c.-322 n.c.)
45-4 Everything which comes to be, comes to be out of, and everythirg
which passes away passes away into, its opposite or somethirg in between. And the things in between come out of the opposites-th.rr .otrs come
olt of pale and dark. So the things which come to be naturally all are or are out
of opposites.
Aristotle, Greek Philosopher (384n.c.-322 n.c.)
45-5 Nature is the principle of movement of its own accord and not by
accident.
Anicius Manlius Severinus Boethius, Roman Philosopher/Statesman
(480?-s24?)
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45.6 Can the cause be reached from knowledg. of the effect with the same
certainty as the effect can be shown to follow from its cause?Is it possible for
one effect to have many causes?If one determinate cause cannot be reached
from the effect, since there is no effect which has not some cause, it follows that
an effect, when it has one cause, may have another, and so that there may be
several causesof it.
Robert Grosseteste,English Bishop/Educator (1168-1253')
45.7 But we must here state that we should not see anything rf there were a
vacuum. But this would not be due to some nature hinderi.g species; for
species is e natural thing, and therefore needs a natural medium; but in a
vacuum nature does not exist.
Roger Bacon, English Phil osopher/Cler gym an (122V1292')
45.8 There are certain things which can exist but do not, and others which do
exist. Those which can be are said to exis t in potency,whereas those which are,
are said to exist in act.
Saint Thomas Aquinas, Italian Theologian/Scholar (122*1274)
4S.g Ir is undoubted truth that everything in this world has a period fixed for
its duration.
Niccold Machiavelli, Italian Statesman/Political Philosopher
(14611s27)
45.10 The law of nature is so unalterable that it cannot be changed by God
Himself
Hugo de Grotius, Dutch Jurist/Philosopher/Diplomat (1538-1645)
45.11

The stars of heaven are free because
In amplitude of liberty
Their joy is to obey the laws.
William Watson,English Poet (1559?-1603)

'When
moves et the same time, nothing moves in
everythirg
43.12
appearance.
Blaise Pascal, French Mathematician/Philosopher/Author (162y1662)
45.13 A body at rest remains at rest and a body in motion remains in uniform
motion in a straight line unless acted upon by an external force; the acceleration
of a body is directly proportioned to the applied force and is the direction of the
straight iine in whi.h th. force acts; and for every force there is an equal and
opposite force in reaction.
IsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-1721)
45.14

Nature and Nature's laws lay hid in night.
God said, "Let Newton be, " and all was light'
Alexander Pope, English Poet/Satirist (1688-1744')

Natural Law

1,69

45.15 The laws of nature are the rules accordirg to which effects
are
produced; but there musr be a lawgiv
these rules. . . . The laws of navigation never steered a rttip, and the law
of
gravity never moved a planet.
Thomas Reid, scottish philosopher (1210-1796)
45-16 The first causes of motion are not in matter; it receives motion and
communicates it, but it does not produce it. . . . A movement which is not
produced by another can only come from an action spontaneous and volunt arfi
inanimate bodies only act by it, and ttrere is no true action without will.
I ean'JacquesRousseau,Swiss/French Phit osopher/A uth ot (17l?-177g)
45-17 The present state of the systern of nature is evidently a consequence of
what is in the preceding moment, and if we conceive of an inielligenc. *hi.h at
a given instant comprehends all the relations of the entities of this universe, it
could state the respective positions, motions, and general effects of all these
entities at any time in the past or future.
Pierre Simon Laplace, French Astronomer/Mathematician (I74ylS27)
45.18

'When

Science from Creation's face
Enchantment's veil withdraws,
What lovely visions yield their place
To cold material laws!
Thomas Campbell, English Poet (1777-1844)

'Tis
45.19
a short sight to limit our faith in laws ro those of gravity, of
chemistry, of botany, and so forth.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(180F1882)
45.20 The chessboard is the world, the pieces are the phenomena of the
universe, the rules of the game are what we call the laws of Nature. The player
on the other side is hidden from us, we know that his play is always fair, just,
and patient. But also we know, to our cost, that he nevLr overlooki a misiake,
or makes the smallest allowance for ignorance.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
45.21

Around the ancient track marched, rank on rank,
The army of unalterable law.
George Meredith, English Novelist/poet (192s-1909)

45-22 People make the mistake of talkirg about "natural laws. " There are no
natural laws. There are only temporary habits of nature.
Alfred North Whitehead, English Mathem aticianlPhilosopher
(1861-1947'
45-23 It helps to remind oneself every so often that over everythirg that exists
there are laws which never fail to operate, which come r,nttitrgl rather, to

ISAAC ASIMOV'S
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manifest and prove themselvesupon every stone and uPon every feather we let
fall. So all etrittg consistssimply in the failure to recognizethe natural laws to
which we are subject in the given instance,and every solution begins with our
alertnessand cottientration, which gently draw us into the chain of eventsand
restoreto our will its balancingcounterweights.
RainerMaria Rilke, Austrian Poet (1875-1926)
45.24 There is no logical way to the discoveryof theseelementallaws. There
is only the way of intuition, which is helped by a feeling for the order lying
behind the appearance.
Albert Einstein,German/AmericanPhysicist(187f1955)
45.25 There is no field of experiencewhich cannot, in principle, be brought
under someform of scientific law, and no type of speculativeknowledg. about
the world which it is, in principle, beyond the power of scienceto give.
AJ. Ayer, British Philosopher(1910-)
45.26 Everything in spaceobeys the laws of physics.If you know theselaws,
and obey them, spacewill treat you kindly. And don't tell me man doesn't
belong out there. Man belongs wherever he wants to go-and he'll do plenty
well when he gets there.
Wernher von Braun, German/American

Rocket Engineer

(l9l?-1977)

16.

Nat

c

Thereseemsto be a feeling that anything
that is naturalmustbegold. Strychnineis
natural.
ISAAC ASIMOV

46.1 Omnia quae secundamNaturam fiunt sunt habendain bonis.
[The works of Nature must all be accountedgood.]
Marcus Tullius Cicero, Roman Orator/Statesman

(106 B.c.-43 B.c.)

46.2 There are no reptiles, and no snake can exist there [Ireland]; for although
often brought over from Britain, as soon as the ship nears land, they breathe the
scent of the air, and die.
Bede, English Monk/Scholar (673?-735\
46.3 He who wishes to see how much nature and the heavens can do among
us should come to gaze upon her.
Francesco Petrarch, Italian Poet/Scholar (1304-1374,
46.4

Fallen Petals rise
back to the branch-I
watch:
Oh... butterflies!
Moritake, JapanesePoet/shinto Priest (r4sLr540)

46.5

Nature is often hidden, sometimes overcome, seldom extinguished.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156t-tOZO;

46.6

We cannot command nature except by obeying her.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman(156l-l62ill
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46.7 All this visible universe is only an imperceptible point in the vast bosom
of nature. The mind of man cannot grasp it. It is in vain that we try to stretch
our conceptions beyond all imaginable space; we bring before the mind's eye
merely atoms in comparison with the reality of things. It is an infinite sphere,
of which the center is everywhere, the circumference nowhere.
Blaise Pascal,French Mathematician/Philosopher/Author (162y1662,
46.8 There is not so contemptible a plant or animal that does not confound
the most enlarged understanding.
John Locke, English Philosopher (1632-1704)
46.9 Nature always springs to the surface and manages to show what she is. It
is vain to stop or try to drive her back. She breaks through every obstacle,
pushes forward, and at last makes for herself a way.
Nicolas Boileau-Despr6aux, French Poet/Critic (1636-17111
46.1A We, too, are silly enough to believe that all nature is intended for our
benefit.
Bernard Le Bovier Sieur de Fontenelle, French Philosopher (1657-1757)
46.11 My bees, above any other tenants of my farm, attract my attention and
respect; I am astonished to see that nothing exists but what has its enerny; one
species pursues and lives upon the other: unfortunately, our king-birds are the
destroyers of those industrious insects, but on the other hand, these birds
preserve our fields from the depredation of crows, which they pursue on the
wing with great vigilance and astonishing dexterity.
Thus divided by two interested motives, I have long resisted the desire I had
to kill them until last year, when I thought they increased too much. . . . I
killed him [a king-bird] and immediately opened his craw, from which I took
l7l bees; I laid them all on a blanket in the sun, and to my great surprise, 54
returned to life, licked themselves clean, and joyfully went back to the hive,
where they probably informed their companions of such an adventure
and escape as I believe had never happened before to American bees!
Flector St. John de Crevecoeur, American Farmer/French Consul to
New York (1735-1813)
46.12 I'd forgive Nature all the rest if she would rid us of these cunning,
'When
the floods rise on our low
devouring thieves which no art can subdue.
grounds, the mice quit their burrows and come to our stacks of grain or to our
heaps of turnipr, which are buried under the earth out of the reach of the frost.
There secured from danger, they find a habitation replenished with all they
want. I must not, however, be murmuring and ungrateful. If Nature has
formed mice, she has created also the fox and the owl. They both prey on these.
Were it not for their kind assistance,[the mice] would drive us out of our farms.
Thus one species of evil is balanced by another; thus the fury of one element
is repressed by the power of the other. In the midst of this great, this
astonishing equipment, Man struggles and lives.
F{ector St. John de Crevecoeur, American Farmer/French Consul to
New York (1735-1813)
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46.13 There is not a sprig of grassthat shootsuninterestingto me.
Thomas Jefferson, American

President/Author

(17 4y1826)

46.14 Nature seems to operate always according to an original general plan,
from which she departs with regret and whose traces we come across
everywhere.
Vic D' Azyr, French Anatomist/Physician (1748-17941
46.15 Without my attempts in natural science, I should never have learned to
know mankind such as it is. In nothing else can we so closely approach pure
contemplation and thought, so closely observe the errors of the senses and of
understanding.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, German Poet/Dratnatist/Novelist
(r74yr832)
46.16 Nature is beneficent. I praise her and all her works. She is silent and
wise. She is cunning, but for good ends. She has brought me here and will also
lead me away. She may scold me, but she will not hate her work. I trust her.
Johann Wolfgang

von Goethe, German Poet/Drarnatist/Novelist

(r749-r8s2'
46.17 Come forth unto the light of things,
Let Nature be your teacher.
William

Wordsworth,

English Poet (177V1850)

46.18 A large party, who had crossed from the American side, wound up the
steep ascent from the place where the boat had left them; in doing so their
backs were turned to the cataracts, and as they approached the summit our
party was the principal object before them. They all stood perfectly still to look
at us.
. Then they advanced in ^ body, and one or two of them began to
examine (wrong side upwards) the work of the sketcher, in doing which they
stood precisely between him and his object. . . . Some among them next began
to question us as to how long we had been at the falls;
. In return we learnt
that they were just arrived; yet not one of them (they were eight) ever turned
the head, even for a moment, to look at the most stupendous spectacle [Nia gara
Falls] that nature has come to show.
FrancesTrollope, English Writer (1780-1863)
46.19

Nature has no more concern or praise for human souls than for ants.
Giacomo Leopardi, Italian Poet (179V1837)

46.20 The study of Nature is intercoursewith the highest Mind. You should
never trifle with Nature.
Jean Louis Agassiz, Swiss/American

46.21

Go on, farr science: soon to thee
Shall nature vield her idle boast:

Naturalist/Geologist

(1807-18731
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Her vulgar fingers formed a tree,
But thou hast trainedit to a post.
Oliver WendellHolmes,AmericanPhysician/Poet/Author(180f1894)
46.22 Nature will tell you a direct lie if shecan.
CharlesRobert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist(1809-1882)
46.23 How indispensableto a correct study of Nature is a perception of her
true meaning. The fact will one d.y flower out into a truth. The seasonwill
mature and fructify what the understandinghad cultivated. Mere accumulators
of facts-collectors of materialsfor the master-workmen-are like those plants
growing in dark forests,which "put forth only leavesinsteadof blossoms."
Henry David Thoreau,American Writer/Naturalist (1817-18621
46.24 Nature, with equal mind,
Seesall her sons at play,
Seesman control the wind,
The wind sweep man away.
Matthew Arnold, English Poet/Critic (1822-1888)
46.25 The investigation of nature is an infinite pasture-ground where all may
graze, and where the more bite, the longer the grass grows, the sweeter is its
flavor, and the more it nourishes.
Thomas Henry HuxleS English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1395)
46.26 In nature there are neither rewards nor punishments-there
consequences.
Robert Green Ingersoll, American Lawyer (1833-1899)

are

46.27 That man can interrogate as well as observe nature was a lesson slowly
learned in his evolution.
Sir William Osler, Canadian Physician/Anatomist (184F19I9)
46.28 Let the mind rise from victory to victory over surrounding nature, let it
but conquer for human life and activity not only the surface of the earth but
also all that lies between the depth of the sea and the outer limits of the
atmosphere; let it command for its service prodigious energy to flow from one
part of the universe to the other, let it annihilate space for the transference ofits
thoughts.
Ivan Petrovich Pavlov, Russian Physiologist (184F1936)
46.29 Men have brought their powers of subduing the forces of nature to such
a pitch that by using them they could now very easily exterminate one another
to the last man.
Sigmund Freud, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst(185C1939)

46.30 In all the short lifetime of Danish summer there is no richer or more
luscious moment than that wherein the lime trees flower. The heavenly scent

Nature
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goes to the head and to the heart; it seems to unite the fields of Denmark with
those of Elysium; it contains both hry, honey, and holy incense, and is half
fairy-land and half apothecary's locker.
Isak Dinesen (BaronessKaren Blixen), Danish Author (188F19621
46.3! The whole of Nature is a mighty struggle between strength and
weakness.
Adolf Hitler, German Dictator (188f1945)
46.32 Natural science is one of man's weapons in his fight for freedom. . .
For the purpose of attaining freedom in the world of nature, man must use
natural science to understand, conquer, and change nature and thus attain
freedom from nature.
Mao Tse Tung, Chinese Political Leader (1893-1976')

46.33 By p,ttting nature to the most embarrassingtests he can devise, the
scientistmakes the most of his lay flair for evidence;and at the sametime he
amplifies the flair itseld affixing an artificial proboscis of punch cards and
quadrille paper.
Willard

van Orman

Quine, American

Philosopher

(1908- )

46.34 I remember discussionswith Bohr which went through many hours
till very late at night and ended almost in despair;and when at the end of the
discussionI went alonefor a walk in the neighboring park I repeatedto myself
again and again the question:Can nature possibiy be as absurd as it seemedto
us in theseatomic experiments?
Werner Karl Heisenberg, German Physicist (1958)
46.35 From beans to bacteria to the scavenger-hunter bond between larval
crabs and jellyfish, symbiotic relationships show that peaceful coexistence is
part of the very foundation of nature.
Robert Masello, American Author (1986)

17.

Nu&ar Encrgy
It wasnot until 1901that humanity
knew that nuclearenergyexisted.It
is understandable

but useles

to wish that we still liuedin the
of 1900.
ignorance
ISAAC ASIMOV

47.1 To the village square,we must bring the factsabout nuclearenergy.And
from here must come America'svoice.
Albert

Einstein, German/American

Physicist (187f1955)

47.2 All in all, the total amount of power conceivably available from the
uranium and thorium supplies of the earth is about twenty times that available
from the coal and oil we have left.
Isaac Asimov, American Biochemist/Author (192G-)
47.3 Contrary to widespread belie{ nuclear power is no longer e cheap
energy source. In fact, when the still unknown costs of radioactive waste and
spent nuclear fuel management, decommissioning, and perpetual care are
finally included on the rate base, nuclearpower may proue to be much moreexpensiue
than conventional energy alternatives such as coal.
CongressionalReport, tfnited StatesCongressionalCommittee (1978)
47.4 Unprecedented opportunities for new scientific experience . . . immediate ground-floor opportunities for dedicated scientists and engineering
personnel who want to be in the forefront of emerging technologies.
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[Advertisementplaced in classifiedsection of The IJew York Timesto recruir
workers for the post-accidentcleanupat Three Mile Island.]
Metropolitan

Edison, Energy Company

Advertisement

(1979)

47.5 I found severalrobins and starlings laying around on top of the hay in
my barn. They flew in there and died. Up at my brother's,the robins. flew in
the porch and fell dead in a peachbasket.It killed our pheasants. . It killed
the quail too, no quail last summer. I didn't seea snakeon the vrhole farm last
summer.It killed the hoptoads.
Charles Conley, American

Farmer-Three

Mile Island area (1980)

47.6 The radiationjust hung right there on the first dry of the accident. There
was a temperature inversion that mornirg. Then after the air began to move
and the radioactivity began to move with it, they commenced monitoring. So
they didn't measure the real heavy burst that was the first release. We don't
know what we got. The equipment that they had here down along the creek,
what they call a "sniffer, " had been through two floods. So that thing was
completely out of shape-the gate was hanging open with the lock off the door.
That was supposed to have been the detector on this side of the river. It wasn't
running at all. It was completely shot. . .
I'd be quite curious to know what degree of radioactivity I was exposed to. tt
was a close call. I did taste the metal. They claim that's an indication of a high
release. And I urrderstand that there were people over in Middletown who had
that metallic taste, too.
Bill Vhittock, American Retired Civil Engineer (1980)
47.7 In a number of ways the accident is still in progress. First, of course, is
the problem of releasing krypton gas into the atmosphere. .
The next way
the accident is still in progress pertains to the large quantities of radioactive
water that remain on site. .
The second body of wateE which concerns us
perhaps the most, is the highly contaminated seven hundred thousand gallons
of water sitting in the basement on the containment building at TMI. Now
that concrete was not constructed as a swimming pool. Yet, it's been filled with
hot water for over a year. There are concerns about seals, pipes, and potential
leakage. If it leaks, it's the Susquehanna River and Chesapeake Bry that will be
contaminated.
Dr. Judith Johnsrud, American Geographer/Environmentalist (1980)
47.8 The problem of the nuclear-power industry is that we have had too few
accidents. .
It's expensive, but that's how you gain experience.
Sigvard Eklund, General Director Atomic Energy Commission (1930)
47.9 That a shutdown of existing reactors would be catastrophic I believe is
selGevident. It is not only the energy that we would lose, it is the $100 billion
investment whose write-off would cause a violent shock to our financial
institutions.
Alvin M. Weinberg, American Scientist (1980)
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47.10 The point is that over and over again, the government and the industry
haveeither lied to or misled the pressand the public about nuclearenergy.And
the press and the public don't trust the industry. They don't trust the
government. V/hether that trust can be rebuilt is a very, very, tough question
for our society.
David Burnham,

American

Environmentalist

(1980)

47.11 I don't think the utility was covering up any information, but it just
was difficult to piece together because there was so much information-so
much information
that it was very difficult to put it together into a
comprehensive and logical story, not only to describe what had happened and
the extent of the accident but to tell what might happen in the future.
Richard Vollmer, American Government Ofhcial (1980)
47.12 The most fundamental lesson of TM[, one that must be continually
emphasized, is that accidents can happen.
Congressional Subcommittee on Energy Researchand Production
(1e80)
47 .13 The major recommendations of the report sidestep the issue of nuclear
safety and stress the importance of addressing "the lack of understandirg of
nuclear power by the public. ". . . In other words, accordirg to the report, it is
an uninformed public, rather than the accident at Three Mile Island, that is to
be blamed for the present widespread concern about the competence of the
nuclear industry and the adequacy of nuclear safety regulation.
Moreove! we would argue that the effort that has been made in this
document to minimize the very serious safety problems that are implicit in
nuclear power generation, and were dramatically highlighted by the accident at
Three Mile Island, does little to restore the credibility of the nuclear option, or
inspire public confidence in the objectivity of Congressional oversight.
F{oward Wolpe and Richard Ottinger, American Congressmen (1980)
47.14 Human civilization is but a few thousand years long. Imagine havirg
the audacity to think that we can devise a program to store lethal radioactive
materials for a period of time that is longer than all of human culture to date.
Jeremy Rifkin, American Writer/Environrnental Activist (1980)
47.15 We have found in our present study nothing inherent in reactors or in
safeguard systems as they now have been developed which guarantees either
that major reactor accidents will not occur or accidents occur and the protective
systems will not fail. Should such accidents occur and the protective systems
fail, very large damages could result.
Government Study for Brookhaven National Laboratory Long Island
(1e82)
47.16 No existing [nuclear power] plant uses foolproof technology, and the
consequences of a meltdown, no matter how remote the probability of its
occurrence, are so serious that any benefits ofnuclear power can neueroutweigh
the risks.
Gerry Waneck, American Environmental Activist (1986)
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47.17 Working at the [Chernobyl] stationis saferthan driving a car.
[Spoken two months before rhe accident.]
Pyotr Bondarenko,

Soviet Safety Official

(1986)

47.18 Severalhighly improbable and thereforeunforeseenfailures.
[Stated cause of accident at Chernobyl Nuclear Power Station, LJSSR,
Saturday,Aprrl 26, 1986.l
Soviet Officials,

Press Conference Release (1986)

47.19 Suddenlytherewas an enormousexplosion,like a violent volcano.The
nuclear reactionshad led to overheatingin the underground burial grounds.
The explosion poured radioactivedust and materialshigh r'rpinto the sky. It
was just the wrong weather for such a tragedy. Strong winds blew the
radioactive clouds hundreds of miles away.
It was difficult to gauge the extent of the disaster immediately, and no
evacuationplan was put into operation right away. Many villages and towns
were only ordered to evacuatewhen the symptoms of radiation sicknesswere
already quite apparent.Tens of thousandsof people were affected,hundreds
dying, though the real figures have never been made public. The large area,
where the accidenthappened,is still considereddangerousand is closedto the
public.
Zhores Medvedev, Russian Biochemist

(1986)

47.20 I'm not suggestingthat we're all about to kill ourselveswith nuclear
waste. I'm just saying we've createdsomethirg that requiresthe highest levels
of human quality perpetually,and I have little confidencethat we are going ro
be up to that challenge.
Amory

Lovins, American

Physicist (1986)

47.21 The important lesson from the Chernobyl disaster is that the best
brains in the world are neededurgently to work on developing safe nuclear
energy, and that the warnings of thesescientistsmust be heededeven when
they say things that their governments and the nuclear power industry do not
like.
Harry J. Lipkin, AmericanPhysicist(1986)
47.22 Neither the Nuclear Regulatory Commission nor the national
laboratorieshave the skills to contain core materials that have melted through
the bottom of a reactor's concrete base mat, preventing them from
contaminating groundwater and migratirg through soil. I-Jnlessthe needed
expertise is developed
officials might consider declaring such a site e
national monument and keeping peopleaway from it-perhaps for hundreds of
years.
[From a study done while Niemczyk was working ar Sandia National Laboratoriesin Albuquerque, NM.]
Susan Niemczyk,

American

Physicist (1986)

48.

Nu&ar \[bapons
f7

0Jnucrcarweapons
The mereexi.stence
is an incontrouertible
by the thousands
stgnof humaninsanity.
ISAAC ASIMOV

48.1 I am very unhappy to conclude that the hydrogen bomb should be
develop.d and built.
Harold ClaytonUreS AmericanPhysicist(1893-1981)
48.2 I am becomeDeath, the destroyerof worlds.
J. Robert Oppenheimer,AmericanPhysicist(1945)
48.3 The effectscould well be calledunprecedented,magnificent, beautiful,
stupendous,and terrifyirg. No man-made phenomenonof such tremendous
power had ever occurred before. The lighting effects beggareddescription.
The whole country was lighted by a searing light with the intensity many
times that of the midday sun. It was golden, purple, violet, graf, and blue. It
lighted every peak, crevasse,and ridge of the nearby mountain range with a
clarity and beauty that cannotbe describedbut must be seento be imagined.
Brigadier General Thomas Farrell, American Soldier (1945)
48.4 There was a mushroom, of course, and under it the city seemed to just
be a black, billowitg layer of boiling tar.
[Describing Hiroshima after impact of atomic bomb dropped by the Enola Coy
with Tibbetts as commander.]
Colonel Paul TibbettS, Jr., American Soldier (1945)
48.5 One would have to have been brought up in the "spirit of militarism" to
understand the difference between Hiroshima and Nagasaki on the one hand,
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and Auschwitz and Belsen on the other. The usual reasonirg is the following:
the former caseis one of warfare, the latter of cold-blooded slaughter.But the
plain truth is that the people involved are in both instancesnonparticipants,
defenselessold people, women, and children, whose annihilation is supposed
to achievesomepolitical or military objective. . . . I am certain that the human
race is doomed, unlessits instinctive detestationof atrocities gains the upper
hand over the artificially constructedjudgment of reason.
Max Born, German/British

Physicist (1953)

48.6 We will not act prematurely or unnecessarilyrisk the costs of worldwide nuclear war in *hi.h even the fruits of victory would be ashesin our
mouth. But neither will we shrink from that risk at any time it musr be faced.
[From a televisionaddressduring the Cuban missile crisis, on October 22.]
John F. Kennedy, American

President (1962,

48.7 Certainly, speaking for the United States of America, I pledge thar, as
we sign this treaty in an era of negotiation, we consider it only one step toward
a greater goal: the control of nuclear weapons on earth and the reduction of the
danger that hangs over all nations as long as those weapons are not controlled.
Richard Milhous Nixon, American President (1971)
48.8 We are engaged in negotiations with the U.S.A. on a limitation of
strategic armaments. Their favorable outcome would make it possible to avoid
another round in the missile arms race and to release considerable resources for
constructive purposes. We are seeking to have the negotiations produce positive
results.
Leonid I. Brezhnev, Russian Communist Party Leader (197I)
48.9 But of all environments, that produced by man's complex technology is
perhaps the most unstable and rickety. [n its present form, our society is not
two centuries old, and a few nuclear bombs will do it in.
To be sure, evolution works over long periods of time and two centuries is
far from sufficient to breed Homo technikos. .
The destruction of our technological society in a fit of nuclear peevishness
would become disastrous even if there were many millions of immediate
survivors.
The environment toward which they were fitted would be gone, and
Darwin's demon would wipe them out remorselessly and without a backward
glance.
Isaac Asimov, American Biochemist/Author (1976,
48.10 There was a loudspeaker that reported on the time left before the blast:
"lminus
ten minute5"-5e111ething like that. The last few seconds were
counted off one by one. We had all turned away. At zero there was the flash. I
counted and then turned around. The first thing I saw was e yellow-orange
fireball that kept getting larger. As it grew, it turned more orange and then red.
A mushroom-shaped cloud of glowing magenta began to rise over the desert
where the explosion had been. My first thought was, "My God, that is
beautiful!"
Jeremy Bernstein, American Physicist/Author (1982)
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48.11 Today only the SovietUnion is preparednot only to wage war in space,
but also to support Earth-basedconflict using spaceresources.
Nicholas Johnson, American

Aeronautics Engineer (1982)

48.12 The propaganda is being disseminated that the United States,
supposedly,is developing spaceweaponry programs only to hear that similar
projects had been launched in the USSR. All this is a premeditatedlie, a
propagandisticmyth. The Soviet governmenthas undeviatingly striven to see
that spacewill becomean arenaof exclusivelypeacefulcooperation.
[From Prauda,August 1982.]
Colonel A.Tl Timofeyev,

Soviet Politician

(1982)

48.13 All of a suddenthe rock I was lying on startedpitching back and forth.
I could hear rock slidesand boulders falling. I tried getting up, but the earth
was rocking too much. I couldn't do anything; it was pitching back and forth
so much.
[One of six protestersfrom Rocky Mountain PeaceCenter attempting to hike
to ground zero on PahuteMesa to stop a nuclearweapontest. Action described
above took place at 7:27 P.M. Wednesday,
June 25, about 31/zmiles west of
ground zero, during the explosion.]
Marcia Klotz, American Nuclear Protester (1986)
48.14 In the view of arms-control experts, Soviet-American reductions in
nuclear arms may outweigh worry over smaller countries' arming themselves.
But the experts say even an accord between the Soviet union and the United
States would leave a nuclear threat hanging over the world.
John FI. Cushman, Jr., American Journalist (1986)
48.15 Anyone who has studied the ineffectual efforts of Leo Szilard, James
Franck, and Albert Einstein to prevent the atomic bombing of Hiroshima can
have little hope that a decisive weapon that works will not be deployed.
Jerome Grosslman, American Political Activist (1986)
48.16 Little has emerged about the effort that the USSR put into its nuclear
weapons program. Yet it was an astonishing achievement. It took the
Americans less than four years, starting from scratch, to make the first bomb.
But American industry was advanced and unscarred by war. The
corresponding Soviet effort took six years (1943-49), but Soviet industry was
backward and the country was largely devastated by war. The building of a
major atornic program under such conditions is testimony to Stalin's determination; to the organi zational drive of Zavenyagrn; and to the colossal sacrifices which must have been imposed upon the unknowing Soviet
populace, whose real needs at that time must rather have been for houses and
food.
Peter Kelly, English Atomic Energy Legislator (1986)

49.

Obsenration
SherlockHolmespointedout that one
mightsee,yet not obsen)e,That'sa
basiccauseof muchhumanfailure,
ISAAC ASIMOV

49.1 Where there is no vision the peopleperish.
The Bihle(circa725n.c.)
49.2 Scienceis nothing but perception.
Plato,GreekPhilosopher(427B.c.?-347
n.c.?)
49.3 Without experiencenothing can be sufficiently known. For there are two
modes of acquiring knowledg., namely, by reasoning and by experience.
Reasoningdraws a conclusionand makesus grant the conclusion,but does not
make the conclusioncertain . . . unlessthe mind discoversit by the method of
experience.
Roger Bacon,English Philosopher/Clergym
an (122V1292')
49.4 Men are more apt to be mistaken in their generalizationsthan in their
particular observations.
Niccold

Machiavelli,

Italian

Statesman/Political

Philosopher

(r46yrs27l
49.5 Man, being the servant and interpreter of Nature, can do and understand
so much and so much only as he has observed in fact or thought of the course of
nature; beyond this he neither knows anything nor can do anything.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-1626)
49.6 People who look for the first time through a microscope say now I see
this and then I see that-and even a skilled observer can be fooled. On these
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observations I have spent more time than many will believe, but I have done
them with joy, and I have taken no notice of those who have said why take so
much trouble and what good is it?
Antonie van Leeuwenhoek, Dutch Scientist/Inventor (1632-1723)
49.7

While bright-eyed Science watches round.
Thomas Gray English Poet (1716-177l)

49.8 To behold is not necessary to observe, and the power of comparing and
combinirg is only to be obtained by education. It is much to be regretted that
habits of exact observation are not cultivated in our schools; to this deficiency
may be traced much of the fallacious reasoning, the false philosophy which
prevails.
Alexander von Humboldt, German Naturalist/ Statesman(I7 6y1859)
49.9 Fancy may take its flight far beyond the ken of eye or of telescope. It may
expiate in the outer regions of all that is visible-and shall we have the boldness
to say, that there is nothirg there?
Thomas Chalmers, Scottish Theolo gianl Author (1780-18471
49.10 Could a spectator exist unsustained by the earth, or any solid support,
he would see around him at one view the whole contents of space-the visible
constituents of the universe: and, in the absence of any means ofjudging their
distances from him, would refer them, in the directions in which they were
seen from his station, to the concave surface of an imaginary sphere, having his
eye for a center, and its surface at some vast indeterminate distance.
Sir John Herschel, English Astronomer (1792-1371)
49.11 The sight of the deep-blue sky, and the clustering stars above, seems to
impart a quiet to the mind.
Villiam Cullen Bryant, American Poetfiournalist/Critic (l79FlS78)
49.12 Man cannot afford to be a naturalist, to look at Nature directly, but
only with the side of his eye. He must look through and beyond her, to look at
her is fatal as to look at the head of Medusa. It turns the man of science to
stone. I feel that I am dissipated by so many observations. I should be the
magnet in the midst of all this dusr and filings.
Henry David Thoreau, American Writer/Naturalist (1817-1862)
49.13

See first of all, and argue afterwards.
Jean Henri Fabre, French Entomologist/Naturalist (182F1915)

49.14

I scrutinize life.
Jean Henri Fabre, French Entomologist/Naturalist (182f1915)

49.15 An independent reality in the ordinary physical sense can be ascribed
neither to the phenomena nor to the agencies of observation.
Niels Henrik David Bohr, Danish Physicist (1885-19621
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49.16 You can observea lot just by watching.
Yogi Berra,AmericanBaseballCoach/Player
(1925-)
49.17 One wonderswhether the rare ability to be completelyattentivetoo and
to profit by, Nature'sslightestdeviationfrom the conductexpectedof her is not
the secretof the best researchminds and one that explainswhy somemen turn
to most remarkably good advantageseemingly trivial accidents.Behind such
attention lies an unremitting sensitivity.
Alan Gregg, English Scientist/Auth

or (1941)

49.18 In a sense, the galaxy hardest for us to see is our own. For one thing,
we are imprisoned within it, while the other galaxies can be viewed as a whole
Furthermore, we are far out from the center, and to make
from outside. .
matters worse, we lie in a spiral arm clogged with dust. In other words, we are
on a low roof on the outskirts of the city on a foggy dry.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)

49.19 In observationof the natural world lie the seedsof scientific innova. The inventor of the ubiquitous Velcro made his fortune by imitating
tion.
in plastic the tiny hooks of a burdock.
ChristopherHallowell, AmericanWriter (1986)
49.20 The vital act is the act of participation. "Participator" is the incontrovertiblenew conceptgiven by quantum mechanics.It strikesdown the term
"observer" of classicaltheory,the man who standssafelybehind the thick glass
wall and watcheswhat goeson without taking part. It can't be done, quantum
mechanicssays.
John Wheeler,AmericanPhysicist(1986)
49.21 At any time we can seeonly the objectsfrom which light has had time
to get to us since the beginnitg of the universe. Could I have been around
when the cosmoswas one secondold, we could haveseenonly objectslessthan
one light-second away, not as far as the moon now is. As time goes on, each
observer seesobjects farther and farther away.
Dietrick

E. Thomsen,

American

Science Journalist

(1987)

50.
Occffigr@y
It is a sign of ourpower,and lur criminal
-fotty,that we canpollutethe uastocean
andaredoing so.
ISAAC ASIMOV

50.1 Multitudinous laughter of the wavesof ocean.
Aeschylus,GreekDramatist(525B.c.?-456
n.c.?)

50.2 Nature'sgreat and wonderful power is more demonstratedin the seathan
on the land.
Pliny the Elder (GaiusPlinius Secundus),
RomanNaturalist/Historian
(2T7e'

50.3 God quickenedin the sea,and in the rivers
So many fishesof so many features
That in the waters we may seeall creatures.
Even all that on the earth are to be found.
As if the world were in deep waters drowned.
For seas-as well as skies-have sun, moon, stars,
As well as air-swallows, rooks, and stares;
As well as earth-wines, roses,nettles,melons,
Mushrooms, pinks, gilliflowers, and many millions
Of other plants more rare, more strangethan these,
As very fishesliving in the seas;
As also rams, calves,horses,hares,and hogs,
Wolves,urchins, lions, elephants,and dogs.
Guillaurne
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de Salluste du Bartas, French Poet/Diplomat

(1544-1590)
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50.4 He who ascribes the movement of the seas to the movement of the earth
assumes a purely forced movement; but he who lets the seas follow the moon
makes this movement in a certain way a natural one.
JohannesKepler, German Astronomer/Mathematician (1571-1630)
50.5

The springtime sea:
all day long up-and-down,
up-and-down gently.
Thniguchi Buson, JapanesePoet/Painter (1715-1783)

50.6 The ever-raging ocean was all that presented itself to the view of this
family; it irresistibly attracted -y whole attention: my eyes were involuntarily
directed to the horrzontal line of that watery surface, which is ever in motion
and who is the landman
and ever threatening destruction to these shores
that can behold without affright so singular an element, which by its
impetuosity seems to be the destroyer of this poor planet, yet at particular
times accumulates the scattered fragments and produces islands and continents
fit for men to dwell on!
Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, American Farmer/French Consul to
New York (1735-1813)
50.7

The ocean, like the air, is the common birthright of mankind.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/Author (174y1826)

50.8

The sea is like a silvery lake,
And o'er its calm the vessel glides
Gently as if rt fear'd to wake

",*"'"lt:*?f

ir:::y;**lF;"u'ducator(tr7vt863)

50.9 There is a river in the ocean.
[The Gulf Stream.]
MatthewFontaineMaury,AmericanNavalOfficer/Oceanographer
(1806-1873)
50.10 The seafrom its extremeluminousnesspresenteda wonderful and most
beautiful appearance.Every part of the water which by day is seenas foam,
glowed with a pale light. The vesseldrove before her bows two billows of
liquid phosphorus,and in her wake was a milky train. As far as the eye reached
the crest of every wave was bright; and from the reflectedlight, the sky just
above the horrzon was not so utterly dark as the rest of the Heavens.It was
impossibleto behold this planeof matter, asif it were melted and consumedby
heat, without being reminded of Milton's description of the regions of Chaos
and Anarchy.
CharlesRobert Darwin, EnglishNaturalist/Evolutionist(180f1882)
50.11 A life on the oceanwave,
A home on the rolling deep,
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For the spark that nature gave
I have the right to keep.
AmbroseBierce,American Satirist(lg4z-lgr4?')
50-12 They had neither compass,nor astronomicalinstruments, nor any of
the appliancesof our time for findirg their position at sea;they could only sail
by the sun, moon, and stars,and it seemsincomprehensiblehow for days and
weeks, when thesewere invisible, they were able to find their coursethrough
fog and bad weather; but they found it, and in the open craft of the Norwegiin
Vikings, with their squaresails, fared north and west over the whole ocean,
from Novaya Zemlya and Spitsbergento Greenland, Baffin Bay, Newfoundland, and North America.
Fridtjof Nansen,NorwegianExplorerlZoologist (1861-1930)
50-13 Studentsof oceanographyfrom most maritime nationslament the fact
that we make so little use of the countlesstons of marine vegetationoccurrirg
along our coasts.Blessedas we are with a vast wealth of teirestrial resources,
we have given far too little heed to the natural resourcesof the sea.
Claude E. Zobell, American

Marine Biologist/Bacteriologist

(1944)

50.14 There were tides in the earth, long before there was an ocean.
Rachel Carson, American

Marine Biologist/Author

(1961)

'When
50-15
I think of the floor of the deepsea,the single,overwhelming fact
that Possesses
my imagination is the r..u*ulation of sJiments.
Rachel Carson, American

Marine Biologist/Author

(1961)

50-16 An underwater-listeningdevice, the "hydrophone," has, in recent
years,shown that seacreaturesclick, grunt, snap,moan, and, in general,make
the oceandepths as maddeningly noisy as ever ttr. land is.
IsaacAsimov,AmericanBiochemist/Author(1965)

51o

Optrcs
The rainbow,"the bridgeof thegods,"
prouedto be the bridgeto lur understanding
of light-much moreimportAnt,
ISAAC ASIMOV

51.1 The light of the body is the eye.
TheBible(circa325e.o.)
51.2 Concerning vision alone is a separatescienceformed among philosophers, namely, optics, and not concerningany other sense. .
It is possible
that some other sciencemay be more useful, but no other sciencehas so much
sweetnessand beauty of utility. Therefore it is the flower of the whole
philosophy and through it, and not without it, can the other sciencesbe known.
Ro ger Bacon, English Phil os opher/ Cler g ym an (1220-1292)

51.3 The first marvel of painting is that it appearsdetachedfrom the wall or
other flat surface,deceivingpeopleof subtlejudgment with this object that it is
not separatedfrom the wall's surface.
Leonardo

da Vinci,

Italian Architect/Artist/Inventor

(1452-1519)

51,4 Perspective is a most subtle discovery in mathematical studies, for by
means of lines it causes to appear distant that which is near, and large that
which is small.
Leonardo da Vinci, Italian Architect/Artist/Invent or (145?-1519)

51.5 About ten months ago [1609]a report reachedmy earsthat a Dutchman
[Hans Lippershey] had constructeda telescope,by the aid of which visible
objects, although at a great distancefrom the eye of the observer,were seen
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distinctly as if near; and someproofs of its most wonderful performanceswere
reported, which some gave credenceto, but others contradicted.A few days
after, I received confirmation of the report in a letter written from Paris by t
noble Frenchman, JacquesBadovere, which finally determined me ro give
myself to inquire into the principle of the telescope,and then to considerthe
meansby which I might compassthe invention of a similar instrument, which
after a little while I succeededin doing, through deep study of rhe theory of
refraction; and I prepareda tube, at first of lead, in the ends of which I fitted
two glasslenses,both planeon one side, but on the other side one spherically
convex and the other concave.
Galileo Galilei, Italian Astronomer/Physicist(156F1642)
51.6 Why grassis green,
or why our blood is red
Are mysterieswhich
none have reach'd unto.
John Donne, English Poet/Essayist/Clergyman

(1572-1631)

51.7 Pictures,propagatedby motion along the fibers of the optic nerves in the
brain, are the causeof vision.
fsaac Newton,

English Physicist/Mathematician

(1642-1727)

51.8 Why has not man a microscopiceye?
For this plain reason,man is not a fly.
AlexanderPope,EnglishPoet/satirist(1688-1744)
51.9 I. . . formerly had two pair of spectacles,
which I shiftedoccasionally,
as
in travelling I sometimes read, and often wanted to regard the prospects.
Finding this change troublesome, and not always sufficiendy ready,I had the
glassescut, and half of each kind associatedin the same circle. . . . By this
means,as I wear my spectacles
constantly,I haveonly to move my eyesup or
down, as I want to seedistinctly far or near, the proper glassesbeing always
ready.
Benj arnin Franklin,

Ameri can fnventor/ Statesma n (17 0f;t7 90)

51.10 As for what I have done as a poet, I take no pride in whatever. Excellent
poets have lived at the same time with me, poets more excellent lived before
me, and others will come after me. But that in my country I am the only person
who knows the truth in the difficult science of colors -of that, I say, I am not a
little proud, and here have a consciousnessof superiority to many.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, German Poet/Drarnatist/Novelist
(r74yr832)
'Where
51.11
the telescope ends, the microscope begins. Which of the two has
the grander view?
Victor Flugo, French Poet/Novelist/Drarnatist (1802-1885)

Optics
51.12 Put by the Telescope!
Better without it man may see,
Stretch'd awful in the hush'd midnight,
The ghost of his eternity.
Coventry

Patmore,

English

Poet (1823F1S96)

51.13 Faith is a fine invention
For gentlemenwho see;
But microscopesare prudent
In an emergency.
Emily

Dickinson,

American

Poet (1830-1886)

'!7hen
51.14
the Romans besieged the town (itt 2I2 to 210 B.c.), he
[Archimedes]is said to have burned their shipsby concentratittgon rhem, by
meansof mirrors, the sun'srays. The story is highly improbable, but is good
evidenceof the reputation which he had gained among his contemporariesfor
his knowledge of optics. At the end of this siegehe was killed.
Alfred

North

Whi tehead, En gl i sh Mathem atician lPhil osoph er

(1861-1e471
51.15 If a fly had an eyelike ours, the pupil would be so small that diffraction
would render a clear image impossible. The only alternative is to unite a
number of small and optically isolatedsimple eyesinto a compoundeye, and in
the insect Nature adopts this alternativepossibility.
CJ. van der Horst, Dutch

Zoologist

(1933)

l

52.

ftc Originof Lffe
Somemightaccepteuolution,,f it allowed
humanbeingsto be created
by Cod, but
euolutionwon't work halfway.
ISAAC ASIMOV

52.1 God said, "Let the earth produce vegetation.. . . Let the earth produce
every kind of living creature.. . ." God said, "Let us make man in our image,
in the likenessof ourselves,and let them be mastersof the fish of the sea,the
birds of heaven,the cattle, all the wild beasts,and all the reptiles that crawl
upon the earth."
TheBible(circa725n.c.)
52.2 But somethirg elsewas needed,a finer being,
More capableof mind, a sage,a ruler,
So man was born, it may be, in God's image,
Or Earth, perhaps,so newly separated
From the old fire of Heaven, still retained
Some seedof the celestialforce which fashioned
Gods out of living clay and running water.
Ovid (PubliusNassoOvidius),RomanPoet(43n.c.-17e.n.?)
52.3 You have been consideringwhether the chicken camefirst from the egg
or the egg from the chicken.
Ambrosius Theodosius Macrobius, Roman Philosopher (39H23 a.o.)
52.4 He created the heavens and the earth in accordance with the
requirements of wisdom. He makes the night to cover the d^y, and He makes
the dry to cover the night; and He has pressed the sun and the moon into
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service;ea+ pursues its course until an appointed time. . . . He createdyou
from a singlebeing; then from that He made its mate; and He has sentdown for
you eight headof cattlein pairs. He createsyou in the wombs of your mothers,
creationafter creation,in threefold darkness.
TheKoran(circa650e.o.)
52.5 Although it be a known thing subscribedby all, that the foetus assumes
its origin and birth from the male and female, and consequentlythat the eggeis
produced by the cock and henne, and the chicken out ol the egge, y.t tt.iiher
the schools of physicians nor Aristotle's discerning brain have disclosed the
manner how the cock and its seeddoth mint and coin the chicken out of the
egge.
William Harvey,English Anatomist/Physician(1578-1
657)
52.6 All things from an egg.
Villiam Harvey,English Anatomist/Physician(1578-1
657)
52.7 As for me, sir, I havenot studied like you, God be thanked, and no one
could boast that he had ever taught me anything; but with my small grain of
common sense,my dwarfish intellect, I seethings better than books can teach
me, and I understand very well that this world, which we see, is not a
mushroom which has sprung up in one night. I should like to ask you who has
made thesetrees there, theserocks, this Jarth, and this heaventhere on high,
and whether all that has been made by itself?
Moli6re (fean-BaptistePoquelin),FrenchDramatist(162?-16731
52.8 But the dreams about the modes of creation, enquiries whether our
globe has been formed by the agency of fire or water, how many millions of
years it has cost Vulcan or Neptune to produce what the fiat of the Creator
would effect by t single act of will, is too idle to be worth a single hour of any
man's life.
ThomasJefferson,AmericanPresident/Author(174y1826)
52.9 Every cell from a cell.
Rudolf

Virchow,

German Patholo gist/ Statesman ( 182 1 -1902)

52.10 Every living thing from a living thing.
Louis Pasteur,French Chemist/Microbiotogist (1822-1895)
52.11

Spontaneous generation is a chimera.
L ouis Pasteur,French Chemi st/Mi crobiol o gi st (182?-1895)

52.12

Some call it evolution,
And others call it God.
william Herbert carruth, English poet (1g59-1924)

'When
52-13
ultra-violet light acts on a mixture of water, carbon dioxide, and
ammonia, a vast variety of organic substances are made, including sugars and
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apparently some of the materialsfrom which proteins are built up. . . . before
the origin of life they must have accumulatedtill the primitive oceansreached
the consistencyof hot dilute soup. . . . The first living or half-living things
were probably large molecules synthesizedunder the influence of the sun's
radiation, and only capable of reproduction in the particularly favorable
medium in which they originated. . .
It is probable that all organismsnow alive are descendedfrom one ancestor,
for the followitrg reason.Most of our structural moleculesare asymmetrical,as
shown by the fact that they rotate the plane of polarized light, and often form
asymmetrical crystals. But of the two possible types of any such molecule,
related to one another like a right and left boot, only one is found throughout
living nature. The apparent exceptions to this rule are all small molecules
which are not used in the building of the large structures which display the
phenomenaof life.
Haldane,English Geneticist(1892-l9U)
John Burdon Sanderson
52.14 The first organic substanceswhich had hitherto remained in the
atmospherewere now dissolvedin the water and fell to the ground with it. . .
'lUhen
thesesubstancesfell from the atmosphereinto the primeval ocean they
did not stop interacting with one another. Individual componentsof organic
substancesfloating in the water met and combined with one another..
Substanceswith large and complicated particles have a great tendency to
form colloidal solutions in water. . . . For various, sometimesextremely slight
causes,the dissolvedsubstancescome out of the colloidal solution in the form
of precipitates, coagula, or gels. It is impossible, incredible, to suppose that in the course of many hundreds or even thousandsof years during
which the terrestrial globe existed, the conditions did not arise "by chance"
somewhere which would lead to the formation of a gel in a colloidal
solution. . . . With certain reservationswe can even considerthat first piece of
organic slime which cameinto being on the Earth as being the first organism.
A.I. Oparin, RussianScientist(1924)
52.15 Almost in the beginning was curiosity.
Isaac Asimov, American

Biochemist/Author

(1965)

52.16 Considering the difficulties represented by the lack of wate! by
extremes of temperature, by the full force of gravity unmitigated by the
buoyancy of water, it must be understood that the spreadto land of life forms
that evolvedto meet the conditionsof the oceanrepresentedthe greatestsingle
victory won by life over the inanimate environment.
fsaac Asimov, American

Biochemist/Author

(1965)

52.17 It seemsthat the absenceof free water for any prolonged period may
prove to be the decisiveobstaclein the path of evolution. At least one of the
greatesttragediesof our LJniverseis thirst, which may prove to prevent the
blossoming-out of life on innumerablecelestialbodies, which are considerably

smaller than our planet, but seem to have had otherwise suitable conditions for
the propagation of organisms.
G. Mueller, Writer (19671

52.18 The question of the origin of life is essentially speculative. We have to
construct, by straightforward thinking on the basis of very few factual
observations, a plausible and self-consistent picture of a process which must
have occurred before any of the forms which are known to us in the fossil
record could have existed.
J.D. Bernal, English Crystallograph er (1967,1

52.19 VZesupposethat on the primitive Earth there was land including rocks
that weatheredto createsupersaturated
solutionsfrom which clayscrystallised
from time to time. More specifically, we might imagine such solutions
percolatingthrough porousrock or a bed of sandwith clay crystallisationbeing
nucleated more or less at random-say on the surfacesof the surrounding
rocks-giving rise to arbitrary substitution patterns.In at leastsome of these
clays, however, these initial arbitrary patterns are subsequentlyprinted off
again and egain through crystal growth. We see this as the pre-condition for
life: geneticcrystalsin a supersaturated
solution automaticallyprinting off any
pattern that they just happento hold.
A. Graham Cairns-Smith,

Canadian Chemistry

Profess or (1971)

52.20 All cells generate energy from sunlight or from energy-rich food
molecules. They all produce the energy-rich molecule adenosine triphosphate (ATP), used to power energy-requiring reactions.All contain replicaring
systemsbasedon the moleculesDNA and RNA, without which reproduction
and growth would be impossible. The universality of these moleculesin all
organismsliving today tells us that all life on Earth is ultimately related.
Lynn Margulis,

American

Biologist/Author

(1932)

52.21 Some two billipn years xgo, cyanobacteria (probably the first
organisms to generate oxygen photosynthetically) made drastic changes in the
atmosphere. It is doubtful that arry organisms since then have had such a
profound effect on the planet.
Lynn Margulis, American Biologist/Author (1982)

52.22 Recently, we've reported that we have made all five bases, the
compounds that spell out the instructions for all life and are e part of the nucleic
acids, RNA and DNA. Not only did we make all five bases but we found them
in a meteorite! So that these two things coming together really assure us that
the molecules necessary for life can be found in the absence of life. This was rhe
biggest stumbling block.
Cyril Ponnamperuma, American Chemist (1985)

I
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52.23 If we assumelife beginsfrom self-assembly,
then the nonbiologicalselfassemblyseenwith chemicalsfrom inside the Murchison meteoriteshowshow
the essentialmembraneof the first microorganism might have formed.
David W. Deamer, American

Biophysicist

(1986)

52.24 The generalfeeling still is that it all began in water.
Andr6 Brack, French Chemist (1986)

53.

Orniftology
Birds singsweetly,but somelneawakened
by themat 5 a,M. of a summermorning
mightdisputetheaduerb.
ISAAC ASIMOV

53.1 He is a fool who lets slip a bird in the hand for a bird in the bush.
Plutarch,

Greek Biographer/Essayist

(4G120)

53.2 A rare bird on earth, like a black swan.
Juvenal (Decimus Junius Juvenalis), Roman Poet/Satirist

(60?-127)

53.3 In one of the churches of Clermont-Ferrand, while early-morning
matins were being celebratedon somefeast-dayor other, a bird calleda crested
lark flew in, spreadits wings over all the lamps which were shining and pur
them out so quickly that you would havethought that someonehad seizedtrbta
of them all at onceand dropped them into a pool of water. [t then flew into the
sacristy,under the curtain, and tried to extinguish the candle there, but the
vergersmanagedto catchit and they killed it. In the sameway anotherbird pur
out the lamps lighted in Saint Andiew's church.
Gregory of Tours,FrankishEcclesiastic/Historian
(53&594)
53.4 Twice or thrice the young bird may be deceived,but before the eyesof
the full-fledged it is vain to spreadthe net, or speedthe arrow.
DanteAlighieri, Italian poet (126Fl1321,)
53.5 How lavish nature has adorn'd the year
How the pale primrose and blue violet spring,
And birds essaytheir throats disus'dto sing.
Geoffrey Chaucer,English Poet (1340?-1400)
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53.6 Birds of a featherwill flock together.
John Minshew,English Lexicographer(1550?-1627?)
53.7 When daisiespied and violets blue
And lady-smocksall silver-white
And cuckoo-budsof yellow hue
Do paint the meadowswith delight,
The cuckoo then, on every tree,
Mocks married men; for thus singshe, "Cuckoo!
Cuckoo, cuckoo!" O word of fear,
Unpleasingto a married ear!
William

Shakespeare, English Dramatist/Poet

(1564-1616)

53.8 Seehow that pair of billing doves
With open murmurs own their loves
And, heedlessof censoriouseyes,
Pursuetheir unpollutedjoys:
No fears of future want molest
The downy quiet of their nest.
Lady Mary Vortley

Montagu,

English

Poet/Author

(1689-1762)

53.9 I would pick from you,
if it were a blossom sprayone trill, cuckoo!
Kodo,Japanese
Poet (?-1738)
53.10 A good ornithologist should be able to distinguishbirds by their air as
well as by their colors and shape;on the ground as well as on the wing, and in
the bush as well as in the hand. For, though it must not be said that every
speciesof birds has a manner peculiar to itsel{ yet there is somewhat,in most
generaat least, that at first sight discriminatesthem and enablesa judicious
observer to pronounceupon them with some certainty.
Gilbert White, EnglishNaturalist/Ecologist
(172F1793,
'When
53.11
it [the hummingbird] feeds,it appearsas if immovable, though
continually on the wing; and sometimes,from what motives I know not, it will
tear and lacerateflowers into a hundred pieces,for, strangeto tell, they are the
most irascible of the featheredtribe. V/here do passionsfind room in so
diminutive a body? They often fight with the futy of lions until one of the
combatantsfalls a sacrificeand dies.
Flector St. John de Crevecoeur, Arnerican Farrner/French Consul to
New York (1735-1813)
53.12 I have heard the nightingale in all its perfection, and I do not hesitate to
pronounce that in America it would be deemed a bird of the third rank only,
our mocking-bird and fox-colored thrush being unquestionably superior to it.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/Author (174y1826')

53.13 Art thou the bird whom Man lovesbesr,
The pious bird with the scarletbreasr,
Our little English Robin;
The bird that comesabout our doors
\Vhen autumn winds are sobbing?
william wordsworth,Englishpoet (l77brg50)
53.14 The swallow is come!
The swallow is come!
O, fair are the seasons,and light
Are the days that shebringS,
With her dusky wings,
And her bosom snowy white!
Henry Wadsworth

Longfellow,

American

Poer (1807-1882)

53.15 The crack-brainedbobolink courts his crazymare,
Posedon a bulrush tipsy with his weight.
Oliver

Wendell Holmes, American

Physician/Poet/Author

(1809-1894)

53.16 Just after sundown I seea large flock of wild geesein a perfect harrow
cleaving_theirway toward the northeast, with Napoleonic tactics splitting the
forces of winter.
Henry David Thoreau,AmericanWriter/Naturalist(1817-lS62l
53-17 At a distancein the meadow I hear still, at long intervals, the hurried
commencementof the bobolink's strain, the bird just dashinginto song, which
is assuddenly checked,asit were, by the warder of the r..rotts, and the-strainis
left incompleteforever.Like human beings they are inspired ro sing only for a
short season.
Henry David Thoreau,AmericanWriter/Naturalist(1817-1862l
53-18 I hear the screamof a great hawk, sailing with a ragged wing against
lhe high wood-side, apparentlyto scarehis prey ind so deteJiit-rhrf,l, f,arsh,
fitted to excite terror in sparrows and to issu. ho* his split and curved bill. I
seehis oPenbill the while againstthe sky. Spit with force from his mouth with
an undulatory quaverimparted to it from his wings or motion as he flies.
Henry

David Thoreau,

Arnerican

Writer/Naturalist

( 181 7-1862)

53.19 Noise provesnothing. Often a hen who has merely laid an egg cackles
as if shelaid an asteroid.
Mark Tbain (Samuel Langhorne Clemens), American
Journalist/
Novelist (1835-1910)
53.20

A hen is only an egg's way of making anorher egg.
Samuel Butler, English Novelist (1935-1902)

53.21 Our nights are days to the owls. While we sleep under domestic quilts,
they ere wide awake flying by hedgerows or over waste places where the
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poppies appearblack in the moonlight, cognisant of the slightest stir, of the
faintest shadow,even stooping for a beetle.
LlewelynPowys,EnglishAuthor (1884-1939)
53.22 In order to seebirds it is necessaryto becomea part of the silence.One
has to sit still like a mystic and wait. One soon learnsthat fussing, insteadof
achievingthings, merely preventsthings from happenirg.
Robert StaughtonLynd, AmericanSociologist(1892-1970)
53.23 The Bower birds of Australia and New Guinea build bowers for
courtshipwith brightly coloredfruits or flowers which arenot eatenbut left for
display and replacedwhen they wither. . . . They stick to a particular color
scheme. Thus a bird using blue flowers will throw away a yellow flower
insertedby the experimenter,while a bird using yellow flowers will not tolerate
a blue one.
\gFI. Thorpe, English Animal Behaviorist/Educator (1902- )
53.24 Can anyone imagine a more humiliating experience than having "the
village cop" tell ornithologists "what kind of bird that is"?
Julian K. Potter, English Ornithologist (1943)
53.25 Navigators should observe the bird life, for deductions may often be
drawn from the presence of certain species. Shags are a sure sign of the close
proximity of land. . . . The snow pctrel is invariably associated with ice and is
of great interest to mariners as an augury of ice conditions in their course. .
The United StatesPilot, Government Navigational Guide to Antarctica
(1e60)
53.26 None of these specializations is inherently incompatible with egg
retention or viviparity. Ratheq these specialrzatrons have greatly diminished the
potential advantages of egg retention while magnifying the associated disadvantages, such as loss of fecundity, increased maternal mortality, and decreased
paternal investment.
Daniel Blackburn

and Howard

Evans, American

Science Researchers

(1e86)
53.27 Delaware Bry is unquestionably the largest spring staging site for
shorebirdsin easternNorth America. No other spot comes close. Together
with the Copper River Delta in Alaska, Gray's harbor in Washington,the Bay
of Fundy, and CheyenneBottoms, Kansas,eachof which harborshundredsof
thousands to millions of shorebirds during northbound or southbound
migrations, Delaware Bry underpins the entire migration system of New
World shorebirds.Without thesesites, the stupendousmigrations undertaken
by North America'sshorebirdswould be impossible.
J.P Myers, American

Zoologist/Ornithologist

(1986)

53.28 Enormous quantities of nuts are moved by jays each fall. . . . Caches
neverretrievedby birds and undiscoveredby mammalsleadto the regeneration

of trees and the eventual perpetuation of nuts for future generations of blue

j.yr. - . Thus, the distribution of oaks in nature may mirror the collectivebehavioral
decisionsmade by the community ofjays as they select,disperse,cache,and
retrieve nuts.
W Carter Johnson and Curtis S. Adkinson,
Biologists (1986)

American

Botanists/

54.

Pa\contologf
are
Of all extinctlrft-forms,dinosaurs
the mostplpulAr. Why that shouldbe is not
cleAr.
ISAAC ASIMOV

54.1 It seems wonderful to everyone that sometimes stones are found that
have figures of animals inside and outside. For outside they have an outline, and
when they are broken open, the shapes of the internal organs are found inside.
And Avicenna says that the cause of this is that animals, just as they are, are
sometimes changed into stones.
Albertus Magnus, German Clergyman/Theologian/Scholar
(1200?-1280)
54.2 Whence we see spiders, flies, or ants, entombed and preserved for ever in
amber, a more than royal tomb.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-1626)
54.3 As soon as the sea breeze came, I took a walk towards the shores of a
river [the Potomac]. As I was searching for the most convenient spot to descend
to the shores, I perceived a large flat stone lying on the ground. As they are very
scarce in this part of the country, I stopped to view it and to consider whether it
had not been left there on some peculiar account. On looking at it more
attentively, I perceived the marks of ancient sea-shells encrusted on its surface.
How.could this stone have received these marine impressions? How could it be
brought here where stones are so scarce?
Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, American Farmer/French Consul to
New York (1735-1813)
54.4 It is well known, that on the Ohio, and in many parts of America further
north, tusks, grinders, and skeletons of unparalleled magnitude are found in
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great numbers, some lying on the surface of the earth, and some a little below
it. . . . But to whatever animal we ascribe these remains, it is certain that such a
one has existed in America, and that it has been the largest of all terrestrial
beings.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/A urhor (174}1g}G)
54-5 Those enormous bones which are found in great quantity in Ohio-the
exact knowledg. of those objects is more important toward the theory of the
earth, than is generally thought.
Jean-Baptiste de Monet, Chevalier de Lamarck, French Naturalist

(r74+r82el

54-6 A controversy was maintained for more than a century respectingthe
origin of fossil shells and bones-were they organic or inorganic substances?That the latter opinion should for a long timl haveprevailJ, and rhar
thesebodiesshould havebeensupposedto be fashionedinro th.it presentform
by t plastic virtue, or someother mysterious agency,may appearabsurd;but it
Y|s, perhapsas reasonablea conjectureas could be expec;d fro- those who
did not appeal, in the first instance, to the analogf of living crearion, as
affording the only sourceof authenticinformation.
sir charlesLyell, ScottishGeologist(1797-lg7s)
54.7 Are God and Nature then at strife,
That Nature lends such evil dreams?
So careful of the type sheseems,
So carelessof the single life .
"So carefulof the type," but no.
From scarpedcliff and quarried stone
She cries, 'A thousandtypes are gone;
I carefor nothing, all shall go."
Alfred, Lord Tennyson,Englishpoet (1809-1992,
54-8 Wasthe old estHomosapiensPlioceneor Miocene?In still older srrarado
the fossilizedbonesof an tpe, more anthropoid, or a man, more pithecoid than
any yet known await the researchesof some unborn paleontologist?
ThomasHenry Huxley,EnglishBiologist/Evolutionist(18t5-1S95)
54-9 We hlve only indirect meansofknowing the courageand activity of the
Neanderthalsin the chase,through the boneso?animalshunted for fooj which
are found intermingled with the flints around their ancienrhearths.
Henry Fairfield Osborn, American

(18s7-1e3s)

Paleontologist I Zoologist

54.10 The Chinese
use fossil teeth as one of their principal medicines.
Some Chinese families have for centuries been in the businesi of "mining"
fossilsto supply the drug trade.
Robert Broom, Scotch/South African Paleontologist (1866-1951)
S4-tl
To a certain extent function is reflected in the
[fossil] bones. But you
cannot solve this puzzle by looking only at the botr.r, for the answer is not
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there. The answerlies in how the man or the animal functioned, and that lies in
the experimentallaboratory where you can study comparableparts.
Sherwood L. Vashburn,

American

Paleontologist/Physiologist

(rerl-le80)
54.12 Behold the mighty dinosaur
Famousin prehistoriclore,
Not only for his weight and length
But for his intellectualstrength.
You will observeby theseremains
The creaturehad two setsof brainsOne in his head (the usual place),
The other at his spinal base.
Thus he could reason a priori
As well as a posteriori.
No problem botheredhim a bit
He made both headand tail of it.
So wise was he, so wise and solemn,
Each thought filled just a spinal column.
If one brain found the pressurestrong
It passeda few ideasalong.
If somethingslipped his forward mind
'Twas
rescuedby the one behind.
And if in error he was caught
He had a saving afterthought.
As he thought twice before he spoke
He had no judgment to revoke.
Thus he could think without congestion
Upon both sidesof every question.
Oh, gazeupon this model beast
Defunct ten million yearsat least.
Bert Liston Taylor,AmericanJournalist/Humorist(1920)
54.13 Why the dinosaursdied out is not known, but it is supposedto be
becausethey had minute brains and devoted themselvesto the growth of
weaponsof offense in the shapeof numerous horns. However that may be, it
was not through their line that life developed.
Bertrand Russell, English Philosopher/Mathematician (1952)
54.14 The creation model, on the other hand, must interpret the [geological]
column in terms of essentially continuous deposition, all accomplished in a
relative short time--not instantaneously, of course, but over a period of months
or years, rather than millions of years. In effect, this means that the organisms
represented in the fossil record must all have been living contemporaneously,
rather than scattered in separatetime-frames over hundreds of millions of years.
FI.M. Morris, Arnerican Scientific Creationist/Author (1974')

54.15 Conventional science-uniformitarianism-does
not allow carasrrophesto occur on Earth on a grand scale. Yet the evidence presented by the
dinosaur and mammoth remains can most readily be explained by just such
catastrophes. For the mammoths, the evidence for a large-scale catastrophe, or
a series of catastrophes, is so great that any other explanation is woefully
inadequate. For the dinosaurs, other explanations seem plausible--until one is
faced with the fact that it was not just the dinosaurs thaf disappeared, but that
between one-half and three-quarters of all living species throughout the world
became extinct at the same time.
Peter Warlow, British Physicist/Auth or lLecturer (1982)
54-16 [n a diatomaceous earth quarry at Lompoc, California, the fossil
skeleton of a whale was found in 1976. The whale is standirg on end, with its
head uppermost.
Peter Warlow, British Physicist/Auth or lLecturer (l9SZ)
54.17 The rate of extinction is now about 400 times that recorded through
recent geological time and is accelerating rapidly. Under the best of conditio*,
the reduction of diversity seems destined to approach that of the great natural
catastrophes at the end of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic Eras, in other words, the
most extreme for 65 million years. And in at least one respect, this humanmade hecatomb is worse than any time in the geological pmt. In the earlier
mass extinctions . . . most of the plant diversity survived; now for the first
time, it is being mosrly destroyed.
Edward O. Vilson, American Entomologist/Sociobiologist (1935)
54-18 [Dinosaurs are] a totally unique form of life that this planet has never
seen since.
Stephen Czerkas, American Paleontologist/Artist (1986)
54-19 We have very strong physical and chemical evidence for a large impact;
this is the most firmly established part of the whole srory. Ttrere i; an
unquestionable mass extinction at this time, and in the fossil groups for which
we have the best record, the extinction coincides with the impacr ro a precision
of a centimeter or better in the stratigraphic record. This exact coincidence in
timing strongly argues for a causal relationship.
[Theory held by himself and his fathea physicist Luis \M 6lvarez, that
dinosaurs died out suddenly after the earth wis hit by a 6-mile-wide asreroid or
comet.l
Walter Alvarcz, American Geologist (19g6)
54-20 We now believe that Gigantopithecusbecame extincr during the midPleistocene, perhaps surviving until about 300,000 years 2go, or even a bit
later. Some of our Chinese colleagues would say, in fact, tf,at some form of
Cigantopithecus might have survived to this d^y as the so-called yeti, or
abominable snowman.
Dr. John w olsen, American Anthropologist (1996)
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54.21 Archaeopteryx
is not a forgery.
lithographica
is the oldest speciesof fossil bird and is an example
lArchaeopteryx
of organic evolution.]
Alan J. Charig,

American

Naturalist

(1986)

54.22 Often of dwarf srze, elephants,deer, and hippos, along with other
unique local species,once inhabited many Mediterraneanislands..
The
animals that lived on widely separatedislands were often similar, reflecting
parallel events in the founding of island populations and their subsequent
evolution.
Paul Y. Sondaar, Dutch

Paleontologist/Educator

(1986)

54.23 The possibility that these people, like other island species,were
endemic to Sardinia needs to be studied; the fossils show that they were
anatomically different from contemporaneoushumans from the mainland.
[Ott human fossil remainsfound in 1985,dated at about 1.4,000yearsold.]
Paul Y. Sondaar, Dutch Paleontologist/Educator

(1986)

54.24 What happenedto those lce Age beasts?What causedthe mammoth
and mastodon and wooly rhinoceros to pay the ultimate Darwinian penalty,
while bison and musk ox survived?Why didn't the fauna of Africa suffer the
kinds of lossesevident in other regions of the world? And if something like
climatic change causedthe extinction of North America's Pleistocenehorse,
how haveferal horsesmanagedto reestablishthemselveson the western range?
John R. Alden,

American

Anthropologist/Author

(1986)

54.25 Throughout most of the world at that crucial time, many groups of
plants and animals-from the giant reptiles,such asdinosaurs,to the intricately
shelled sea creatures,the ammonites, to the microscopic, one-celledmarine
plants-suddenly becameextinct. . .
The wholesaleextinctions that occurred in Europe and North America were
not in evidenceat the extreme southern latitudes. lnformation from Seymour
Islandabout the extinction indicatesthat, whateverthe cause,the result was not
as severein the southern regions as in other areasof the earth.
William

J. Zinrneister,

American

Paleontol o gist/Geoscientist

( 1986)

54.26 Sharpdeclinesin the number and variety of speciesalternatewith rapid
radiations, and there are occasionalmajor extinctions. . .
The pattern of these declinesand radiations exactly matchesthe changing
rate of sea-floor spreadirg in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.. . . A
period of enhancedtectonic activity lastedfrom 73 to 65 million yearsxgo, at
the end of the Cretaceous,and coincidedwith the great extinctions, including
the death of the dinosaurs.
J"ff flecht,

Arnerican

Science Journalist

(1986)

we may be hunting in the wrong
54.27 By looking in aquaticassemblages,
placesfor the ancestorsof land organisms.
Gregory J. Retallack, American

Paleontologist

(1987)

55.

Paraps@ology
It is a greatdealeasierto belieuein
the existence
phenometra,
d parapsychological

if oneis ignorantof,or indffirentto,
thenatureof scientffic
euidence.
ISAAC ASIMOV

55.1 The best of seersis he who guesseswell.
Euripedes,GreekDramatist(480B.c.-406B.c.)
55-2 I wonder that a soothsayerdoesn't laugh whenever he sees another
soothsayer.
Marcus Tullius cicero, Rornan orator/Statesman
(106B.c.-43n.c.)
55.3 Oct- 26, [1635J Monday, this morning between four and five of the
clock, lying at HamPton Court, I dreamed that I was going out in haste, and
that when I came into my outer chamber, there was my ,.rrorrrt Will Pennell in
the same riding suit which he had on that d.y sennight at Hampton Court with
me. Methought I wondered to see him-for
I left him sick at hbme-and asked
him how he did and what he made there. And that he answered me, he came ro
receive my blessing; and with that fell on his knees. That hereupon I laid my
hand on his head,
Ttd Prayed over him, and therewith awaked. When I was up,
I told this to them in my chamber; and added that I should find Pennell dead or
dying. My coach came; and when I came home, I found him past sense and
giving up the ghost. So my prayers, as they had frequently befori, .o-mended
him to God.
william Laud, English Archbishop (157!1645)
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55.4 Pataphysics is the science of imaginary solutions, which symbolically
attributes the properties of objects, described by their virtuality, ro their
lineaments.
Alfred Jarry, French Playwright/Novelist (187F1907)
55.5 I resolved to obtain from myself [through automatic writing] what we
were trying to obtain from them, namely a monologue spoken as rapidly as
possible without any intervention on the part of the critical faculties, a
monologue consequently unencumbered by the slightest inhibition and which
was, as closely as possible akin to spokenthought.It had seemed to me, and still
does . . . that the speed of thought does not necessarily d.fy language, nor even
the fast-moving pen.
Andr6 Breton, French Writer/Poet (189f1966,
55.6 Extrasensory perception is a scientifically inept term. By suggesting that
forms of human perception exist beyond the senses, it prejudges the question.
Margaret Mead, American Anthropologist (1901-1978)
55.7 This is an acceptable significant result in the other sciences, but parapsychology is more conservative and considers such odds as only suggestive of
extra chance performance.
[Commenting on the results of ESP experiments carried out during the Apollo
1.4 space flight in which two of the four subjects on Earth correctly identified
cards he held in 51 out of 200 tries.]
Commander Edgar D. Mitchell, Jr., American Astronaut (1971)
55.8 I have learned anyway, from research on the growing band who bend
metal and move pendulums in apparently paranormal ways, that it is seldom
possible to establish very much more than that these things do happen,
sometimes, usually when you least expect it, but seldom in a way that will
carry sufficient authority to convince anyone who requires very rigid
mechanical demonstrations of reality.
Lyall Watson, American Biologist (1979)
'lVhat
55.9
separates parapsychology from occultism is not so much the
subject matter, which may even be the same, but the methodology.
Rhea White, American Parapsychologist (1981)
55.10 Just how striking, unusual, or improbable must a coincidence be before
one accepts the even more improbable explanation that a paranormal form of
communication is involved?
Ruth Reinsel, American Writer (1982)
55.11 It is not the fact that events cannot be explained by science that will
convince skeptics of the existence of hitherto unnoticed "underlying order. "
Something has to convince us that that failure of explanation is worthy of
serious notice.
Galen K. Fletcher, American Writer (1982)

55.12 It constantly confounds me that not only the young, but also many
certified intellectuals accept uncritically the superiority of spontaneous or
unconscious products of mind [such as automatic writing] over those subjected
to conscious, racional control.
Roger Shattuck, American Vriter (1934)

56.

ftysics
Physicsis the basicscience.
One can
easilyarguethat all othersciences
are
specialized
aspects
ofphysics.
ISAAC ASTMOV

56.1 Give me a firm spot on which to stand, and I will move the earth
[with
the lev.t].
Archimedes, Greek Mathematician/Inventor (287n.c.-212 n.c.)
56.2 Physics inquires whether the world is eternal, or perpetual, or had a
beginnitg and will have an end in time, or whether none of these alternatives is
accurate.
Joho of Salisbury, English Churchman (1115-1180)
56.3

A vacuum is repugnant to reason.
Ren6 Descartes, French Mathematician/Philosopher (1596-1650)

56.4 As to a perfect science of natural bodies . . . we are, I think, so far from
being capable of any such thing that I conclude it lost labor to seek after it.
John Locke, English Philosopher (1632-1704)
56.5 Vacuum I call every place in which a body is able to move without
resistance.
fsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-1727>
56.6 Every body continues in its state of rest or of uniform motion in a
straight line, except in so far as it is compelled to change that srare by forces
impressed upon it.
IsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathernatician (1642-1727,
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56-7 Now, that this whitenessis a Mixture of the severalycolor'd rays, falling
confusedlyon the paper,I seeno reasonto doubt of
'Answer
to some Considerations(of Robert Hooke)
[From Isaac Newton's
upon his Doctrine of Light and Colors," in Philosophical
Tiansactions,
November
18,1672.1
Isaac Newton,

English Physicist/Mathematician

(1642-17 27)

56.8 And first, suppose,that there is diffused through all placesan ethereal
-I
substance,capableof contractionand dilation, strongly elasti;, and, in a word,
much like air in all respects,but far more subtle.
I
? supposethis ether pervadesall grossbodies,but yet so as to standrarer in
their Poresthan in free spaces,and so much the rarer,as their pores are less.
3. I suPposethe rarer ether within bodies, and the denserwithoui them; nor to
be terminated in a mathematical superficies,but to grow gradually into one
another.
[Letter of Newron to Roberr Boyle, February 28, 1679.]
IsaacNewton, EnglishPhysicist/Mathematician
(164?-172T)
56.9 We may fairly claim for the study of Physics the recognition that it
answersto an impulse implanted by nature in the constitution o? *rn.
JohnTlndall, Englishphysicist(1S20-1g93)
56.10 Negatively charged particles can be torn from them
[aroms] bV the
action of electricalforces.
Sir JosephJohn Thomson,EnglishPhysicist(185G1940)
56.11 E:hf
[Formula describing the _energyof a photon, or quantum theory, E-Energy,
h:Planck's constant,f:frequency of light.]
Max Planck,Germanphysicist(1g5el g47)
56-12 The most incomprehensible thing about the world is that it is
comprehensible.
Albert Einstein, German/American

Physicist (187L19S5)

56.13 Our new idea is simple: to build a physics valid for all coordinate
systems.
Albert

Einstein,

German/American

Physicist (1879-1955)

56.14 The more successthe quantum theory has, the sillier it looks.
Albert

Einstein, German/American

Physicist (187L19S5)

56.15 Physicsis the nature of the caseindeterminate,and thereforethe
affair
of statistics.
Max Born, German/Britishphysicist(lgs2-1g70)
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56.16 Physicsregardsmatter solelyas a vehicleof energy. . . physicsmay be
regardedas the scienceof energy,preciselyas chemistry may be regardedasthe
scienceof matter.
G.F.Barker,EnglishPhysicist(1892-)
56.17 The scienceof physics,in addition to the generallaws of dynamics and
their application to the interaction of solid, liquid, and gaseousbodies,
embraces the theory of those agents which were formerly designated as
imponderables-light, heat, electricity,magnetism,etc.; and all theseare now
treated as forms of motion, manifestationsof the same fundamental energy.
John B. Stallo,AmericanPhysicist(1900)
56.18 Physicsis becoming so unbelievablycomplex that it is taking longer
andlonger to train a physicist.It is taking so long, in fact, to train a physicistto
the place where he understandsthe nature of physical problems that he is
already too old to solve them.
Eugene Paul Wigner, Hungarian/American

Educator

(1902- )

56.19 The physicists have known sin; and this is a knowledg. which they
cannotlose.
J. Robert Oppenheimer,AmericanPhysicist(1904-1967')
56.20 A happy era of physicsthat will not come again.
[Referring to the height of activity at the Bohr lnstitute.]
Hendrik Brugt GerhardCasimir,Dutch Physicist(1909-)
56.21 There is no democrecyin physics. We can't say that some second-rate
guy has as much right to an opinion as Fermi.
Luis WalterAlvarez,AmericanPhysicist(1911-)
56.22 The work of Planck and Einstein proved that light behavedas particles
in some ways and that the ether therefore was not neededfor light to travel
through a vacuum. When this was done, the ether was no longer useful and it
was dropped with a glad cry. The ether has never been required since.It does
not exist now; in fact, it never existed.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1976)
:
56.23 If ever an equation has come into its own it is Einstein's e
Everyone can rattle it off now, from the highest to the lowest.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1976)

mc2.

56.24 "'Wu Li" was more than poetic. It was the best definition of physics that
the conference would produce. It caught that certain something, that living
quality that we were seeking to express in a book, that thing without which
physics becomes sterile. "'Wu" can mean either "matter" or "energy." "L7" is a
ii.trty poetic word. It means "universal order" or "universal law. " It also means
"organic patterns. " The grain in a panel of wood is Li. The organic pattern on

the surfaceof a leaf is alsoLi, and so is the texture of a rose petal. [n short, \Vu
Li, the Chineseword for physics,means"patternsof organicenergy" ("rrtatterl
energy" [W"] + "universal order/organic patterns" [Li]). This is remarkable
sinceit reflectsa world view which the foundersof western science(Galileo and
Newton) simply did not comprehend, but toward which virtually every
physicaltheory of import in the twentieth century is pointing!
Gary Zu,kav, American

Author

(1979)

56.25 Gravity has given modern theorists a problem. As physicists have tried
to combine all the known forces of nature-the gravitational, electromagnetic,
weak, and strong forces-into
one unified field theory, they have been unable
to incorporate gravity without postulating the existence of other, as-yetundiscovered forces. . . . In particular, the unified field theories say that the
force of attraction between two bodies is given by Newton's formula, plus e
much smaller "fifth force" that seems to come into play at distances of about
100 to 1,000 meters.
Stefi Weisburd, American

Science Journalist

(1987)

56.26 Experiments conducted deep in a South Dakota gold mine have reportedly produced evidence for an extremely rare form of radioactive decay whose
existence, if proved, would overthrow one of the basic laws of physics.
Known as the law of lepton conservation, it says the total number of
lightweight
or weightless particles-leptons-emerging
from an atomic
reaction must equal the number entering into it.
walter sullivan, American scienceJournalist (1987)

57.

Heysiology
Theliuinghumanbeingseemsto consist
of nothingmlre than matterand energy.
Spirit is merelyan assumption,
ISAAC ASIMOV

57.1 What tent poles are to tents, and walls to houses,so to animals their
bony structure; the other parts adapt themselvesto this and changewith it.
(130-200)
ClaudiusGalen,GreekPhysician/Scholar
"True is it, my incorporatefriends," quoth he,
"That I receivethe generalfood at first,
Which you do live upon; and fit it is,
BecauseI am the storehouseand the shop
Of the whole body. But, if you do remember,
I sendit through the rivers of your blood,
Even to the court, the heart, to th' seato' th' brain;
And, through the cranks and offices of man,
The strongestnervesand small inferior veins
From me receivethat natural competency
Whereby they live. And though that all at once. . . cannot
Seewhat I do deliver out to each
Yet I can make my audit uP, that all
From me do back receivethe flour of all,
And leaveme but the bran.
answer to a complaint from the other membersof the body that it
belly's
[The
receivedall the food but did no work. ]

57.2

Viltiam Shakespeare,English Dramatist/Poet (1564-1616)

SZ.3

214

'We

conclude that blood lives of itself and that it depends in no ways upon

any parts of the body. Blood is the causenot only of life in general,but alsoof
longer or shorterlife, of sleepand waki,ng,of genius,aptitude, and strength. It
is the first to live and the last to die.
William

Harvey, English Anatomist/Physician

(1578-1657)

57.4 Tio vary the compression of the muscle therefore, and so to swell and
shrink it
it,
t , there needs nothing but to change the consistency of the included
ether. . . . Thus may therefore the soul, by determining this ethereal animal
spirit or wind into this or that nerve, perhaps with as much ease as air is moved
in open spaces, cause all the motions we see in animals.
[From Newton's Second Paper on Color and Light, read at the Royal Society in

r67s.)

Isaac Newton,

English Physicist/Mathernatician

(1642-17 27,

57.5 In cold countriesthe aqueousparticlesof the blood are exhaledslightly
by perspiration;they remain in great abundance.One can thereforemake useof
spirituous liquors without the blood coagulating.It is full of humors. Strong
liquors, which give movementto the blood, may be suitablethere.
Baron de la Bride et de Montesquieu,FrenchPhilosopher/Author
(168ts17ss)
57.6 Bile makesman passionate
and sick; but without bile man could not live.
Frangois-Marie

Arouet de Voltaire, French Author/Philosopher

(06e4-r778)
57.7 No knowledge can be more satisfactoryto a man than that of his own
frame, parts, their functions and actions.
ThomasJefferson,American President/Author(174Y1826,
57.8 This pure speciesof air [oxygen] hasthe property of combining with the
blood and . . . this combination constituresits red color.
Antoine Lavoisier, French Chemist (l74TI7g4)
57.9 It is not the organs-that is, the character and form of the animal's
bodily parts-that have given rise to its habits and particular srrucrures. It is the
habits and manner of life and the conditions in which its ancesrors lived that
have in the course of time fashioned its bodily form, its organs and qualities.
Jean-Baptiste de Monet, Chevalier de Lamarck, French Naturalist
(r74br82e)
57.10

The entire human body is disposed for a vertical posture.
GeorgesCuvier, French Zoologist/Anatomist (176y1832)

57 -ll
The organism, as we have long been saying, is a little
(microcosm) in the great universe (macrocosm).
claude Bernard, French Physiologist (181Fr878)

world

57 -12 Physiology is the experimental sciencepar excellenceof all sciences; that
in which there is least to be learnt by mere observation, and that which affords
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the greatest field for the exercise of those faculties which charact errze the
experimental philosopher.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)

57.13 Connected by innumerable ties with abstract science, Physiology is yet
in the most intimate relation with humanity; and by teaching us that law and
order, and a definite scheme of development, regulate even the strangest and
wildest manifestations of individual life, she prepares the student to look for a
goal even amidst the erratic wanderings of mankind, and to believe that history
offers somethirg more than an entertaining chaos-a journal of a toilsome,
tragi-comic march nowither.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)

57 .14 The soul of man is-objectively considered-essentially similar to that
of all other vertebrates; it is the physiological action or function of the brain.
Ernst Heinrich Haeckel, German Biologist/Philosopher (1834-1919)

57.15 All explanations of a materialistic kind the physiologist finds soon to be
highly incomplete, since they touch only one single side of life; and he comes to
see, above everythirg, that life cannot be explained from something else, but
must be conceived and understood in itself
E.S. Russell, English Scientist (1930)

57.16 There is no question but that man's heart outperforms all other hearts
in existence. (The tortoise's heart may last longer but it lives nowhere near as
intensely.) Why man should be so long-lived is not known, but man, being
what he is, is far more interested in asking why he does not live still longer.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)

57.17 Our brainsprobably havenatural counterpartsfor just about any drug
you can name.
Candace Pert, American

Neuroscientist

(1984)

57.18 We found that eachdisconnectedhemisphere[of the brain] was capable
of sustainingits own consciousawareness,eachlargely oblivious of experiences
of the other.
Roger Wolcott

Sperry, American

Neurophysiologist/Psychobiologist

(1e84)
57.19 The mind can quickly scan not only the past, but also the projected
of a choice. Its dynamics transcendthe time and spaceof
future consequences
brain physiology.
Roger Wolcott Sperry, American

(1e84)

Neurophysiologist/Psychobiologist

57.20 The consciousmind doesn't initiate voluntary actions.I propose that
the performance of every conscious voluntary act is preceded by special
unconsciouscerebralprocessesthat begin about one-half secondor so before
the act.
Benjamin

Libet, American

Physiologist

(1936)

57.21 It looks as if the forebrain literally developsunder the influenceof the
nose. . . . For instance human babies born with anencephaly-a disorder in
which the brain is missing-also lack a nose. Without the nosethe brain might
suffer severelyin its development.
Pasquale
Graziadei,Biologist (1986)

58.

ftc Plancts
The worldsof our solarsystemarewidely
grauitational
dffereftt,but all sharea common
tie to thesun.
ISAAC ASIMOV

58.1 And God said, "Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to
separate the dry from the night; and let them be for signs and for seasons and
foi days and years, and let them be lights in the firmament of the heavens to
give light upon the earth. " And it was so. And God made the two great lights,
ih. gr.rt.r iighr ro rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night; he made
the stars also.
The Bible (circa 725n.c.)
58.2 Between this body [the earth] and the heavens there are suspended, in
this aerial spirit, seven stars, separated by determinate spaces, which, on
account of their motion, w€ call wandering.
Pliny the Elder (Gaius Plinius Secundus),Roman Naturalist/Historian
(2T7e)
58.3 The beauteous planet Venus, which invites to love, made all the orient
laugh, outshinittg the iight of the Fishes, which followed close behind her.
Dante Alighieri, Italian Poet (1265-1321,
58.4 The perfection of the heavenly spheres does not depend upon the order
of their relative position as to whether one is higher than another.
Nicole Ot"r-", French Philosopher/Clergyman (132y1382)
58.S Also the earth is not spherical, as some have said, although it tends
toward sphericity, for the shape of the universe is limited in its parts as

21,8

The Planets

21,9

well asits movement. . . . The movement which is more perfect than others is,
therefore, circular, and the corporeal form which is the most perfect is the
sphere.
Nicholasof Cusa,GermanCardinal/Mathematician/Statesman
(1401-1464)
58.6 First and aboveall lies the sphereof the fixed stars, containing itself and
all things, for that very reasonimmovable; in truth, the frame of the universe,
to which the motion and position of all other starsare referred. Of the moving
bodiesfirst comesSaturn, who completeshis circuit in thirty years.After him,
Jupiter, moving in a twelve-year revolution. Thdn Mars, who revolves
biennially. Fourth in order an annual cycle takesplace,in which we havesaid is
containedthe earth, with the lunar orbit as an epicycle.In the fifth placeVenus
is carried round in nine months. Then Mercury holds the slxth place,
circulating in the spaceof eighty days. In the middle of all dwells the sun.
NicholasCopernicus,PolishAstronomer(147y1543)
58.7 But that which will excite the greatestastonishmentby frr, and which
indeed especially moved me to call the attention of all astronomers and
philosophers,is this: namely, that I have observedfour planets,neither known
nor observedby any one of the astronomersbefore my time, which have their
orbits round a certain bright star [Jupiter], one of thosepreviously known, like
Venus or Mercury round the sun, and are sometimesin front of it, sometimes
behind it, though they neverdepart from it beyond certainlimits. All of which
facts were discoveredand observeda few days ago by the help of a telescope
devisedby me, through God's gracefirst enlightening my mind.
GalileoGalilei, Italian Astronomer/Physicist(1564-1
642')
58.8 We did also at night seeJupiter and his girdle and satellites,very fine,
with my twelve-foot glass,but could not Saturn, he being very dark.
Samuel Pepys, English Diarist (163F1703,

58.9 We seeit [Neptune] as Columbus saw America from the coastof Spain.
Its movements have been felt, trembli.g along the far-reachingline of our
analysiswith a certainty hardly inferior to that of ocular demonstration.
Sir William Herschel,EnglishAstronomer(1738-1822)
58.10 How can a man sit down and quietly parehis nails,while the earth goes
gyrating aheadamid such a din of spheremusic, whirling him along about her
axis some twenty-four thousand miles between sun and sun, but mainly in a
circle sometwo millions of miles actualprogress?And then such a hurly-burly
on the surface. . . . Can man do lessthan get up and shakehimself?
Henry David Thoreau, American Writer/Naturalist (1817-1862)
58.11 What shall be the lot of attendant worlds that circle around such orbs; or
of the earth as the Sun shall fade and cool?
E. Ledger, American Vriter (1900)
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58.12 The earth, formed out of the samedebrisof which the sun was born, is
extraordinarily rich in iron-iron which oncemay haveexistedat the center of
a star that exploded many billions of yearsago.
Isaac Asimov, American

Biochemist/Author

(1965)

58.13 Eventually man has to get there [Mars] becausewe will never be
satisfiedwith unmanned exploration.
Cyril

Ponnamperuma,

American

Chemist

(1985)

58.14 A hundred astronomershaveleft parts of their soulsand their hopesin
drawings showirg the surfaceof Mars. A scoreof men haveleft their stamp in
the major theories about life on the strange planet fourth from the sun. The
namesof ten thousandtechniciansand scientistsrest now on a plaquestandinga
few feet abovethe soil of Mars, attachedto a spacecraftsenttherein 1976.Fifty
writers have tried their pen out on Mars and things Martian; sixty movie
directors have tried to grasp the magic and mystery. . . . I would like to show
you how to fall in love with a planet.
RobertM. Powers,British Astronomer/Author(1986)
58.15 Venus does not have active volcanoes:two American scientistshave
reachedthis conclusion after reanalyzing data from the Pioneer Venus Orbiter
spacecraft.They concludethat radio bursts detectedby the spacecraftare not
causedby lightning playing around active volcanoes,but are generatedin the
planet'sionosphere.
Nigel Henbest, Science Journalist (1986)

59.

Probability
Religionconsiders
the (Jniuerse
deterministic
andscience
considers
it probabilistican i*portant distinction.
ISAAC ASIMOV

59.1 How often things occur by mere chancewhich we darednot even hope
for.
Terence (Publius Terentius Afer), Roman Dramatist
(185n.c.?-159n.c.?)
59.2 [s it possible that a promiscuous jumble of printing letters should often
fall into a method which should stamp on paper a coherent discourse?
John Locke, English Philosopher (1632-1704)
59.3 These duplicates in those parts of the body, without which a man might
have very well subsisted, though not so well as with them, are a plain d;onstration of an all-wise Contriver, as those more numerous .opyitrgr which
are found among the vessels of the same body are evident demonstrations
that they could not be the work of chance. This argument receives additional
strength if we apply it to every animal and insect within our knowledg., as well
as to those numberless living creatures that are objects too minute foi a human
eye: and if we consider how the several species in this whole world of life
resemble one another in very many particulars, so far as is convenient for their
respective states of existence, it is much more probable that a hundred millions
of dice should be casually thrown a hundred millions of times in the same
number than that the body of any single animal should be produced by the
fortuitous concourse of matter.
Joseph Addis on, English Essayist/Poet/Politician (1672-17lg)
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59.4 The laws of probability, so true in general, so fallaciousin particular.
Edward Gibbon, EnglishHistorian (1737-1794')
59.5 There are things that are uncertain for us, things more or lessprobable,
and we seek to compensate for the impossibility of knowing them by
determining their different degreesof likelihood. So it is that we owe to the
weakness of the human mind one of the most delicate and ingenious of
mathematicaltheories,the scienceof chanceor probability.
Pierre Simon Laplace, French Astronomer/Mathematician

(17 4y1827)

59.6 Chancefavors the trained mind.
895)
L ouis Pasteur,FrenchChemist/Microbiologist (182?-1
59.7 A very small causewhich escapesour notice determinesa considerable
effect that we cannot fail to see,and then we saythat the effect is due to chance.
If we knew exactly the laws of nature and the situation of the universe at the
initial moment, we could predict exactly the situation of that sameuniverseat a
succeedirg moment.
(1854-l9l2l
JulesHenri Poincar6,FrenchMathematician/Astronomer
59.8 It is never possible to predict ^ physical occurrencewith unlimited
precision.
Max Planck,GermanPhysicist(1858-1947)
59.9 Quantum mechanicsis very impressive. . . but I am convincedthat God
does not play dice.
Albert Einstein,German/AmericanPhysicist(187f1955)
59.10 It is easy without any profound logical analysis to perceive the
differencebetweena successionof favorabledeviationsfrom the laws of chance,
and on the other hand, the continuous and cumulative action of theselaws.
RonaldAylmer Fisher,English Geneticist(189V1962)
59.11 Chancefavors only those who know how to court her.
Charles-Jean-Flenri

Nicolle,

French Physici anl Bacteriologist

59.12 Heisenbergmay have slept here.
AmericanBumper Sticker(1978)

( 1932)

60.

Psydrology and

Psyffa ry
Psychology
marksthe triumphof hrman
euolution.How many otherspecies
would
needa science
of the mind?
ISAAC ASIMOV

60.1 It is not improbable that some of the presentationswhich come before
the mind in sleep may even be causesof the actions cognate to each of them.
For as when we are about to act til waking hours], or are engagedin any
courseof action, or have alreadyperformed certain aitions, *. oft.tt fittd ourselvesconcernedwith these actions, or performirg them, in a vivid dream.
Aristotle, GreekPhilosopher(384n.c.-322B.c.)
60.2 From the gods comesthe saying "Know thyself "
Juvenal (Decimus Junius Juvenalis) Roman Poet/Satirist

(60?-r27?')

60.3 When I was a child, I spoke as a child, I undersrood as a child, I thought
as a child: but when I became a man, I put away childish things.
The Bible (circa 325 e.o.)
60.4 Three sparks-pride,
kindled in all hearts.
Dante Alighieri,

envy, and avaric*are

those that have been

Italian poet (l26il-lll2l)

60.5 These fight not only with their hands, but with their heads, their
breasts, and feet, rending each other piecemealwith their teeth. The good
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instructor said, "Now see, my son, the souls of those who were overcome with
wrath. "
Dante Alighieri, Italian Poet (126Y1321,

60.6 For men, to speakgenerallY,are ungrateful, fickle, hypocritical, fearful
of danger,and covetousof gain.
Niccolb

Machiavelli,

Italian Statesman/Political Philosopher

(r46e-rs27)
60.7 This, as you know, is my opinion, that as the body when it tyrannlzes
over the mind ruins and destroys all its soundness, SOin the same way when the
mind becomes the tyrant, and not merely the true lord, it wastes and destroys
the soundness of the body first, and then their common bond of union . . . and
sins against prudence and charity.
Girolamo Fracastoro, Italian Physician/Poet (147F1533)
60.8 Dreams are true interpreters of our inclinations; but there is art required
to categorize and understand them.
Michel de Montaigne, French Essayist(1533-1592)
60.9

For behavior, men learn it, as they take diseases,one of another.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-1626)

60.10 Men fear death as children fear to go in the dark; and as that natural fear
in children is increased with tales, SOis the other.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statestnan(156l-1626)
60.11

Macbeth;How does your patient, doctor?
Doctor: Not so sick, my lord,
As she is troubled with thick-coming fancies,
That keep her from her rest.
Macbeth: Cure her of that.
Canst thou not minister to a mind diseased,
Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow,
Raze out the written troubles of the brain
And with some sweet oblivious antidote
Cleanse the stuff d bosom of that perilous stuff
Which weighs upon the heart?
Doctor: Therein the patient
Must minister to himself
Macbeth: Throw physic to the dogs; ['ll none of it.
Villiam Shakespeare,English Drarnatist/Poet (1564-1616)

60.12

I'll change my state with any wretch
Thou canst from gaol of dunghill fetchMy pain's past cure, another hell;
I may not in this torment dwell.
Now desperate I hate mY life,

Lend me a halter or a knife!
All my griefs to rhis arejolly,
Naughr so damned as melancholy.
RobertBurton, EnglishClergyman/Author(157T-1640)
60-13 So that in the nature of man, we find three principal causesof quarrel.
First, competition; secondly,diffidence; thirdly, gloiy.
ThomasHobbes,Englishphilosopher(15gr1679,
60.14 It may be in this caseasit is with waterswhen their streamsarestopped
or dammed uP, when they gett passagethey flow with more violence,-and
make more noys and disturbance,then when they are suffered to rune quietly
in their owne chanels.So wikednesbeing here more sroppedby strict laws, and
the same more nerly looked unto, so as it cannot rune in a comone road of
liberty asit would, and is inclined, it searchesevery wher, and at last breaksout
wher it getts vente.
william Bradford, American Governor(1590-1657)
60.15 The childhood showsthe man
As morning shows the day.
JohnMilton, EnglishPoet(1608-1674)
60-16 The humors of the body follow a uniform and regular course, which
insensibly moves and turns our will. They circulat. tog.iher and exercisein
successiona secretpower over us, so as to exert a considerableinfluenceon our
actionswithout our being awareof it.
Frangois de la Rochefoucauld,

French Writer/Moralist

(1613-1680)

60.17 The stateof man is changeableness,
ennui, anxiety.
Blaise Pascal, French Mathem aticianlPhilosopher/Author

(l6lyl66l)

60-18 Our spirit is often led astrayby its own delusions;it is evenfrightened
by its own work, believesthat it seeswhat it fears, and in the horror Jf rrigt t
seesat last the objecrswhich itself has produced.
Frangois-Marie

Arouet de Voltaire, French Author/Phitosopher

(r6ebr778)
.
60-19 Men are like plants; the goodnessand flavor of the fruit proceedsfrom
the peculiar soil and exposition in which they grow. We are norling but what
we derive from the air we breathe,the climate we inhabit, the gov.irr-.rrt we
9_b.y,the system of religion we profess, and the nature of ori employmenr.
Here you will find but few crimes; thesehaveacquiredasyet no root among us.
Flector St. John de Crevecoeur, American Farmer/French Consul to
New York (lT35=tB13)

60-20

By what astonishing power does it come ro pass that Man can so
imbibe the instinct and adopt the ferocity of the tiger, and yet be so
lh:lglghly
indifferent in his faculties and organs? The tiger ih.dr no blood but when
impelled to it by the stings of hunger; had Nature taught him ro ear grass, he
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would nor be the tiger. But Man, who eatsno man, yet kills Man and takesa
singular pleasurein sheddinghis blood.
Flector St. John de Crevecoeur,American Farmer/French Consul to
New York (1735-1813)

60.21 The mind of a young man (his gallery I mean) it often furnished
different ways. According to the sceneshe is placed in, so are his pictures- They
disapp ear,and he gets a new set in a moment. But as he grows up, he gets some
r.tbrtrtttial pie..r *hich he always preserves, although he may alter his smaller
paintings in a moment.
James Boswell, Scottish Lawyer/Author (174V1795)
60.22 I complained to Mr. Johnson that I was much afflicted with melancholy,
which was hereditary in our family. He said that he himself had been greatly
distressed with it, and for that reason had been obliged to fly from study and
meditation to the dissipating variety of life. He advised me to have constant
occupation of mind, to take a great deal of exercise, and to live moderatelyi
.rp..irlly to shun drinking at night. "Melancholy people," said he, "are apt to
fly to iniemperance, which gives a momentary relief but sinks the soul much
lower in miiery. " He observed that laboring men who work much and live
sparingly are seldom or never troubled with low spiritsJames Boswell, Scottish Lawyer/Author (174V1795)
60.23 [n general, we receive impressions only in consequence of motion, and
we might establish it as an axiom that without motion thereis no sensation.
Antoine Lavoisier, French Chemist (174T1794)
60.24 The naturalists, you know, distribute the history of nature into three
kingdoms or departments: zoology, botany, mineralogy. Ideology, or mind,
however, occupies so much space in the field of science, that we might perhaps
erect it into a fourth kingdom or department. But inasmuch as it makes a part
of the animal construction only, it would be more proper to subdivide zoology
into physical and moral.
Thornas Jefferson, American President/Author (174y1826)
60.25 Shakespeare was pursuing two Methods at once; and besides the
Psychological Method, tre had also to attend to the Poetical. (Note) we beg
pardon for the use of this insolent verbum: but it is one of which our Langu age
starrds in great need. We have no single term to express the Philosophy of the
Human Mind.
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, English Poet/Critic (1772-1834)
G0.26 The mosr general survey shows us that the two foes of human
happiness are pain and boredom.
Arthur Schopenhauer,German Philosopher (1788-1860)
G0.27 I would paint what has not been unhappily called the psychological
character.
)
Benj arnin Disraeli, English Statesman/Politician/Writer ( 1804-1881

chiat

60-28 Whether the minds of men and women are or are not alike. are
obviously psychologicalquesrions.
Herbert

Spencer, English Philosopher/Psychologist

(1820-1903)

60-29 Psychology is e part of the scienceof life or biology. . . . As the
physiologist inquires into the way in which the so-called"functions" of the
body are performed, Sothe psychologiststudiesthe so-called"faculties"of the
mind.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Philosopher (1825-1895)
60.30 It is of great psychological interest to follow up the gradual development of civilization and the influence exerted by r.*.til life upon habits rna
morality. The gratification of the sexual instinct seems to b. the primary
motive in man as well as in beast.
Richard von Krafft-Ebing, German Psychiatrist/Neurologist
(1840-1e02)
60-31 Consciousness
does not appear to itself chopped up in bits. Such
words as "chain" or "train" do not describe it fitly as it prlsents iiself in the first
instance. It is nothitgjointed; it flows. A "river" or a "stream" is the metaphor
by which it is most naturally described. In talkirg of it hereafter, let us .11 it
the stream of thought, of consciousness, or of subjective life.
Villiam James, Arnerican Psycholo gist/Phil osopher (1542-1910)
60-32 The mind, in short, works on the data it receives very much as a
sculptor works on his block of stone. In a sense the statue stood there from
eternity. But there were a thousand different ones beside it, and the sculptor
alone is to thank for havitg extricated this one from the rest.
Just so with the
world of each of us, howsoever different our several views of it may be, all lay
embedded in the primordial chaos of sensations, which gave the mere matter to
the thought of all of us indifferently.
William James, American PsychologistlPhilosopher (1842-1910)
60.33

Every perception is an acquired perception.
Villiam James, American Psycholo gist/Philosopher (1842-1910)

60-34 Not everythitg is an idea. Otherwise psychology would contain all the
scienceswithin it or at least it would be the highest judge over all the sciences.
Otherwise psychology would rule over logic and -rth.-atics.
But nothing
would be a greater misunderstandirg of mathematics than its subordination to
psychology.
Gottlob Frege, German Mathematici an/Logician (1848-1g2S)
60-35 Only science, exact science about human nature itsele and the most
sincere approach to it by the aid of the omnipotent scientific method, will
deliver man frg- his present gloom and will purge him from his contempo rary
share in the sphere of interhuman relations.
Ivan Petrovich Pavlov, Russian Physiologist (184L1916)
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60.36 The genesis of mathematical creation is a problem which should
intenselyinterestthe psychologist.
(1854-1912)
Jules Henri Poincar6, French Mathematician/Astronomer

60.37 The symptoms of neurosis, as we have learnt, are essentially substitute
gratifications for unfulfilled sexual wishes.
Sigmund Freud, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst (1856-1939)
60.38

Every dream reveals a psychological structure, full of significance.
Sigmund Freud, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst(1856-1939)

60.39 A neurosis is the result of a conflict between the ego and the id; the
person is at war with himself A psychosis is the outcome of a similar
dist.rrbance in the relation between the ego and the outside world.
Sigmund Freud, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst(1856-1939)
60.40 Nevertheless, his [Dostoevsky's] personality retained sadistic traits in
plenty, which show themselves in his irritability, his love of tormenting, and his
intolerance even towards people he loved, and which appear also in the way in
which, as an aurhor, he tieats his readers. Thus in little things he was a sadist
towards others, and in bigger things a sadist towards himsel{, in fact a
masochist-that is ro say the mildest, kindliest, most helpful person possible.
Sigmund Fretrd, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst (1856-1939)
60.41 In psychoanalytic treatment nothing happens but an exchange of words
between the patient and the physician.
Sigmund Freud, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst (185C1939)
6A.42 Wit is the best safety valve modern man has evolved; the more
civilization, the more repression, the more the need there is for wit.
Sigmund Freud, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst (1856-1939)
60.43 In the training and in the exercise of medicine a remoteness abides berween the field of neurology and that of mental health, psychi atry. It is
sometimes blamed to prejudice on the part of the one side or the other. It is both
more grave and less ginr. than that. It has a reasonable basis. It is rooted in the
.tt rgy-mind problem. Physiology has not enoug! ,: offer about the brain in
relation to the mind to lend the psychiatrist much help.
Sir Charles Scott Sherrington, English Physiologist (1857-1952\

60.44 The psyche is distinctly more complicated and inaccessiblethan the
body. It is, ro to speak,the half of the world which comesinto existenceonly
when we become consciousof it. For that reasonthe psyche is not only a
personalbut a world problem, and the psychiatristhas to deal with an entire
world.
Carl Gustav Jung, Swiss Psychiatrist/Psychologist

(1875-1961,

60.45 There are as many archetypesas there are typical situations in life.
Carl GustavJung, SwissPsychiatrist/psychologist
(1g75-1%1)
60.46 The dream is a little hidden door in the innermost and most secret
rec^esses-of
the psyche, opening into the cosmic night which was psyche long
before there
-was any ego-consciousness,and which will remain- psyche nJ
matter how far our ego-consciousnessmay extend.
Carl GustavJung, SwissPsychiatrist/psychologist
(1375*1961)
60.47 Personality is the supreme realization of the innate idiosyncracv of a
living being. It is an act of high courage flung in the face of life.
Carl GustavJung, SwissPsychiatrist/psychologist
(lg75-'llglll
60.48 The genius which runs ro madnessis no longer genius.
Otto Weininger,GermanPsychologist(1SgC1903)
60.49 we are too ready to acceptothers and ourselvesas we are and to assume
that we are incapable of change. we forget the idea of growth, or we do not
take it seriously. There is no good reason why we should not develop and
change ultil the last day we live. Psychoanalysisis one of the most powerful
means of helping us to realize this aim.
Karen Horney American Psychoanalyst(1885-1952)
60.50 [Freud] would often say three things were impossibre to fulfill
completely: healing, educating, governing. He limited hii goals in analytic
treatment to bringing a patient to the point where he could work for a living,
and learn to loue.
TheodoreReik, Austrian/ArnericanPsychoanalyst(lSSel969)
60.51 A neurotic person can be most simply descibedas someonewho, while
he was growing up, learned ways of behaving that are self-defeating in his
society.
MargaretMead,American Anthropologist (1901-1929)
60.52 If it is psychically-or physically in need of emotional peace, physical
regeneration, and releasefrom tension or stress, then the instinctive response
will be to choosethe darker colors. Ifthe organism needsto dissipateenergy by
outgoing activity or in mental creativeness,then the instinctivJ responsewiil
be for the brighter colors.
Max Liischer,SwissPsychologist(1948)
'when
60.53
colors have been accurately chosen for their direct association
with psychological and physiological needs. . . a preferencefor one color and a
dislike for another means something definite and reflects an existing state of
mind, or glandular balance, or both. To see how this can be so" iarhv this
relationship is so universal and why it exists independent ofrace, sex, or social
environment, it is necessaryto look back at mafs long exposure to the colors
of Nature.
Max Lffscher,SwissPsychologist(194g)
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60.54 The misconceptionsand distortions, the falsifications and misrepresentationsto which- psychoanalysiswas subjected in its popularizations,
rhrearen to transform rh; magnificent house that Freud built into e stable
similar to that of King Augeus.
Theodore Reik, Austrian/Arnerican Psychoanalyst (1950)

60.55
rates.

If Freud is not the Pasteur of mental illness, he is at least its HippocIsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)

60.56 We live, after all in the age of "behavioral science," not of "the science
of mind.". . . No sane person has ever doubted that behavior provides much of
of the evidence, if we interpret "behavioral
the evidence for this study-all
science" suggesrs a nor-so-subtle shift of emphasis toward the evidence itself
the deeper underlying principles and abstract mental structures
and away f.;;
that might be illuminaied by the evidence of behavior. It is as if natural science
were tobe designated "the science of meter readings. "
Noam Chomsky American Linguist/Philosopher (1968)
60.57 The Gry Liberation movement is the best therapy the homosexual has
had in years.
Lawrence Leshan, American Psychologist (1971)
60.58 Many peptic ulcers and psychosomatic ailments are poems struggling
to be born.
(1971)
Jack Leedy, American Psychologist/Poetry Therapist
60.59 I felt the experience of being out in the wilderness would add another
. In the woods there is a whole
dimension to the psychotherapy experience.
of
deculturation helps people to
process
this
new set of rules r"a obhgations:
relate to each other openly and honestly.
Arthur Kovacs, American Psychologist (1971)

'We'd
rather take the risk of AV/OL patients than lock them up.
60.60
Freedomis better for the patient'smorale.Locked doors havea very depressing
effect on the patient.
Andrew

K. Bernath, American

Psychiatrist/Hospital

Director

(1971\

60.61 Psychology . . . a sort of PacMan of the social sciences, that is, busy,
ambitio.tr, imperial, eager to gobble up all the subject matter in sight.
(1980)
Joseph Adelson, American Psychologist/Author
60.62 In ^ way, all psychotherapy is reprogramming. You aren't curing a
disorder; you're addittg ro*ething to the history 9f the individual. If what you
add is powerful .no,tgh, it will certainly lead to different behavior.
B.F. Skinner, American Psychologist (1984)

60-63 Incredible shameis associatedwith mental illness. Peoplewill confide
the most intimate detailsof their love life before they'll mention a relative who
has had a seriousmental breakdown. But the brain is just anotherorgan. It's
just a machine,and a machinecan go wrong.
candace Pert, American

Neuroscientist

(19g4)

60-64 The highest intelligenceon the planetprobably existsin a sperm whale,
who has a ten-thousand-grambrain, six tim.i lrrger than ours. I'm convinced
that intelligenceis a function of absolutebrain size.
John Lilty, American

Neurophysiologist/Spiritualist

(1984)

60.65 In the province of the mind, what is believed to be true is true, or
becomestrue, within limits to be learnedby experienceand experiment. These
limits are further beliefsto be transcended.In the provinceof the mind there are
no limits.
John Lilty, American

Neurophysiologist/Spiritualist

(1984)

90 66 My hopes for LSD were absolutely concentratedon the psychiatric
field. From my own experience,I reahzedthat LSD could be a useful agent in
psychoanalysisand psychotherapy,that patients could leave their evJryday,
ordinary reality with it by getting out of their problems and into anorher
sphereof consciousness.
I alsothought it could beimportant for brain research.
Albert Hofmann,SwissChemist(1984)
60.67 Torturitg becameajob. If the officersorderedyou to beat,you beat. If
they ordered you to stop, you stopped. You never thought you could do
otherwise.
Michaelis

Petrou, Greek Torturer

(1986)

60-68 For me, the most difncult thing was to realizehow cruel other men can
be.
Giorgio

Solimano,

Chilean Physician/Educator/Torture

Victim

(19S6)

60.69 They [torture victims] may feel better, they may have families and
function at a high level, but they will always remember.
Glenn Randall, American

Internist

(19g6)

60-70 One Personmight go out and rob banks or beat up old ladiesin the
park, while someonewith the same propensity lfor rggr.rtion] in a different
environment might run a multinational corporation
June Reinisch, American

Director

of the Kinsey Institute

(1986)

6-0-71 It aPpearsthat [physical] fitness may be a valuable prophylactic for
dealing with stress.
David S. Holmes, American

psychologist

(19g6)
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60.72 I've a fundamentalrule that for anybody who's in serioustrouble, it's
got to be either sex or death. If it's death, it's suicide or homicide. And if it's
i.*, it's animal, mineral, or vegetable;man' woman, of child'
John Money, American

Psychoendocrinologist

(1986)

isn'r like a light switch that goeson or off It's more like
60.73 Consciousness
a dimmer on a light.
Nathan cope, American Anthropologist (1986)

60.74

I have nothing ro offer except a way of looking at things.
Erik H. Erikson, American Psychologist (1986)

6r.
Rafiation
Radiation,unlikesmoking,drinking,and
ouereating,
giuesno pleasure
, so the
possibleuictimsobject.
ISAAC ASIMOV

6l-l Radiant energy,which at the beginnirg [of the universe]play.d a predominant role in the evolutionaryprocess,gradually lost its imptitrtr.. rtri by
the end of the thirty-millionth year yielded its priority in favor of ordinary
atomic matter.
Werner Karl Heisenberg,

61.2

German Physicist (1901-1976)

Little Willie, full of glee,
Put radium in Grandma's tea.
Now he thinks it quite a lark
To see her shining in the dark.
Dorothy Rickard, American Writer (1953)

61.3 The fact that the general incidence of leukemia has doubled in the last
two decades may be due, partly, to the increasirg use of x-rays for numerous
PurPoses. The incidence of leukemia in doctois, who are likely ro be so
exposed, is twice that of the general public. In radiologisrs . . . the incidence is
ten times greater.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)
61.4 Nuclear power plants are always emitting radiation. It isn't a continuous
thing,
t sporadic. It's a part of the routine operation especially when they
1r
begin the operation or shut down. And you never know ho* much is being
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it.
emitted. That was in the paper.. . . Met. Ed. admits it and the NRC admits
plant.
a
nuclear
from
coming
There's a certain amounttf emissions
Area (1980)
JaneLee, AmericanDairy Farmer,Three Mile Island
61.5 There was no trouble with these calvesat the dairy farms, but when the
dairy farmers sold them to their neighbors, there were problems like multiple
f."ctures, blindness, chronic arthritis, anemia, and what looked like starvation
and deficiency.. . . We've seen this problem for about two-and-a-half years
before the accident. The last .rre *.r inJune, three months after the accident.
Since the plant has been closed, we haven't run into this problem'
Dr.RobertWeber,AmericanVeterinarian,ThreeMilelslandArea
(1e80)
61.6 It could be that we're losing some of them [minerals and other nutrients
in the soil] becauseof TMI. I've seenit when water runs out a rainspout across
the lawn. For perhaps twenty feet out, a strip of grass about two-and-a-half
feet wide is ali brown. I never saw it before this spring. But even under the
barbed wire or the wire fences,there'sa strip, say three inches wide, where the
grass is dead. And there's no explanation for what happened to some of the
treesI've seen.
VanceFisher,American Fartner,Three Mile Island Area (1980)
61.7 we found no animals with any detectable contamination. The
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture has visited each of the farms that
claimed to have iroblems, and a report on that was supposed to be.out this
week. . . . But thi information I have is that there's nothing abnormal at all in
the Three Mile Island area, according to the Pennsylvania Department of
Agriculture.
ThomasM. Gerusky,ArnericanEnvironmentalAdministratot (1980)
61.8 The only health impact of the Three Mile Island accident that can be
identified with certainty is mental stressto those living in the vicinity of the
plant.
Arthur C. Upton, American Physician(1980)
61.9 Hell no, we won't glow.
AnrericanAntinuclearSloganfune 12' 1982)
61.10(Jllitweunderstandhowmicrowaveradiationinteractswithliving
systems, the public will continue to be suspiciousand the microwave problem
will continue to be with us.
Neras)(1986)
Louis Slesin'American Editor (Micrcuarre
In the schools [in Kiev] Geiger counters are no longer a part of the civil
6l.ll
. . . In at
defensedemonstration kit, but a necessityof everydayhousekeeping.
equals
bomb
atom
least one math class, the basic lesson was: "The smallest
three Chernobyls."
Felicity Barringer,AmericanJournalist(1986)

62.

Rryroduction
Tbpreuentouerpopulation
theremustbe
moredeathsorfewer births.Refusethe
latter; therewill be theformer.
ISAAC ASIMOV

62.1 So the Lord God causeda deep sleepto fall upon the man, and while he
slept took one of his ribs and closedup its placewith flesh;and the rib which
the Lord God had taken from the man he made into a woman and brought her
to the man.
The Bible (circa 725 n.c.)

62.2 Be fruitful and multiply, and then fill the earth and subdueit.
The Bible (circa 725 n.c.)

62.3

I will not give any woman the instrument to procure abortion.
Hippocrates, Greek Physician (460 n.c.-377 n.c.)

62.4 Men, in most instances, continue to be sexually functional until they are
sixty years old, and, if that limit is exceeded, then until seventy years; and men
have been actually known to bring forth progen y at sevenry years of age.
Aristotle, Greek Philosopher (384n.c.-322 n.c.)
62-5 Animals generally seem naturally disposed to intercourse at about the
same period of the year, and that is when winter changes to summer.
. In the human species, the male experiences more r.*,til excitement in
winter, and the female in summer.
Aristotle, Greek Philosopher (384B.c.-322B.c.)
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62.6 All livirg creatures,whether they swim, or walk, or fly, and whether
they come itrto the world with the form of an animai or of an egg, are
engenderedin the sameway.
Aristotle, Greek Philosopher (384s.c.-322 n'c')
GZ.7 Every animal is sad after coitus except the human female and the rooster.
claudius Galen, Greek Physician/scholar (130-200)
62.g It is as natural to die as to be born; and to a little infant, perhaps, the one
is as painful as the other.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-16261

62.9 Macduff w'asfrom his mother's womb
Untimely ripped.
William

Shakespeare, English Dramatist/Poet ( 1564-1616)

A weird happenitrg has occurred in the case of a lansquenet named
62.10
Daniel Brughammer, of the squadron of Captain Burkhard Laymann Zu
Liebenau, oflhe honorable Madrucci Regiment in Piadena, in Italy. When the
same was on the point of going to bed one night he complained to his wife, to
whom he had bein married by the Church seven years ago, that he had great
pains in his belly and felt something stirring therein. An hour thereafter he gave
'lVhen
his wife was made aware of this, she notified the
tirth ro a child, a girl.
occurrence at once. Thereupon he was examined and questioned. - . . He
confessed on the spot that he was half man and half woman and that for more
than seven years tre naa served as a soldier in Hun gary and the Netherlands. When he was born he was christened as a boy. . . . He also stated that while in
the Netherlands he only slept once with a Spaniard, and he became pregnant
therefrom. This, however, he kept a secret unto himself and also from his wife,
with whom he had for seven years lived in wedlock, but he had never been able
. The aforesaid soldier is able to suckle the child with
ro ger her with child.
not at all on the left side, where he is a man. He has
and
only
hislight breast
also the natural organs of a man for passing water. Both are well, the child is
beautiful, and ttutry towns have already wished to adopt it, which, however,
has not as yet been arranged. All this has been set down and described by
notaries. It is considered in Italy to be e great miracle.
Anonymous, BusinessAgent for the Fugger Banking Family (1589)
trees, without
62.11 I would be content that we might procreate like
'World
without this
conjunction, or that there were any way to perpetuate the
trivial and vulgar way of coition.
Thomas Brownen English Writer/Antiquarian (1605-1682)
62.12 And therefore rhough Adam was framed without this part (a navel), as
having no other womb thin that of his prop:r principles, yet was not his
port.iity without the same: for the seminality of his fabric contained the power

roduction

thereofi and was enduedwith the scienceof those parts whose predestinations
upon succession
it did accomplish.
Thomas Browne, English Writer/Antiquarian (1605-1682)
62-13 By the act of generation nothing more is done than to ferment the
sPerm of the female by the sperm of the male that it may thereby become fit
nburishment for the Embryo'^fot the nourishment of all animals is prepared by
ferment and the ferment is taken from animals of the same kind, rnd makes the
nourishment subtile and spiritual. In adult animals the nourishment is
fermented by the choler and pancreaticjuice both which come from the blood.
The Embryo not being able to ferment its own nourishment which comes from
the mother's blood has it fermented by the sperm which comes from the
father's blood, and by this nourishment it swells, drops off from the Ovarium
and begins to grow with a life distinct from that of the mother.
fsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-1727)
62.14 Population, when unchecked, increases in geometrical ratio. Subsistence increases only in an arithmetical ratio.
Thomas Robert Malthus, English Clergyman/Economis t (176G1834)
62.15 That a woman should at present be almost driven from society, for an
offence [illegitimate childbearing], which men commit nearly with impunity,
seems to be undoubtedly a breach of naturaljustice. . . . What at first might be
dictated by state necessity, is now supported by female delicacy; and operares
with the greatest force on that part of society, where, if the original intention of
the custom were preserved, there is the least real occasion for it.
Thomas Robert Malthus, English Clergyrnan/Economist (176G1834)
62.16 The propagation of the human race is not left to mere accident or the
caprices of the individual, but is guaranteed by the hidden laws of nature which
are enforced by r mighty, irresistible impulse.
Richard von Krafft-Ebing, Gerrnan Psychiatrist/Neurologist
(1840-1e02)
62.17 Altering a gene in the gene line to produce improved offspring is likely
to be very difficult becauseof the danger of unwanted side effects.-It would also
raise obvious ethical problems.
Francis Crick, British Biophysicist/Geneticist (l9lG )
62-18 If the earth's population continues to double every 50 years (as it is now
doing) then by 2550 a.o. it will have increased 3,000-fold. . . . UV 2800 A.D., ir
would reach 630,000 billion! Our planet would have standing room only, for
there would be only two-and-a-half square feet per person on the entire land
surface, includitg Greenland and Antarctica. In fact, iithe human speciescould
be imagined as continuing to multiply further at the same rate, ay +ZO0 a.n.
the total mass of human tissue would be equal to the mass of the earth.
rsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)
62-19 The battle to feed all humanity is over. In the 1970s the world will
undergo famines-hundreds of millions of people are going to starve to death.
Dr' Paul Ehrlich, American Biologist/Ecologist (1968)
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62.20 Modern times breed modern phobias. Until the present age, for
example, it has been impossible for any woman to suffer crippling feat of
artifi cial insemination.
Russell Baker, American Vriter (1986)
Today, a dozen European countries have nearly steady or falling
62.2!
population levels, and the fertility rate for the entire developed world has
dropped below the replacement level.
fn. latest explosion, in which the population rose from 800 million in 1750
to over 4.5 billion today, already seems to be abating. Since 1973 the world's
growth rate has once again slowed (fro m 2 percent to 1'.7 percent) as fertility
rates have dropped sharply in Asia and Latin America.
John Tierney, American ScienceJournalist (1986)
62.22

Freedom to breed will bring ruin to all.
Garrett Hardiny, American Ecologist (1986)

62.23 For example, to whom do such embryos [cryopreserved human
living parents, to the estate of deceasedparents, to the
embryos] "belong;'-to
storage facility that maintains them, to the state?
Clifford Grobstein, American Biologist/Educator (1986)
'When
a low-ranking animal is attacked in early pregnancy, it could
62.24
cause her to abort. From her point of view, ovulating or starting a pregnancy
when others are in heat just isn't worth it. Rather than lose a valuable year of
her reproductive career carrying and nursing an infant that might well get
harassid to death, she defers fertility until a less competitive time of year . .
the hormones her body releasesunder stress make her reproductive system shut
down.
Duncan Maxwell Anderson, American Writer (1986)
62.25 Although the diaphragm had been in existence for ages, the pill's
incredible value was that you put it in your mouth, not in your vagina. So it
wasn't sex. It was so completely de-erotrcized, it was acceptable.
John Money, American Psychoendocrinologist (1986)
62.26 All of us should be greatly concerned by the marketitg of human
reproduction, not a matter to be governed by dollars and by power..It could
.riily degenerate into a matter of rich people's paying poor people to go
through the discomforrs and the potential risks of pregnancy, much as wealthy
peopl- in the Civil War paid to have impoverished men serve in the Army in
their stead.
Arthur W Feinburg, American Medical Educator (1986)
62.27 Most critical is whether the entire process of surrogate motherhood
leads to a dehumanization of the most human activity we know, the
reproduction of our own species.
Arthur W. Feinburg, American Medical Educator (1986)

63.

Rcscarch
"Research"means"to searchagain,"
Why not? Sometimes,a new interpretation

emerges
that is of uasti*portance.
ISAAC ASIMOV

63.1 Nothing has such power to broaden the mind as the ability to investigate
systematically and truly all that comes under thy observation in life.
Marcus Aurelius, Roman Emperor/Philosoph er (121-180)

63.2

Study is like the heaven's glorious sun,
That will not be deep-search'd with saucy looks:
Small have continual plodders ever won,
Save base authority from others' books.
William Shakespeare,English Dramatist/Poet (1564-1616')

63.3 Attempt the end and never stand to doubt;
Nothing so hard but searchwill find it out.
RobertHerrick, EnglishPoet (1591-1674')
63.4 Far must thy researches
go
Wouldst thou learn the world to know;
Thou must tempt the dark abyss
Wouldst thou prove what Being rs;
Naught but firmness gains the prrze,
Naught but fullnessmakesus wise,
Buried deep truth ever lies.
Friedrichvon Schiller,GermanPoet/Dramatist(1759-1305)
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63.5 The mysrerious and unsolved problem of how things came to_be does
not enter the empirical province of objective research,which is confined to a
descriptionof things as they are.
Alexander von Humboldt, German Naturalist/Statesman (1769-1835)

63.6

Lost in a gloom of uninspired research.
villiam vordsworth, English Poet (177trl1850)

63.7

The investigator should have a robust faith-and yet not believe.
Claude Bernard, French Physiologist (1813-1878)

63.8

Don't spare; don't drudge.
Benjamin Jowett, English Scientist (1817-1893)

63.9 Endow the already established with money. Endow the woman who
shows genius with time.
Maria Mitchell, American Astronomer (1818-1889)
63.10 There are nor many joyt in human life equal to the joy of the sudden
birth of a generalization illuminating the mind after a long period of patient
research.
Prince Pitr Alekseevich Kropotkin, Russian Anarchist/Geologist

(r842-re2r)
63.11 Scientific discovery and scientific knowledge have been achieved only
by those who have gone in pursuit of them without any practical purpose
whatsoever in view.
Max Planck, German Physicist (1858-1947)
63.12 Research is fundamentally a state of mind involving continual reexamination of doctrines and axioms upon which current thought and action
are based. It is, therefore, critical of existing practices.
Theobald Smith, American Pathologist (1859-1934)
63.13 Thejoy of research must be found in doing, since every other harvest is
uncertain.
Theobatd Smith, American Pathologist (1859-1934)
63.14

Those hateful persons called Original Researchers.
J.M. flames Matthew) Barrie, British Dramatist/Novelist (1860-1937)

63.15

War should mean research.
George Ellery Hale, American Astronomer (Former Director, National
Research Council) (1868-1938)

63.16 The investigator may be made to dwell in a garret, he may be forced to
live on crusts and wear dilapidated clothes, he may be deprived of social
recognition, but if he has timi, he can steadfastly devote himself to research.
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Thke away his free time and he is utterly destroyed as e contributor to
knowledg..
walter B. cannon,AmericanPhysiologist(1871-1945)
63.17 The final results[of his work on the theory of relativity] appearalmost
simple; any intelligent undergraduate can understand them without much
trouble. But the years of searchingin the dark for a truth that one feels, but
cannot express; the intense effort and the alternations of confidence and
misgivitg, until one breaks through to clarity and understanding, are only
known to him who has himself experiencedthem.
Albert Einstein, German/American Physicist (1879-1955)
63.18 Committees are dangerous things that need most careful watching. I
believe that a research committee can do one useful thing and one only. It can
find the workers best fitted to attack a particular problem, bring them together,
give them the facilities they need, and leave thern to ger on with the work. It
can review progress from time to time, and make adjustments; but if it tries to
do more, it will do harm.
V{WC. Topley, English Physician/Medical Educator (1886-1944)
63.19 If we want an answer from nature, we must put our questions in acts,
not words, and the acts may take us to curious places. Some questions were
answered in the laboratory, others in mines, others in a hospital where a
surgeon pushed tubes in my arteries to get blood samples, others on top of
Pike's Peak in the Rocky Mountains, or in a diving dress on the bottom of the
sea. That is one of the things I like about scientific research. You never know
where it will take you next.
John Burdon SandersonHaldane, English Geneticist (189?-1964)

63.20 Investigation may be likened to the long months of pregnancy,a+d
solving a problem to the dry of birth. To investigatea problem is, indeed, to
solve it.
Mao Tse Thng, Chinese Political

Leader (189FlgT6)

63.21 I do not think we can impose limits on research. Through hundreds of
thousands of years, man's intellectual curiosity has been essential to all the
gains we have made. Although in recent times we have progressed from chance
and hit-or-miss methods to consciously directed research, we still cannot know
in advance what the results may be. It would be regressive and dangerous to
trammel the free search for new forms of truth.
Margaret Mead, American Anthropologist (1901-tg7l)
63.22

Basic research is what I am doing when I don't know what I am doing.
Wernher r'on Braun, GermanlAmerican Rocket Engine er (l9t?-1977)

63.23 Most of the knowledg. and much of the genius of the research worker
lie behind his selection of what is worth observing. It is a crucial choice, often
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determining the successor failure of months of work, often differentiatingthe
brilliant discovererfrom the . . . plodder.
Alan Gregg, English Scientist/Author (1941)
61.24 I became expert at dissecting crayfish. At one point I had a creyftsh claw
mounted on an apparatus in such a way that I could operate the individual
nerves. I could g.i itt. several-jointed claw to reach down and pick up a pencil
ancl wave it around. I am not sure that what I was doing had much scientific
value, although I did learn which nerve fiber had to be excited to inhibit the
effects of another fiber so that the claw would open. And it did get me
interested in robotic instrumentation, something that I have now returned to. I
am tryitrg to build better micromanipulators for surgery and the like.
Marvin Minsky, American Computer Scientist (1982)
63.25 [r's hard to imagine anything more difficult to study than human
sexuality, on every level from the technical to the political. One has only to
picture monitoring orgasm in the lab to begin to grasp the challenge of
developing testing techniques that are thorough and precise, yet respectful.
Winnifred Gallagher, American ScienceJournalist (1986)
63.26 As a different, but perhaps more common, strategy for the suppression
of novelty, we may admit the threatening object to our midst, but provide an
enveloping mantle of ordinary garb. .
This kind of cover-up, so often amusing in our daily lives, can be quite
dangerous in science, for nothing can stifle originality more effectively than an
ordinary mantle placed fully and securely over an extraordinary thing.
StephenJay Gould, American Biologist/Author (1986)

61.
ScLelrce
Any increase
in knowledgeanywherehelps
pauethe wayfor an increase
in knowledge
euerywhere.
ISAAC ASIMOV

64.1 Scienceis the father of knowledge, but opinion breedsignorance.
Hippocrates,

Greek Physician

(460 B.c.?-377 n.c.?)

64.2 To be acceptableas scientific knowledge e truth musr be a deduction
from other truths.
Aristotle, GreekPhilosopher(3S4B.c.-322B.c.)
64-3 Shun no toil to make yourself remarkableby sometalent or other; yet do
not devoteyourself to one branch exclusively.Strive to get clearnotions about
all. Give up no scienceentirely; for scienceis but one.
LuciusAnnaeusSeneca(the Younger),RomanPhilosopher/States
manl
Dramatist(4 B.c.?-65A.D.)
9a:!- Keep that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane and vain
babblings, and oppositions of sciencefalsely so called.
TheBible(cfuca325a.o.)
64.5 All sciencesare connected;they lend eachother material aid as parts of
one great whole, eachdoing its own work, not for itself alone,but for the other
parts; as the eye guides the body and the foot sustainsit and leadsit from place
to place.
RogerBacon,EnglishPhilosopher/Clergym
an (122b1292,
64.6 Sciencewithout conscienceis the death of the soul.
Frangois Rabelais, French Monk/Physician/Satiris

t (1494?-1553?)
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64.7 No tempest can consume Science.
John Florio, Italian/EnglishAuthor (1533?-1625)
54.g The strength of all sciences,which consisteth in their harmony, each
supporting the iher, is as the strength of the old man's fagotin the-band;for
*".. ir noib.tt.. for a man in a fair room to set uP one great light, or branching
candlestick of lights, than to go about with a small watch-candle into every
corner?
FrancisBacon,EnglishPhilosopher/Essayist/Statesman(1561_1626)
64.9 Science[is thel knowledge of the truth of Propositions,and how things
are called.
ThomasHobbes,English Philosopher(158e1679)
64.10 Much science,much sorrow.
John Clarke,English/AmericanClergyman(160ts1676)
Is it not evident, in theselast hundred years, that more errors of the
u.tl
school have been detected, more useful experiments in philosophy have been
made, more noble secretsin optics, medicine, anatomy, astronomy' discovered,
than in all those credulousand doting ages,from Aristotle to us?So true it is,
that nothing spreads more fast than science, when rightly and generally
cultivated.
John Dryden, English Poet/Critic/Dramatist(1631-1700)
64.12 Old sciencesare unraveledlike old stockings, by beginning at the foot'
45)
JonathanSwift, Irish Satirist/Clergynan(1667-17
64.13 Sciencewhen well digested is nothing but good senseand reason.
661
StanislawI Leszczyiski, PolishKine, (J677-17
64.14 Trace sciencethen, with modesty thy guide;
First strip offall her equipageof pride;
Deduct what is but vanity, or dress,
Or learning'sluxurY, or idleness;
Or tricks to show the stretch of human brain,
Mere curious pleasure,or ingeniouspain;
Expunge the whole, or log th' excrescentParts
Of all our vices have createdarts;
Then seehow little the remaining sum
Which serv'd the past, and must the times to come'
AlexanderPope,EnglishPoet/Satirist(1688-1744)
64.15 Life is not the object of Science:we seea little, very little; And what is
beyond we can only conjecture.
Samuel Johnson, English

Lexicographer/Poet/Critic

(1709-1784)
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64.16 We do not enlarge but disfigure sciences, if we allow them to rrespass
on one another's territory.
Immanuel Kant, German Philosopher (172b1s04)
64.t7 Nothing tends so much to the corruption of science as to suffer it to
stagnate.
Edmund Burke, English Statesman/Author (172y17971
64.18 They may say what they like; everything is organized matter. The rree
is the first link of the chain; man is the last. Men are young; the earth is old.
Vegetable and animal chemistry are still in their infancy. Electricity,
galvanism-what
discoveries in a few years!
Napoleon I (Napoleon Bonaparte), French Emperor/General (176y

r82r)
64.19 From Avarice thus, from Luxury and'War
Sprang heavenlyScience;
and from ScienceFreedom.
Samuel Thylor Coleridge,

English Poet/Critic

(1772-1834)

64.20 O star-eyedScienceo
hast thou wanderedthere,
To waft us home the messageof despair?
ThomasCampbell,English Poet (1777-1844)
64.21 The origin of all scienceis the desireto know causes;
and the origin of all
false scienceand imposture is in the desire to acceptfalse causesrather than
none; or, which is the same thing, in the unwillingness to acknowledgeour
own ignorance.
William Hazlitt, English Critic/Essayis
t (177Vl 830)
64.22 Who shall assign a limit to the discoveriesof future ages?Who can
prescribe to science her boundaries, or restrain the active and insatiable
curiosity of man within the circle of his presentacquirements?
Thomas Chalmers,

64.23

Scottish Theologian/Author

(1780-1 847)

Knowledge is not happiness, and science
But an exchange of ignorance for that
Which is another kind of ignorance.
Lord Byron (George Gordon), English Poet/Dramatist (178e8241

64.24 The estimate we form of the intellectual capacity of our race, is founded on an examination of those productions which have resulted from the
loftiest flights of individual genius, or from the accumulated labors of
generations of men, by whose long-continued exertions a body of science has
been raised up, surpassing in its extent the creative powers of any individual,
and demanding for its development a length of time, to which no single life
extends.
Charles Babbage, English Inventor/Mathematician (1792-1871)
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64.25 Experienceis the mother of science.
Henry GeorgeBohn, EnglishPublisher(179G1884)
64.26 To understanda scienceit is necessaryto know its history.
AugusteComte,FrenchPhilosopher(179t-1857)
64.27 Men love to wonder, and that is the seedof our science.
Ralph WaldoEmerson,AmericanEssayist/Philosopher/Poet
(1803-1882)
64.28 Every greatscientifictruth goesthrough threestates:first, peoplesayit
conflictswith the Bible; next, they sayit hasbeendiscoveredbefore;lastly, they
say they alwaysbelievedit.
(1807-1873)
Naturalist/Geologist
JeanLouis Agassiz,Swiss/American
64.29 Scienceis a first-rate pieceof furniture for a man'supper chamber,if he
has common senseon the ground floor.
Oliver

Wendell Holmes, American

Physician/Poet/Author

(180F1894)

64.30 Sciencemoves, but slowly, slowly, creeping on from point to point.
Alfred, Lord Tennyson,English Poet (180f1892)
64.3! Like truths of Sciencewaiting to be caught.
Alfred, Lord Tennyson,EnglishPoet (1809-1892\
64.32 Blessingson Science!When the earth seem'dold,
When Faith grew doting, and the Reasoncold,
'Tiwasshe discover'd that the world was young,
And taught a languageto its lisping tongue:
'Tiwasshediscloseda future to its view,
And made old knowledge pale before the new.
Charles Mackay, Scottish Poet (1814-1889)

64.33 In our days everything seemspregnant with its contrary. Machinery,
gifted with the wonderful power of shortening and fructifying human labor,
At the same pace that mankind
we behold starving and overworking it. .
to other men or his own
enslaved
become
to
masters nature, man seems
infamy. Even the pure light of scienceseemsunable to shine but on the dark
background of ignorance.
Karl Marx, GermanPoliticalPhilosopher(1818-1883)
64.34

Sciencedealsexclusivelywith things as they are in themselves.
JohnRuskin,EnglishArt Critic/Author (1819-1900)

and demon64.35 The work of scienceis to substitute facts for appearances,
strationsfor impressions.
JohnRuskin,EnglishArt Critic/Author (181F1900)
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64-36 Science is, I verily believe, like virtue, its own exceedirg grear
reward.
charlesKingsleyEnglishPoet/Novelist(1s1r1975)
64.37 Scienceis for Life, not Life for Science.
HerbertSpencer,
EnglishPhilosopher/Psychologist
(1820-1903)
64.38 Scienceis organizedknowledg..
HerbertSpencer,
EnglishPhilosopher/Psychologist
(1820-1903)
64.39 Only when genius is married to science,can the biggest resulrs be
produced.
HerbertSpencer,
EnglishPhilosopher/Psychologist
(1820-1903)
64.40 In sciencethe important thing is to modify and changeone'sideas as
scienceadvances.
HerbertSpencer,
EnglishPhilosopher/Psychologist
(1820-1903)
64.41 Scienceincreasesour power in proportion as it lowers our pride.
HerbertSpencer,
EnglishPhilosopher/Psychologist
(1820-1903)
64.42 Every science begins by accumulating observations, and presently
generalizesthese empirically; but only when it reachesthe stage at which its
empirical generalizationsare included in a rational generalization does it
becomedevelopedscience.
HerbertSpencer,
EnglishPhilosopher/Psychologist
(1820-1903)
64.43 While natural science up to the end of the last century was
predominantly a collecting
science,a scienceof finished things, in our century it
is essentially a clasifying science,a scienceof processes,of the origin and
development of these things and of the interconnection which binds these
processesinto one great whole.
Friedrich

Engels, German Political

Philosopher

(182f1895)

64.44 I consider the study of medicine to have been thar training which
preachedmore impressively and more convincingly than any other could have
done, the everlastingprinciples of all scientific work; principles which are so
simple and yet are ever forgotten again, so clear and yet always hidden by t
deceptiveveil.
llermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmh oltz, German Physicist/
Physiologist (1821-1894)
64.45 The task of science is to stake out the limits of the knowable, and to
center consciousness within them.
Rudolph Virchow, German Pathologist/Statesman (1821-1g02l
64.46 My kingdom is as wide as the world, and my desire has no limit. I go
forward always, freeing spirits and weighing worlds, withour fear, without
compassion, without love, and without God. Men call me science.
Gustave Flaubert, French Novelist (1821-1880)
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64.47 The Sciencesgain by mutual support.
Louis Pasteur, French Chemist/Microbiologist

(1822-1895)

64.48 Science is simply common sense at its best-that is, rigidly accurate in
observation, and merciless to fallacy in logic.
Thomas I{enry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
64.49 Science is, I believe, nothing but trained and organized common sense,
differing from the latter only as a veteran may differ from a raw recruit: and its
methodi differ from those of common sense only so far as the guardsman's cut
and thrust differ from the manner in which a savage wields a club.
Thornas Flenry HuxleS English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
64.50 The generalizations of science sweep on in ever-widening circles, and
more aspiring flights, through a limitless creation.
Thomas Flenry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
64.51 Science has fulfilled her function when she has ascertained and
enunciated truth.
Thomas Flenry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
64.52

Every sciencehas been an outcast.
Robert Green Ingersoll, Arnerican Lawyer (183F1899)

64.53

Man has mounted science, and is now run away.
Henry (Brooks) Adams, American Historian/Author (1838-1918)

64.54 The sciencesare beneficent.They preventmen from thinking.
Anatole Franceo French Novelist (184411924)

64.55 Science preceded the theory of science, and is independent of it. Science
preceded naturalism, and will survive it.
Arthur James Balfour, English Statesrnan(1848-1930)
64.56 The work of science does not consist of creation but of the discovery of
true thoughts.
Gottlob Frege, Gerrnan Mathetnatici anlLogician (1848-1925)
64.57 The extraordinary development of modern science may be her undoing. Specialism, now a necessity,has fragmented the specialtiesthemselves
in a way that makes the outlook hazardous. The workers lose all sense of
proportion in a rnaze of minutiae.
Sir William Osler, Canadian Physician/Anatotnist (1849-1919)
64.58 The future belongs to science. More and more she will control the
destinies of the nations. Already she has them in her crucible and on her
balances.
Sir William Osler, Canadian Physician/Anatomist (1849-1919)
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64.59 Science,the new nobility! Progress.The world moveson!
Jean-Nicholas Arthur Rimbaud, French Poet (1854-1S91)
64.60
more.

Science is always wrong. It never solves a problem without creating ten
George Bernard Shaw,Irish Dramatist/Critic (185f1950)

64.61 Every great advance in science has issued from a new audacity of the
imagination.
John Dewey, American Psychologist/Educator/Philosopher (185f 1952)
64.62 Science is nothing but developed perception, interpreted intent,
common sense rounded out and minutely articulated.
George Santayana,American Philosopher (186f1952)
64.63

Tiue science teaches, above all, to doubt and to be ignorant.
Miguel de Unamuno, Spanish Philosopher/Author (1864-1936)

64.64
bosh!

Science? Pooh! V/hatever good has science done the world? Damned
George Edward Moore, English Philosopher (187f1958)

64.65 Science bestowed immense new powers on man, and, at the same time,
created conditions which were largely beyond his comprehension.
Sir Winston Churchill, English Statesman/Author (1874-1965,
64.66 Equipped with his five senses, man explores the universe around him
and calls the adventure Science.
Edwin Powell Hubble, American Astronomer (1889-1953)
64.67 Knowledge is a matter of science, and no dishonesty or conceit
whatsoever is permissible.
Mao Tse Tung, Chinese Political Leader (189!19761
64.68 Moreover, in many of these rites we may discover the rudiments of
science, the first gropings of man for an understanding of nature, and especially
("t witchcraft is greatly concerned with the human body) the rudimenrs of
medical science. In studying the very ignorance of primitive people with regard
to nature, we are able to discern glimpses of real knowledge-we
are, though
not yet in the precincts, at any rate at the threshold of Science.
M. Winternitz, American Writer (1900)
64.69

Science is not a substitute for common sense, but an e:<tensionof it.
Willard van Orman Quine, American Philosopher (1908-)

64.70 A science is any discipline in which the fool of this generation can go
beyond the point reached by the genius of the last generation.
Max Gluckman, American Anthropologist (1911-)
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64.71 There are three great things in the world: there is religion, there is
science,and there is gossip.
Robert Frost, American

Poet (1963)

64.72 Out of man's mind in free play comes the creation Science.It renews
itself, like the generations,thanks to an activity which is the best gameof homo
ludens:scienceis in the strictestand best sensea glorious entertainment.
JacquesBarzun, American Historian/Writer (1964)
64.73 Science 1,. The state or fact of knowing; knowledge or cognrzance of
somethirg specified or applied; also with wider reference, knowledge (more or
less extensive) as a personal attribute.
Oxfod English Dictionary (l97ll
64.74 Today it seems that people throw up their hands at the mention of
science. It's become too complex, they say.
Christopher Hallowell, American Vriter (1986)

65.

ScrclrceadM
andscience
Thereis an art to science,
but
in art; the two arenot enemies,

of thewhole.
dffirent aspects
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in
65.1 For just as musicalinstrumentsare brought to perfectionof clearness
the sound of their strings by meansof bronze platesor horn sounding boards,
so the ancientsdevisedmethodsof increasingthe power of the voice in theaters
through the applicationof the scienceof harmony.
MarcusVitruvius Pollio (Vitruvius), RomanArchitect/Military
Engineer(circa100B.c.)
65.2 The sciencesand arts are not castin a mold, but formed and shapedlittle
by little, by repeatedhandling and polishing, asbearslick their cubs into shape
at leisure.
Michel de Montaigne,FrenchEssayist(153F15921
65.3 Scienceis the labor and handicraft of the mind; poetry can only be
consideredits recreation.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman

65.4

( 156l-1626)

One science only will one genius fit,
So vast is art, so narrow human wit.
Alexander Pope, English Poet/Satirist (1688-1744)

65.5 There was far more imagination in the head of Archimedes than in that
of Homer.
Frangois-Marie Arouet de Voltaire, French Author/Philosopher
(r6ebr778)
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65.6 The anatomist presents to the eye the most hideous and disagreeable
objects, but his science is useful to the painter in delineating even a Venus or a
Helen.
David Flume, Scottish Philosopher/Historiarr (1711-1776)
65.7 Science and art belong to the whole world, and the barriers of nationality
vanish before them.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, German PoetlDrarnatist/Novelist

(r74r.r832)

65.8 He who would do good to another must do it in Minute Particulars:
General Good is the plea of the scoundrel, hypocrite, and flatterer, For Art and
Science cannot exist but in minutely organi zed particulars.
William Blake, English Poet/Painter/Engraver (1757-1827)
65.9

Toil of science swells the wealth of art.
Friedrich von Schiller, German Poet/Dramatist (1759-1805)

65.10 [ should not think of devoting less than twenty years to an epic poem.
Ten years to collect materials and warm my mind with universal science. I
would be a tolerable mathematician. I would thoroughly understand Mechanics; Hydrostatics; Optics and Astronomli Botany; Metallurgy; Fossilism; Chemistry; Geology; Anatomy; Medicine; then the minds of men, in all
Travels, Voyages, and Histories. So I would spend ten years; the next five in the
composition of the poem, and the next five in the correction of it. So would I
write, haply not unhearing of that divine and nightly whispering voice, which
speaks to mighty minds, of predestined garlands, srarry and .rtr*ithering.
Samuel Thylor Coleridge, English Poet/Critic (1772-1834)
65.11 Sciencehas succeededpoetry, no less in the little walks of children than
with men. Is there no possibility of averting this sore evil?
charles Lamb, English Essayistlcritic (177F1834)
65-12 Painting is a science and should be pursued as an inquiry into the laws
of nature.
John Constable, English Painter (l77Cl83Z)
65.13 In science, address the few, in literature, the many. In science, the few
must dictate opinion to the many; in literature, the many, sooner or later, force
their judgment on the few.
Edward Bulwer-Lytton, English Politician/Author ( 1303-1873l
65.14

What Art was to the ancient world, Science is to the modern.
Benjamin Disraeli, English Statesman/Writer(1804-1881)

65.15

Art is I; scienceis we.
Claude Bernard, French Physiologist (1813-1828)
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65.16 We especially need imagination in science.It is not all mathematics, nor
all logic, but it is somewhat beauty and poetry.
Maria Mitchell, American Astronomer (1818-1889)
65.17 This creative use of the imagination is not only the fountain of all
inspiration in poetry and art, but is also the source of discovery in science, and
indeed supplies the initial impulse to all developrnent and progress. It is the
creative power of imagination which has inspired and guided all the great
discoveries in science.
Sir William Huggins, British Astronomer (1824-1910)
65.18

The man of science is nothing if not a poet gone wrong.
George Meredith, English Novelist/Poet (1828-1909)

65.19

Science is for those who learn; poetry, for those who know.
Joseph Roux, French Theologian/Epigrammist (1834-1886)

65.20 Mathematicspossesses
not only truth but supremebeauty-a beauty
cold and austere,like that of a sculpture.
Bertrand Russell, English Philosopher/Mathematician (1872-1970)
65.2!

Art upsets, science reassures.
Georges Braque, French Painter (1882-1963)

'When
65.22
it comes to atoms, language can be used only as in poetry. The
poet, too, is not nearly so concerned with describirg facts as with creating
images.
Niels Henrik David Bohr, Danish Physicist (1885-1962)
65.23 Nobody, I suppose, could devote many years to the study of chemical
kinetics without being deeply conscious of the fascination of time and change:
this is something that goes outside science into poetry; but science, subject to
the rigid necessity of always seeking closer approximations to the truth, itself
contains many poetical elements.
Cyril Norman Hinshelwood, English Chernist (1897-1967)
65.24 The scientist has marched in and taken the place of the poet. But one
dty somebody will find the solution to the problems of the world and
remember, it will be a poet, not a scientist.
Frank Lloyd Wright, American Architect (1959)
65.25 The two forms of experiment, scientific and artistic, share an attitude
of detached yet intense observation toward the events precipitated. Yet the two
activities are fundamentally opposed. Scientificexperiment,relying on empirical
rigor in refining its methods and verifying its results, seeks to extend and
consolidate our grasp of order in the universe. Artistic experiment sets out to
breed disorder, thwart determinism, and open up a space for individual
freedom and consciousness.
Roger Shattuck, American Writer (1984)
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65.26 Music critics havebeenknown to disagreeviolently about the merits of
a pieceof music. Part of the reasonmay lie in the recentdiscoverythat what one
personhearscan be strikingly different from what anotherhears.Someaspects
of music appearto residein the mind of the listener.
Ivars Peterson,AmericanScience
Journalist(1986)

66.

ad
ScLcrrce
Education
Science
mustbe taughtwell, if a student
is to understand
the comingdecades
he
mustliue through.
ISAAC ASIMOV

66.1 Much study is a wearinessof the flesh.
TheBible(circa725n.c.)
66.2 In addition to instructing them in the holy Scriptures,they also taught
their pupils poetry, astronomy,and the calculationof the church calendar.
[About the teaching methods of Theodore, Archbishop of Canterbury, and
Hadrian, abbot of Canterbury,A.D. 669.1
Bede,EnglishMonk/Scholar(673?-735)
66.3 For out of old feldes, as men seith,
Cometh al this newe corn fro yere to yere;
And out of olde bokes,in good feith,
Cometh al this newe sciencethat men lere.
Geoffrey

Chaucer, English

Poet (1340?-1400)

66.4 If it were customary to send daughtersto school like sons, and if they
were then taught the natural sciences,they would learn as thoroughly and
understandthe subtletiesof all the arts and sciencesas well as sons. And by
chancethere happen to be such women, for, as I touched on before, just as
women have more delicatebodies than men, weaker and less able to perform
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many tasks, so do they have minds that are freer and sharper whenever they
apply themselves.
Christine de Pizan, French Writer/Poet (1365-1431)
66.5 Your father, who was a great scientist and philosopher, did not believe
that women were worth less by knowing science; rather, as you know, he took
great pleasure from seeing your inclination to learning. The feminine opinion
of your mother, however, who wished to keep you busy with spinning and silly
girlishness, followirg the common custom of women, was the major obstacle
to your being more involved in the sciences. But your mother could not hinder
in you the feeling for the sciences which you, through natural inclination, had
nevertheless gathered together in little droplets.
[Describing her parents and herself J
Christine de Pizan, French Writer/Poet (1365-1431)
66.6 | reahze that Galen called an earth which contained metallic particles a
mixed earth when actually it is a composite earth. But it behooves one who
teaches others to give exact names to everything.
Georgius Agricola, German Physician/Politician/Mineralogist

(r4e4-5ss)
66.7 Histories make men wise; poets, witty; the mathematics, subtle; natural
philosophy, deep, moral, grave; logic and rhetoric, able to contend.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-1626,
66.8 And having thus passed the principles of arithmetic, geometry,
astronomy, and geography, with a general compact of physics, they may
descend in mathematics to the instrumental science of trigonometry, and from
thence to fortification, architecture, engineering, or navigation. And in natural
philosophy they may proceed leisurely from the history of meteors, minerals,
plants, and living creatures, as far as anatomy. Then also in course might be
read to them out of some not tedious writer the institution of physic. . . . To set
forward all these proceedings in nature and mathematics, what hinders but that
they may procure, as oft as shall be needful, the helpfrl experiences of hunters,
fowlers, fishermen, shepherds, gardeners, apothecaries; and in other sciences,
architects, engineers, mariners, anatomists.
John Milton, English Poet (1608-1674')
66.9 The business of the Society in their ordinary Meetings shall be, to order,
take account, consider, and discourse of philosophical experiments and observations; to read, hear, and discourse upon letters, reports, and other papers,
containi.g philosophical matters; as also to view, and discourse upon, rarities
of nature and art; and thereupon to consider what may be deduced from them,
or any of them; and how far they, or eny of them, ffiry be improved for use or
discovery.
Statue of the Royal Society of London for the Promotion of Natural
Knowledg" (1663)
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66-10 I had hitherto seen only one Side of the Academy, the other being
appropriatedto the Advancersof speculativeLearning.
Somewere condensingAir into a dry tangible Subitance,by extracting the
Nitre, and letting the acqueousor fluid Particles percolate. Others were
softening Marble for Pillows and Pin-cushions. Another was, by a certain
Compositionof Gums, Minerals, and Vegetables
outwardly applied,to prevenr
the Growth of Wool upon two young iambs; and he hop.i^in .' ,.rronable
Time to prop agatethe Breed of naked Sheepall over the Kingdom.
Jonathanswift, Irish satiristlclergyman (1667-t74sl
66-ll The question [of the educationof childrenJought nor to be to reachit
the sciences, to give it a tastefor them, and methods to acquirethem when
-Uy,
the tasteshallbe better developed.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Swiss/French

Phil osopher/Author

(17 12-177B)

66.12 Sciencemay be learnedby rote, but V/isdom not.
Laurence Sterne, English Novelist (1711176g)

66-13 But indeed, the English generally have been very stationary in latter
times, and the French, on the contrary, so active and successful, particularly in
preparitg elementary books, in the mathematical and natural sciences, ihrt
those who wish for instruction, without caring from what nation they get it,
resort universally to the latter language.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/Author (174}11826)
66.14 Science has been seriously retarded by the study of what is not worth
knowing, and of what is not knowable.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, German PoetlDnrnatist/Novelist

(r74e-r832)

66.15 The lecturer should give the audiencefull reasonto believethat all his
Powershave been exertedfor their pleasureand instruction.
Michael Faraday, English Chemist/Physicist

(1791-1867)

66-16 Every student who enters upon a scientific pursuit, especiallyif at a
somewhatadvancedperiod of life, will find not only that he has much io learn,
but much also to unlearn.
sir JohnHerschel,EnglishAstronomer(l7gz-1g71)
66-17 To discoverand teachare functions; they are also distinct gifts, and are
not commonly found united in the sameperson.
John Henry Newman, English Theologian/Author (1801-1890)
66.18

Science is rhe ropography of ignorance.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, American Physician/Poet/Author (180f1894)

66-19 In science, as in life, learning and knowledg. are distinct, and the study
of things, and not of books, is the source of the latter.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (182f1S9S)
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66.20 The child asks, "What is the moon, and why does it shine?" "'What is
this water and where does it run?" "'What is this wind?" "'What makes the
waves of the sea?" "'Where does this animal live, and what is the use of this
plant?" And if not snubbed and stunted by being told not to ask foolish
questions, there is no limit to the intellectual craving of a young child; nor any
bounds to the slow, but solid, accretion of knowledg. and development of the
thinking faculty in this way. To all such questions, answers which are
necessarily incomplete, though true as tt as they Bo, may be given by any
teacher whose ideas represent real knowledg. and not mere book learning; and
a panoramic view of Nature, accompanied by t strong infusion of the scientific
habit of mind, may thus be placed within the reach of every child of nine or ten.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
66.21 Truth is the aim of all research, no matter how sharply this truth may
conflict with our social, ethical, and political conditions. This is the unifying
bond of the modern university.
Christian Albert Theodor Billroth, Prussian Anatomist/Surgeon
(182F18e4)
66.22 The present state of electrical science seems peculiarly unfavorable to
speculation . . . to appreciate the requirements of the science, the student must
make himself familiar with a considerable body of most intricate mathematics,
the mere retention of which in the memory materially interferes with further
progress. The first process therefore in the effectual study of the science, must
be one of simplification and reduction of the results of previous investigation to
a form in which the mind can grasp them.
James Clerk Maxwell, Scottish Physicist/Mathematician (1831-1879)
66.23

I'm very good at integral and differential calculus;
I know the scientific names of beings animalculous.
Sir S[S. (William Schwenk) Gilbert, English Comic Dramatist
(1836-1911)

66.24 In gaining knowledg. you must accustom yourself to the strictest
sequence. You must be familiar with the very groundwork of science before
you try to climb the heights. Never start on the "next" before you have
mastered the "previous. "
Ivan Petrovich Pavlov, Russian Physiologist (184f1%6,
66.25 I cannot answer your question, because I have not yet read that chapter
in the textbook myself, but if you will come to me tomorrow I shall then have
read it, and may be able to answer you.
[In reply to a student's question after a lecture.]
JacquesLoeb, German/American Zoologist/Biochemist (187f1955)
66.26 We don't teach our students enough of the intellectual content of
novelty and their capacity for opening new fields. . . . My
experiments-their
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own view is that you take these things personally. You do an experiment
becauseyour own philosophy makesyou want to know the result. It's too hard,
and life is too short, to spendyour time doing somethirg becausesomeoneelse
has said it's importanr. You musr feel the thing yourself
Isidor IsaacRabi, Austrian/American Physicist (189&-1963)
66.27 When you start in sciencer |ou are brainwashed into believing how
careful you must be, and how difficult it is to discover things. There's
somethitg that might be called the "graduate student syndrom.n; graduate
students hardly believe they can make a discovery.
Francis Crick, British Biophysicist/Geneticis t (IIIG )
66.28 It is the task of general education to provide the kinds of learning and
experience that will enable the student . . . to apply habits of scientific thought
to both personal and civic problems, and to appreciate the implications of
scientific discoveries for human welfare
[to] bring to the general student
understanding of the fundamental nature of the physical world in which he
lives and of the skills by which this narure is discerned.
The President's Commission on Higher Education (1947)
66.29 There is ? story that once, not long after he came to Berlin, Planck
forgot which room hai been assigned to him for a lecure and stopped at the
entrance office of the university to find out.
"Please tell me, " he asked the elderly man in charge, "in which room does
Professor Planck lecture tod ay?"
The old man patted him on the shoulder. "Don't go there, young fellow, " he
said. "You are much too young to understand the lectures of our learned
Professor Planck. "
Barbara Lovett Cline, American Author (1965)
66.30 During the century after Newton, it was still possible for e man of
unusual attainments to master all fields of scientific knowledg.. But by 1800,
this had become entirely impracticable.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)
66.31 The scientific part of the curriculum [in 1250), the quadrivium, is not
much influenced,by the Greek science that scholars and translators are bringing
in from the Moslem world. The pupil at the cathedral school absorbs relatively
little true scientific knowledge. He may be given a smattering of natural history
from the popular encyclopedias of the Dark Ages, based on Pliny and other
Roman sources. He may learn, for example, that ostriches eat iron, that
elephants fear only dragons and mice, that hyenas change their sex at will, rhar
weasels conceive by the ear and deliver by the mouth.
Joseph and Frances Gies, American Historians (1973)
66.32

We really should be teaching brain science in high school.
Karl Pribram, Austrian/American Neurophysiologist (1984)
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66.33 Maybe the situation is hopeless.Televisionis just the wrong medium,
at least in prime rime, to teach science.I think it is hopelessif it insists on
The peoplewho produce theseprograms always
behaving like television..
insisting that no one would watch a program
by
complaints
such
to
respond
consistirg of real scientistsgiving real lectures to real students. If they are
right, then this sort of program is just anotherform of entertainment.
Jeremy Bernstein, American Physicist/Author (1986)
66.34 Since creationists hold that the universe is only ten thousand years old,
this makes modern astronomy a joke. Since they reject radiometric dating as
invalid, they conrradict modern nuclear physics. Since they argue the Earth is
only ten thousand years old as well, they are at odds with geology. Since they
are offended by the human and animal family tree, they must oppose most of
modern biochemistry.
Frederick Edwords, American ScienceEducator (1986)
66.35 Evidence abounds that we are graduating students who are unprepared
and unable to grasp even day-to-dry issues-the technical content of issues
ranging from the safety of contraception devices or nutrition to robotics, genesplicing, or the recent explosion of the space shuttle Challenger.
National ScienceFoundation, Conference on ScienceEducation (1986)
66.36 One board member found perplexing the scientific view that the north
and south poles have changed places several times in the history of our planet.
She wondered why scientists couldn't make up their minds! She also found
evolution unconvincirg because she could not imagine how asexual life forms
could ever evolve into male and female forms. Nonetheless, she said she was in
favor of science because it had made possible cosmetics and skin creams.
National ScienceFoundation, Conference on ScienceEducation (1986)
66.37 For the first time in our national history the higher-education enterprise
that we pass on to our children and grandchildren will be less healthy, less able
to respond to national needs . . . than the enterprise that we ourselves inherited.
David Allan Bromley, Canadian/American Physicist/Educator (1986)
66.38 The legislature has sent a clear message to us that they want the law on
the books and they want us to defend it, and it's the Attorney General's
obligation to carry that out.
[About a 1,981Louisiana state statute that requires the teaching of creationism
as an alternative theory to evolution. ]
Rusty JabouroArnerican Official for Louisiana Attorney General (1986)
66.39 The dispute between evolutionists and creation scientists offers
textbook writers and teachers a wonderful opportunity to provide students
with insights into the philosophy and methods of science. What students really
need to know is how scientists judge the merit of a theory. Suppose students
were taught the standards for evaluating a theory and then were asked to apply
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those criteria to the two theories in question. That would be an authentic
education in science. .
We suspect that if the two theories were put side by side and students were
given the freedom to judge their merit as science, creation theory would fall
ignominiously. Natural selection is certainly not without flaws, but the point is
that both bad science and bad education allow disputes over theory ro go
unexamined.
NeiI Postman and Marc Postman, American Teacherand American
Researcher(1986)
66.40 Today's children are being born into a technological world of
computers.
. if they can learn early on that they are in charge of that
technology, then they are going to be more capable of dealing with the
Information Ag..
Victoria Williams and Frederick Williams, American Educator and
Communications Professor (1936)
66.41 If more students don't get involved in science, this country may
become a technological also-ran. .
The once-numerous popular science
magazines are folding, and school kids are turned ofTto science at an early zge,
just when they should be turned on to the unknown.
christopher Hallowell, American writer (1986)
66-42 That children no longer dream of flying to the stars has a lot of people
worried, as it becomes quite clear that an increased reliance on scienie and
technology is in the stars.
christopher Hallowell, American vriter (1986)

67.

Scicrrccad
ism
mustknow
Anyonewho writesaboutscience
which cutsdowncompetition
aboutscience,
considerably,
ISAAC ASIMOV

67.1 Books must follow sciences,and not sciencesbooks.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/

Statesman ( 156 l-1626)

67.2 I have heard him [William Harvey] r.y that after his book of the
Circulation of the Blood cameouto that he fell mightily in his practice,and that
'twas believedby the vulgar that he was crack-brained.
John Aubrey,EnglishAuthor/Biographer(162G1697)
67.5 Johnson said that he could repeat a complete chapter of The Natural
Historl of lcelanilfromthe Danish of Hbrrebow, the whole of which was exactly
ifh.t. are no snakesto meet with throughout the whole island."
thus:
JamesBoswell,ScottishLawyer/Author (1740-1795)
67.4 Work, Finish, Publish.
MichaelFaraday,EnglishChemist/Physicist(1791-1867)
my
67.5 Recollections
[his autobiographical work] might possibly interest
to
greatly
me
interested
have
would
it
ihrt
children or their children. I know
written
grandfather,
my
of
mind
the
of
sketch
a
dull
and
short
so
haveread even
by himse[ and what he thought and did, andhow he worked. I haveattempted
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to write the following account of myself, as if I were a dead man in another
world looking back at my own life. Nor have I found this difficult, for life is
nearly over with me.
Charles Robert Darwin, English Naturalisr/Evolutionisr (1g09-19s2)

67.6 When found, make a note of
CharlesDickens,English Novelist(lBlZ-1870)
67.7 when you believe you have found an important scientific fact, and are
feverishly curious to pub-lish it, constrain yourserf for days, weeks, years
sometimes, fight yoursel{ try and ruin your own experiments, and only
proclaim- your discovery after having exhaustedall contiary hypoiheses. But
when, after so many efforts you have at last arrived ^t ^ crit^iniy, your joy is
one of the greatestwhich can be felt bv a human soul.
Louis Pasteur,FrenchChemist/Microbiologist(1S22-1S9S)
67.8 In sciencethe credit goes to the man who convincesthe world, not to
the
man to whom the idea first occurs.
Sir William Osler,Canadianphysician/Anatomist(lg4ylglg)
67.9 It seemsbetter that a scientist should compile his own bibliography than
that he should leave the work for another to do after he is dead.
Robert Broom, Scotch/SouthAfrican paleontologist(1g6G1951)
67-10 Most of the fundamental ideas of scienceare essentially simple, and
may' as at-ule, be expressedin a language comprehensibleto everyone.
Albert Einstein,German/Americanphysicist(1g79_1955)
67.11 If you cannot-in the long run-ten everyone what you have been
doing, your doing has been worthliss.
Erwin Schr<idinger,
Austrian physicist (19g7_1%1)
67-12 our papers have been making a great deal of American "know-how',
ever since we had the misfortune to discover the atomic bomb. There is
one
quality more important than "know-how" and we cannot accusethe
United
States of any undue amount of it. This is "know-what," by which
we
determine not only how to accomplish our purposes, but what 6r'prrrpor.,
are to be.
Norbert viener, American Inventor/Mathematician (1g9{-1964)
67.!? In.the long run it pays the scientist to be honest, nor only
by not
making falsestatements,but by giving full expressionto facts that
are opposed
to his views. Moral slovenlinesi is visited *ith f", severer p.".rti.,
i" trr.
scientific than in the businessworld.
F. CrameqAmerican Scientist(1g96)
67.14 I do not mind if you think slowly. But I do object when you
publish
more quickly than you think.
I[olfgang Pauli, German/Americanphysicict(190G195S)
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67.15 For some months the astronomer Halley and other friends of Newton
had been discussing the problem in the following precise form: what is the path
of a body atrracred by a force directed toward a fixed point, the force varying in
'An
intensity as the inverse of the distance? Newton answered instantly,
"
"Why,
Thus
it.
I have calculated
ellipse.'i "How do you know?" he was asked.
originated the imperishable Principia, whrch Newton later wrote out for Halley.
It contained a complete treatise on motion.
Eric Temple Bell, American Mathematician/Author (1937)
67.16 Even for the physicist the description in plain language will be a
criterion of the degree of understanding that has been reached.
Werner Karl Heisenberg, German Physicist (1958)
67.17 When at a conference, he [V/olfgang Pauli] was introduced to Professor
Paul Ehrenfest of Leiden university, a very distinguished physicist whose
papers were greatly admired by his fellows and who himself was an admirer of
Pr,tli'r relativity article, Pauli was very rude. Ehrenfest told him quite frankly,
"[ like your publications better than I like you."
To which the young Pauli crushingly replied, "Strange. My feeling about
you is just the opposite. "
Barbara Lovett Cline, American Author (1965)
67.18 I think that we need to look at science journalism as a type of
journalism, rather than a subfield of science.
Julie Ann Miller, American ScienceJournalist (1e86)

68.

ad
SeLcrrcc
Maftcmatics
It is quitepossiblethat mathematics
wasinuentedin the ancientMiddle East to
keeptrackof tax receiptsandgrain stores.
How oddthat out of this shouldclmea subtle
scientfficlanguagethat canelfectiuely
describe
andpredictthe mostarcaneaspects

of the (Jniuerse.
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68.1

Let no one ignorant of geometry enter my door.
Plato, Greek Philosopher (427n.c.?-347n.c.?)

68-2 For he who knows not mathematics cannot know any other science;
what is more, he cannot discover his own ignorarlce, or find its proper rem.dy.
Roger Bacon, English Philosopher/Clergym an (l22UtZyZl
68-3

Mathematics is both the door and the key to the sciences.
Roger Bacon, English Philosopher/Clergym an (l22pl2g1,)
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68.4 The LJniverseis a grand book of philosophy. The book lies continually
open to man's gaze,yet none can hope to comprehendit who has not first
,rirrt.red the language and the charactersin which it has been written- This
language is mathematics;these charactersare triangles, circles, and other
geometric figures.
Galileo Galilei, Italian Astronomer/Physicist

(156F1642)

68.5 Geometry,which is the only sciencethat it hath pleasedGod hitherto to
bestow on mankind.
Thomas Hobbes, English Philosopher

(1588-1679)

68.6 As I considered the matter carefully, it gradually came to light that all
those matters only are referred to mathematics in which order and measurements are investigated, and that it makes no difference whether it be in
numbers, figures, stars, sounds, or any other object that the question of
arises. I saw, consequently, that there must be some general
measur.-.tti
science to explain that element as a whole which gives rise to problems about
order and measurement. This I perceived was called universal mathematics.
Such a science should contain the primary rudiments of human reason, and its
province ought to extend to the eliciting of true results in every subject.
Ren6 Descartes,French Mathematician/Philosopher (159C1650)
68.7 In mathematics we find the primitive source of rationality; and to
mathematics must the biologists resort for means to carry out their researches.
Auguste Comte, French Philosopher (179V1857)
68.8 We cannot take anything for granted, beyond the first mathematical
formula. Question everything else.
Maria Mitchell, American Astronomer (1818'-1889)
68.9 If you can measure that of which you speak, and can express it by a
number, you know something of your subject; but if you cannot measure it,
your knowledg. is meager and unsatisfactory.
Villiam Thomson, Lord Kelvin, British Physicist (1824-1907)
68.10 While the Mathematician is busy with deductions from general
propositions, the Biologist is more especially occupied with observation,
comparison, and those processeswhich lead to general propositions.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
68.11 It may well be doubted whether, in all the range of science, there is any
field so fascinating to the explore
delightful surprises-as that of Pure Mathematics. The charm lies chiefly . . . in
the lbsolute cerrainty of its results; for that is what, beyond all mental
treasures, the human intellect craves for. Let us only be sure of somethinglMore
light, more light!
Lewis Carroll (Charles Lutwidge Dodgson), English Author/
Mathernatician (1832.-1898)
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68-12 "Can you do addition?" the White Queen said. "'What'sone and one
and one and one and one and one and one and one and one and one?"
"l don't know," said Alice. "I lost count."
"She can't do addition," the Red eueen interrupted.
Lewis Carroll (Charles Lutwidge Dodgson), English Aurhor/
Mathematician (1832-189S)

68-13 Oh these mathematicians make me tiredl When you ask them to work
out a sum they take a piece of paper, cover it with rows of A's, B's, and X's,
Y's
scatter a mess of flyspecks over them, and then give you an answer
that's all wrong.
Thomas Alva Edison, American Inventor (1847-1931)
68-14 The Science of Pure Mathematics . . . may claim to be the most original
creation of the human spirit.
Alfred North S/hitehead, English Mathem aticianlPhilosopher
(1861-1947'
68-15 Mathematics as a science commenced when first someone, probably ^
Greek, proved_ propositions about any things or about some thingi, without
specification of definite particular things. These propositions *.r. first enunciated by the Greeks for geometr|, and, accordingly, geometry was the great
Greek mathematical science.
Alfred North Whitehead, English Mathem aticianlPhilosopher
(1861-1e47)

68.16 All scienceas it grows toward perfection becomes mathematical in its
ideas.
Alfred North
(1861-1e47)

Whi tehead, E n gI ish Mathem atician lPhi I osopher

68-17 Mathematics may be defined as the subject in which we never know
what we are talking about, nor whether what we are sayirg is true.
Bertrand Russell, English Philosopher/Mathematician (lB7Z-lgT0)
68.18

Statistics are no substitute for judgment.
Henry Clay, Arnerican Politician (1379-1955)

68-19 Ther-e is a very significant characteristic of the application of the spiral
to organic forms; that application invariably results itr the discovery that
nothing which is alive is ever simply mathematical. [n other words, there is in
every organic object a factor which baffles mathematics-a factor which we can
only describe as Life.
Theodore Andrea Cook, English Engineer/Author (1914)
68-20 Statistics are like a bikini: what they reveal is suggesrive but what they
conceal is vital.
Anonymous (1936)

69.

ad
ScLerrcc
ffiosophy
"Philosopher"is Greekfor "louerof
hauelonged
wisdom."How manystudents
to bt, with equal
for somephilosophers
dedication," hatersof obscurity."
ISAAC ASIMOV

69.l The philosopher of scienceis not much interestedin the thought prol
cesseswhich lead to scientific discoveries;he looks for a logical analysis of
the completed theory, including the relationships establishing its validity.
That is, he is not interestedin the context of discovery,but in the context of
justification.
Galileo Galilei, Italian Astronomer/Physicist(1564-1642)
69.2 Physical sciencewill not consoleme for the ignoranceof morality in the
times of affliction. But the scienceof ethics will always console me for the
ignoranceof the physical sciences.
Blaise Pascal, French Mathematician/Philosopher/Author

(162y1662)

69.3 [Philosophy is] the scienceof sciences.
SamuelTbylor Coleridge,EnglishPoet/Critic (1772-1834)
69.4 Science never saw t ghost, nor does it look for any, but it sees
everywherethe traces,and it is itself the agent, of a Universal Intelligence.
Henry David Thoreau, American
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Vriter/Naturalist

( 18 17 -1862)
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69.5 The philosopherhasno objectionsto a physicist'sbeliefs,so long as they
are not advancedin the form of a philosophy.
Frans Reichenbach, German Philosopher

(1861-1 947)

69.6 I am now convincedthat theoreticalphysicsis actual philosophy.
Max Born, German/BritishPhysicist(1s82-1970)
69-7 We feel that even when all possiblescientific questions have been
answered,the problems of life remain completelyuntouched.Of coursethere
are then no questionsleft, and this itself is the answer.
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Austrian Philosopher (188f1951)
69.8 In saying that philosophy is concerned with each of the sciences . . . we
mean also to rule out the supposition that philosophy can be ranged alongside
the existing sciences, as a special department of speculative knowledg..
AJ. Ayer, British Philosopher (1910-)
69.9 It is evident that scientists and philosophers can help each other. For the
scientist sometimes wants a new idea, and the philosopher is enlightened as to
meanings by the study of the scientific consequences.
Alfred North Whitehead, English Mathem atician/Philosopher (193S)
69.10 Metaphysics is a word which can mean exactly what one wants it to
mean, hence its continuirg popularity. To Aristotle it meanr the field of
speculation he took up after physics.
Roger Shattuck, American Writer (1934)

70.

ScLelrcead Pohtics
The nationsmay be diuidedin euerything
else,but theyall sharea singlebody
of science.
ISAAC ASIMOV

70.1 And when statesman or others worry [the scientist] too much, then he
should leave with his possessions. V/ith a firm and steadfast mind one should
hold under all conditions, that everywhere the earth is below and the sky above,
and to the energetic man, every region is his fatherland.
Tlcho Brahe, Danish Astronomer (1546-1601)
70.2

[W.] do not learn for want of time,
The sciences that should become our country.
William Shakespeare,English Dramatist/Poet (1564-1616)

70.3 If science produces no better fruits than tyranny, murder, rapine, and
destitution of national morality, I would rather wish our country to be
ignorant, honest, and estimable as our neighboring savagesare.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/Author (174yt826)

to promote the progressof scienceand
70.4 Congressshall have power
the useful arts by securingfor limited times to . . . inventorsthe exclusiveright
inventions.
to their .
[All patent actswere fosteredby this declaration.]
United
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States Congress (1787)
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70-5 About the year 1827,I undertook to superintend,for the Government,
the construction of an engine for calculating and printing mathematical and
astronomicaltables.Early in the year 1833,a small portion of the machinewas
P"! together, and was found to perform its work with all the precisionwhich
had beenanticipated.At that period circumstances,which t could not control,
causedwhat I then considereda temporary suspensionof its progress;and the
Government, on whose decisionthe continuanceot discontinuanciof the work
depended,havenot yet communicatedto me their wisheson the question.
CharlesBabbage,EnglishInventor/Mathematician(lTg2;lgTlt
70.6 The Republic has no need of learnedmen.
[Reply to Antoine Laurent Lavoisier'srequest for two weeks' reprieve of his
executionto finish his last experiment.]
JeanBaptistecoffinhal, FrenchRevolurionary(fl9a1
70.7 Politics is not an exact science.
Otto Eduard Leopold von Bisrnarck,

German Statesman (1815-1g9g)

70.8 It is alwaysobservablethat the physicaland exactsciencesare the last to
suffer under despotisms.
RichardHenry Dana,Jr., AmericanLawyer/Author(1815-1882)
70-9 Scienceknows no country becauseknowledge belongsto humanity, and
is the torch which illuminates the world. Scienceii the highesr personification
of the nation becausethat nation will remain the first which.rrri., the furthest
the works of thought and intelligence.
L ouis Pasteur,FrenchChemist/Microbiologi st (182L1S95)
70-lA The hostility of the state would be assumedtoward any system or
sciencethat might not strengthenits arm.
Henry (Brooks)Adams,AmericanAuthor/Historian(1838-1918)
70-ll Bourgeois scientistsmake sure that their theoriesare not dangerousto
God or to capital.
Georgi Valentinovich

(18s7-1e18)

Plekhanov, Russian Political

Philosopher

70.12 Un{9r the flag of science,art, and persecutedfreedom of thought,
Russiawould one d.y be ruled by toads and irocodiles the like of which were
unknown even in Spain ar the time of the Inquisition.
Anton

Pavlovich

Chekhov, Russian Dramatist/Author

(1860-1904)

70.13 In holditg scientificresearchand discoveryin respec, aswe should, we
must be alert to the equal and
_oppositedanger that p.tbli. policy could itself
becomethe caprive of a scientific-iechnologilalelite.
Dwight

David Eisenhower, American

Soldier/President

(1890-1969)
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70.14 We can assuredlybuild a socialiststatewith modern industry, modern
agriculture, and modern scienceand culture.
Mao Tse Tung, Chinese Political Leader (1893-1976)
70.15 Let both sides seek to invoke the wonders of science instead of its
terrors. Together let us explore the stars, conquer the deserts, eradicate disease,
tap the ocean depths, and encourage the arts and commerce.
John F. Kennedy, American President (1917-1963)
70.16 Science and Politics are forbidden Art's language of love, which would
make us trust them; Politics and Art are forbidden Science's language of
objectivity, which would make us believe them; and Art and Science are
forbidden Politics' langu ^ge of justice, which would move us to action. All
these disjunctions tend to protect the statusquo rn our society.
Jay Lemke, American Anthropologist (1982)

70.17 Given the difficult decisionsthe Presidentfaceson both basicresearch
and controversialmilitary projects, three scienceadvisorsin six months does
not inspire confidence.
American Association for the Advancement of Science(1986)
70.18 So it is no coincidence that the free nations have once again been the
source of technological innovation. Once again an economic system congenial
to free scientific inquiry, entrepreneurial risk-taking, and consumer freedom
has been the fount of creativity and the mechanism for spreading innovation far
and wide.
George Shultz, American Secretary of State (1986)

71.

ScicnceadRdigion
Religioncannotobjectto science
on
moralgrlunds. The historyof religious
intolerance
forbids it .
ISAAC ASIMOV

7l.l

He that increaseth knowledg., increaseth sorrow.
The Bible (circa 725n.c.)

7l-2
But considering all that has been said, it is possible to believe that the
earth is so moved and that the heavens are not, and it is not evident to the
contrary. And, in any case, it seems on the face of it, as much or more against
natural reason, as are either all or some of the articles of our faith. And thus
what I have said for fun in this manner could be of value in confutirg or
reprovitg those who would attack our faith by rational argumenrs.
Nicole Oresme, French Philosopher/Clergyman (132y1382)
71.3 The humble knowledge of thyself is a surer way ro God than the deepest
search after science.
Thomas i Kempis, German Theologian/clergyman (1380?-r47r)
71.4 Thus, since it is not possible that the universe is enclosed between e
material center and a circumference, the world is unintelligible; the universe
whose center and circumference are God.
Nicholas of Cusa, German Cardinal/Mathematician/Statesman
(1401-1464)
7l-5
I, Galileo, son of the late Vincenzo Galilei, Florentine, aged sevenry
years, arraigned personally before this tribunal and kneeling befor. yo.r, Most
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Eminent and Reverend Lord Cardinal Inquisitor-General, against heretical
pravity throughout the entire Christian commonwealth, having before my eyes
and touching with my hands the Holy Gospels, swear that I have always
believed, do believe, and by God's help will in the future believe all that is held,
preached, and taught by the Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church. But,
whereas-after an injunction had been judicially intimated to me by this Holy
Offrce to the effect that I must altogether abandon the false opinion that the Sun
is the center of the world and immovable and that the Earth is not the center of
the world and moves and that I must not hold, defend, or teach in any way
whatsoever, verbally or in writirg, the said false doctrine .
[His Formula of Abjuration, June 22, 1633.]
Galileo Galilei, Italian Astronomer/Physicist (1561-16421

71.6 I do not hope for any relief, and that is because I have committed no
crime. I might hope for and obtain pardon, if I had erred, for it is to faults that
the prince can bring indulgence, whereas against one wrongfully sentenced
while he was innocent, it is expedient, in order to put up a show of strict
But my most holy intention, how clearly
lawfulness, to uphold rigor.
would it appear if some power would bring to light the slanders, frauds, and
stratagems, and trickeries that were used eighteen years ago in Rome in order
to deceive the authorities!
[From a letter to Pieresc, 1635.]
Galileo Galilei, Italian Astronomer/Physicist (1564-1642)

and from them you have certainly
71.7 You have read my writings,
understood which was the true and real motive that caused, under the lying
mask of religion, this war against me that continually restrains and undercuts
me in all directions, so that neither can help come to me from outside nor can I
go forth to defend myself, there having been issued an express order to all
Inquisitors that they should not allow any of my works to be reprinted which
had been printed many years ago or grant permission to any new work that I
would print. . . . a most rigorous and general order, I say, against all my works,
omnia et edenda;so that it is left to me only to succumb in silence under the flood
of attacks, exposures, derision, and insult coming from all sides.
Galileo Galilei, Italian Astrononrer/Physicist (1564-1642)

71.8 So then Gravity may put the Planets into Motion, but without the divine
Power it could never put them into such e circulating Motion as they have
about the Sun; and therefore, for this, as well as other Reasons, I am compelled
to ascribe the Frame of this System to an intelligent Agent.
[Letter from Newton to Richard Bently, Janu ary \7 , 1693.]
Isaac Newton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-1727)

The Atoms or Particles, which now constitute Heaven and Earth, being
7l.g
once separate and diffused in the Mundane Space, like the supposed Chaos,
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could never without a God by their Mechanical affectionshave convenedinto
this presentFrame of Things or any other like it.
'A
Confutation of Atheism from the Origin and Frame of the World, "
[From

r6e3.l

Richard Bentley, English Clergyman/Author/Critic

(1662-1742)

71.10 As to the Christian religion, Sir, we have a balance in its favor from
the
number of great men who have been convinced of its truth after a serious
consideration of it. Grotius was an acute man, a lawyer, a man accustomed to
examine evidence, and he was convinced; and he was no recluse man, but a man
of the world, who surely had no bias towards it. Sir Isaac Newton set out as an
infidel, but came to be a very firm believer.
Samuel Johnson, English Lexicographer/Poet/Critic (170F1 Tg4)
7t-ll
Science is the great antidote to the poison of enthusiasm and superstition.
Adam smith, scottish Econom ist (lr2}ll7g0)
7l-12 It is aCmitted, on all hands, that the Scriptures are not intended to
resolve physical questions, or to explain matters in no way related to the
morality of human actions; and i[ in consequence of tiris principle, a
considerable latitude of interpretation were not ailbwed, we should continue at
this moment to believe, that the earth is flat; that the sun moves round the earth;
and that the circumference of a circle is no more than three times its diameter.
John Playfair, Scottish Mathematician/Geologist (lT 4g-1819)
71.13

The Atoms of Democritus
And Newton's Particles of Light
Are sands upon the Red Sea shore
Where Israel's tents do shine so bright.
Villiam Blake, English Poet/Painter/Engraver (1757-1827')

71.14

To teach doubt and Experiment
Certainly was not what Christ meant.
William Blake, Engtish Poet/Painter/Engraver (1757-tBZ7)

71.15

Science surpasses the old miracles of mythology.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Atnerican Essayist/Philosopher/poet
(180L1882)

7l-16
The narrow sectarian cannot read astronomy with impunity. The
creeds of his church shrivel like dried leaves at the dooi of the obserrrarory.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/poet
(180F1882)
7l-17
Science corrects the old creeds, sweeps awz!, with every new
perception' our infantile catechisms, and necessitites a faith commensurate
with
the grander orbits and universal laws which it discloses.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/poet
(180F1882)
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7!.18 In the endeavorto clearly comprehendand explain the functionsof the
combination of forcescalled"brain, " the physiologistis hinderedand troubled
by the views of the nature of thosecerebralforceswhich the needsof dogmatic
theology haveimposed on mankind.
Richard Owen, English Paleontologist/Biologist

(1804-18921

T!.!g Science-in other words, knowledge-is not the enemy of religion; for,
if so, then religion would mean ignorance.But it is often the antagonistof
school-divinity.
Oliver Vendell Holmes, American Physician/Poet/Author (1809-1894)

71.20 I feel most deeply that the whole subject [of science and religion] is too
profound for the human intellect. A dog might as well speculate on the mind of
Newton. Let each man hope and believe what he can.
Charles Robert Darwin, English Naturalist/Evolutionist (1809-1882)
71.21

Geology, ethnology, what not?(Greek endings, each the little passing bell
That signifies some faith's about to die.)
Robert Browning, English Poet (1812-1889)

71.22 With all your science can you tell how it is, and whence it is, that light
comes into the soul?
Henry David Thoreau, American Writer/Naturalist (1817-1862\
71.23

The superstition of science scoffs at the superstition of faith.
James Anthony FroudeoEnglish Historian (1818-1894)

71.24 Religion has been compelled by science to give up one after another of
its dogmas, bf thore assumed cognitions which it could not substantiate. In the
science substituted for the personalities to which religion ascribed
*.rniime,
phenomena certain metaphysical entities: and in doing this it trespassedon the
province of religion; since it classed among the things which it comprehended
certain forms of the incomprehensible.
Herbert Spencer,English Philosopher/Psychologist (1820-1903)
71.25 The task of science is . . . not to attach objects of faith, but to establish
them and more convincingly than any other could have done, the everlasting
principles of all scientific work; principles which are so simple and yet are ever
iorgoiten again, so clear and yet always obscured by t deceptive veil.
Rudolf Virchow, German Patholo gist/ Statesman ( 1821-1902,
71.26

The birth of science was the death of superstition.
Thomas Flenry Huxley English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)

71.27 Extinguished theologians lie about the cradle of every science, 2S the
strangled snakes besides that of Hercules.
Thomas Flenry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
71.2g I hardly know of a great physical truth whose universal reception has
not been preceded by an epoch in which the most estimable persons have
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maintained that the phenomenainvestigated were directly dependenton the
Divine Will, and that the attempt to investigatethem was not only futile but
blasphemous.And there is a wonderful tenacity of life about tttir sort of
opposition to physical science.Crushed and maimed in every battle, it yet
seemsnever to be slain; and after a hundred defeatsit is at this dry as rampanr,
though happily not so mischievous,as in the time of Galileo
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist

(1825-1895)

7l-29
Thue science and true religion are twin sisters, and the separation of
either from the other is sure to prove the death of both. Science prospers exactly
in prop_ortion as it is religious; and religion flourishes in exact piopottion to the
scientific depth and firmness of its bases.
Thomas Henry HuxleS English Biologist/Evolutionist (1325-1895)
7t-30
Science seems to me to teach in the highest and strongesr manner the
gteat truth which is embodied in the Christian conception of intire surrender
to the will of God. Sit down before fact as a little child, be prepared to give up
every preconceived notion, follow humbly wherever and to whatever ibyrr.t
nature leads, or you shall learn nothing. I have only begun to learn content and
peace of mind since I have resolved at all risks to do thiis.
Thomas Henry Huxley English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
71.31

Science commits suicide when it adopts a creed.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)

7l-32 The belief in the immortality of the human soul is a dogma which is in
hopeless contradiction with the most solid empirical truths of modern science.
Ernst Heinrich Haeckel, German Biologist/Philosopher (1834-tglg)
7l-33

The next great task of Science is to create a religion for humanity.
John Morley, English vriter/statesman (1g3vlgnt

71.34 If, finally, the science should prove that society at a certain time revert
to the church and recover its old foundation of absolute faith in a personal
providence and a revealed religion, it commits suicide.
Henry (Brooks) Adams, American Author/Historian (1838-191g)
71.35

By means of the Mummy, mankind, it is said,
Attests to rhe gods its respect for the dead.
We plunder his tomb, be he sinner or saint,
Distill him for physic and grind him for paint,
Exhibit for money his poor, shrunken frame,
And with levity flock to the scene of the shame.
O, tell me, y€ gods, for the use of my rhyme:
For respecting the dead what's the limit of time?
Ambrose Bierce, American satirist (lg4z-lgl4?l

7l-36

Religion is comparable ro a childhood neurosis.
Sigmund Freud, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst(185f 1.p13g,)
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71.37 Those who speak of the incompatibility of scienceand religion either
make sciencesay that which it never said or make religion say that which it
never taught.
PopePiusXI (1857-1939)
71.38 The church savessinners,but scienceseeksto stop their manufacture.
Elbert Hubbard,

American

Editor/Educator

(185f1915)

71.39 It is only through the psyche that we can establish that God acts upon
uS, but we are unable to distinguish whether these actions emanate from God
or from the unconscious. We cannot tell whether God and the unconscious are
two different entities. Both are border-line concepts for transcendental
contents.
Carl GustavJung, Swiss Psychiatrist/Psychologist (1875-1961)
71.40

The scientific man often asserts that he cannot find God in Science.
F. Temple, English Philosopher (1885)

71.41 To study religions in a scientific spirit is to admit that all religions, if
not equally good, spring at least from a common source.
Encyclopaedia Brittanica (1902)
71.42 In our Jewish religious traditions today . . . we would never purport to
place the Creation Epic as a scientific theory of creation. We understand it as a
iheological statement. . . . The truth of Adam and Eve stories, or of any other
Biblicil tales, does nor rise or fall on their scientific demonstrability, but rather
on their moral and symbolic teaching.
Rabbi Amiel Wohl, American Religious Leader (1876-1958)
Nor is there any evidence in the town of that poisonous spirit which
7!.43
usually shows itself when Christian men gather to defend the great doctrine of
rheir faith. I have heard absolutely no whisper that Scopes is in the pay of the
he is egged on by the
Jesuits, or that the whisky trust is backing him, or that
On the contrary, the
pictures.
moving
lascivious
manufacture
who
J.*r
-Evolutionists
and the Anti-Evolutionists seem to be on the best of terms and it
group
to distinguish one from the other.
is hard in a
tial, Dayton, Ohio, 1925.]
Scopes
the
[About
H.L. Mencken, American Journalist/Critic (1880-1956)
71.44 Christ cannot possibly have been a Jew. I don't have to prove that
scientifically. [t is a fact.
Paul Joseph Goebbels, German Nazi Leader (1897-1945)
71.45 Dr. Oppenheimer grew tenser as the seconds ticked off . . . and then
when the anno,irr..r shouted "now" and there came this tremendous burst of
light followed immediately by the deep growling roar of the explosion, his face
,.-la*ed into an expression-of iremendous relief The effects could well be called
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unprecedented, magnificent, beautiful, stupendous, and terrifyirg. The
explosioncame . . . pressinghard againstthe peopleand things, to be followed
almost immediately by the strong, sustained,awesomeroar which warned of
doomsd^y and made us feel that we puny things were blasphemousro dare
ttmper with the forces reservedfor the Almighty.
War Department Release(1945)
71.46 I believe that the Dayton trial marked the beginning of the decline of
fundamentalism. .
I feel that restrictive legislation on academic freedom is
forever a thing of the past, that religion and science may now address one
another in an atmosphere of mutual respect and of a common quest for truth. I
like to think that the Dayton trial had some part in bringing to birth this new
eta.
John T Scopes,American High School Teacher(1965)
71.47 The Christian student of origins approaches the evidence from geology
and paleontology with the Biblical record in mind, interpreting the eviden..ltt
accord with the facts of the Bible.
Kelly L. Segraves,American Creationist/Author (1975)
71.48 If entropy must constantly and continuously increase, then the universe
is remorselessly running dowr, thus setting a limit (a long one, to be sure) on
the existence ofhumanity. To some human beings, this ultimate end poses itself
almost as a threat to their personal immortality, or as a denial of the
omnipotence of God. There is, therefore, a strong emotional urge to deny that
entropy must increase.
Isaac Asimov, American Biochemist/Author (1976)
71.49 I could almost wish, at this point, that I were in the habit of expressing
myself in theological terms, for if I were, I might be able to compress my entiri
thesis into a sentence.
All knowledge of every variety (I might say) is in the mind of God-and the
human intellect, even the best, in trying to pluck it forth can but "see through a
glass, darkly. "
Isaac Asimov, American Biochemist/Author (1976)
71-50 Why do we want to see creation-science in public schools? First, we feel
that students have the right to know. At present, few studenrs are exposed to
the weaknesses of evolution, let alone to the data supporting the ireationscience alternative. Including creation-science in a balanced approach would
keep both positions honest.
George E. Hahn, American Creationist (1982)
7t-51 If during the course of a person's education he is introduced to the
principles of a religious attitude to life, then it is perhaps possible ro learn to
equate human rights with human obligation. It is possible then to see a
relationship between moral values and science.
Charles, Prince of Wales,British Royalty (19g6)
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71.52 Liberals, the "good guys" in this matter, sound much like those "bad
guys," who in 1925prohibited by law the teaching of evolution in Tennessee.
In the earlier case, anti-evolutionists feared that a scientific idea would
undermine religious belief In the present case, pro-evolutionists fear that a
religious idea will undermine scientific belief The former had insufficient
confidencein religion; the latter, insufficient confidencein science.
Neil Postman and Marc Postman,
Researcher (1986)

American

Teacher and American

72.

Sctcrrcead Socicf
The saddest
aspectof lrf, right now is
that science
gathersknowledge
fasterthan
societygatherswisdom.
ISAAC ASIMOV

72.1 Nothing has tended more to retard the advancement of science than the
disposition in vulgar minds to vilify what they cannot comprehend.
SamuelJohnson, English Lexicographer/Poet/Critic (170f fi84)72.2 There prevails among men of letters an opinion, that all appearance of
science is particularly hateful to women.
SarnuelJohnson, English Lexicographer/Poet/Critic (170f fl 84)
72.3

Society iso indeed, a contract. .
It is a partnership in all science; a
Partnership in all art, a partnership in every virtue, and in all perfection. As the
ends of such a partnership cannot be obtained in many generations, it becomes
a partnership not only between those who are living, but between those who
are living, those who are dead, and those who are to be born.
Edmund Burke, English Statesman/Author (1729-1797)
72.4

72.5

The main object of all science is the freedom and happiness of man.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/Author (174Y1826')
'Tis

a pity learned virgins ever wed
With persons of no sort of education,
Or gentlemen, who, though well born and bred,
Grow tired of scientific conversation.
Lord Byron (George Gordon), English Poet/Dramatist (1788-1824)
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72.6 It is a matter of primary importancein the cultivationof thosesciences
in
which truth is discoverableby the human intellect that the investigatorshould
be free, independent,unshackledin his movement; that he should be allowed
and enabled to fix his mind intently, nay, exclusively,on his special object,
without the risk of being distracted every other minute in the process and
or by warnings against
progressof his inquiry by chargesof temerariousness,
extravaganceor scandal.
John Henry Newman,

English Theologian/Author

(1801-1890)

72.7 Where speculationends-in real life-there real, positive sciencebegins:
the representationof the practical activity, of the practical processof develceases,and real knowledg.
opment of men. Empty talk about consciousness
has to take its place.
Karl Marx, GermanPoliticalPhilosopher(1818-1883)
72.8 The love of science,and the energy and honestyin the pursuit of science,
in the best of the Aryan races,seem to correspondin a remarkableway to the
love of conduct, and the energy and honesty in the pursuit of conduct, in the
best of the Semitic.
MatthewArnold, EnglishPoet/Critic (1822-1888)
72.9 Some dry sciencemay have the existenceof man in its power, and the
human race may commit suicide by blowing up the world.
Henry

(Brooks)

Adams, American

Author/Historian

(1838-1918)

72.10 Who can doubt that the leaven of science, working in the individual,
leavens in some slight degree the whole social fabric? Reason is at least free, or
nearly so; the shackles of dogma have been removed, and faith hersel{ freed
from a morganatic alliance, finds in the release great gain.
Sir William Osler, Canadian Physician/Anatomist (184f1919)
72.11 And so the great truth, now a paradox, may become a commonplace,
that man is greater than his surroundings, and that the production of a breed of
men and women, even in our great cities, less prone to disease, and pain, more
noble in aspect, more rational in habits, more exultant in the purejoy of living,
is not only scientifically possible, but that even the partial fulfillment of this
dream, if dream it be, is the most worthy object towards which the lover of his
kind can devote the best energies of his life.
Hely Hutchinson Almond, British Writer (1900)
72.12 Humanity has in the course of time had to endure from the hands of
science two great outrages upon its selGlove. The first was when rt rcalized that
our earth was not the center of the universe. . . . The second was when
geological research robbed man of his peculiar privilege of having been
specially created, and relegated him to descent from the animal world,
implying an irradicable animal nature in him.
Sigmund Freud, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst(1856-1939)
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72.13 Why does this magnificent applied sciencewhich saveswork and
makeslife easierbring us so little happiness?The simple answer runs: because
we have not yet learnedto make sensibleuse of it.
Albert

Einstein, German/American

Physicist (187f1955)

72.14 "science says," will generally be found to settle any argument in a
socialgatheringor sell any article from tooth-pasteto refrigerators.
The Nation (1928)

72.15 The persistenceof race prejudice where it exists is a cultural
acquisition, which as we have seenfinds no justification in biology.
L.C. Dunn, American

Geneticist (1951)

72.16 Sciencemay be a boon if war can be abolishedand democracy and
cultural liberty preserved.If this cannot be doneosciencewill precipitateevils
greaterthan any that mankind has ever experienced.
Bertrand

Russell, English Philosopher/Mathematician

(1952)

72.17 The resultsof science,in the form of mechanism,poison gas, and the
yellow press,bid falr to lead to the total downfall of our civrhzation.
Bertrand Russell, English Philosopher/Mathematician

(1952)

72.18 What the scientistshavein their briefcasesis terrifyitg.
Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev, Soviet Statesman/Prime Minister
(circa 1960)
72.!9 The language of science is universal, and perhaps scientists have been
the most international of all professions in their outlook. But the contemporary
revolution in transport and communication has dramatically speeded the
internationalization of science.
John F. Kennedy, American President (circa 1960)
72.20 Science contributes to our culture in many ways, as a creative
intellectual activity in its own right, as the light which has served to illuminate
man's place in the universe, and as the source of understanding of man's own
nature.
John F. Kennedy, American President (circa 1960)
72.21 You have only to wish it and you can have a world without hunger,
you wish, wish anything and it can be done.
disease, cancer, and toil-anything
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, American Biochemist (1970)
72.22 Science promised man power. . . . But, as so often happens when
people are seduced by promises of power, the price is servitude and impotence.
Power is nothirg if it is not the power to choose.
Dr. Joseph Weizenbaum, American Computer Scientist/Sociologist
(1976',)
72.23 [f we are to avoid witch-hunting we will have to put drug testing back
Urine and
into the hands of medical diagnosticians, where it belongs. .
blood do not speak any more scientifically than witches' marks.
Ronald K. Siegel, American Psychopharmacologist (1986)

73.

S cLcntificApparatrrs
apparatus
Scientrrtt
olfrrt a windowto
knowledge,but as theygrow mlre elaborate,
scientists
spendeuermoretime washingthe
windows,
ISAAC ASIMOV

'lVhat,
73.1
then, shall we say about the receipts of alchemy, and about the
diversity of its vessels and instruments? These are furnaces, glasses, j ars,
waters, oils, limes, sulphurs, salts, saltpeters, alums, vitriols, chrysocollae,
copper greens, atraments, auripigments, fel vitri, ceruse, red earth, thucia,
wax, lutum sapientiae, pounded glass, verdigris, soot, crocus of Mars, soap,
crystal, arsenic, antimony, minium, elixir, lazariurn, gold leaf, salt niter, sal
ammoniac, calamine stone, magnesia, bolus armenus, and many other things.
Then, again, concerning herbs, roots, seeds, woods, stones, animals, worms,
bone dust, snail shells, other shells, and pitch. These and the like, whereof there
are some very farfetched in alchemy, are mere incumbrances of work; since
even if Sol and Luna [gold and silver] could be made by them they rather hinder
and delay than further one's purpose.
Paracelsus(TheophrastusBombastius) Swiss/German Chemist/
Physician (149F1541)

73.2 Now I should like to ask you for an observation;since I possess
instruments, I nrust appealto others.
Johannes Kepler, German Astronomer/Mathematician

(1571-1630)

73.3 I can certainly wish for new, large, and properly constructed
instruments, and enough of them, but to statewhere and bv what meansthev
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are to be procured, this I cannot do. Tycho Brahe has given Mastlin an instrument of metal as a present, which would be very useful if Mastlin
could afford the cost of transporting it from the Baltic, and if he could hope
that it would travel such a long way undamaged. . . . One can really ask for
nothing better for the observation of the sun than an opening in a tower and a
protected place underneath.
JohannesKepler, German Astronomer/Mathematician (1571-1630)
73.4 This Excellent Mathematician having given uS, in the Transactions of
February last, an account of the cause, which induced him to think upon
Reflectitg Telescopes, instead of Refracting ones, hath thereupon presented the
curious world with an Essay of what may be performed by such Telescopes;by
which it is found, that Telescopical Tubes may be considerably shortened
without prejudice to their magnifying effect.
[About his invention of the catadioptrical telescope, in a communication to the
Philosophical Ti,ansactions,
March 25, 1672.1
IsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-1727)
'When
73.5
Aloisio Galvani first stimulated the nervous fiber by the accidental
contact of two heterogeneous metals, his contemporaries could never have
anticipated that the action of the voltaic pile would discover to uS, in the
alkalies, metals of a silvery luster, so light as to swim on water, and eminently
inflammable; or that it would become a powerful instrument of chemical
analysis, and at the same time a thermoscope and a magnet.
Alexander von Humboldt, German Naturalist/Statesman (1769-1859)

73.6 Mry every young
open for the possibility
consistent results mav
discoverv.
Patrick Maynard

scientist remember . . . and not fail to keep his eyes
that an irritating failure of his apparatus to give
once or twice in a lifetime conceal an important
Stuart Blackett, British Physicist (1897-1974)

73.7 It is important to realtze that the basic ideas for instrumentation come
from research in pure science. Our technology depends on instrumentation.
The demands of our technology cause instruments to be available which,
although they were designed for industrial use, often make research in pure
science much easier. Thus, there is a, fundamental relationship among pure
science, instrumentation, and technology, with each benefitirg from the others.
Ralph H. Munch, Arnerican Chemist (19521
73.8 To make still bigger telescopes will be useless, for the light absorprion
and temperature variations of the earth's atmosphere are what now limits the
ability to see fine detail. If bigger telescopes are to be built, it will have to be for
use in an airless observatorf, perhaps an observatory on the moon.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)
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73.9 We look forward to it as being the greatestscientific instrument that
man ever built.
[Ott rhe 2.4-meter Hubble spacetelescope.]
Samuel W Keller, American

Administrator

for NASA

(1986)

73.10 In spite of a lot of stuff printed about how the SpaceAge is here and
astronomerswill never observe from the ground again, it really isn't all that
simple. As long as you've got to shoot into spacesomethirg the height of a
thirty-six story building, it's going to be very expensive.That meanstherewill
still be a lot of instrument developmentand observationsdone here on Earth.
Robert Smithson,

American

Astronomer

(1986)

71.

Sctcntific

ing

Euery houra scientistspendstrying to
raisefunds is an hour lost-fro* important
thoughtand research,
ISAAC ASIMOV

74.1 August29, 1662.The council and fellows of the Royal Societywent in a
body to Whitehall to acknowledgehis Majesty's royal grace ro granting our
charter and vouchsafingto be himself our founder; then the presidentgavean
eloquent speech,to which his Majesty gavea graciousreply and we all kissed
his hand. Next d^y, we went in like manner with our addressto my Lord
Chancellor,who had much prompted our patent.
John Evelyn,EnglishDiarist (1620-1706)
74.2 The loss of my pension [from the Academy of Sciences]
and the
enormousincreasein the price of articlesof subsistence
haveplacedme and my
numerous family in a state of distressthat leavesme neither the time nor the
freedom from care to cultivate sciencein a useful way.
de Monet, Chevalierde Lamarck,FrenchNaturalist
Jean-Baptiste
(r74br82e)
74-3 Between twenty and thirty of the most erudite citizens decided upon
forming phrenologicalsociety.A meeting was called, and fully attendei; a
?
respectablenumber of subscribers'names was registered, the payment of
subscriptions-being arranged for a future d.y. President, vice-president,
treasurer,and secretarywere chosen,and the first meetingdissolvedwith every
appearance
ofenergetic perseverance
in scientificresearch.The secondmeeting
brought togetheronehalf of this learnedbody, and they enactedrules and lawi
and passedresolutions,sufficient,it was said, to havefilled threefolios. A third
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dry of meeting arrived, which was an important one, as on this occasion the
subscriptions were to be paid. The treasurer came punctually, but found
himself alone. With patient hope, he waited for two hours for the wise men of
'West,
the
but he waited in vain: and so expired the Phrenological Society of
Cincinnati.
Frances Tlollope, English Writer (1780-1863)
74.4 Two years ago I tried to appeal to Rockefeller's conscience about the
absurd method of allocating grants, unfortunately without success.Bohr has
now gone to see him, in an attempt to persuade him to take some action on
behalf of the exiled German scientists.
Albert Einstein, German/American Physicist (1879-1955)

74.5 If you find nothing, you are neverto come begging [at my] door again.
[To his son, paleontologistRichard Leak.y, regardirg Louis and Mary Leakey's
funding of Richard'sfirst dig in Kenya.]
Louis LeakeS British

Paleontologist

(1903-1972)

74.6 I had underestimated the business ability of my brown collectors.
Behind my back they broke the larger fragments into pieces to increase the
number of sales.
[Regarding his unsatisfactory arrangement with native workers in Sangiran to
pay ten cents for each fossil fragment found. ]
G.H.R. von Koenigswald, German Paleontologist (1953)
74.7 In the late 1950s a small number of scientists were conducting research
with a recently invented device called the maser which was used to produce
microwaves. The letters that made up the word stood for "Microwave
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. " At least that was the
official version; according to a joke current at the time, they really stood for
"Money Acquisition Scheme for Expensive Research."
Richard Morris, American Physicist/Author (1979)
74.8 Eighty-five percent of the American scientists who have been stuck at
the level of research associate for twenty-five years or more are women.
Research associatesare Ph. D. s with a lot of responsibility who are never really
boss, calling the tune. On paper, you work for this excellent person who
received grant money, but you're not good enough to be on the faculty
yourself
CandacePert, Arnerican Neuroscientist (1984)
74.9 Economists use the expression "opportunity costs" for losses incurred
through certain choices made over others, including ignorance and inaction.
For systematics, or more precisely the neglect of systematics and the biological
research dependent upon it, the costs are very high.
Edward O. Vilson, American Entomologist/Sociobiologist (1985)

Scienti

74.10 The worldwide support for basic tropical biology, including
systematicsand ecology,is only about $50 million. Just 1,000annualgrrrrt, o?
$50,000devoted_totropical organismswould double the level of rttpIort and
revitalize the field. . . . The same amount added to the approximately $3.5
billion spent on health-relatedbiology in the United Stateswould constitute an
incrementof 1,.4%,causinga barely detectablechange.
Edward O. Wilson, American

Entomologist/Sociobiologist

(1935)

74-ll That bill, now ltw directsthe Departmentof Defense[DOD] to spend
part of its current researchbudget to fund projects at ten specificr,rrrirr.rsities.
Although the instructions in the House report accompanyingthe spendingbill
refer to research,most of the funds, seemingly randomly distributed among
severalDOD offices, are to be used for equipment purchasesand buildin[
construction.
[Ott a spenditg bill passedby Congressat the end of the 1985session.]
Ivars Peterson, American

Science Journalist

(1986)

75.

ScLc

Mcftod

the exactroute
It is hard to describe
but a good
to scientifcachieuement,
scientistdoesn'tget lostas he travelsit.
ISAAC ASIMOV

75.1 Plainly, then, theseare the causes,and this is how many they t19. They
are four, rtrd the student of nature should know them all, and it will be his
method, when stating on accountof what, to get back to them all: the matter,
the form, the thing which effectsthe change,and what the thing is for.
Aristotle, GreekPhilosopher(384n-c--322B.c.)
75.2 In all disciplinesin which there is systematicknowledge of things with
principles,causes,or elements,it arisesfrom a grasp of those:we think we have
ktto*[.dg. of a thing when we have found its primary causesand principles,
and followed it bacf to its elements.Clearly, then, systematicknowledge of
nature must start with an attempt to settle questionsabout principles.
Aristotle,GreekPhilosopher(384s-c--322B-c-)
ZS.3 The method of definition is the method of discovering what the thing
under considerationis by meansof the definition of that thing in so far as it
makes it known. This method involves two procedures, one being by
composition and the other by resolution.
EnglishBishop/Educator(1168-1253)
Robert Grosseteste,
75.4 They are ill discoverersthat think there is no land, when they can see
nothing but sea.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/
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75-5 For it is too bad that there are so few who seekthe truth and so few who
do not follow a mistaken method in philosophy.This is not, however,the place
to lament the misery of our century, but to rejoice with you over such beautiful
idea-sfor proving the truth. So I add only, and I promise, that I shall read your
book at leisure;for I am certainthat I shallfind thi noblestthings in it. And this
I shall do the more gladly, becauseI acceptedthe view of Copernicus many
yearsx$o, and from this standpoint I have discoveredfrom theii origins many
natural phenomena,which doubtless cannot be explainedon the basis of the
more commonly acceptedhypothesis.
[To JohannesKepler.]
Galileo Galilei, Italian Astronomer/Physicist(156b16421
75-6 The discoveries that one can make with the microscope amount ro very
little, for one sees with the mind's eye and without the -icrotcope the real
existence of all these little beings.
Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, French Naturalist
(r707-1788)
75.7 As systematic unity is what first raises ordinary knowledge to rhe rank
of science, that is, makes a system out of a mere aggregate of kttowledge,
architectonic [the art of constructing systems] is the doctrine of the scientific in
our knowledg., and therefore necessarily forms part of the doctrine of method.
Itnmanuel

Kant, German Philosopher

(1124-1804)

75.8 My Lord said that he who knew men only in this way [from history] was
like one who had got the theory of anatomy perfectly, but who in practice
would find himself very awkward and liable to mistakes.That he agiin who
knew men by observation was like one who picked up anatomy b/practice,
but who like all empirics would for a long time be liable to gross errors.
JamesBoswell,scottish LawyerlAarhor (r74vl7gs)
75-9 I am pleased,however, to see the efforts of hypothetical speculation,
becauseby the collisions of different hypotheses,tr.rth may be elicited and
scienceadvancedin the end.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/A uthor (174y1826)
75-10 A patient pursuit of facts, and cautious combination and comparison of
them, is the drudgery to which man is subjected by his Maker, if he wishes to
attain sure knowledg..
Thornas Jefferson, American President/Author (174}llg26)
75-ll
We must trust to nothitg but facts: these are presented to us by Nature,
and cannot deceive. We ought, in every instance, to submit our ,.rrorring to the
test of experiment, and never to search for truth but by the natural ioad of
experiment and observation.
Antoine Lavoisier, French chemist (l74Lr7g4)
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75.12 Man is naturally metaphysicaland arrogant, and is thus capableof
believing that the ideal creationsof his mind, which expresshis fcelings, are
identical with reality. From this it follows that the experimentalmethod is not
really natural to him.
ClaudeBernard,FrenchPhysiologist(1813-1878)
75.13 The experimenterwho doesnot know what he is looking for will never
understandwhat he finds.
Claude Bernard, French Physiologist

(1813-1878)

75.14 Good methods can teachus to develop and use to better purpose the
facultieswith which nature has endowedus, while poor methods may prevent
us from turning them to good account.Thus the genius of inventiveness,so
precious in the sciences,may be diminished or even smothered by a poor
method, while a good method may increaseand developit.
ClaudeBernard,FrenchPhysiologist(181F1878)
75.15 With acurateexperiment and observationto work upon, imagination
becomesthe architect of physical theory.
JohnTlndail, EnglishPhysicist(1820-1893)
75.16 Accurate and minute measurement seems to the nonscientific
imagination a less lofty and dignified work than looking for something new.
But nearly all the grandestdiscoveriesof sciencehave been but the rewards of
accuratemeasurement-patient long-continued labor in the minute sifting of
numerical results.
William Thomson,Lord Kelvin, British Physicist(1824-1907)
75.17 The method of scientific investigationis nothittg but the expressionof
the necessarymode of working of the human mind. It is simply the mode at
which all phenomena arereasonedabout, renderedpreciseand exact.
ThomasHenry Huxley,EnglishBiologist/Evolutionist(1825-1895)
75.18 It was a great,stepin sciencewhen men becameconvincedthat, in order
to understandthe nature of things, they must begin by asking, not whether a
thing is good or bad, noxious or beneficial, but of what kind it is? And how
much is there of it? Quality and quantity were then first recognrzedas the
primary featuresto be discoveredin scientific inquiry.
James Clerk Maxwell,

Scottish Physicist/Mathetnatician

(1831-187e)
75.19 There is one thing even more vital to science than intelligent methods;
and that is, the sincere desire to find out the truth, whatever it may be.
Charles SandersPeirce, American Philosophet lLogician (1839-19141
75.20

The really valuable factor is intuition.
Albert Einstein, German/American Physicist (1879-1955)

75.21 Every method is imperfect.
Charles-Jean-Henri

Nicolle,

French Physici an/ Bacteriolo gist ( 1932)

75-22 That the student gr_asp
the processesinvolved in scientificrhought and
understandthe principlesof scientificmethod is evenmore important than that
he should know the datesof the sciences.
The President's Commission

on Higher

Education (1947)

75-23 V/hat we observeis not natureitself, but natureexposedto our method
of questioning.
werner Karl Heisenbergr German physicist (195g)

75-24 The real purpose of scientific method is to make sure Nature hasn't
misled you into thinking you know somethirg you don'r actually know.
There's not a mechanic or scientist or technician alive who hasn't suffered from
that one so much that he's not instinctively on guard.
. If you get carelessor
go romantrcrzrng scientific information, giving it a flourish here and there,
Nature will soon make a complete fool out of you.
Robert Pirsig, American Author (1974,1
75.25 Typically, scientific discovery is a two-part process. The first thing that
happens is that a scientist experiences a sudden insight. Then, if he is lucky he
finds that the insight has logical consequencesthat will clear up an ourstaniittg
scientific problem, or explain bafflirg experimental resulrs.
Richard Morris, American Physicist/Author (1983)
75.26 I've noticed that most good research (and I hope mine is good) reflects
the researcher's private questions. It took me a long time to see that my work
grew out of my own concerns.
June Reinisch, American Director of the Kinsey Institute (1986)
75.27

The cause of the problem is often prior solutions.
Amory Lovins, Arnerican Physicist (1986)

75-28 The scientist, in practicing the scientific method, cannot utter a single
word about an individual thing or creature insofar as it is an individual, br"tt
only insofar as it resembles individuals. This limitation holds true whether the
individual is a molecule of NaCl or an amoeba or a human being. . . . We have
no particular interest in this particular pinch of salt or this parricular dogfish.
Walker Percy, American Novelist (1986)

76.

Scierrtists
A scientistis as weakandhumanasany
may ennoble
man, but thepursuit of science
him euenagainsthis will ,
ISAAC ASIMOV

76.1 So the astronomer is on common ground with the physicist both in the
subject and in the predicate of the conclusion, but the physicist demonstrates
the predicate to belong to the subject by nature, whereas the astronomer does
not care whether it belongs by nature or not. What, therefore, is the predicate
for the physicist, is abstracted as the subject for the pure mathematician.
Robert Grosseteste,English Bishop/Educator (1168-12531
What others strive to see dimly and blindly, like bats in twilight, he
[Petrus Peregrinus] gazes at in the full light of day, because he is a master of
experiment. Through experiment he gains knowledg. of natural things,
medical, chemical, and indeed of everything in the heavens or earth. . . . He has
even taken note of the remedies, lot casting, and charms used by old women
and by wizards and magicians, and of the deceptions and devices of conjurors,
so that nothing which deserves inquiry should escape him, and that he may be
able to expose the falsehoods of magicians.
Roger Bacon, English Philosopher/Clergym an (122r1292)
76.2

Let me not seem to have lived in vain.
last
words. ]
[His
Tlcho Brahe, Danish Astronomer (154G1601)

76.3

76.4 I have written many direct and indirect arguments for the Copernican
view, but until now I have not dared to publish them, alarmed by the fate of
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Copernicus himselfl our master.He has won for himself undying fame in the
eyesof a few but he has been mocked and hooted ar by an infirrlt. multitude
(fot- so large is the number of fools). I would dare to io*e forward publicly
Yit! my ideas if there were more people-of your flohannesKepler'si *ry of
thinking. As this is not rhe case,I shall-refrain.
Galileo Galilei, Italian Astronomer/Physicist(1564-1
642,
76.5 9.h9 [Brahe] is a man with whom no one can live withour exposing
himself to the greatestindignities. The payis splendid,but one can only exrracr
the half of it. I have thought of turning to *.dicine.
JohannesKepler,GermanAstronomer/Mathematician
(1571-1630)
76-6 I much prefer ,!. sharpestcriticism of a single intelligenr man ro the
thoughtlessapproval of the great masses.
Johannes Kepler, German Astronomer/Mathematician

(1571-1630)

76.7 Sciencedistinguishesa Man of Honor from one of those Athletic Brutes
whom undeservedlywe call Heroes.
John Dryden, EnglishPoet/Critic/Dramatist(1631-1200)
76-8 If I haveseena little further it is by standing on the shouldersof Giants.
IsaacNewton, EnglishPhysicist/Mathematician
(1U?-1727,
76-9 To *yself I seem to have been only like a boy playing on rhe seashore,
and diverting_myself in now and then finding r r-ooiher pibble or a prertier
shell than ordinary, whilst the great oceanoflruth lay all undisco,o.r.dbefore
me.
Isaac Newton,

English Physicist/Mathematician

(lG4?-17 27)

76-10 This_
IncomparableAuthor having at length been prevailed upon ro
appearin public, hasin this Treatisegiven a most notableinslanceof the extent
of the powers of the Mind; and has at once shown what are the Principlesof
Natural Philosophy, and so far derived from them their consequences,
that he
seemsto have exhaustedhis Argument, and left little to be done by those that
shall succeedhim.
[From a review of Newton's "Principia," in thePhilosophical
Tiansactions,16g7.]
Edmund Halley,EnglishAstronomer(1651174z^)
76-tl Here lies Sir IsaacNewton, Knight, who by r vigour of mind almost
suPernatural,first demonstrated,the motions and Fig,rr.i of the Planets,the
Pathsof the comets, and the Tides of the Oceans.. . . Let Mortals rejoice that
there has existed such and so great an ornament of Nature.
Epitaph

of Isaac Newtonr

on his tomb at Westminster

Abbey (1727,

76-12 Go wondrous creature!mount where Scienceguides;
Go, measureearth, weigh air, and statethe tides;
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Instruct the planetsin what orbs to run,
Correct old Time, and regulatethe sun . - .
Go, teachEternal Wisdom how to ruleThen drop into thyself and be a fool!
Alexander Pope, English Poet/Satirist

76.!3

(1688-17U)

Nature and Nature'slaws lay hid in night.
God said, "Let Newton be!" and all was lightAlexander Pope, English Poet/Satirist

(1688-1744't

76.14 All scientific men were formerly accusedof practicing magic. And no
wonder, for eachsaid to himself: "I have carried human intelligenceas far as it
will go, and yet So-and-so has gone further than I. Ergo, he has taken to
sorcery."
Baron de la Bride

et de Montesquieu, French Philosopher/Author

(168e-17ss)
76.15 Linnea.. . . A plant of Lapland, lowly, insignificant, disregarded,
flowering but for a brief space-from Linnaeuswho resemblesit.
Carl Linnaeus, Swedish Botanist/Naturalist (1707-1778't

76.16 A man [Newton] who, had he flourished in ancient Greece, wouldhave
been worshipped as a divinity.
Samuel Johnson, English Lexicographer/Poet/Critic (1709-1784)
76.17

The antechapel where the statue stood
Of Newton with his prism and silent fece,
The marble index of a mind forever
Voyaging through strange seasof thought, alone.
William Wordsworth, English Poet (177V1850)

76.18 The first man of science was he who looked into a thing, not to learn
whether it furnished him with food, or shelter, or weapons, or tools,
armaments, or playwiths [sic] but who sought to know it for the gratification
of knowing.
Samuel Thylor Coleridge, English Poet/Critic (1772-1834)
76.!9 To me there never has been a higher source of earthly honor or
distinction than that connected with advances in science. I have not possessed
enough of the eagle in my character to make e direct flight to the loftiest
altitudes in the social world; and I certainly never endeavored to reach those
heights by using the creeping powers of the reptile, who in ascending,
generally chooses the dirtiest path, becauseit is the easiest.
Sir Humphrey Davy, English Chemist (177b1829)
76.20

Newton (that proverb of the mind), alas!
Declared, with all his grand discoveries recent,
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That he himself felt only ',like a yourh
Picking up shellsby the grear ocean-Truth. "
Lord Byron

(George Gordon),

English Poet/Dramatist

(1788- IB24)

76.21 o! what a noble heart was here undone,
'vzhen
Science'sself destroyedher favorite son.
[Henry Kirk White, who died from the fatigue of his long research.]
Lord Byron (GeorgeGordon),English Poet/Dt"ttr"tirt (1288-ttil,1
76.22 The starry Galileo, with his woes.
Lord Byron

(George Gordon),

English Poet/Dramatist

(1288- lBZ4)

76.23 I cannot afford to waste my time making money.
[Reply to an offer of a lecrure tour.]
JeanLouis Agassiz,Swiss/AmericanNaturalist/Geologist(1807-1173l
76-24 I fear that the characterof my knowledg. is from yearro year becomirg
more distinct and scientific;that, in exchangefor vistaswide as heaven'sscope]
I
1q being narrowed down to the field oi the microscope. I see details, not
wholes nor the shadow of the whole. I count some parts, and say, "I kno.w..
"
Henry David Thoreau, American

Writer/Naturalist

(1817-lS6il

76-25 A man [Pasteur himselfJ whose invincible belief is that scienceand
peace will triumph over ignorance and war, that nations will unite, not to
destroy but to build, and that the future will belong to those who will have
done the most for suffering humanity. But whethertr,r. efforts are or are not
-fuot.-d by life, let us be able to say,when we come near to the great goal, "I
have done what I could."
Louis Pasteur, French Chemist/Microbiologi

st (182?-1S9S)

76-26 Let me tell you the secret that has led me to my goal. My srrengrh lies
in my tenacity.
Louis Pasteuq French Chemist/Microbiologist (1822-1895)
76.27

I have wasted my life.
Louis Pasteur,French Chemist/Microbiologi st (182?-18gS)

76.28 If at this moment I am not a worn-out, debauched, useless carcass of
a
man' if it has been or will be my fate to advance the cause of science if I feel
,
that I have a shadow of a claim on the love of those about me, if in the supreme
moment when I looked down into my boy's grave my sorrow was full of
submission and without bitterness, it is because these agencies have worked
upon he, and not because I have ever cared whether my poor personality
shall
remain distinct forever from the All from whence it cami and whither
it goes.
And thus, my dear Kingsley, you will understand what my position is. I
-ry
be quite wrong, and in that case I know I shall have ro pay the penalty for
being
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wrong. But I can only say with Luther, "Gott helfe miE ich kann nichts anders
[God help ffie, I cannot do otherwise]."
. Thomas Flenry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
76.29 So little done, So much to do.
[His last words. ]
Alexander Graham Bell, Scottish/American Scientist/Inventor
(1847-re22l
76"30

Genius is one percent inspiration and ninety-nine percent perspiration.
Thomas Edison, American Inventor (1847-1931)

76.3! If it [the theory of relativity] should prove to be correct, xS I expect it
will, he [Einstein] will be considered the Copernicus of the twentieth century.
Max Planck, German Physicist (1858-1947)
76.32 Because of the limitations of time, the great majority of us are not able
to do justice to our own parients and at the same time take an active part in
international affairs, but we should be informed on these matters and we should
be aware of the fact that support of health programs beyond the confines of our
country serves as an element of great strength in the foreign policy of our
Department of State and the production of our own domestic health.
Dr. Charles Mayo, American Physician/Administrator (1865-1939)
76.33

God grant that I may be
More than a nonentity
A little bad, a little good,
Makes but mediocrity.
In daily problems, daily deeds,
Solutions, actions, roses, weeds,
Give me guidance, give me strength
To grow my garden with thy seeds.
Dr. Charles Mayo, American Physician/Administrator (1865-1939)

76,.34 I'vejust been reading some of my early papers and you know, when ['d
finished, I said to myself, "Rutherford, my boy, you used to be a damned clever
fellow. "
Ernest Rutherford, British Physicist (1871-1937)
76.35 The scientist is free, and must be free to ask any question, to doubt any
assertion, to seek for any evidence, to correct any errors.
J. Robert Oppenheimer, American Physicist (1904-1967,
76.56 When I find myself in the company of scientists, I feel like a shabby
curate who has strayed by mistake into a drawing room full of dukes.
Wystan Hugh Auden, British/American Poet (1907-1973')
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76-37 The scientistis indistinguishablefrom the common man in his senseof
evidence,except that the scientistis more careful.
Willard van Orman Quine, AmericanPhilosopher(190e-)
76-38 One could not be a successfulscientist without realizing that, in
contrast to the popular conception supported by newspapersand mothe.s of
scientists,a goodly number of scientistsare not only nrito*-minded and dull,
but alsojust stupid.
James D. Watson, American

Geneticist/Biophysicist

(192S- )

76-39 His [Marvin Minsky t] basicinterestseemedto be in the rvorkings of
the human mind and in making machine models of the mind. Indeed, a-bout
that time he and a friend made one of the first electronicmachinesthat could
actually teachitself to do somethitg interesting. It monitored electronic"rats"
that learnedto run mazes.It was being financed by the Navy. On one norable
occasion, I remember descendingto the basementof Memorial Hall, while
Minsky worked on it. It had an illuminated display panel that enabledone to
follow the progressof the "rats." Near the ma.hin. was a hamster in a cage.
When the machine blinked, the hamster would run around its cage happlly.
Minsky, with his characteristicelfin grin, remarked that on a previous day the
Navy cotrtract officer had been down to see the machine. Ntting the man's
interest in the hamster, Minsky had told him laconically, "The tr.*t one we
build will look like a bird. "
Jeremy Bernstein,

American

Physicist/Author

(1929- )

76.40 To *y friends: my work is done. why wait.
[Suicidenote.]
George Eastman, American

Chemist

(1952)

76-41 As soon as I saw it I decided I was going to spend the rest of my life
studying dinosaurs.
[SeeingRudolph Zalhnser's mural of dinosaursreproduced on rhe cover of Life
megxzinein spring of 1955, when he was 10 yearsold.]
Robert Bakker, American Paleontologist/Artist (1945- )
76-42 Paleontology is e very visual inquiry. All paleonrologists scribble on
napkins at coffee breaks, making sketches to explain their thinking.
Robert Bakker, American Paleontologist/Artist (1945- )
76.43

This is the dry we celebrare Bohr
Who gave us the complementarity law
That gives correspondence (as Bohr said before)
That holds in the shell as well as rhe core
That possessesthe compound levels galore
That make up the spectrum
That's due to rhe modes
That belong to rhe drop
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That looks like the nucleus
That sits in the atom
That Bohr built.
[Composed for the occasionof Bohr's seventiethbirthday.]
R.E. Peierls,GermanPhysicist(1955)
76.44 Hell must be isothermal, for otherwise the resident engineers and
physical chemists(of which there must be some),could set up a heat engine to
run a refrigerator to cool off a portion of their surroundings to any desired
temperature.
Henry Albert Bent, British Scientist(1965)
76.45 Pierre Curie, a brilliant scientist, happened to marry a still more
brilliant one-Marie, the famous Madame Curie-and is the only great
scientist in history who is consistently identified as the husband of someone
else.
IsaacAsimov,AmericanBiochemist/Author(1976)
76.46 We then got to WestminsterAbbey and, moving about unguided, we
found the gravesof Newton, Rutherford, Darwin, Faraday,and Maxwell in a
cluster.
IsaacAsimov,AmericanBiochemist/Author(1980)
76.47 The mechanical world view is a testimonial to three men: Francis
Bacon, Ren6 Descartes,and IsaacNewton. After 300 years we are still living
off their ideas.
Activist (1980)
JeremyRifkin, AmericanWbiter/Environmental
76.48 As scientists,we need to provide the best information we can. After
that, it's a value call.
William J. Schull,AmericanPhysicist(1986)
76.49 We may have forgotten that when all is said and done, a good man, as
the Greeks say,is a nobler work than a good technologist.
Charles,Prince of Wales,British Royalty (1986)

77.

Sociology
Societyis itselfa kind of organism,aft
enlrmouslypowerfulone,but unfortunately
not a uery wtse one.
ISAAC

ASIMOV

77.1 Man perfected by society is the best of all animals; heis the most terrible
of all when he lives without law and without justice.
Aristotle, Greek Philosopher (384n.c.-322 n.c.)
77.2

Do not withdraw from the community.
Hillel, Jewish Rabbi/ScholarlLawyer (30 n.c.?-9 A.D.)

77.3 It is most true that a natural and secret hatred and aversion towards
society, in any man, hath somewhat of the savage beast.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-1626)
77.4

Civilization is simply ^ series of victories over nature.
Villiam Harvey, English Anatomist/Physician (1578-1657)

77.5 Every individual is continually exerting himself to find our the mosr
advantageous employment for whatever capitai he can command. It is his own
advant zge, indeed, and not that of society, which he has in view. But the study
of his own advantage naturally, or rather necessarily, leads him to prefer that
employment which is most advantageous to the society.
John Locke, English Philosopher (1612-1704,)
77.6

Heaven forming each on other to depend,
A master, or a servant, or a friend,
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call,
Bids eachon other for assistance
Till one man's weaknessgrows the strength of all.
Alexander Pope, English Poet/Satirist (1688-1744,

77.7

Society is the union of men and not the men themselves.
Baron de la Brdde et de Montesquieu, French Fhilosopher/Author
(168e-17s5)

77.8

Man is a social animal formed to please in society.
Baron de la Br0de et de Montesquieu, French Philosopher/Author
(r68F17ss)

77.9

Society is as ancient as the world.
Frangois-Marie Arouet de Voltaire, French Author/Philosopher
Q6err778l

77 .10

Society itself, which should create
Kindness, destroys what little we had got:
To feel for none is the true social art
Of the world's stoics-men without a heart.
Lord Byron (George Gordon), English Poet/Dramatist (1788-1824)

77.11 Society is a republic. When an individual endeavors to lift himself
above his fellows, he is dragged down by the mass, either by means of ridicule
or of calumny. No one shall be more virtuous or more intellectually gifted than
others. Whoever, by the irresistible force of genius, rises above the common
herd is certain to be ostraci zed by society, which will pursue him with such
merciless derision and detraction that at last he will be compelled to retreat into
the solitude of his thoughts.
Heinrich Heine, German{ewish Poet/Author (1797-1856)

77.12 If you would civilize a man, begin with his grandmother.
Victo

Flugo,

French Poet/Novelist/Dramatist

(1802,-1885)

77.13 Societydoesnot love its unmaskers.
Ralph Waldo Emerson,
(1803-1882)

American

Essayist/Philosopher/Poet

77.14 Human society is made up of partialities. Each citizen has an interest
and a view of his own, which, if followed out to the extreme, would leave no
room for any other citizen.
Ralph Valdo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(180F1882)

77 -15 Society will pardon much to genius and special gifts; but, being in its
nature conventional, it loves what is conventional, or what belongs to coming
together.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(180F1882)
77 -16 In this great society wide lying around us, a critical analysis would find
very few spontaneous actions. It is almost all custom and gross sense.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(180F1882)
77 -17 We think our civrhzation near its meridian, but we are yet only at the
cock-crowing and the morning star.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(180F1882)
77.18

A sufficient measure of civilization is the influence of good women.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(180F1882)

77.19

Nations, like individuals, live and die; but civrlization cannot die.
Giuseppe Mazzini, Italian Statesman(180y18721

77 -20 As the first monogamian family has improved greatly since the
commencementof civilization, and very sensibly in our times, it is at least
supposablethat it is capableof still further improvement until the equality of
the sexesis attained.
LewisHenry Morgan,AmericanAnthropologist(181&1881)
77.21 Here is the elementor power of conduct, of intellect and knowledge, of
beauty, and of social life and manners, and all needful to build rp r .o*plete
human life. . . . We haveinstincts respondingto them all, and requiring th.*
all, and we are perfectly civilrzed only when all theseinstincts of o,r. natur*all these elements in our civilization have been adequately recognrzed and
satisfied.
MatthewArnold, English Poet/critic (l$22.lr888)
77-22 The more I seeof uncivilized people,the better I think of human nature
and the essential differences between civilized and savage men seem to
disappear.
Alfred RusselWallace,English Naturalist/Evolutionist (182F1913)
77 -23 The two poles of social and political philosophy seem necessarily to be
organization or anar.hy; man's intellect or the forces of nature.
Henry (Brooks) Adams, American Author/Historian (183e1918)
77 -24 A specter is haunting Europe-the
specer of Communism. All the
Powers of old Europe have entered into a holy alliance to exorcise this specrer:
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Pope and Czar, Metternich and Guizot, French Radicalsand German policespies.
[Openittg paragraphof the Manfestoof the CommunistParty.]
Karl Marx, German Political Philosopher

(1848)

77.25 It is the utmost folly to denouncecapital. To do so is to undermine
civrlization, for capital is the first requisite of every social gain, educational,
ecclesiastical,political, or other.
William Graham Sumner, American Sociologist (1840-1910)
77.26

Darwin was as much of an emancipator as was Lincoln.
William Graham Sumner, American Sociologist (1840-1910)

77.27 The meaning of the evolution of culture is no longer a riddle to us. It
must present to us the struggle between Eros and Death, between the instincts
of life and the instincts of destruction, 2s it works itself out in the human
species.
Sigmund Freud, Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst(185f1939)

77.28 Those who love fairy-tales do not like it when people speak of the
innate tendenciesin mankind toward aggression,destruction, and, in addition,
cruelty.
Sigmund

Freud, Austrian

Psychiatrist/Psychoanalyst

(1856-1939,

77.29 It is only by the influenceof individuals who can set an example,whom
the massesrecognuzeas their leaders,that they can be induced to submit to the
labors and renunciationson which the existenceof culture depends.
yst (1856-1939)
SigmundFreud,Austrian Psychiatrist/Psychoanal
77.30 The office of the leisureclassin social evolution is to retard movement
and to conservewhat is obsolescent.
9291
ThorsteinBundeVeblen,AmericanEconomist/Sociologist(1857-1
77.31 Communism is at oncea completesystemof proletarianideology and a
new social system. It is different from any other ideological and social system,
and is the most complete, progressive,revolutionary, and rational system in
human history.
Mao Tse Thng, ChinesePolitical Leader(1893-1976')
77.32 I have always believedthat the characterof a society is largely shaped
and unified by its great creativeworks.
Ben Shahn, Lithuanian/American

Artist

(1898-1969)

77.33 I see the whole of humankind becomirg a single, integrated
organism. . . . I look upon each of us as I would an individual cell in the
organisffi, eachof us playing his or her respectiverole.
Jonas Salk, Arnerican

Medical Researcher/Microbiologist

(1915- )

Sociol
77.34 In all systems of human relationship, from the family to the superstate,
there is an element of coercion, and this element, whenever it o..trri and in
whatever degree it is significant or controlling, w€ conveniently designate as
"power. t'
Charles Wright Mills, American Sociologist (1916-1962)
77.35 Segregation is the offspring of an illicit intercourse between injustice
and immorality.
Martin Luther King, American Civil Rights Leader (192T1968)

78.

SpaccEryloration
We'r,elost all gelgraphical
frontierson
Earth, buitnew andfar largeronesexist at
Earth'sdoorstep.
ISAAC ASIMOV

78.1 Sometimes, for instance, I imagine that I am suspended in the air, and
remain there motionless, while the earth turns under me in four-and-twenty
hours. I see pass beneath me all these different countenances, some white,
others black, others tawny, others olive-colored. At first they wear hats, and
then turbans, then heads with long hair, then heads shaven; sometimes towns
with steeples, sometimes towns with long spires, which have crescents, sometimes towns with porcelain towers, sometimes extensive countries that have
only huts; here wide seas; there frightful deserts; in short, all this infinite variety on the surface of the earth.
Bernard Le Bovier Sieur de Fontenelle, French Philosopher (1657-1757)
78.2 No national sovereignty rules in outer space. Those who venture there
go as envoys of the entire human race. Their quest, therefore, must be for all
mankind, and what they find should belong to all mankind.
Lyndon Baines Johnson, American President (1908-1973)
78.3 Now is the time to take longer strides-time
for a new American
for this nation to take a clearly leading role in space
enterprise-time
achievement, which in many ways may hold the key to our future on earth.
John F. Kennedy, American President (May 25, 196l)

78.4 The exploration and use of outer space,including the moon and other
celestialbodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interestsof all
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countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific developmenr,
and shall be the province of all mankind.
United Nations Treaty on the Exploration and LJseof Space
(fanuary 27, 1967l
78'5

one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.
[Said as he first stepped onto the moon.]
NeiI A. Armstrohgr American Astronaut/Engineer (1969)

78.6

We came in peace for all mankind.
Plaque left on the moon (fuly 20, tg6g)

78-7 It was an overwhelmitg sight: there was this structure in flight, with a
tremendous amount of
lPparatus and all sorts of antennas. And hug! letters on
it spelled out "S. S.S.R. "
[Ott docking with the Salyut orbital station while aboard the Soyuz 10
spacecraft.]
Aleksei s. Yeliseyev,Russian Astronaut (1971)
78-8 The rockets that have made spaceflight possible are an advance rhat,
more than any other technological victory of the twentieth century, was
grounded in science fiction. . .
One thing that no science fiction writer visualized, howeveq as far as I know,
was that the landings on the Moon would be watched by people on Earth by
way of television.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1976)
78.9

It's our UFO to somewhere else!
[On the Voyagerspacecr aft.]
J. Allen Hynek, American Astronomer (1931)

78-10 The information we have so far from the exploration of the planets
seems to indicate that the earth is probably the only pir.. in this solar sysrem
where there is life.
cyril Ponnamperuma, American chemist (1995)
78-tl
Those were the sad years in which the joke was that our countdowns
ended in "Four, three, two, one, oh shit!"
[on the 1957-1961 years of the u. s. space program. ]
Max W Kraus, Arnerican Foreign ServicesOfhcer (1985)
78-12 Men do not live in the same place in which they are born. They look for
further worlds
And another thing, the spaceman is the only p.rrol who
can travel without a visa, cross frontiers withour a passport, and't.. the world
in ninety minutes!
Georgi Beregovoi, Soviet Astronaut (19g5)
78.13 In 20 to 25 years, all the people involved in rhe early space program
will
be gone. I have a sense of urgency about producing good paitrtitr[s
[of his
experiences] and telling the story, because my time islimited.
AIan Bean, American Astronaut/painter (19g5)
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78.14 What we may find out about the material universemay be insignificant
by contrast with what we may find out about ourselves.. . . As our distance
from that radiant body [Earth] increases,we may discoverwhether we arefit to
inhabit what we have made of it.
Arthur

C. Danto, American

Philosopher

(1985)

78.15 The only choiceyou've got today is not to go.
[Spokenro officials in the firing room at the Kennedy SpaceCenter in Florida
thl morning of Januery 28, 1986, a few hours before liftoff of the shuttle
Challenger,after noting heavy ice on the launchingpad.]
Charles G. Stevenson, American

Inspection Team Leader, NASA (1986)

78.16 Uh-oh.
which explodedafter taking off January28,
[Last words from Challenger,
1e86.
I
Michael J. Smith,

American

Astronaut

(1986)

78.!7 The first space probe to another star may be a half-mile-wide
intelligent aluminum screendoor calledStarwisp. , And then it would be off
to the starswith a wire-mesh sail, on the wings of microwaves.
JoelDavis,AmericanJournalist(1986)
78.18 Our whole approachto looking for life on Mars has changedin recent
years. We are no longer looking for extant life. Rathqr, we are looking for
evidenceof extinct life.
ChristopherMcKay,AmericanAstrophysicist(1986)
78.19 The spacestationwill lie in an orbit severalhundred miles aboveEarth.
The black around it will be as black as Mar garetThatcher'sDaimler heading
for Whitehall, asblack as the proverbiallining of the Earl of Hell's waistcoat.It
will be cut by hard, bright star points, diamond dust sprinkled everywhere,
exceptwhere broken by the sphereof the pale, ofGwhite moon.
RobertM. Powers,British Astronomer/Author(1986)

79.

ftc Stars
Starslook serene,but theyareincredibty
uiolentfurnacesthat occasionally
erupt
in incrediblyuiolentexplosions.
ISAAC ASIMOV

79-t At this time, too, a fifth star,moving itt the opposite direction, was seen
to enter the circle of the moon. It is my belief thit these porrents presaged
Theudebald's[King of Reims] death.
Gregoryof Tours,FrankishEcclesiastic/Historian
(538-594)
79-2 Then after Easter on the eve of St. Ambrose . . . almosr everywherein
this country and almost the whole night, starsin very large numbers were seen
to fall from heaven,not by onesor twos, but in such quick successionthat they
could not be counted.
Anonymous,

The Anglo-saxon chronicle (1094)

79-3 Last Ylar U572} in the month of November, on the elevenrhday of the
month, in the evening, after sunset, when, accordirg to my habit, I was
contemplating the stars in a clear sky, I noticed that * n.* and unusual star,
surp_assitgthe other stars in brilliancy, was shining almost directly above my
head;and sinceI had, almost from boyhood, known all the starsofthe heavens
perfectly (there is no great difficulty in attaining that knowledg.), it was quite
evident to me that tft.t. had ,r.rr., before been any srar in tf,a; place in the
sky....
I conclude, therefore, that this star is not some kind of comet or e fiery
meteor, whether thesebe generatedbeneaththe Moon or abovethe Moon, but
that it is a star shining in the firmament itself-one that has never previously
been seenbefore our time, in any age sincethe beginning of the *oild.
Tlcho

Brahe, Danish Astronomer

(154f1601)
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79.4 Theseearthly godfathersof heaven'slights,
That give a name to every fixed star,
Have no more profit of their shining nights
Than those that walk and wot not what they are.
EnglishDramatist/Poet(1564-1616)
William Shakespeare,
79.5 The number of fixed starswhich observershavebeenableto seewithout
arrificial powers of sight up to this dry canbe counted. It is thereforedecidedly
a great feat to add to their number, and to set distinctly before the eyesother
starsin myriads, which haveneverbeenseenbefore,and which surpassthe old,
previously known starsin number more than ten times.
(1564-1642)
GalileoGalilei,Italian Astronomer/Physicist
or substanceof the
79.6 The tlext object which I haveobservedis the essence
Milky Way. By the aid of a telescopeanyone may behold this in a manner
which so distinctly appealsto the sensesthat all the disputes which have
tormented philosophersthrough so many ages are exploded at once by the
irrefragableevidenceof our eyes,and we are freed from wordy disputesupon
this subject, for the Galaxy is nothing else but ^ mass of innumerable stars
planted together in clusters.
(1564-1642)
GalileoGalilei,Italian Astronomer/Physicist
79.7 So when, by various turns of the CelestialDance,
In many thousandyears,
A Star,so long unknowr, appears,
Tho' Heavenitself more beauteousby it grow,
It troubles and alarms the World below
Does to the Wise a Star,to Fools a Meteor show.
AbrahamCowley,EnglishPoet (1618-1667)
79.8 Spong and I had also several fine discoursesupon the globes this
afternoon, particularly why the fixed starsdo not rise and set at the samehour
all the year long, which he could not demonstratenor I neither.
SamuelPepys,EnglishDiarist (1633-1703)
79.9 When our philosophers are asked what is the use of these countless
myriads of fixed stars, of which a small part would be sufficient to do what
they all do, they coolly tell us that they are made to give delight to their eyes.
Bernard Le Bovier Sieur de Fontenelle, French Philosopher

(1657-1757,

79.10 The starshang bright above,
Silent, as if they watch'd the sleepingearth.
Samuel Thylor Coleridge, English Poet/Critic

(1772-1834)

79.11 When I consider how, after sunset, the stars come out gradually in
troups from behind the hills and woods, I confessthat I could not have contrived a more curious and inspiring night.
Henry David Thoreau, American

Writer/Naturalist

(1817-18621

The Stars
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79 -12 I just looked up at a fine twinklirg star and thought that a voyager
whom I know, now many a days' sail from this coast, Light possibiy"b.
looking up at that samestar with me. The starsarethe apexesoFwhat triangles!
Henry David Thoreau, American

Writer/Naturalist

(181 7-lBG2)

79-13 The conditions of the earth's core are starlike. From their study can
physicistsof the future tell us somethirg more of the true nature of the stars?
Reginald A. Daly, American

Geologist/Geophysicist

(1871-1 gS7)

79 -14 They [brown dwarf stars] could last the age of the universe. Compare
that to the sun, which is only 5 billion yearsold, or about one-third the age of
the universe. After another 5 billion years, the sun will use up its nucleaifuel
and at leastpartially blow up and leavebehind a white dwarf Wh.r.as a brown
dwarfjust sort of sits there and cools, and sits there and cools a little more, and
will just stay there forever,cooling gradually.
PaulC. Joss,AmericanAstrophysicist(1986)
79.15 Supernovasare the final act in the lives of many stars.They are also the
only plausible place for the synthesisof the heavier chemical elemenrs.The
explosignseject theseelements,plus those made in previous stagesof the star's
life cycle, into space,where they are availablefor recycling into new generations of stars and planets.
Dietrick E. Thomsen,AmericanScience
Journalist(1986)
79.16 The dark clouds in the constellationOrion are one of the astronomer's
favorite placesto look for stars that arejust beginning to form.
Dietrick E. Thomsen,AmericanScience
Journalist(1986)
79.17 lt's as if God took a pieceof rope and bent it there.
[Concerning bright luminous intergalactic arcs discoveredby Roger Lynds of
Kitt Peak National Observarory ar the National Optical Astronomy Observatories,Tucson.J
Vahe Petrosian, Science Researcher (1987)

80.

Srtbcctwe Sclrc.rrccs
The wish to belieue,euenagainsteuidence,
fuels all thepseudosciences
_fro* astrology
to creationism.
ISAAC ASIMOV

80.1 Astrology it a sickness, not a science.
which all sorts of superstitions thrive.
Maimonides,

Jewish Philosopher/Physician

It is a tree under the shade of
(1 135-1204\

80.2 The alchemists call in many varieties out of astrology, auricular
traditions, and feigned testimonies.
Francis Bacon, English Phil osopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-1626)
80.3 I was ever of the opinion that the philosopher's stone, and an holy war,
were but the rendezvous of cracked brains, that wore their feather in their
heads.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-1626)
80.4 That there should be more Speciesof intelligent Creatures above us, than
there are of sensible and material below us, is probable to me from hence; That
in all the visible corporeal World, we see no Chasms, or no Gaps.
Joseph Addison, English Essayist/Poet/Politician (1672-1719,
80.5 It is the characteristic of true science, to discern the impassable, but not
very obvious, limits which divide the province of reason from that of
speculation. Such knowledg. comes tardily. How many ages have rolled away
in which powers, that, rightly directed, might have revealed the great laws of
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nature, have been wasted in brilliant, but barren, reveries on alchemy and
astrology?
William Hickling Prescott,AmericanHistorian(179G1859)
80.6 In the realm of scienceall attemptsto find any evidenceof supernatural
beings, of metaphysicalconceptions,as God, immortality, infinity, etc., thus
far havefailed, and if we are honestwe must confessthat in sciencethere exists
no God, ro immortality, no soul or mind as distinct from the body.
Charles P Steinmetz,

German/American

Engineer/Inventor

(186s-1e23'
80.7 Undeterred by poverty, failure, domestic tragedy, and persecution,but
sustainedby his mystical belief in an attainable mathematical harmony and
perfectionof nature, Kepler persistedfor fifteen yearsbefore finding the simple
regularity [of planetaryorbits] he sought. .
What stimulated Kepler to keep
slaving all those fifteen years?An utter absurdity. In addition to his faith in the
mathematicalperfectibility of astronomy,Kepler also believedwholeheartedly
in astrology. This was nothing against him. For e scientist of Kepler's
generationastrology was as respectablescientificallyand mathematicallyasthe
quantum theory or relativity is to theoreticalphysiciststoday. Nonsensenow
astrology was not nonsensein the sixteenth century.
Eric Temple Bell, American

Mathematician/Author

(1937)

80.8 We are about to move into the Aquarian age of clearer thinking.
Astrology and witchcreft both havea contribution to make to the new oge, and
it behoovesthe practitioners of both to reahzetheir responsibilitiesand obligations to the scienceand the religion.
Sybil Leek,English/AmericanWriter/Witch(1968)
80.9 When there is publicity about [UFO] sightings that turn out to be
explainable,the percentageof unexplainedsightings goes up, suggestingthat
these, too, are causedby somethirg in people'spsychology rather than by
somethitg that is actually out there. The UFO evidenceforms no coherent
residue;it never gets better.
FrancisCrick, British Biophysicist/Geneticist
(1984)
80.10 There is consciousness
without content,oceanicconsciousness.
[t could
be that the techniquesof yoga and Zenhave manipulatedthe neurochemistryof
systemsrelatedto the limbic brain.
Karl Pribram, Austrian/American Neurophysiologist (1984)
80.11 On vitamin K, I have experienced states in which I can contact the
creators of the universe, as well as the local creative controllers-the
Earth
Coincidence Control Office, or ECCO. They're the guys who run earth and
who program us, though we're not aware of it. I asked them, "'What's your
major program?" They answered, "Tio make you guys evolve to the next levels,
to teach you, to kick you in the pants when necessary."
John Lilly American Neurophysiologist/Spiritualist (1934)
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80.12 The greatestscientistshavealwayslooked on scientificmaterialismas a
kind of religion, as a mythology. They areimpelled by ^ greatdesireto explore
mystery, to celebratemystery in the universe,to open it up, to readthe stars,to
find the deepermeaning.
Edward O. Wilson, American Entomologist/Sociobiologist (1984)
80.13 One of the most interesting exhibits will be the only Bigfoot hair and
blood samples ever authenticated by American scientists. The samples weren't
exactly identified as coming from bigfoot but it was proved that ltr. hair did
not come from any of eighty-six North American mammals. The closest
match was a gorilla, but it was not exact.
Erik Beckjord, American Curator of the Cryptozoological Museum
(1e86)

81.

ftcS
The Sun is all in all to uS,the center
_fro* which all arises,but look wider,and
it rs only oneof countless
billions.
ISAAC ASIMOV

81.1 The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his
handiwork. . . . In them hath he set a tabernacle for the sun, which is as a
bridegroom coming out of his chamber, and rejoiceth as a strong man to run a
race. His going forth is from the end of the heaven, and his circuit unto the ends
of it: and there is nothing his from the heat thereof
The Bible (circa 725n.c.)
81.2 The sun . . . is a body of great size and power, the ruler, not only of the
seasonsand of the different climates, but also of the stars themselves and of the
heavens. When we consider his operations, we must regard him as the life, or
rather the mind of the universe, the chief regulator and the God of narure; he
also lends his light to the other stars. He is the most illustrious and excellent,
beholdirg all things and hearing all things.
Pliny the Elder (Gaius Plinius Secundus),Roman Naturalist/Historian
(2T7el
81.3 Before the great plague [in 571A.D.] which ravaged Auvergne prodigies
terrified the people of the region in the same way. On a number of occasions
three or four great shining lights appeared round the sun, and these the country
folk also called suns. . . . Once, on the first day of October, the sun was in
eclipse, so that less than a quarter of it continued to shine, and the rest was so
dark and discolored that you would have said that it was made of sackcloth.
Gregory of Tours, Frankish Ecclesiastic/Historian (53&594)
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81.4 Since Britain lies far north toward the pole, the nights are short in
summer, and at midnight it is hard to tell whether the evening twilight still
lingers or whether dawn is approaching, since the sun at night passesnot far
below the earth in its journey round the north back to the east. Consequently
the days are long in summer, as are the nights in winter when the sun
withdraws into African regions.
Bede,EnglishMonk/Scholar(673?-735)
81.5 In this year the first dry of Whitsuntide was on 5 June, and on the
followitg Tuesdayat noon there appearedfour intersecting halos around the
sun, white in color, and looking as if they had been painted. All who saw it
were astonished,for they did not remember seeinganything like it before.
Anonymous,The Anglo-Soxon
(1094)
Chronicle
81.6 From every side the sun shot forth the light of dry, so that he had with
his bright rays chasedCapricorn from mid-heaven.
DanteAlighieri, Italian Poet (lzfl5-t32ll
81.7 In the middle of everything is the sun. For in this most beautiful temple,
who would placethis lamp in anotheror better position than that from which it
can light up the whole thing at the same time? For, the sun is not
inappropriatelycalledby somethe lantern of the universe,by others,its mind,
and, its ruler by others still. . . . Thus indeed, 2S though seatedon t royal
throne, the sun rules the family of planetsrevolving around it.
Nicholascopernicus,PolishAstronomer(l47yl543)
81.8 The sun aloneappears,by virtue of his dignity and power, suited for this
motive duty (of moving the planets)and worthy to becomethe home of God
himself
JohannesKepler,GermanAstronomerlMathematician (157t-1630)
81.9 The glorious lamp of heaven,the sun.
RobertHerrick, EnglishPoet(1591-1674')
.Why
81.10
thereis one Body in our Systemqualifiedto give Light and Hear
to all the rest, I know no Reason,but becausethe Author of the Systemthought
it convenient.
IsaacNewton, English Physicist/Mathematician (1642-1727)
81.11

How could our eyes see the sun, unless they are sunlike themselves?
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, German Poet lDrarnatist/Novelist
(r74yr832)

81.12 Our sun, by the way
may become a white dwarf some dry but
apparently will never become a supernova.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)

The Sun
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81.13 The sun rises. . .
I mean, just for a start, that the sun shines. That four million tons of matter
are destroyed at its surface every second in a ragrngnuclear storm which buffets
us here on the fringes of the solar atmosphere. And all the time, the mass of our
star is being reduced and its volume and density are changing.
Lyall Watson, American Biologist (1979)
81.14 The sun's surface does not rotate rigidly, uniformly at the same speed;
latitudes nearer the equator rotate faster than the polar ones. Howe'oer, observations a few years ago showed that, contrary to expectations, the rotation rate does not increase smoothly from poles to equator. Instead, there is a
small wiggle superimposed on the smooth change, so that alternately a slice of
the surface will be going slightly faster and the slice next to it slightly slower
than they might if the change in rotation speed were smoorh.
Dietrick E. Thomsen, American ScienceJournalist (1987)

82.

nomy
The card-player
beginsby arranginghis
do
handfor maximumsense.Scientists
the samewith thefactstheygather,
ISAAC ASIMOV

82.1 When I first read Plato and came upon this gradation of beings which
rises from the lightest atom to the SupremeBeing, I was struck with admiration. But when I looked at it more closely,the great phantom vanished.. . . At
first the imagination takesa pleasurein seeingthe imperceptibletransition from
inanimate to organic matter, from plants to zoophytes, from theseto animals,
from theseto genii, from thesegenii enduedwith a small aerialbody to immaterial substances,and finally angels. This hierarchy pleasesthose good folk
who fancy they seeit in the Pope and his cardinals,followed by archbishops
and bishops, after whom come the rectors, the vicars, the simple curates,the
deacons,the subdeacons,then the monks and the line is ended by the Capuchins.
Frangois-Marie

Arouet de Voltaire, French Author/Philosopher

(169+r778)

82.2 If the point were once gained that among animals and vegetables, there
had been, I do not say several species, but even a single one, which had been
produced in the course of direct descent from other species . . . then no further
limit could be set to the power of nature, and we should not be wrong in
supposing, with sufficient time, that she could have developed all other organic
forms from one primordial type.
Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, French Naturalist
(r707-1788)
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82-3 It is the genusthat givesthe characters,and not the charactersthat make
the genus.
CarI Linnaeus,SwedishBotanist/Naturalist(1707-1778',
82-4 Nature has not arranged her productions on a single and direct line.
They branch at ev€ry step, and in every direction, and h; who attemprs ro
reducethem into departmentsis left to do it by the lines of his own fancy.
ThomasJefferson, Ameri can President/Author (I7 4y1826)
82.5 All known living bodies are sharply divided into two specialkingdoms,
basedupol the essentialdifferenceswhich distinguish animalr fto* plants, and
in spite of what has beensaid, I arn convincedthat theserwo kingdoms do not
really m.ergeinto one another at any point.
Jean-Baptistede Monet, Chevalierde Lamarck, FrenchNaturalist
(174/-tg2g,)
82.6 In the real changes which animals undergo during their embryonic
growth, in those external transformationsas well as in those structural modifications within the body, we have a natural scaleto measurethe degreeor the
gradationof thosefull grown animalswhich correspondsin their external form
and in their structure, to those various degrees in the metamorphosesof
animals, as illustrated by embryonic changes,a real foundation for ioological
classification.
Naturalist/Geologist
(1307-1873)
JeanLouis Agassiz,Swiss/American
82.7 The natural system [of birds] may, perhaps,be most truly comparedto
an irregularly branching tree, or rather to an assemblageof detachedtiees and
shrubsof various sizesand modesof growth. And aswe show the form of a tree
by sketching it on paper,or by drawing its individual branchesand leaves,so
may the natural system be drawn on a mxpr and its severalparts shown in
greaterdetail in a seriesof maps.
Hugh strickland,Englishornithologist (1911-1g53)
82.8 Every specieshas come into existencecoincident both in spaceand time
with a preexisiingcloselyallied species.
Alfred RusselWallace,EnglishNaturalist/Evolutionist
(1823-1913)
82-9 There may be asmany classificationsof any seriesof natural, or of other,
bodies, xs they have proPertiesor relationsto one another,or to other things;
-so
or, again, as there are modes in which they may be regardedby the mind:
that, with respectto such classificationsaswe areher. .ott..rned with, it might
be more proper to speakof a classificationthan of theclassificationof the animal
kingdom.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist

(1825-1895)

82.14 It is a remarkable fact that some well-separatedphylogenetic rypes,
thanks to certain biological influences,becomeso similar in theii exrernit^rp-
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pearance that not only is the inexperienced eye led into error, but biologists may
inexactly appreciate their real affinities.
Alfred Giard, French Zoologist/Evolutionist (184f1908)
82.11 The concepts and methods on which the classification of hominid taxa
is based do not differ in principle from those used for other zoological taxa.
Indeed, the classification of living human populations or of samples of fossil
hominids is a branch of animal taxonomy.
Ernst Mayr, American Zoalogist (1963)
82.12 As new areas of the world came into view through exploration, the
number of identified species of animals and plants grew astronomically. By
1800 it had reached 70,000. Today more than 1.25 million different species,
two-thirds animal and one-third plant, are knowo, and no biologist supposes
that the count is complete.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)
82.13 Scientific order is logical, natural, and forbidding; while alphabetical
order is illogical, conventional, and inuiting.
Hugh Davidson, American Educator (1972)
82.14 Taxonomy is often regarded as the dullest of subjects, fit only for
mindless ordering and sometimes denigrated within science as mere "stamp
collectirg" (^ designation that this former philatelist deeply resents). If systems
of classification were neutral hat racks for hanging the facts of the world, this
disdain might be justified. But classifications both reflect and direct our
thinking. The way we order represents the way we think. Historical changes in
classification are the fossilized indicators of conceptual revolutions.
StephenJay Gould, American Biologist/Author (1983)

83.

Tbchdogy
Science
in theseruiceof humanityis
technology,
but lack of wisdommay make
theseruiceharmful.
ISAAC ASIMOV

83.1 It is well to observethe force and virtue and consequence
of discoveries,
and theseare to be seennowhere more conspicuouslyth-anin printing, gunpowder, and the magnet. For thesethreehavechangedthe whole facertta itrt.
of things throughout the world.
FrancisBacon,EnglishPhilosopher/Essayist/
Statesman
(156l-l6ZG\
83.2 I sell here, sir, what all the world desiresto have-power.
[About the improved steamengineinvented by himself rrra JamesWarr.]
Matthew Boulton, English Engineer/Inventor (l72Hl8Ol9)

83-3 It would be a strange anomaly if the science of the nation were declining
whilst the general intelligence and prosperity increase.
William Vernon Flarcourt, English Founder of ScienceSocieties
(178e-1871)
83-4 Steam is no stronger now than it was a hundred years ago, but it is put to
better use.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist/Philosopher/Poet
(1803-1882)
83.5

Blessings on Science, and her handmaid Steam!
They make Utopia only half a dream;
And show the fervent, of capacious souls,
Who watch the ball of Progress as it rolls,
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That all as yet completed,or begun,
Is but the dawning that precedesthe sun.
Charles Mackap Scottish Poet (1814-1889)

83.6 Each workman would receivetwo or three important parts and would
affix them together and passthem on to the next who would add a part and
until the
pass the growing article to another who would do the same
is
put
together.
completearm
[Describing the production of Colt's revolving chamber gun, the "equalrzer,"
on the first factory assemblyline.l
SamuelColt, AmericanInventor/Industrialist(181l-1862)
83.7 No category of sciencesexists to which one could give the name of
applied sciences.There are science and the applications of science, linked
together as fruit is to the tree that has borne it.
895)
Louis Pasteur,FrenchChemist/Microbiologist (1822-1
83.8 By researchin pure scienceI mean researchmade without any idea of
application to industrial matters but solely with the view of extending our
knowledg. of the Laws of Nature. I will give just one exampleof the "utility"
of this kind of research,one that hasbeenbrought into greatprominenceby the
War-I mean the use of x-rays in surgery. Now, how was this method
discovered?It was not the result of a researchin appliedsciencestarting to find
an improved method of locating bullet wounds. This might have led to
improved probes, but we cannot imagine it leading to the discoveryof x-rays.
Sir JosephJohn Thomson,EnglishPhysicist(1856-1940)
83.9 The path of civilization is pavedwith tin cans.
Elbert Hubbard,

American

Editor/Educator

(185G1915)

83.10 One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary men. No machinecan
do the work of one extraordinary man.
Elbert Hubbard,

American

Editor/Educator

(185G1915)

83.11 [Edison] definitely endedthe distinction betweenthe theoreticalman of
scienceand the practical man of science,so that today we think of scientific
discoveriesin connectionwith their possiblepresentor future applicationto the
needsof man. He took the old rule-oGthumb methods out of industry and
substituted exact scientific knowledge, while, or the other hand, he directed
scientific researchinto useful channels.
I{enry Ford, Arnerican Industrialist/Auto Maker (186f1947)
83,12 These expert men, technologists, engineers, or whatever name may
best suit them, make up the indispensable General staff of the industrial system;
and without their immediate and unremitting guidance and correction the
industrial system will not work. It is e mechanically organized structure of
technical processes designed, installed, and conducted by these production

engineers.V/ithout them and their constantattention the industrial equipment,
the mechanicalappliancesof industry, will foot up ro just so much junk.
ThorsteinBundeVeblen,AmericanEconomist/Sociologist
(fgiZ-f g2g)
83.13 One must not forgel that progress in fundamental scienceinevitably
leadsin many casesto a revolution in technology and the daily life of all people.
A country which in our epoch ignoresthis tr,rih dooms itseli soonero, irt.i to
lagging behind in scienceand rechnology.
Leonid I. Sedov, Russian Aerospace Adrninistrat

or (1971)

83-14 Society has reached a stage of development where the stressesand
strains produced by its own speed of technological advance are not only
overtaking man's powers of adaptability-both physical and mental-but arl
endangeringhis very survival.
Joint Statement of Swiss Ecologists,

(re7r)

Swiss Science Journal,

Experiantia

83.15 The Indian interest in creating standardsof care, enforcing them or
even extending them, and of protecting its citizensfrom ill use is significantly
stronger than the local interest in deterring multinationals from exporting
allegedly dangeroustechnologies.
[From his ruling that the Indian Government should try their own suit against
Union Carbide concerning the death of over 2,000 personsfrom a poisonous
gasleak.l
John F. Keenan, American

Judge (1984)

84.

Thcory
Factsarea heapof bricksand timber.
theorythat can
It is only a successful
conuertthe heapinto a statelymansion,
ISAAC ASIMOV

84.1 Nothing ir so firmly believedas what we leastknow.
Michel de Montaigne,

French Essayist (1533-1592')

84.2 The confirmation of theories relies on the compact adaption of their
parts, by which, like those of an arch or dome, they mutually sustain each
other, and form a coherent whole.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman( 156l-1626)
'We
are under obligation to the ancients for having exhausted all the false
84.3
theories that could be formed.
Bernard Le Bovier Sieur de Fontenelle, French Philosopher (1657-1757)

84.4 It is with theories as with wells: you may see to the bottom of the
deepest if there be any water there, while another shall pass for wondrous
'tis
profound when
merely shallow, dark, and empty.
Swift,
Irish Satirist/Clergyman (1667-1745)
Jonathan
84.5 He [SamuelJohnson] bid me always remember this, that after a system is
well settled upon positive evidence, a few objections ought not to shake it.
"The human mind is so limited that it cannot take in all parts of a subject; so
that there may be objections raised against anything. There are objections
against a plenum, and objections against a uacuum. Yet one of them must
certainly be true. "
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lPlenum refers to the theory of space being full of matter; uacr.tumrefers to the
theory that parts of space are empty of matter. ]
James Boswell, Scottish Lawyer/Author (lT40,-l79S)84.6 The moment a person forms a theory, his imagination sees, in every
object, only the traits which favor that theory.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/Author (174ylS26)
84.7 It is always better to have no ideas than false ones; to believe nothing
than to believe what is wrong.
Thomas Jefferson, American President/Author (1743-11826)
84.8 The World little knows how many thoughts and theories which have
passed through the mind of a scientific investigator and have been crushed in
silence and secrecy by his own severe criticism and adverse examinations; that
in the most successful instances not a tenth of the suggestions, the hopes, the
wishes, the preliminary conclusions have been realized.
Michael Faraday,English Chernist/Physicist ( 1791-1867)
84.9 This word [theoryJ is employed by English writers in a very loose and
improper sense. It is with them usually convertible into hypothesis, and
hypothesisis commonly used as another term for conjecture.The terms theory and
theoreticalare properly used in opposition to the terms practice and practical. In
this sense they were exclusively employed by the ancients; and in this sense they
are almost exclusively employed by the continental philosophers.
William Rowan Hamilton, Irish Mathematician (1805-1865)
84.10 Men who have excessive faith in their theories or ideas are not only illprepared for making discoveries; they also make poor observations.
Claude Bernard, French Physiologist (181F1878)
84.11 Before any great scientific principle receives distinct enunciation by
individuals, it dwells more or less clearly in the general scientific mind. The
intellectual plateau is already high, and our discoverers are those who, like
peaks above the plateau, rise a little above the general level of thought at the
time.
John Tlndall, English Physicist (1820-1893)
84.12 It is the customary fate of new truths to begin as heresies and to end as
superstitions.
Thomas Henry Huxley, English Biologist/Evolutionist (1825-1895)
84.13 Physical concepts are free creations of the human mind, and are nor,
however it may seem, uniquely determined by the external world. In our
endeavor to understand reality we are somewhat like a man trying to
understand the mechanism of a closed watch. He sees the face and the movirg
hands, even hears its ticking, but he has no way of opening the case. If he ii
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hands, even hears its ticking, but he has no way of opening the case. If he is
ingenious, he may form some picture of a mechanism which could be
responsible for all the things he observes, but he may never be quite sure his
picture is the only one which could explain his observations. He will never be
able to compare his picture with the real mechanism and he cannot even
imagine the possibility of the meaning of such a comparison.
Albert Einstein, German/American Physicist (1879-1955)
84.14 Creating a new theory is not like destroying an old barn and erecting a
skyscraper in its place. It is rather like climbing a mountain, gaining new and
wider views, discovering unexpected connections between our starting point
and its rich environment. But the point from which we started out still exists
and can be seen, although it appears smaller and forms a tiny part of our broad
view gained by the mastery of the obstacles on our adventurous way up.
Albert Einstein, German/American Physicist (1879-1955)

84.15 We are all agreedthat your theory is crazy.The questionthat divides us
is whether it is crazy enoughto havea chanceof being correct.My own feeling
is that it is not crazy.
[Commenting as spokespersonfor a group of physicistsreviewing a theory of
subnuclearparticlesproposedby WernerHeisenbergand Wolfgang Pauli.]
Niels Henrik

84.16
Prtze.

David Bohr, Danish Physicist (1885-1962)

The farther an experiment is from theory, the closer it is to the Nobel
Irene Joliot-Curie, French Chemist (1897-1956)

84.17 When a discovery has finally won tardy recognition it is usually found
to have been anticipated, often with cogent reasons and in great detail.
Darwinism, for instance, may be traced back through the ages to Heraclitus
and Anaximander.
F.C.S. Schiller, English Philosopher (1917)
84.18 The mind likes a strange idea as little as the body likes a strange protein
and resists it with similar energy. It would not perhaps be too fanciful to say
that a new idea is the most quickly acting antigen known to science. If we
watch ourselves honestly, we shall often find that we have begun to argue
against a new idea even before it has been completely stated.
Wilfred Tbotter, English Philosopher/Scientist (l94ll
84.19 Newton's passage from a falling apple to a falling moon was an act of
the prepared imagination. Out of the facts of chemistry the constructive
imagination of Dalton formed the atomic theory. Davy was richly endowed
with the imaginative faculty, while with Faraday its exercise was incessant,
precedirg, accompanying, and guiding all his experiments. His strength and
fertility as a discoverer are to be referred in great part to the stimulus of the
imagination.
Rosamund E.M. Harding, English Scientist (1942')

84'20 In 1900 however, he [Planck] worked out the revolutionary
quanrum
theory, a towering achievement which extended and improved
the basic
conceptsof physics. It was so revolutionary,in fact, that almort no physicist,
including Planck himsel{ could bring hirnself to acceprit. (planck lrr..
said
that the only way a revolutionary theoiy could be accepi.d was to wair until
all
the old scientistshad died.)
rsaac Asimov, American

Biochemist/Author

(1916)

84.21 Factsare not pure unsullied bits of information; culture also influences
what we see and how we see it. Theories, moreover, are not inexorable
inductions from facts. The most creativetheoriesare often imaginative visions
imposed upon facts;the sourceof imagination is also strongly lultural.
Stephen Jay Gould, American

Biologist/Author

(l9gl)

84.22 A lessonto be learned from this puzzleis that it is not necessarilythe
pieceswhich seemto fit satisfactorilythai decidewhether or nor the pi6ure ro
date is correct, it is the pieceswhich don't fit that really decidethe issue.
PeterWarlow,British Physicist/Author/Lecturer itggZ)
84'23 In all scientific fields, theory is frequently more important than
experimentaldata. Scientistsare generallyreluctantto acceptthe existenceof a
phenomenonwhen they do not know how to explain it. btt the other hand,
they will often accepta theory that is especiallyplaisible beforethereexisrsany
data to support ir.
RichardMorris, Americanphysicist/Author(19g3)
84-24 llou can start a fire just by rubbing two dry theoriestogerher.
RobertM. Powers,British Astronomer/Author(1986)

85.

Thc Univcrsc
Sincethe Llniuerseis defnedas including
to askwhat
all that exists,it is useless
liesbeyondit.
ISAAC ASIMOV

85,1 Chaos was born first and after her cameGaia
the broad-breasted,the firm seatof all
the immortals who hold the peaksof snowy Olympus,
and the misty Thrtarosin the depths of broad-pathedearth
and Eros, the fairestof the deathlessgods;
Chaos gavebirth to Ether and Dty.
Gaia now first gavebirth to starry Ouranos,
her match in size, to encompassall of her,
and be the firm seatof all the blessedgods.
=
:
[Gaie Earrh; Ouranos - skyl Tartaros the darkestpart of the netherworld;
Erebos : darkness.
]
Hesiod, Greek Poet (circa 800n.c.)

85.2 In the beginnirg God created the heavens and the earth. Now the earth
was a formless void, there was darkness over the deep, and God's spirit hovered
over the water. . . . God said, "Let there be a vault in the waters to divide the
waters in two. " And so it was. God made the vault, and it divided the waters
above the vault from the waters under the vault. God called the vault "heaven. "
The tsible(circa 725 n.c.)
85.3
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Before the ocean was, or earth, or heaven,
Nature was all alike, a shapelessness,
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chaos, so-called,all rude and lumpy matter,
Nothing but bulk, inert, in whose confusion
Discordant atoms warred. .
Till God, or kindlier Narure,
Settledall argument, and separated
Heavenfrom earth, water from land, our air
From the high stratosphere,a liberarion
So things evolved, and our of blind confusion
Found eachits place,bound in eternal order.
Ovid (PubliusOvidusNasso),
RomanPoet(43n.c.-17e.o.?)
85'4 But if the heavensare moved by a daily movement, it is necessary
ro
assumein the principal bodies of the universe and in the heavenstwo ways
of
movement which are contrary to each other: one from east to west ,rrj
the
other from west to east,xs has often been said. And with this, it is proper
ro
assumean excessivelygreat speed,for anyonewho reckonsand .orrrid.rs
well
the height of distanceof the h.a'oensand the magnitude of theseand of
their
circuit, if such a circuit were made in a d^y, could trot imagine or conceivehow
marvelously and excessivelyswift would be the movemeni of the heavens,
and
how unbelievableand unthinkable.
Nicole Oresme, French Philosopher/Clergyman

(111343g2)

85.5 The universe, then, has no circumference,for, if it had a center and
a
circumference,it would thus have in itself its beginning and its end, and
the
universeitself would be terminated by relation to som.thirrg else;there would
be outside the universe another thing and a place- but all this contains
no
truth.
Nicholas of Cusa, German Cardinal/Mathematician/Statesman
(1401-1464)

85.6 Near the sun is the center of the universe.
NicholasCopernicus,PolishAstronomer(I47y1543)
85'7 I have said that, in my opinion, all was chaos. . . and out of that
bulk a
mass formed-just as cheeseis made out of milk-and worms appeared
in it,
and thesewere the angels.The most holy majesty decreedthat these
should be
God, he too having been createdout of ihat irrns at the sametime.
[Thken from his testimony before the Inquisition, which senrencedhim to
burning at the stak..J
Domenicoscandella,Italian Miller (lslz'.1599)
85'8 This very sun' this very moon, these stars, this very
order and
revolution of the universe, is the same which your ancestors
enjoyed, and
which will be the admiration of your posrerity.
Michel de Montaigne,FrenchEisayist(i53r 1.5gz)
85'9 The first question concerningthe CelestialBodies is whether
there be a
system, that is whether the world or universecomposetogether
one globe,
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with a center, or whether the particular globes of earth and stars be scattered
dispersedly, each on its own roots, without any system or common center.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman(1561-1626\
85.10 It is no small comfort when I reflect that we should not so much marvel
at the vast and almost infinite breadth of the most distant heavetrs but much
more at tire smallness of us manikins and the smallness of this our tiny ball of
earth and also of all the planets.
JohannesKepler, German Astronomer/Mathematician (1571-1630)
85.11 Moreover, I began to contemplate the vast magnitude of the universe
and what proportion this poor globe of earth might bear with it, for if those
numberless bodies which itick in the vast roof of heaven, though they appear
to us but as spangles, be some of them thousands of times bigger than the earth
. surely the astronomers had reason to term this sphere an indivisible point
and a thing of no dimension at all being compared to the whole world.
James Howell, Velsh Author (1594-1666)85.12

Give me extension and motion, and I will construct the lJniverse.
Ren6 Descartes,French Mathematician/Philosopher (1596-1650)

85.13 The centerof the universeis the most noble placein the world, for it is
everywhere distant from the extremesand maintains the middle position.
Giovanni Baptista Riccoli, Italian Philosopher

(159f1671)

85.14 A wonder it must be that thereshouldbe any man found so stupid as to
persuadehimself that this most beautiful world could be produced by the
fortuitous concourseof atoms.
John Ray,English Naturalist(1627-1705)
85.15 When the heavens were a little blue arch, stuck with stars, methought
the Universe was too straight and close: I was almost stifled for want of air: but
now it is enlarged in height and breadth, and a thousand vortices taken in. I
begin to breathe with more freedom, and I think the LJniverse to be
incomparably more magnificent than it was before.
Bernard Le Bovier Sieur de Fontenelle, French Philosopher (1657-1757,
85.16 This great work, always more amazing in proportion as it is better
known, raisei in us so grand an idea of its Maker, that we find our mind
overwhelmed with feelings of wonder and adoration.
Bernard Le Bovier Sieur de Fontenelle, French Philosopher (1657-1757,
85.17 That the universe was formed by r fortuitous concourse of atoms, I will
of the alphabet would fall
no more believe than that the accidental jumblitg
into a most ingenious treatise of philosophy.
Jonathan Swift, Irish Satirist lClergytnan (1667-1745)
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85.18 Man is born not to solvethe problems of the universe,but to find out
where the problem begins,and then to restrainhimself within thelimits of the
comprehensible.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, German Poet lDrarnatist/Novelist

(r749-1832)

85.19 Thken as a whole, the universeis absurd.
Walter Savage Landor, English Poet/Author

(177y1864)

85-20 I don't pretendto understandthe Universe--it's a greatdealbigger than
I am. . . . Peopleoughr to be modester.
Thomas Carlyle, Scottish Historian/Philosopher

(1795-1881)

85-21 The universeis a disymmetrical whole.
Louis Pasteur,FrenchChemist/Microbiologist (182T1895)
85-22 A man said to the universe, "Si! [ exist." "However," replied the
universe, "the fact has not createdin me a senseof obligation."
Stephen Crane, American

Writer (lg7l-1900)

85.23 Scienceis a great game. It is inspiring and retreshi.g. The playing field
is the universeitself
Isidor fsaacRabi, Austrian/AmericanPhysicist(1898-1963)
85-24 As we push ever more deeply into the universe, probing its secrets,
discoveringits way, we must also constantlytry to learn to cooperateacrossthe
frontiers that really divide earth'ssurface.
Lyndon

Baines Johnson, American

President (1908- lg73)

85-25 If there is life elsewherein the universe, chemically speaking,it would
be very similar to what we have on earth.
cyril Ponnamperuma,Americanchemist (1925-)
85.26 The universeis in the businessof making life.
cyril Ponnamperuma,Arnericanchemistltlzr I
85.27 Consciousnessmay be associated with all quantum mechanical
since everythi.g that occurs is ultimately the result of one or
Processes
more quantum mechanicalevents, the universe is "inhabited" by an almost
unlimited number of rather discrete, conscious,usually nonthirrftng entities
that are responsiblefor the detailedworking of the uni,olrr..
Evan H. Walker,Americanphysicist(f970;
85'28 It is tempting to wonder if our present universe, large as it is
and
complex though it seems, might not be merely the result oi, very slight
random increasein order over a very small portion of an unbelievably
folossal
universewhich is virtually entirely in heat-death.
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Perhapswe are merely sliding down a gentle ripple that has been set uP,
accidentlyand very temporarily, in a quiet pond, and it is only the limitation of
our own infinitesimal range of viewpoint in spaceand time that makesit seem
to ourselvesthat we arehurtling down a cosmicwaterfall of increasingentropy,
a waterfall of colossalsize and duration.
IsaacAsimov,AmericanBiochemist/Author(1976)
85.29 The big batrg, that most cataclysmicof all events,now seemsto have
been a strangely gentle explosion, not so much a violent blowout as a finely
orchestratedevent-more like the steadyinflation of a football than the burst of
a bomb. It begins to look as though the cosmosmight just be breathing out,
and when the current exhalationends, perhapsafter another ten geos, it will
pauseand then inhale.
Lyall lUatson,AmericanBiologist (1979)
85.30 Do you know about the EleventhCommandment?It says,"Thou shalt
not bore God, or he will destroy your universe."
(1984)
John Lilly, AmericanNeurophysiologist/Spiritualist
85.31 If the universeis measurablycurved today, cosmologistsmust accept
the miraculous fact that this is so for the first time in the 101o-yearhistory of
the universe;if it had been measurablynonflat at much earlier times, it would
be much more obviously curved today than it is. This line of reasonitg
suggeststhat the observableuniverseis essentiallyexactly flat: that it contains
preciselythe critical density of mass.
Lawrence M. Krauss, American

Physicist/Astronomer

(1986)

85.32 Astrophysicists closing in on the grand structure of matter and
emptiness in the universe are rulitg out the meatball theory, challenging the
soap bubble theory, and putting forward what may be the strongesttheory of
all: that the cosmosis organizedlike a sponge.
James Gleick, American

Science Journalist

(1986)

85.33 Astrophysicistsand nuclearphysiciststogetherhaveconcludedthat the
universestartedout with only hydrogen and its isotope deuterium.
Dietrick

E. Thomsen,

American

Science Jotrrnalist (1986)

85.34 Specialists . . . are slowly coming to the rcahzation that the universe is
biased and leans to the left. . . . Many scientists have come to believe that this
odd state of affairs has somethittg to do with the weak nuclear force. It seems
that the weak force tends to impart a left-handed spin to electrons, and this
effect may bias some kinds of molecular synthesis to the left. . . . But scientific
speculation of this ilk leads to a deeper question. Was it purely a matter of
chance that left-handedness became the preferred direction in our universe, or is
there some reason behind it? Did the sinister bent of existence that scientists
have observed stem from a roll of the dice, or is God a semiambidextrous
southpaw?
Malcolm W Browne, American ScienceJournalist (1986)
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85.35 AstrophysicistDavid Schrammof the University of Chicago saysthat
people may deceive themselvesif they imagine the Big Bang rI r kind of
explosion.He prefersto use the analogy of riisin-bread Jottgn] nt the dough
1ises,it expandseverywhere fairly evenly. As a result, the raisins are carried
farther and farther from eachother, eventhough they do not move with respecr
to the dough right around them. Galaxies,hke the raisins, are carried fariher
and farther from each other as the space between them (like the dough)
expands, but they do not necessarilymove with respecrro the spaceti[fti
around them.
Dietrick

E. Thomsen,

American

Science Journalist

(1987)

86.

Zoology
If thereis a just God, how humanity
wouldwrithe in its attempttojustify
of animAls,
its treatment
ISAAC ASIMOV

86.1 And of every living thing of all flesh, you shall bring two of every sort
into the ark, to keep them alivewith you; they shallbe male and female.Of the
birds accordingto their kinds, and of the animalsaccordingto their kinds, of
every creeping thing of the ground accordittg to its kind.
The Bihle (circa 725 n.c.)

86.2 Like sheepissuing from the fold by one, pairs, or three at once,while the
others stand still, bending their eyes and noses to the ground, and what the
foremost does that do the others, crowding behind her if shestops, simple and
quiet, while they know not the cause.
DanteAlighieri, Italian Poet (1265-132l)
86.3 It is the wisdom of the crocodiles,that shed tears when they devour.
Francis Bacon, English Philosopher/Essayist/Statesman

(1561-1626)

86.4 When it drew to night they were much perplexed, for they could find
neither harbor nor meat, but, in frost and snow were forced to make the earth
their bed and the element their covering. And another thing did very much
terrify them; they heard, as they thought, two lions roaring exceedingly for a
long time together, and a third, that they thought was very near them. So, not
knowing what to do, they resolved to climb r'rp into a tree as their safest refuge,
though that would prove an intolerable cold lodgingi so they stood at the tree's
root, that when the lions came they might take their opportunity of climbing
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uP. The bitch ,!.y w_erefain to hold by the neck, for shewould have been gone
to lion; but it pleasedGod so to dispose,that the wild beastscameour.
Anonymous(1620)
86.5 The surfaceof Animals is alsocoveredwith other Animals, which arein
the samemanner the Basis of other Animals that live upon it.
st/Poet/Politician(lG7?-lT lg,)
JosephAddison,English Essayi
86.6 Beastshave not the high advantageswhich we possess;but they have
some which we havenoj. They havenot our hopes,but th.tt they havenot our
ftl|tt they are subjectlike us to death, but it is without being awareof it; mosr
of them are better able to preservethemselvesthan we are, rnd make a lessbad
use of their passions.
Baron de la Bride

et de Montesquieu,

(168F17ss)

French Philosopher/Author

86-7 It is, I find, in zoology as it is in botany: all nature is so full that that
district producesthe greatestvariety which is the most examined.
Gilbert White, EnglishNaturalist/Ecologist(l72Hl7g3)
86.8 The beaversare the philosophersof the animals; the gentlest, the most
humble, the most harmless.Yet brutal Man kills them. I was oncea wimess to
the destruction of one of their associatedconfederacies.I saw many of them
shedtears, and I wept also; nor am I ashamedto confess.
Hector St.John de Crevecoeur,
AmericanFarmer/FrenchConsulto
New York (1735-1813)
86'9 Animal life is so infinitely abundant, and in forms so various, and so
novel to Europeaneyes,that it is absolutelynecessaryto divest oneselfof all the
petty terrors which the crawling, creeping, hopping, and buzzins tribes can
inspire, before taking an American summer rimble. It iso I conieive, quite
impossiblefor any description to conveyan idea of the soundswhich assaiithe
ears from the time the short twilight begins, unril the rising sun scattersthe
rear of darkness,and sendsthe winking choristersto rest.
FrancesTlollope, English vri ter (lrg0-1s63)
86.10 Here is the distinct trail of a fox stretching[a] quarrer of a mile across
the pond. . . . The pond his journal, and last nightt itto* made a tabularasafor
him. I know which way a mind wended this morning, what horizon it faced,
by the setting of these tracks; whether it moved ri6*ty or rapidly, by rh;
greateror lessintervals and distinctness,for the swiftest stepleavesy"t'^lasting
trace.
Henry

David Thoreau,

American

Writer/Naturalist

( 18I 7-1g62)

86.11 Master said, Ggd had given men reason,by which they could find out
things.for themselves;but He had given animals knowledge, which did not
depend on reason, and which was much more prompt and
Ierfect in its way,
and by which they had often savedthe lives of men.
Anna Sewell,British Writer (1g20-1979)
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86.12 Living organismsare not ordinarily given the proper amount of credit
for their part in forming the characterof the earth'ssurface.
C.C. Furnas, American

Chemical and Aeronautical

Engineer (1939)

86.13 The discoveriesof Darwin, himself a magnificentfield naturalist,had
the remarkableeffect of sendingthe whole zoological world flocking indoors,
where they remainedhard at work for fifty yearsor more, and whencethey are
now beginning to put forth cautiousheadsinto the open air.
Charles Elton, English Ecologist

(1960)

86.14 Mammals in general seem to live, at best, as long as it takes their hearts
to count a billion. To this general rule, man himself is the most astonishing
exception.
IsaacAsimov, American Biochemist/Author (1965)
86.15 A female ringtailed lemur (Lemur catta) edges toward another female
holding a day-old infant in her arms. The first female sits down beside the
mother, then suddenly grabs the baby and runs off Possessing the infant raises
this female's status within her troop and lowers that of the real mother, once the
groupb dominant female.
Jeffrey P Cohn, American ScienceJournalist (1985)
86.16 Among those who study animal behavior, female competition has
taken center stage during the last three years. In journals and at conferences,
there have been reams of papers presented on the strategies of female animal
most notably, on how they go about sabotagirg each other's reproductive
cycles: aborting, starving, and even arrangitrg the murder of each other's
offspring. The more familiar offenders include macaques, chimpanzees, gorillas, gerbils, rabbits, wolves, and lions.
In the last two decades field researchers have discovered that despite all our
sensational murders and wars, human beings end up killing a smaller
proportion of their fellows than do many other vertebrate species.
Duncan Maxwell Anderson, American Vriter (1986)
86.17 The heaviest possible animal able to walk on four legs should have
weighed no more than 100 tons.
This surprisitrg conclusion will no doubt be tested by further discoveries of
large fossil dinosaurs. But we must bear in mind that, biomechanically,
bumblebees should not be able to fly, and dolphins should not be able to swim
as fast as they do.
Mike Benton, ScienceJournalist (1986)
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